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Preface
Three years heretofore, suddenly the “Beauty of Nature” enthralled me, while I was 
sitting in my garden. That experience was related to the origin of nature, the world, 
and the universe. This set me on the path to drafting a book that could talk about 
nature and its creations. Initially, I asked myself a question about how such a wonder-
ful and attractive world was created. According to Hindu mythology, Lord Brahma 
wove this entire universe. However, being a person of physics, the answer to this 
question must be more scientific. Hence, this book is a scientific way of explaining 
creation with the help of nanoscience. While planning for this book, it was arduous 
to get the appropriate text and chapters. Therefore, I bellied up to my other editors/
contributors (Prof. Felipe and Prof. Bhattacharya). Finally, because of my mentors’ 
support, we got a group of authors who are experts in nanoscience/nanotechnology. 
This book is a collection of important topics, concepts, and chapters of all expertise, 
which would show the pathway between nanoscience and nature.

This book is a compilation of ten important chapters. Chapter 1 is dedicated to 
understanding nature in the view of nanoscience. In this chapter, the author has taken 
much effort to explain the importance of nanoscience in every corner of this uni-
verse. Furthermore, Chapters 2 and 3 explain the fundamentals of nanoscience and 
nanotechnology. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the various physics and chemical methods 
of the preparation of nanoparticles. Appropriate experimental techniques with dia-
grams are included in these chapters. Furthermore, Chapter 6 focuses on the impor-
tant properties of nanoparticles, like electrical, mechanical, optical, etc. Chapter 7 
includes the various characterization techniques which are important to analyze the 
nanoparticles. Furthermore, the next three chapters discuss the application part of 
nanoparticles for various devices, rechargeable batteries in particular. This collec-
tion of chapters would be a single-point knowledge center for all readers. We hope 
the reader enjoys going through the book and will get the best out of this.

This book is dedicated to our parents and teachers. We are indebted to the contrib-
utors/authors of this book. Because of their efforts and in-time completion of their 
chapters, this book was completed in a time span. We also thank all the publishers and 
authors for their permission to use the materials like figures/tables from their publi-
cations. We are also thankful to Shri. Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya, Indore; 
MMV, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi; and National Polytechnic Institute, 
Materials, and Technologies for Energy, Health and Environment (GESMAT), 
CICATA Altamira, for supporting us to complete the edition of this book. Finally, we 
are indebted to CRC Publication for accepting our proposal and publishing the work.

We end with the words of Prof Richard Feynman: “There’s Plenty of Room at the 
Bottom: An Invitation to Enter a New Field of Physics”
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2 Applications of Nanomaterials for Energy Storage Devices

1.1  INTRODUCTION

This is the first and most fundamental chapter of this book. It will allow the reader to 
understand and deep into the concepts of nanoscience and nano entities, first through 
the observation of nature examples and the explanation of the properties that made 
the entities at the nanoscale so interesting. Out of these, a few examples from nature 
are structuring at the nanoscale of the lotus leaf which makes it superhydrophobic, the 
iridescence of colors of butterfly wings, fireflies that glow in the night, many flower 
pigments, minerals, human skin, feathers, horns, hair, bones, and much more. Here, 
the term natural to nano means the materials, which offer properties like nanomate-
rials without any processing or human interference. The atomic/molecular arrange-
ment defines the chemical, physical, or electrical properties of the substance, wherein 
the biological properties of the objects are due to their supramolecular structures. 
The interaction of water, light, and other materials with these biological  substances 
provides freak properties, which can be appreciated [1].

These all are a point of fascination among scientists for a long time due to their 
structural and physical properties. All special properties offered by these are due to 
nanosized particles as per the known scientific facts.

1.2  HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF NANOPARTICLES

Humans have developed and used ceramic materials from around 7500 years back 
[2]. Recent studies have shown that many of the encountered objects’ properties such 
as some colors and opalescence of iridescence are in fact due to nanomaterials. For 
example, close to 5000 BC, in Cyprus, clothes were bleached with the help of clay; 
thereof, the size of these clay particles was of few nanometers in dimension [3]. 
Some 4000 years back, Egyptians used synthetic chemical-based materials for hair 
dyes, wherein the size of these dyes was close to 5 nm in diameter [4]. Also, the 
first artificial pigment, popularly known as “Egyptian Blue”, was synthesized by the 
Egyptians with sintered, nanosized glass and quartz; thereof, around the third cen-
tury BC, it was used for the purpose of coloring objects [5]. Some more examples of 
nanomaterials from the Bronze Age around 1200–100 BC are the objects for which 
red color was created by the plasmonic effect of Cu nanoparticles [6]. From 801 
BC to 900 BC, the use of glazed ceramics was popular among Mesopotamians for 
decoration purposes [1]; due to the presence of silver and/or copper nanoparticles in 
between the glaze layers, an astounding optical effect was seen in this type of decora-
tion, i.e., the glittering green and blue color due to the reflection phenomenon. When 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of these decorative materials was 
performed, it was revealed that silver nanoparticles were deposited on the surfaces 
separated 430 nm apart from each other, with the smaller particles (5–10 nm) depos-
ited on the outer layer and the large particles (5–20 nm) deposited on the inner layers. 
This construction gave an effect of interferences. Hence whenever light is scattered 
due to these inner and outer layers, there is a phase shift between the reflected light 
rays, wherein due to phase shift during scattering, a different wavelength appears. 
Other examples are the Cu- and cuprous oxide-based Celtic red enamels, from 
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around 400 to 100 BC [7]. Apart from all these, the Roman glass (Lycurgus) cup is 
also a popular product, wherein the color of the cup changes with the incident light 
direction, looking red when light is incident from the back, while it looks green in 
color when light is incident from the front [8]. These Lycurgus cups consist of alloys 
of silver–gold nanoparticles, wherein their ratio is 7:3; thereof, also 10% copper is 
present[9]. Furthermore, stained glass, which is red and yellow, was also found in 
the churches constructed during the 11–14th centuries, wherein the colloidal gold 
and silver nanoparticles are the main contents [10]. Based on the same technique, 
the popular Satsuma glass was produced in Japan in the mid of the 19th century. 
Here, the ruby color of the Satsuma glasses is due to the absorption effect of copper 
nanoparticles [11].

In modern times, Michael Faraday was the first who described the synthesis of 
colloidal gold in 1857 and revealed the differences between the bulk and colloidal 
counterparts. Furthermore, in 1908, Mie explained the cause of certain colors of 
metal colloids [12]. The use of silicon dioxide nanoparticles in place of carbon black 
was started in the 1940s; thereof, the initial purpose was for rubber augmentation 
[13]. Nowadays, the synthesis of nanoparticles can offer remarkable improvement 
in the mechanical, electrical, optical, and thermal properties of bulk materials; 
thereof, these improvements can be further used for various applications and device 
fabrications. Even the use of nanoparticles in the field of biology can offer various 
self-healing, antibacterial, and anti-freezing properties as well. Regardless of all the 
abovementioned important properties of nanoparticles, there are huge possibilities for 
the future of nanoparticles for several technologies. Many manufacturing companies 
use the idea of nanoparticles for their electronic, electrical, and mechanical products; 
for example, in 2003, Samsung used silver nanoparticles for antibacterial technology 
[14]. Also, nanoparticles and nanosized materials are broadly in use for the improve-
ment of tires to increase the harshness of the vehicle surface, increase the efficiency 
of the engine, make the car body lighter and stronger, etc. [15]. Nanoparticles have 
also been used for metallic and non-metal paints, which can make scratch-resistant 
glasses/surfaces [16]. In series of all these development and enhancement of nanopar-
ticles, nowadays more than 1800 products based on nanoparticles are available for 
consumer products commercially in over 20 countries [17].

1.3  NATURE AND NANO

Nature is awash in nanomaterials and scientists are studying these nanostructures to 
determine their possible applications and properties through a research field called 
biomimicry. There are many distinct types of nanostructures in nature. It includes 
some organics structures like feathers and skin strands. Furthermore, it shows many 
natural inorganic materials like clays and carbonous soot. Also, proteins and chitins 
are common examples of organic nanostructures. The structure of the planetary atmo-
sphere plays a role in several natural phenomena, such as the wetness of surfaces, the 
shimmering of butterfly wings, and the adhesion of gecko feet. Nanostructured mate-
rials, which have great mechanical strength and toughness, have been fabricated by 
nature and evolved sophisticated bottom-up processes. Nacre is one of the hardest 
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materials which is the shimmering shell of mollusks. Mollusks deposit CaCO3 over 
porous polysaccharide chitin layers to produce nacre. In time, the mineral crystal-
lizes, producing layers of organic material separated by stacks of CaCO3. Here, the 
rigidity of nacre is because of the inter-locked assembly of molecules. Nowadays, the 
research focus is on the synthesis of strong materials by biomimetic nanocomposites. 
These materials can be used for lightweight defense systems, transportation, electric 
devices, durable electronic devices, aviation, and many others. We know that the 
colors are because of the pigments, but nature creates them due to structural color. 
For example, the wings of some insects contain chitin which is hexagonally packed. 
The order of these wings is between 200 and 100 nm, which enables the wings to act 
as self-cleaning and anti-reflective layers. It also imparts mechanical durability and 
enhances aerodynamics, etc. This stunning blue color of the morpho butterflies is 
due to crystals of natural photonic, which are between the wing ribs. Interestingly, 
there is no involvement of pigments in wing color. One more example of natural 
nanomaterials is the lotus leaf. Here, the concept of self-cleaning of the lotus leaf 
is associated with chemical and physical properties at the nanoscale level. In 1994, 
a famous botanist, Wilhelm Barthlott, filed a patent for the lotus effect. This patent 
was for the micro- and nano-properties of the lotus leaf surface. Here, it is important 
to mention that the size of the protrusion is about 100 nm in height. Due to the surface 
tension of the water droplets and the surface morphology of the lotus leaf, while roll-
ing, it would clear the surface of the leaf. This can be seen in Figure 1.1.

However, still, it is primitive in many areas of development and manufacturing. 
Researchers/scientists need to do a lot to get close to natural accuracy. To date, no 
one has succeeded in achieving the capacity of photosynthesis to energy storage. 
We are even not close to the efficiency of biomolecules for energy transfer. More 
interestingly, although we have many varieties of reverse osmosis (RO) technologies 

FIGURE 1.1 A classic example of a macroscopic property in nature. (a) A self-cleaning con-
cept in a lotus leaf. (Adopted originally from “Natural necklace” by Tanaka who is licensed 
under CC BY 2.0). (b) Electron micrograph of a lotus leaf (surface); size appears to be 20 μm 
[18]. (Adopted with permission from Barthlott, W., Neinhuis, C. Purity of the sacred lotus, 
or escape from contamination in biological surfaces. Planta 202, 1–8 (1997), Copyright: 
Springer (1997), https://doi.org/10.1007/s004250050096.)

https://doi.org/10.1007/s004250050096
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to date, we are still no closer to the purity and efficiency of storage as coconut water 
and watermelons. We are in the era of the digital world, where we store our day-to-
day details in digital memory cards/drives, but still, the data which can be stored in 
a human brain is not comparable to date. Images and moving objects, which can be 
seen by our eyes, cannot be compared with any digital cameras. Even the sensitivity 
of olfactory receptors in a dog is much more than any latest sensors which we have 
developed. The conventional energy transformation has not ensured the appropriate 
conversion of energy. To date, the highest conversion efficiency of conventional pho-
tovoltaic panels is not more than 25%. Even the best engine in the world has shown 
only 52% of efficiency, and only 38% of energy is used for cooking, which is pro-
duced by gas. In a comparison of all the above examples, our body can utilize whole 
energy as produced; therein, some other examples are plants, bacteria, etc. That is 
why we can say that if we want to achieve our highest technology, then we must walk 
toward nature and learn from nature. In the coming sections, we will learn the way of 
coordination, sources, and development between nature and nanoparticles.

1.4  OVERVIEW OF NATURAL NANOPARTICLES AND SOURCES

There are many natural materials in the universe that own the properties of nano-
structures due to their compositions, like spider silk, flower colors, clay, paper, etc. 
[19,20]. Usually, based on the origin of the sources, nanomaterials can be classified 
into three major categories; these are shown below in Figure 1.2.

Now, let us discuss these sources of nanoparticles to understand the evaluation of 
nanoscience from nature. It is not complete about every detail, but a focused reader 
can find further details at the end of the chapter; thereof, detailed biography has been 
provided there.

1.4.1  Natural SourceS of NaNoparticleS

There are numerous ways of producing natural nanoparticles, where some of them 
are fires in forests, an explosion of volcanoes, reactions during the photochemical 
process, etc. This all-natural way of producing nanoparticles affects the air quality 
worldwide. Even shedding of animal skin and hair and the shedding of leaves or skin 
of plants also contribute toward the natural nanoparticle’s compositions. In addition 
to this, a huge quantity of synthetic nanoparticles is generated due to industrializa-
tion, fuel burning, vehicle use for transportation, etc., which is an emergency condi-
tion for the present world. However, it was reported that in the atmosphere, only 10% 
of aerosols are due to humans, while the remaining 90% are due to nature [21].

1.4.1.1  Sandstorm and Cosmic Dust
Sandstorm or dust storm is a common phenomenon in the domain of meteorology, 
which usually takes place in dry or semi-dry regions. These phenomena arise due 
to strong hurricanes. These hurricanes take the fine granules of dust from the dry or 
semi-dry areas to another location and deposited them.

In this series of dust storms, a star (Eagle Nebula) which is about 6500 light 
years distant from the earth, has dust particles, which are disk-shaped and have the 
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ability to develop a solar system [22]. While analyzing the celestial activities and 
stardust during various space missions, it was concluded that the major components 
of this stardust or meteorites are in the dimension of nanoparticles, wherein the main 
components are carbon, nitride, silicate, etc. [22]. Here, it would be interesting to 
mention that in the Murchison meteorite, the existence of diamond was found, which 
is the best example of the existence of nanoparticles in space [23]. This example 
eventually proves that there is an existence of various nanoparticles all around the 
universe, wherein mixed, classified, and modified nanoparticles are important. These 
nanoparticles in space are due to sudden changes in temperature, electromagnetic 
radiations, physical crashes, and shock waves [22]. A similar analysis of the exis-
tence of nanoparticles in the atmosphere was reported by Prashant and Al-Dabbous, 
wherein they mentioned that in the summertime and on roadsides of Kuwait, there 
is airborne pollution of nanoparticles [22]. Even this type of air pollution due to 
airborne nanoparticles can be found in many places in the world, and these are the 
primary reasons behind many health problems. Figure 1.3 shows the presence of 
nanosized dust particles in the air.

1.4.1.2  Nanoparticles through Natural Decay and Volcanic Activity
Nanoparticles are part of our metallurgic world because they commonly occur dur-
ing weathering and volcanic explosions. During the venting of volcanoes, particles 
ranging from a few micrometers to a few nanometers in size spread into the atmo-
sphere, wherein the number of nanoparticles may be about 30 × 106 tons [25–28]. 
These released nanoparticles flow throughout the atmosphere and deposit on the low-
est layer of the troposphere and stratosphere. However, this effect is more prominent 
in the regions, which are close to the volcanoes. The volcanic explosion majorly 
affects sunlight by scattering and blocking it, which further affects plant, human, 
and animal activities. Most of the time, these volcano explosions release heavy met-
als which are harmful to humans, causing skin problems, headaches, nose and eye 
infections, asthma, and Kaposi’s sarcoma [29,30].

FIGURE 1.3 Field emission SEM: (scale 5 μm). (a) Dust in the course of and (b) dust after 
the storm. 19/03/2002 [24]. (Adopted with permission from Senlin Lu, T. P. Jones, Longyi 
Shao, et al. Microscopy and mineralogy of airborne particles collected during severe dust 
storm episodes in Beijing, China. Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, 110 (2005) 
doi:10.1029/2004JD005073. Copyright: 2005 by the Amer. Geophys. Union.)
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1.4.1.3  Volcanic Ashes
Usually, the origin of natural nanoparticles is considered due to erosion and the 
explosion of volcanoes. The temperature of the cinder may reach the limit of 1400°C 
upon release during the explosion of volcanoes. When these cinders reach the avail-
able sources of water or soil near the volcano, they cause chemical reactions and cre-
ate different ranges of nanoparticles that may be deposited over theirs. This could be 
an environmental hazard. Many times, it is been found that the places close to such 
volcanoes have a negative impact on health as well. For example, the size of these 
cinder particles may vary between 100 and 200 nm in diameter, and these particles 
may be suspended easily in the air. Whenever these are inhaled by someone, they 
may create serious respiratory problems due to deposition in the respiratory tract.

1.4.1.4  Jungle Fire and Sea Water Evaporation
Forest fires are due to tremendous flashes of lightning and human interference in 
jungle areas, worldwide. As a result of a fire in the jungle, a huge quantity of fumes, 
cinders, and small nanoparticles are produced and expand over a long distance, 
which affects the overall ambient quality of air [31]. Figure 1.4 shows the existence 
of nanoparticles in smoke. It has been reported by many researchers that due to the 
deposition of fumes, cinders, and small carbon-based nanoparticles on the surface of 
the Himalayan region, glaciers are melting faster [32,33].

FIGURE 1.4 (a) SEM image of aggregated particles of carbon of smoke, 20/08/2000, South 
Africa. (b) TEM image of aggregated particles of carbon, 05/09/2000, Zambia [34]. (Adopted 
by permission from Jia Li, Mihály Pósfai, Peter V. Hobbs, Peter R. Buseck. Individual 
aerosol particles from biomass burning in Southern Africa: 2, Compositions and aging of 
inorganic particles. Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, 108 (2003) https://doi.
org/10.1029/2002JD002310, Copyright 2003: the Amer. Geophy. Union.)

https://doi.org/10.1029/2002JD002310
https://doi.org/10.1029/2002JD002310
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Here, it would be interesting to mention that even due to the evaporation of seawa-
ter and sea waves, various types of nanosized materials are produced [35]. Usually, 
the size of these nanosized materials is in the range of ~100 nm to a few micrometers; 
thereof, these are produced due to vapor and natural precipitation during sea vapor-
ization [36]. Even in many places, it has been reported that these nanosized materials 
near the sea area can also be produced due to temperature changes. Here, the spray-
ing of these nanosized materials due to sea salt carries many microorganisms and 
other pollutants to nearby locations and causes many health issues.

1.4.2  eNgiNeered NaNomaterialS

Apart from all-natural ways of production of nanoparticles, as discussed in the previ-
ous section, there are many more ways of production of nanoparticles, wherein the 
engineered nanoparticles are one of the important classifications, where the produc-
tion of nanoparticles take place due to various reasons such as mechanical/chemical/
biomedical industrialization, automobile fuel combustion, wood combustion during 
cooking, fuel combustion for power generation, welding, and much more. These all-
anthropogenic activities produce nanoparticles such as carbon nanoparticles, silica 
nanoparticles, TiO2, Al2O3, carbon black, Co, Ni nanoparticles, etc., due to which 
health problem is a big issue.

1.4.2.1  Nanoparticles from Fuel Combustion
Worldwide, the major source of natural/atmospheric nanoparticles is fuel combus-
tion, wherein the burning of diesel produces nanoparticles of the order of 20–130 nm, 
whereas the burning of gasoline products, like petrol, benzine, etc., produces 
nanoparticles of the order of 20–60 nm [37–39]. It is also found that carbon nano-
tubes (CNTs) and other fibers were also produced as byproducts [40]. It is especially 
important to mention here that 90% of carbon nanoparticles are due to vehicles and 
other devices which combust fuel for various purposes [41]. Here, many studies show 
the existence of CNTs in human cells can produce granulomatous reactions, neopla-
sia in the lungs, stress, swelling, and skin cancer [42,43].

1.4.2.2  Demolition of Building and Cigarette Smoke
Demolishment of structures and smoking are the anthropogenic processes that pro-
duce and spread nanoparticles in the atmosphere. Smoke is one of the complicated 
compositions wherein approximately 1 lakh chemical compounds are observed [44]. 
Likewise, during the demolishment of buildings, nanoparticles of the order of 10 nm 
are produced [45]. Even during building demolishment, some other nanoparticles are 
also produced, like asbestos fibers, lead, building waste, glass, etc.

Smoking is one of the major causes of respiratory problems, heart problems, pan-
creatic cancer, genetic disorder, asthma, etc. [46]. Here, it is important to mention 
that the chance of many health problems can be reversed by stopping smoking [47]. 
To date, the effect of various dust particles and nanoparticles on humans is still not 
disclosed completely. However, after the rescue process at the World Trade Centre 
(11/09/2001), a severe problem related to cough and bronchial was reported among 
the firefighters [48]. This shows that there is a requirement for detailed studies on the 
ill effects of nanoparticles on humans and nature.
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1.4.2.3  Nanoparticles from Healthcare Products
In most beauty products, there is a use of nanoparticles; for example, the anti-reflec-
tive and antioxidant properties in sunscreen lotion are because of nanoparticles [49]. 
Interestingly, most of the nanoparticles which are used for cosmetic applications are 
engineered nanoparticles that are prepared with various biological, physical, and 
chemical processes [50–52]. Furthermore, the nanoparticles are extensively in use 
for other commercial products, wherein paints, personal care, and clothes are a few 
examples [53]. The white color in most beauty products is due to TiO2 nanoparticles 
which are larger than 100 nm in size [54]. Similarly, in some other cosmetic and food 
products, like toothpaste, wipes, food packets, and shampoos, there is a use of silver 
nanoparticles [55]. There are many nanoparticles that are under research for their 
potential uses in biomedical/cosmetic applications. Despite the potential application 
and growth of nanoparticle-based products, the harmful effect of these products on 
humans is still not known clearly.

1.4.3  Natural SourceS of NaNomaterialS

In the sequence of the nanoparticles in nature, as discussed in the above two seg-
ments, there are some more examples of nanoparticles that are available naturally. 
These examples are fundamentally from plants, microorganisms, algae, animals, 
insects, bacteria, sea species, viruses, and humans. The latest enhancement in optical 
instruments helps us a lot to analyze the size, structural, and morphological proper-
ties of nanoparticles. This study can lead to a greater understanding of the presence of 
nanosized organisms in nature, whereof this can enhance the biomedical applications 
of these microorganisms. The nanostructures in insects are formed through a regular 
process of development due to which they can live in difficult living conditions. Even 
the presence of nano-biominerals in the plants is due to water and soil, which they 
develop during their growth. Interestingly, the floaty/lightweight wings and attractive 
colors of the animals and insects are due to nano-wax and nanoparticles.

In this series, humans are one of the interesting examples where the existence 
of nanomaterials is very much reported like in bones, enzymes, antibodies, DNA, 
RNA, etc., nanostructured in dimension. DNA and RNA, the genetic materials, are 
the key components for cell development and even for the proper functioning of the 
living cell/tissues, whereof these are also nanostructured. Hence, finally, it can be 
concluded that nanostructures are the basic units for all types of life on earth. Now, 
in the undermentioned text, we will get some more details about the presence of 
nanostructures in living organisms.

1.4.3.1  Nanoscale Organisms
Nanoscale organisms are also known as nano-organisms which are found everywhere 
in this universe and in our bodies as well. Fundamentally, these nano-organisms are 
a class of nanomaterials that incorporates a huge count of organisms. For example, 
yeast, nanobacteria, fungi, and algae, can produce nanoparticles.

1.4.3.2  Viruses
Viruses, Figure 1.5, which may be living or non-living, are the biggest structurally 
identified molecular assemblies to date. They are usually found inside a host cell. 
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Often, they are injurious to living organisms, humans, plants, and animals [56–59]. 
A very recent example of the harmful effects of a virus is the COVID-19 disease.

Nowadays, the recent development in molecular biology has enhanced the prob-
ability of tailoring viruses genetically, which can be further used for various bio-
medical applications. Some specific properties of viruses make them special in the 
category of nanoparticles, wherein the composition, ability to control the genome 
manipulation, various shapes, rapid growth, vulnerability to smaller molecules, and 
stability for temperature are important [60,61]. The use of viruses for targeted drug 
delivery through nanocargoes is popular in the biomedical field; these nanocargoes 
are prepared by removing the genetic medium from viruses [62]. The latest research 
on compound encapsulation in nanostructured cages has shown the potential use of 
viral nanoparticles [58,63]. In this area of drug delivery, the use of plant viruses is 
more potential due to their nontoxic behavior [64,65].

1.4.3.3  Bacterial Spores, Fungi, Algae and Yeast
It is very interesting, as shown in Figure 1.6, that silver nanoparticles can be formed 
by Chlorella vulgaris algae [67], cadmium sulfide nanoparticles by Phaeodactylum 
tricornutum [68], and many more (for more details, kindly refer bibliography). 
However, less research work has been done in this area, so the process of formation 
of nanoparticles through algae is still not identified [69]. Similarly, a research study 
shows that fungi have various enzymes, which can be handled easily, and this gives 
them a chance to synthesize metal and metal sulfide-based nanoparticles [70]. More 
information is summarized in Table 1.1.

We have seen how we can analyze the existence of nanoparticles in nature, and 
now we will discuss some special properties of these nanoparticles in the coming 
sections.

1.5  EFFECTS AT NANOSCALE

Nanoscience is also known as the “science of tiny”. It will be remarkably interesting 
to know how size affects the properties of materials. In this chapter, we will discuss 

FIGURE 1.5 Rotavirus (Negative Strain) with complete and empty particles in swine excre-
ment [66]. (Adopted originally from, M.H.B. Catroxo and A.M.C.R.P.F. Martins (02/09/2015). 
Veterinary diagnostic using transmission electron microscopy. The Transmission Electron 
Microscope–Theory and Applications, Khan Maaz, IntechOpen, DOI: 10.5772/61125. 
Available from: https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/48878, Copyright 2015, Cartaxo & 
Martin. Under http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0.)

https://www.intechopen.com
http://creativecommons.org
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only the introductory part of these properties. Further details about the various prop-
erties and applications of nanoparticles are discussed in the upcoming chapters of 
this book.

1.5.1  materialS at NaNoScale

Now let us discuss the effect of nanoscale on material properties. Generally, the 
physical properties of any substance, mainly the conductivity, melting point, etc., can 
be measured by the study of samples, which can be easily done in the laboratory. 

FIGURE 1.6 Synthesis of nanoparticles in algae and fungi, intracellularly. (a) Micrograph-
TEM image showing Cu nanoparticles [71]. (From Salvadori, M. R., Ando, R. A., Oller do 
Nascimento, C. A., Corrêa, B. Intracellular biosynthesis and removal of copper nanoparticles 
by dead biomass of yeast isolated from the wastewater of a mine in the Brazilian Amazonia. 
PLoS One 9 (1), e87968 (2014). https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0087968, Copyright 2014 
Salvadori et al. under http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0.) (b) Photomicrograph-
TEM image showing intracellular nickel oxide nanoparticles [72]. (From Salvadori, M. R., 
Ando, R. A., Oller do Nascimento, C. A., Corrêa, B. Extra and intracellular synthesis of 
nickel oxide nanoparticles mediated by dead fungal biomass. PLoS One 10 (6), e0129799 
(2015). https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0129799, Copyright 2015, Salvadori et al. under 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0.) 

TABLE 1.1
List of Various Fungai/Algae and Yeast with Nanoparticles Synthesis

Fungi/Algae/Yeast Type of Nanoparticles Syntheses Refs.

Fungi–Fusarium oxysporum and 
Verticillium sp.

Au, Ag, and Au–Ag alloy NP synthesis [73–75]

Fungi–Fusarium oxysporum CdS quantum dots, zirconium particles [76,77]

Algae–Chlorella vulgaris Silver nanoparticles [67]

Algae–Phaeodactylum tricornutum Cadmium sulfide nanoparticles [68]

Yeasts–Candida
glabrata

CdS quantum dots [78,79]

Yeasts–Torulopsis sp. PbS nanocrystals [80]

Yeasts–Schizosaccharomyces pombe Silver nanoparticles [81]

Source: L. Filipponi, iNANO, Aarhus University, Creative Commons ShareAlike 3.0

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0087968
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0129799
http://creativecommons.org
http://creativecommons.org
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Fundamentally, 1 mole of any substance has 6.022 × 1023 entities (atoms and mole-
cules), wherein the weight of 1 mole of the same substance corresponds to its atomic, 
molecular, or formula mass expressed in grams per mole. This is because the particle at 
the nanoscale follows quantum mechanics rather than Newtonian physics. Therefore, it 
is more accurate to say that the properties of the materials are size-dependent. It would 
be a fantastic way of learning in a classroom that the property of any material (gas, 
liquid, or solid) is due to how the molecules or atoms that build the material and how 
they are attached to each other (chemical bonding). Usually, the size of a particle is 
not referred to as a crucial element. Maybe students expect the color of gold as golden, 
whatever size it has, big or small. It may be true at the macroscopic level or even 
at the microscopic level, but it will certainly not be correct at the nanoscale because of 
the quantum effect. Here the example of gold is more precise for students because at 
the nanoscale the color of gold becomes ruby red. As shown in Figure 1.7.

In a more simplified manner, we can understand the size effect of nanosized par-
ticles with the example of gold nanoparticles. As shown in Figure 1.7.

1.5.2  phySicS at NaNoScale

In practice, nanoscale means a group of molecules or atoms, for example, a group of 
8 H-atoms or a group of 3.5 atoms of Au. Hence, if we try to compare a nanosize par-
ticle, then it would be found close to a single atom, rather than bulk materials. As we 
all know that quantum mechanics is a branch of science that deals with the properties 
(energy or motion) of microscopic particles, so to study the behavior of nanosized 
particles, we need to understand and use quantum mechanics. However, we are not 
discussing the detailed idea of quantum mechanics here since it is out of the area of 
the chapter. Still, the reader can get the details somewhere else. Here, some details of 
quantum effects would be discussed that would be appropriate to understand nano-
sized particles.

• As nanosized particles have small mass and size, so to understand the 
behavior of nanoparticles, electromagnetic forces are prominent.

• Wave-Particle Duality: As per the statement of de Broglie, every tiny mov-
ing particle is associated with a wave, so nanosize particles can exhibit a 
wavelike behavior, and their position can be explained by the wave function.

• Quantum Confinement: Nanoparticles would always be confined to 
boundary conditions, rather than wander freely in bulk materials.

FIGURE 1.7 Size-dependent color of gold.
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• Quantized Energy: Nanosized particles always show the effect of quan-
tized energy, rather than discrete energy levels.

• Irregular Motion of Molecular: In a bulk material, the particles/molecules 
always move because of kinetic energy and this irregular molecular motion 
is present always. This irregular motion is not appreciable in the case of 
macroscale in comparison to small size. However, in the case of nanoscale 
particles, this irregular motion shows a piece of valuable information about 
the behavior of nanoparticles.

• Enhanced Ratio of Surface-to-Volume: This is one of the most important 
properties of nanosized particles, where the surface area of a nanomaterial 
is higher in comparison to bulk materials.

1.5.3  chemiStry at NaNoScale

As we have already discussed in Section 1.4.2, nanosized particles are due to a col-
lection of few atoms (a group of 8 H-atoms or a group of 3.5 atoms of Au), and these 
all atoms/molecular are bound chemically with each other. Therefore, it would be 
important to understand these chemical bindings between the nanoparticles as well. 
Usually, these can be classified as follows.

• Chemical Interaction (Intra-Molecular Bonds): In these types of bond-
ing, the molecular structure is found to change chemically. These comprise 
metallic, ionic, and covalent bonding.

• Physical Interaction (Inter-Molecular Bonds): In these types of bonding, 
there is no change in the molecular structure chemically. These comprise 
ion–ion and dipole–ion, hydrophobic, van der Waals, and hydrogen bonds.

Usually, the van der Waals and hydrogen bonds are weak bonding, but the bonding 
force would be large once a greater number of molecules bond together. For example, 
DNA (with 2 nm in cross-section) is bound in two helixes by an enormous number of 
hydrogen bonds. This concept becomes more appreciable in the area of nanoscience 
because of the large surface-to-volume ratio and strong force.

With a simple example, we can explain to the students inside the classroom how 
the force between molecules increases as the molecules grow. To illustrate this exam-
ple, we can use two books. Initially, a few pages of these two books are stuck to each 
other and now if these two books are pulled then both of them will be separated from 
each other easily. However, if we stick all the pages of these books to each other and 
then if we try to bring them apart, then it would be not possible. This is one of the 
simplest examples which can explain how bonding forces increase between mol-
ecules once they are large in count and with a large surface area.

1.6  DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES OF NANOSCALE MATERIALS

As discussed in the previous few sections, the size of particles is incredibly signifi-
cant for various applications. Hence, in the further sections, we will have a look at 
the different important properties of nanoparticles in detail. These are as follows.
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1.6.1  Surface propertieS

“Surface science” is a branch in which we discuss the biological, chemical, and 
physical properties of any surface. The chemical and physical feature of any bulk 
or nanosized materials is due to of surface property of that material. The surface of 
any material offers various properties, like floating of substances on water, energy at 
interfaces of the materials, speed of chemical reactions (like catalysts), etc. Normally, 
in place of surface, the interface is a more common term to express the boundary 
between the materials and the nearby environment (like gas, liquid, or solid).

For example, the surface area of the material appreciably increases if the material 
is divided into a small segment, wherein there is no change in the total volume of the 
material. This can be shown below in Figure 1.8.

Here in this figure, it can be concluded that the surface-to-volume if the small-
sized particle increases in comparison to the bulk parent material.

Now to understand the concept of change in the surface area, let us take an exam-
ple, where we start with the material of size 1 m3 cube. Gradually, these materials are 
cut into a smaller cube until it reaches the size of 1 nm3. Even this can be understood 
with the following Table 1.2.

In the further chapters, we will find more details about the effect of this surface 
area on various properties of nanosized particles.

1.6.2  electrical propertieS

We can classify the materials into three classes, based on their energy-level diagram. 
These are insulators, conductors, and semiconductors. These are because of the band 
gap between the valence band and conduction band. We all are aware of this defini-
tion from your earlier classes. If a material has a bigger band gap between the valence 

Size Decreases

Increase in Surface area

FIGURE 1.8 Diagrammatic showing the increase in surface-to-volume ratio with a decrease 
in size.
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and conduction bands, then there is no chance of electron movement between these 
bands, and the materials are known as an insulator. Similarly, in the case of conduc-
tors, these bands overlapped, and electrons can easily move between the valence 
and conduction band, wherein the properties of the semiconductor can be explained 
based on the quantum effect.

The quantum effect can increase the band gap energy, as shown in Figure 1.9. 
Even in small-size/nanosized materials, the overlapping of energy bands vanishes, 
and the band gap can be seen. This can define why some materials offer semicon-
ducting behavior once their size is reduced.

Here, the concept of an increase in band gap is due to the quantum effect. Due 
to quantum imprisonment, there would be more energy required to get absorbed by 
the band gap of materials, wherein more energy means a small wavelength (blue 
shift). Even nanosized particles also have higher energy (due to surface effect), due 
to which they radiate fluorescent light and show the blue shift. Here, this concept can 
explain the properties of light absorption and emission by controlling the crystallite 
size of the semiconductor nanoparticles. More details of optical properties would be 
discussed in the upcoming chapters.

pagdnaB ygrenE

Conductor Insulator Semiconductor Quantum Dot Atom

FIGURE 1.9 The band gap between the band (arrow) in a conductor, insulators, semicon-
ductor, quantum dot, and atom. The band gap increases with the loss of energy states.

TABLE 1.2
Size vs. Surface Property of a Material

Size Number of Cubes Surface Area

1 m3 1 6 m2

0.1 m3 1000 60 m2

0.01 m3 106 = 1 million 600 m2

0.001 m3 109 = 1 billion 6000 m2

10−9 m3 1027 6 × 109 = 6000 km2

Source: L. Filipponi, iNANO, Aarhus University, Creative Commons 
ShareAlike 3.0.
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Few nanomaterials offer some exceptional electrical properties due to their dis-
tinctive structures. The examples are CNTs and fullerenes. Here, CNTs show the 
properties of semiconductors or conductors, based on their structure. Further details 
on electrical properties would be discussed in Chapter 6 of this book.

1.6.3  optical propertieS

We all know how we see the color of an object. Whenever light is incident on the 
surface of any object, then a particular wavelength is absorbed by the object, and the 
remaining range of wavelength gets reflected from the surface, wherein the color of 
that object is due to the wavelength which was absorbed. This is one of the simple 
color-appearing phenomena, which we are aware of. However, some nanomaterials 
show quite different properties in comparison to their bulk counterparts, like the 
color of the particle, transparency, etc.

In the further text, we will discuss the cause of these optical changes with 
some examples. Initially, we will discuss how the nanosized particles generate 
the color, wherein we will discuss how light interacts with the nanosized objects 
in detail. In common, nanosized objects offer unusual optical properties when 
light interacts with the nanosized object. Table 1.3 shows an overview of a few 
of them.

Now to explain the optical properties in more detail, let us discuss the plasmon 
effect first. A quantum or quasiparticle associated with a local collective oscilla-
tion of charge density, popularly known as plasmon, is responsible for the various 
properties of metal nanosized particles. In this mechanism, whenever light falls on 
the surface of metals, which may be any size, some percentage of light waves grow 
along the surface of the metals, wherein they produce plasmon at the surface. Here, 
this plasmon is nothing but a set of electrons that propagate parallel to the interface 

TABLE 1.3
Colors from Nanomaterials while Interacting with Light

Color Effect Due To… Example of Nanosized Materials…

Interference. 
This is an optical phenomenon of constructive and destructive 
interference (superposition) of light waves, after interacting 
with nanomaterials.

Colors of wings of a butterfly, color 
from soap surface (liquid crystal)

Scattering. 
The dissimilar particle scatters a different wavelength, which 
causes colors.

Colloids (milk)

Surface plasmons. 
This phenomenon, is in charge of the bright color of the 
nanoparticles and metal colloids.

Metal colloids (Example: nano-gold)

Quantum fluorescence. 
Once the semiconductor absorbed energy then due to quantum 
imprisonment, it leads to distinct energy levels through which 
emission of energy takes place, known as fluorescence.

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs)
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of the metal/dielectric. It is interesting to mention that if this plasmon is generated in 
a bulk material, then no appreciable effect is observed, but the plasmon phenomenon 
in nanoparticles is visible as a resonance of the surface plasmon of nanoparticles, 
also known as LSPR (localized surface plasmon resonance). Resonance means the 
synchronization between the frequency of light and the oscillation of nanoparticles.

In LSPR, due to of resonance of plasmons, nanosized particles offer high visible 
absorption, wherein this absorption affects the color of colloids of nanoparticles, 
which is not there in the bulk counterpart of the materials. We have already discussed 
this effect in Figure 1.7, where the color of gold nanoparticles is shown. Even this 
property of nanoparticles can be used to produce optical sensors. A similar property 
can be observed in quantum dots as well, which shall be discussed in detail in further 
chapters of this book.

1.6.4  magNetic propertieS

For various applications, the magnetic property of a material is one of the important 
parameters. These magnetic properties can be analyzed by the magnetic curve of 
the material. Popularly, this magnetic curve is known as the B–H curve or hysteresis 
loop of the materials. We all are aware of the B–H curve in detail in our previous 
classes. In the B–H curve, the coercive field is one of the important parameters to 
identify the properties of the material. For example, in soft-magnetic materials, the 
required coercive field must be extremely low or zero to reduce the energy loss (heat 
loss) once it is placed in an alternating magnetic field. While for hard magnets (use-
ful for permanent magnets), the coercive field should be large and high saturation of 
the magnetic loop.

Here, it is worthwhile to mention that the properties of soft and hard magnets 
can be improved by reducing the size of bulk material in the nanostructure. In com-
mon, these magnetic properties depend on the materials’ temperature and structure. 
Usually, the expected classical size of the magnetic domain is of the order of 1 mm, 
and once the size of the domain reduces to the order of a nanometer, then due to the 
surface-to-volume ratio, the quantum effect becomes appreciable and new properties 
would be shown by magnetic materials. The giant magnetoresistance effect (GME) 
is one of the examples of phenomena in these types of nanosized magnetic materials; 
this is a basic nano-effect and is in use in memory devices in computers/mobiles.

1.6.5  mechaNical propertieS

It is well known that the mechanical properties of the materials are fundamentally 
due to their structure. Similarly, a nanosized particle would also offer some intrinsic 
unusual mechanical properties due to its structure. For example, CNTs are small 
honeycomb-like tubes that have the same structures as graphite, wherein these CNTs 
offer distinctive characteristics as compared to graphite. It is important to mention 
that these CNTs are lighter (6 times) but stronger (100 times) than steel. The details 
about the properties and applications of CNTs would be discussed in Chapter 6 of 
this book.
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2 Introduction to 
Nanoscience

D.K. Kushvaha and S.K. Rout

2.1  WHAT ARE NANOSCIENCE AND NANOTECHNOLOGY?

The rapid development in domestic as well as industrial demands compelled research-
ers to produce nanoscale (one-millionth of a millimeter) materials with enhanced 
properties for more sophisticated technology. Therefore, this demand motivated 
researchers over the globe to dedicate their research to synthesize and character-
ize nanoscale materials for distinct applications. In this regard, the role of nanosci-
ence and nanotechnology becomes vital to fulfill the objective of future technology. 
The branch of science that deals with the study of physicochemical property within 
nanoscale matter or particles are referred to as nanoscience. Nanoscience is a multi-
disciplinary field that engages researchers and scientists from a wide field of physics, 
chemistry, biology, medicine, materials science, engineering, etc. to understand cost-
effective, efficient, ecofriendly routes of synthesis and unique behavior of nanoscale 
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materials. Nanoscience enables us to understand and predict the possible changes in 
the properties of nanoscale materials for suitable utilization in devices. Moreover, 
the study of properties of nanoscale particles is always a very fascinating task due to 
remarkable changes with respect to their bulk counterpart.

Literally, nanotechnology (or nanotech) means reliable technology based on 
nanomaterials for the real world. Thus, the word “nanotechnology” accommodates 
the manipulation, synthesis, and application of nanoscale structured materials 
based on suitable electrical, optical, thermal, chemical, or mechanical behavior of 
the materials [1]. Several chemical or physical methods are being used to produce 
nanomaterials which include the sol-gel process, high-energy ball milling, copre-
cipitation method, etc. Nanotechnology uses two different approaches to produce 
or fabricate nanomaterials: (a) top-down approach and (b) bottom-up approach. 
In top-down approaches, nanomaterials are produced by physically or chemically 
breaking down larger particles. On the other hand, the bottom-up (or sometimes 
called self-assembly) approaches utilize physical or chemical forces for assembling 
basic atomic or molecular units to produce nanoparticles. Nanotechnology is a 
widely accepted technology for industrial as well as domestic purposes and has the 
potential to bring revolution in areas such as energy, biotechnology, nanoelectron-
ics, medicine and healthcare, information technology, national security, etc. Thus, 
nanotechnology is engaged in a broader area of science, engineering, and technol-
ogy which includes nano-robotics, nano-fluids, nanobiology, etc. Further miniatur-
ization of the present technology is directly associated with the advancement of 
nanoscience and nanotechnology with better understanding and continuous effort 
to revolutionize future technology.

2.2  CLASSIFICATION OF NANOSTRUCTURES – 
NANOSCALE ARCHITECTURE

It has been observed that the size of a material particle impacts its properties includ-
ing physical, chemical, optical, thermal, electrical, or mechanical properties, etc. 
This means that the property of a nanoscale material is different from that of bulk 
materials. For example, the bulk gold particles appear yellowish, but on breaking the 
bulk gold into nano-size particles, their color changes from yellow to red, orange, 
purple, etc. depending upon the particle size. The details have been explained in a 
later section of this chapter. Based on the dimension, the nanostructured materials 
(NSMs) may be classified as shown below [2,3].

• Zero-dimensional (0D) Nanomaterials: If all three dimensions of the 
material in 3D space are in the nanoscale (<100 nm), then the material 
is referred to as a zero-dimensional (0D) nanomaterial. Quantum dots, 
nanodots, fullerenes, etc. are common examples of 0D nanomaterials.

• One-dimensional (1D) Nanomaterials: If any single dimension of 
 material  in 3D space is beyond nanoscale, i.e., >100 nm, then the mate-
rial is referred to as a 1D nanomaterial. Nanowires, nanorods, nano-
tubes,  nanopillars, carbon nanotubes, etc. are common examples of 1D 
nanomaterials.
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• Two-dimensional (2D) Nanomaterials: If any two dimensions of the mate-
rial in 3D space are beyond the nanoscale, i.e., >100 nm, then the material 
is referred to as a 2D nanomaterial. Graphene, nanofilms, nanolayers, nano-
coating, etc. are common examples of 2D nanomaterials.

• Three-dimensional (3D) Nanomaterials: The dimensions of bulk materi-
als are not confined to the nanoscale. Each dimension of three-dimensional 
nanomaterials is greater than 100 nm. Thus, the 3D nanomaterial is techni-
cally excluded from the category of nanomaterials.

The following Figure 2.1 shows the length scale with 0.1–108 nm along with the 
approximate range size of objects to visualize the dimension of nanomaterials and to 
employ the technique to measure its dimension. From the figure, it may be observed 
that the nanomaterial lies within the range of 1–100 nm. In order for visualization, 
the dimension of nanomaterials may be compared with viruses whose approxi-
mate size lies within the range of 20–200 nm and hereditary DNA molecules with a 
dimensional range of 5–10 nm [4,5]. The complete dimension of protein and part of 
virus species dimension lies within the nanoscale region. The approximate diameter 
of human hair is 20–200 µm. Thus, 1 nm is approximately the 10,000th part of the 
thinnest human hair.

Particle size measurement is one of the challenging tasks for researchers. Several 
techniques which include dynamic image analysis, static image analysis, dynamic 
light scattering (DLS), laser diffraction analysis, sieve analysis, etc. have been 
employed to overcome the challenges. Out of these, the basic overview of the laser 
diffraction technique and DLS has been focused on in the present chapter. The laser 
diffraction technique (also known as static light scattering) is the most commonly 
used technique for the analysis of particle size distribution. This technique works on 
the principle of diffraction of the laser beam by dispersed particles in liquid or air. 
Within this technique, the diffraction angle and intensity are the characteristics of 
particle size and have the capability to measure particle size of range 0.01–2.8 µm 
(sometimes, the range may vary with the instrument). The larger particle size is more 
preferred for laser diffraction analysis due to the relatively high diffraction intensity 

FIGURE 2.1 Length scale from 1 Å to 10 cm with the corresponding object and measure-
ment technique of particle size.
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and low diffraction angle. DLS is another technique to measure particle size within 
the approximate range of 0.6 nm to 6 µm. The technique is based on the Brownian 
motion, i.e., random thermal motion of suspended particles. The particle size is eval-
uated using the Stokes–Einstein equation as shown below
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h
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 (2.1)

where ,  ,  , D D k Th t B  and η  represent the hydrodynamic diameter of the particle, 
translational diffusion coefficient, Boltzmann’s constant, thermodynamic tempera-
ture, and dynamic viscosity, respectively.

2.3  SUMMARY OF THE ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES 
OF ATOMS AND SOLIDS

2.3.1  the iSolated atom aNd giaNt molecular SolidS

An atom consists of three basic elements: the proton, electron, and nucleus. The 
core components of the atom called the nucleus contain positively charged protons 
and neutral neutrons, while the negatively charged electrons cloud surround the core 
nucleus. Despite charge being present in individual elements, atoms are electrically 
neutral but may gain positive or negative ionic charge by losing their electrons to 
or accepting electrons from other atoms. The charges on protons and electrons are 
entirely responsible for the interaction of one atom with other atoms in the solid or 
molecule. The physical interaction between the same or different atoms in molecules 
or solids is referred to as a chemical bond. The atoms may interact by different physi-
cal forces such as magnetic force, electrostatic force, gravitational force, and van der 
Waals force. However, the magnetic force has a very weak effect and gravitational 
force has a negligible effect on the cohesion of atoms. The details of atomic bonding 
have been explained in Section 2.3.3 of this chapter.

An isolated atom has discrete energies corresponding to the orbital electrons of 
that atom. Thus, when two atoms A and B are placed at an infinite distance from each 
other, then both the atoms will have their own energy level, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
When atom B is brought near atom A to form a diatomic molecule, then the orbital 
electrons of each atom begin to interact with each other, which results in modifica-
tion of their original energies. When atoms are in close proximity to each other, then 
their energy splits into two energy levels slightly lower and higher than the original 
level for the system of diatomic molecules. Similarly, when the third atom is brought 
in close proximity to the diatomic system of atoms A and B, then their energy is 
modified into three discrete levels. Eventually, when a very large number of atoms 
(say N) are brought closer to each other, then the energy of the system will have N 
discrete levels very close to each other. These close energies of N atoms appear con-
tinuously distributed like a band and are called the band of allowed energy. There 
is a gap between two such allowed energy bands called the forbidden gap of energy.

Depending upon the size of the band of the forbidden gap of energy, the mate-
rials may be classified into three categories: metal, semiconductor, and insulator. 
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The forbidden gap of the insulator is very large, whereas the valence band and con-
duction band of a conductor overlap each other. The forbidden gap of a semiconduc-
tor lies between the insulator and conductor, as shown in Figure 2.3. The details have 
been given in Section 2.3.2.

The energy band gap of nanomaterials is particle shape- and size-dependent. 
Figure 2.4 shows the variation of the bandgap with the size of a nanomaterial. The 
figure shows that the band gap of the nanomaterial is larger than its bulk counterpart. 
Furthermore, the band gap width increases and bandwidth narrows with a decrease 
in particle size. Due to a decrease in the particle size, the number of overlapping 
orbitals or energy levels reduces and results in a narrowing bandwidth and increase 
in the band gap.

Several researchers have proposed a theoretical model to predict the variation 
of shape- and size-dependent band gap within the nanoscale dimension of parti-
cles. The proposed models are in good agreement with the experimentally observed 

FIGURE 2.3 Comparison between the band gap for metal, semiconductor and insulator.

FIGURE 2.2 Band formation mechanism for three atoms A, B and C.
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results. One of the models for spherical nanosolids, nanowires, and nanofilm gives 
the band gap energy by following expression [6]
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where ( )( ).E D E l  and ( )E h  represent band gap energy for spherical nanosolids, 
nanowires, and nanofilms, respectively. Moreover, ( ), , ,E bulk d D lg  and h represent 
the band gap corresponding to the bulk counterpart, diameter of an atom, diameter 
of spherical nanosolid, diameter of nanowire, and width of nanofilm, respectively. 
Figure 2.5 represents the variation of band gap energy within a range of 1–50 nm 
particle size for a spherical nanosolid with the atomic diameter = 0.268 nmd  and 
band gap energy of the bulk counterpart ( ) = 1.74E bulk eVg . The figure shows that 
the band gap of spherical nanosolid increases with decreasing particle size from 
50 to 1 nm.

2.3.2  electroNic coNductioN

The conductivity of the solid materials is the measure of ease of charge (electron or 
hole) flowing through it. The electrons which reside in the conduction band of a band 
structure are free to move within the solid. Since most solid forms bond to com-
pletely fill the valence band, the electrons need a sufficient amount of energy to cross 
the forbidden gap by jumping from the valence band to the conduction band to initi-
ate the conduction process. The conduction band and valence band of a conductor 
overlap with each other, which results in a sufficiently large number of free electrons 

FIGURE 2.4 Variation of the band gap with particle size in nanoscale.
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that could ease their migration to increase conductivity, while, the insulators are 
characterized by a very large band gap or forbidden gap between the completely 
filled valence band and completely empty conduction band. The gap is large enough 
to cross the electrons even though at large energy. Thus, the free electrons within the 
conduction band are very small as compared to the conductor on the application of 
electric field across it, which results in extremely low conductivity. Within a semi-
conductor, the forbidden gap is relatively much smaller than in the insulators. For 
example, the forbidden gap of Si and Ge semiconductors are 1.1 and 0.7 eV, respec-
tively. However, the band gap of diamond is 6 eV, which is significantly larger than 
Si or Ge. The semiconductor has a completely filled valence band and a completely 
empty conduction band at absolute temperature and thus behaves like an insulator. 
This is because the electron cannot jump from the valence band to the conduction 
band at absolute temperature, but with increasing temperature, the electron begins 
to reach the conduction band crossing the forbidden gap. At room temperature, suffi-
cient amounts of electrons fill the conduction band by acquiring an adequate amount 
of energy showing good conductivity.

2.3.3  BoNdiNg BetweeN atomS

The solids are an aggregation of billions of closely packed atoms and their arrange-
ment within materials. These solids are characterized by their strength, directional-
ity, and character of binding force. The binding force which holds the adjacent atoms, 
ions, or molecules together is called a bond. The physical, chemical, electrical, ther-
mal, or mechanical properties of materials are highly dependent upon the type of 
bonding between atoms. The bonding between atoms may be categorized into the 

FIGURE 2.5 Variation of the band gap with particle size for spherical nanosolids.
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following five types: (a) ionic bond, (b) covalent bond, (c) metallic bond, (d) van der 
Waals bond, and (e) hydrogen bond. The van der Waals bonding is a relatively weak 
binding force between inert gas atoms because of completely filled shells. van der 
Waals suggested that the binding between inert gas atoms may be due to instanta-
neous dipole moment which arises from the instant separation of the nucleus and 
electrons. On the other side, the hydrogen bond refers to the binding force between 
the hydrogen atom of a molecule and the electronegative atom of another molecule. 
In this chapter, only ionic, covalent, and metallic bond has been focused on due to 
their deep engagement in nanomaterial solids. Depending upon the nature of the 
binding force between atoms, ions, or molecules, the solid materials are categorized 
as ionic, covalent, and metallic solids.

 a. Ionic Solid: Ionic solids are composed of electropositive and electronega-
tive species. The bonds between ions of such solids are chemical bonds that 
form due to the complete transfer of one or more electrons from an atom 
to the nearest neighbor to attain an inert configuration. The ionic bond is 
a Coulombic or electrostatic attractive intermolecular force between two 
oppositely charged ions. The ionic species in simple ionic crystals lose or 
gain electrons to acquire a closed electronic shell of inert gas. NaCl is a 
typical example of an ionic solid that consists of positively charged Na+ ions 
and negatively charged Cl− ions. The Na (Z = 11) and Cl (Z = 17) atom has 
electronic configuration 1s2.2s2.2p6.3s1 or [Ne].3s1 and 1s2.2s2.2p6.3s2.3p5 or 
[Ne]. 3s2.3p5. The Cl atom gains one electron in the 3p5 orbital from the 3s1 
orbital of the Na atom to attain a stable closed electronic shell of inert Ar 
and Ne gas configuration, respectively.

 b. Covalent Solid: The binding force within covalent solids is a type of chemi-
cal binding due to sharing of unpaired electrons between two atoms. The 
covalent bond is a strong bond and forms by the sharing of one, two, or three 
unpaired electrons from each atom to attain a stable configuration. The sim-
plest example of a covalent bond is the sharing of one unpaired electron 
between two hydrogen atoms to form a hydrogen molecule. Si, Ge, graphite, 
diamond, etc. are some examples of solids that form a covalent bond. The 
binding between unpaired electrons is the strongest when their spins are 
antiparallel. The relative spin orientation-dependent binding force between 
unpaired electrons of atoms is due to the Pauli exclusion principle in quan-
tum mechanics, which states that two or more electrons within atoms or 
molecules can never have identical states among all four quantum states.

The saturation capacity and directional characteristics are special fea-
tures of a covalent bond. The saturation refers to the definite number of 
covalent bonds with neighboring atoms. Within the H2 molecule, the inter-
action between two antiparallel (+1/2 and −1/2 spin orientation) electrons 
in the outermost shell of two H-atom forms a covalent bond in the ground 
state. Now, it is not possible to form a second covalent bond between an H2 
molecule and another H-atom to achieve H3 molecule due to saturation of 
the covalent bond. For N electrons in the valence shell of an electrically 
neutral atom, the number of unpaired electrons or number of covalent bonds 
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is given by (8-N). Since there are four electrons in the valance shell of a car-
bon atom with electronic configuration 1s2.2s2.2p2. Thus, a carbon atom has 
(8 − 4) = 4 unpaired electrons that form a covalent bond with other atoms 
by sharing with another atom. The carbon atom in diamond forms four 
covalent bonds with four different neighboring carbon atoms in a tetragonal 
configuration.

Within quantum mechanics, the electronic states are represented by the 
solution of the Schrodinger wave equation. The solution is described in 
terms of wavefunction ψ , ,n l ml , which depends upon three constants n (princi-
pal quantum number with integer value 1 to ∞), l (angular momentum quan-
tum number with value 0 to ( )− 1n ), and ml (magnetic quantum number with 
value = −m ll  to = +m ll ). The solution ψ , ,n l ml  depicts a three-dimensional 
space with a 95% probability of finding electrons and terms as orbital.  
The atomic orbitals are generally designated by alphanumeric characters 
such as 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, etc. The directionality characteristic in the covalent 
bond appears because of the nature of atomic orbitals such as s, p, d, …. 
orbitals. The covalent bond forms due to head-on overlapping of atomic 
orbitals in different directions as shown in Figure 2.6. Therefore, the bond 
should also form in the direction of overlapping orbitals.

Polar Covalent Bond: When two atoms with different electronegativity 
characters form a covalent bond by sharing their unpaired electrons, the 
covalent bond is called the polar covalent bond. The electronegativity is a 
tendency of atoms to attract the shared paired electron toward itself. Thus, 
due to the relatively higher electronegativity of one atom between shared 
electrons of covalent atoms, the electron cloud partially shifts toward highly 
electronegative atoms. This partial shift of electron cloud induces a partial 
charge on the covalent atom and is denoted with a lower Greek delta (δ) as 
shown below. The hydrogen chloride (HCl) molecule consisting of hydro-
gen and chlorine atoms forms a polar covalent bond [7]. The chlorine atom 
in HCl has higher electronegativity relative to the hydrogen atom, which 

FIGURE 2.6 Head-on overlapping of s-s, p-s and p-p orbitals.
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results in a partial shift of shared pair electrons toward chlorine atoms as 
shown below in Figure 2.7.

Due to the partial shift of shared paired electron partial positive and 
negative charge appears on hydrogen and chlorine atom, respectively. The 
partial charge leads to develop the dipole moment in the HCl atom.

 c. Metallic Solid: Most of the metallic atoms contain one or two valence 
electrons in the outermost atomic shell at the ground state. The outer 
atomic shell electrons for metallic atoms are bounded by very weak 
force such that they could easily be detached from the parent atoms and 
become free to move within the material. Thus, the core positively charged 
ions hold free electrons via very weak electrostatic or Coulombic force.  
The motion of the free electrons of metallic solid materials is responsible 
for electrical and thermal conductivity. Since these free electrons partici-
pate in the  conduction process of materials, they are called conduction 
electrons. The  larger interatomic distance of metallic solid reduces the 
kinetic energy of conduction electrons [8]. The metallic solid is generally 
a good conductor of heat and electricity due to the presence of high con-
centrations of free electrons. The metallic bonds are influenced by factors 
such as core cationic radii, the strength of cationic charge, and a number of 
delocalized electrons.

2.4  THE FREE ELECTRON MODEL AND ENERGY BANDS

The density of states (DOS) may be defined as an electronically allowed state or 
number of allowed energy levels per unit volume per unit energy such that

  
( )( ) = ∂

∂
D E

N k

E
 (2.3)

where ( )N k  represents the total number of states [9]. The DOS calculation allows 
us to find the distribution of state as a function of energy or momentum. This func-
tion is very important in describing the bulk behavior of materials such as specific 
heat, paramagnetic susceptibility and other transport phenomena of conductive 
solids.

When a large number of particles such as electrons are confined in the three-
dimensional periodic potential for a crystalline solid, then from the Bloch theorem 
(explained in the next section), we know that the wave function is periodic in nature 
within a periodic crystalline structure.

FIGURE 2.7 Lewis dot structure of HCl.
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where = = =L L L Lx y z  is the period of the cubic crystal. This equation is only valid 
when

  2 ,  2 ,  2π π π= = =Lk n Lk n Lk nx x y y z z (2.4)

where , n nx y and nz are integers.
The number of electrons within the energy range dE is represented by ( )N E dE , 

which can be expressed in terms of the number of available states ( )g E  and the prob-
ability of filling states ( )f E  as given bellow

  ( ) ( ) ( )=N E dE f E g E dE  

where ( )g E dE  is the number of states at dE  and ( )f E dE  is the probability of filling 
states ( )g E dE  by electrons.

In order to calculate the DOS function, let us consider a sphere in 3D space, as 
shown in Figure 2.8 of radius r and r + dr, which accommodates all states less than 

FIGURE 2.8 Lattice point in the first quadrant of k-space and two concentric spheres with 
radius r and r + dr.
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Er and Er + dE, respectively. The number of states ( )g Er  in the first quadrant of 3D 
space within radius r is 

  
1
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Also, the energy of a free particle confined in 3D periodic potential is given as (using 
the value of k from equation (2.4))
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Using equation (2.7) in (2.5) and dropping subscript r,
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According to the Pauli principle, two electrons may be present in a single state; there-
fore, multiplying by a factor of 2 for +1/2 and −1/2 spin of electrons in the above 
equation, we get
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Now, the number of states per unit volume per unit energy or DOS ( )D E  in 3D is 
given as 
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The DOS D(E) for electrons in three-dimensional materials has been plotted against 
energy E in Figure 2.9.

The total number of electrons ( )N E  per unit volume up to the Fermi energy EFo 
is given as

 ∫( ) ( ) ( )=
0

N E D E f E dE

EFo
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We know that ( ) = 1f E  at absolute temperature; thus
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Quantum Well (Two-Dimensional Nanomaterials)
The motion of a particle in quantum well systems is confined within the −k kx y 

plane and restricted in the kz plane of k-space. Thus, the DOS for such systems is 
derived by considering the planar confinement of particles. The total number of states 
per unit area ( )N k  up to the Fermi energy is calculated by the ratio of a circular area 

of radius k and area of primitive cell π( )2 2

L  per unit area A. Hence
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FIGURE 2.9 Plot of the DOS D(E) as a function of electron energy E in 3D materials.
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where factor 2 is the spin degeneracy of the electrons and accounts due to the Pauli 

principle, L is the length of a 2D square, = 2A L , and 
π2
L

 is the distance between two 

lattice points in the k-space.
From equation (2.6)
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Therefore, the DOS for 2D quantum wells is given as
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Using equations (2.11) and (2.12), we get
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This equation shows that the total number of allowed states per unit area per unit 
energy or DOSs in 2D quantum wells is independent of energy. For n number of 
confined states, the DOS becomes
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where Y  represents a step function such that
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Figure 2.10 represents the DOS for three confined sub-bands corresponding to i = 1, 
2, and 3 of quantum well energy levels.

Quantum Wire (One-Dimensional Nanomaterial)
The quantum wire or nanowire is a quasi-one-dimensional nanostructure that pos-

sesses a unique behavior due to the constraints of the charge carrier to transport in a 
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single direction. Thus, a free charge carrier consists of a single degree of freedom due 
to the reduction of dimensionality with two confined directions and one unconfined 
direction for the charge carrier. Assume that the free electron is confined from the y- 
and z-directions but can move freely in the x-direction (unconfined direction). In this 
case, the total number of states per unit length ( )N k  up to the Fermi energy is given by

  π π( )( ) = ⋅ ⋅ =2
2 1

2
2

N k
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L
L

k
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where factor 2 appears because of electronic spin degeneracy and accounts due to the 
Pauli principle. Therefore, the DOS for quantum wires is given as
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For n number of confined states, the DOS becomes
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where Y  represents the step function such that
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FIGURE 2.10 Plot of the DOS D(E) as a function energy E for three confined sub-bands in 
2D nanomaterials.
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Figure 2.11 represents the DOS for four confined sub-bands corresponding to i = 1, 2, 
3, and 4 of the quantum wire energy level.

Quantum Dots (Zero-Dimensional Nanomaterials)
A quantum dot is one of the simplest practical examples of zero-dimensional (0D) 

materials. Quantum dots are nm-sized tiny semiconductor particles or nanocrystals 
that confine electrons, holes or electron pairs to a small space called the quantum 
box. They show a unique shape-, size- and composition-dependent electronic and 
optical properties which can be used in broader fields of electronic and biological 
industries. The quantum dots have a zero degree of freedom due to the confinement 
of all three-dimensional directions in the k-space. Thus, the energy of quantum dots 
may be expected to be discrete, and their DOS may be evaluated by dividing the 
number of confined states with the energy level. The DOS is given in terms of the 
Dirac delta function when the energy interval tends to be zero as shown below

  ∑δ ( )( ) = ⋅ −2 ,D E E E
i

i  (2.18)

where δ  represents the Dirac delta function and the factor 2 is introduced due to two 
possible spins +1/2 and −1/2 at the same energy level Ei. Figure 2.12 represents the 
DOS for three confined sub-bands corresponding to i = 1, 2, and 3 of quantum wire 
energy levels.

2.5  BLOCH THEOREM

We know that the general Schrodinger equation for a wave function ψ(r) in crystal 
potential V(r) of a crystal is given as
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FIGURE 2.11 Plot of the DOS D(E) as a function energy E for four confined sub-bands in 
1D nanomaterials.
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where E is the energy of electrons. Bloch (1928) assumed the nature of Coulomb 
potential V(r) as a periodic inside a crystal due to the periodic arrangement of the 
lattice [10]. Hence,

 
� � �( )( ) = + ,V r V r T

where 
� � � �= + +1 2 3T n a n b n c  ( , 1 2n n  and 3n  are integers 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ….. and 

� �
, a b  and 

�
c  

are lattice constants) represents an arbitrary translational vector in a crystallographic 
lattice. Figure 2.13 shows the periodic 1D simplified Coulombic potential, which is of 
the same height within the lattice but the real crystal potential is comparatively high 
at the boundary, as shown in Figure 2.14.

The Bloch theorem is valid for the potential of the same height throughout the 
crystal. In this regard, Bloch ignored the abrupt change in potential at the bound-
ary as shown in Figure 2.14 and considered that the potential is of the same height. 

FIGURE 2.12 Plot of the DOS D(E) as a function energy E for three confined sub-bands in 
0D nanomaterials.

FIGURE 2.13 Ideal Bloch potential for a periodic lattice.
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Moreover, Bloch also considered an ideal crystal by ignoring the crystal imperfec-
tion and impurities in the lattice points.

Bloch predicted the wave function of crystals in the periodic potential or solution 
of equation (2.19), which is expressed as the product of the plane-wave equation eiKr 
and periodic ( )u r  with the same periodicity of lattice, i.e., 

  
� �� �

ψ ( ) ( )= ⋅⋅ ,r e u rik r  (2.20)

where 

  
� � �( )( ) = +u r u r T  (2.21)

Here, 
�
T  represents the translational vector. When 

� � �
→ +r r T

 
� � � �� � �

ψ ( ) ( )+ = ⋅ +( )⋅ +
,r T e u r T

ik r T

Now using periodic potential in equation (2.21) and rearranging the above one, we 
get

 
� � �� � � �

ψ ( ) ( )+ = ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ,r T e e u rik T ik r

 
� � �� �

ψ ψ( ) ( )+ = ⋅⋅r T e rik T

The above equation shows that the wave function in periodic potential will be peri-
odic when it satisfies the condition

  
� �

= = π⋅ 1 .2e eik T i n (2.22)

where = …0,1,2,3,n

FIGURE 2.14 Real potential for a periodic crystal lattice with higher potential on the 
surface.
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Now, since the wave function of periodic potential 
�( )u r  satisfying the above con-

dition is periodic in nature, all other associated observable physical quantities such 
as electron probability density 

�ψ ( ) 2
r  are periodic. 

  
� � �

ψ ψ ( )( ) = +2 2
r r T  (2.23)

2.6  CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS – PERIODICITY OF CRYSTAL LATTICES

During the explanation of the free electron theory of solids, we had assumed that 
conduction electron or charge carrier experiences zero or constant potential that 
makes them move freely within the material (about the crystal). The free electron 
theory successfully explains several physical phenomena including specific heat, 
electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, thermionic emission, paramagnetism, 
etc. However, this model is not suitable for explaining the band gap of the mate-
rial that distinguishes insulators, conductors and semiconductors from each other. 
Hence, there is a need for some other model that could explain the band gap of the 
material accurately.

The Kronig Penney model utilizes the Schrodinger equation to explain the nature 
of electrons within the periodic potential of a crystal lattice. In order to solve the 
problem, Kronig Penney considered a repetition of a periodic potential well and 
potential barrier as shown in Figure 2.13. This arrangement of the potential well 
and barrier is very close to real crystal potential as shown in Figure 2.14 and is 
suitable for simplified calculation. Despite the artificial chosen potential, this model 
derives many important characteristics of electronic behavior in periodic crystalline 
solids. Regions I and II in Figure 2.14a show the potential well (0 < x < a) and barrier 
(−b < x < 0), respectively. Thus, the Schrodinger equation for regions I and II is as 
follows
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2

ψ π ψ+ =d

dx

m

h
E  for 0 < x < a (2.24)
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2

ψ π ψ( )+ − =d

dx

m

h
E Vo  for −b < x < 0 (2.25)

where Vo is the potential barrier height. Since the electron is confined within the 
potential well and cannot cross the potential barrier, E is always less than Vo, i.e., 
E < Vo

  
ψ α ψ+ = 0

2

2
2d

dx
 for 0 < x < a (2.26)

    
ψ β ψ− = 0

2

2
2d

dx
 for –b < x < 0 (2.27)

where 
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Using the Bloch theorem for periodic potential, the suitable solution of equations 
(2.26) and (2.27) may be given as

  ψ ( ) ( )=x u x ek
ikx  (2.28)

On differentiating equation (2.28) twice with respect to x, we get

 
ψ = +d

dx
u iKe e

du

dx
k

ikx ikx k

and 
ψ = − + ⋅ +2

2

2
2

2

2
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dx
K e u iKe
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dx
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d u

dx
iKx

k
iKx k iKx k

Using this equation in equations (2.26) and (2.27), we get

  α( )+ + − =2 0
2

1
2

1 2 2
1

d u

dx
ik

du

dx
k u  for 0 < x < a (2.29)

  β( )+ − + =2   0
2

2
2

2 2 2
2

d u

dx
ik

du

dx
k u  for –b < x < 0 (2.30)

The solution of equations (2.29) and (2.30) may be expressed in the following form

  = +α α( ) ( )− − +
1u Ae Bei k x i k x  (2.31)

  = +β β( ) ( )− − +
2u Ce Deik x ik x  (2.32)

Now, the wave function and first derivative of the wave function of regions I and 
II will be continuous at x = 0 due to the finite height of the potential barrier. Thus, 
applying boundary condition,

 ( ) ( )== =1 0 2 0u ux x

and, 

 



 = 



= =

1

0

2

0

du

dx

du

dxx x

Using equations (2.31) and (2.32) in the above boundary conditions, we get

  + = +A B C D (2.33)

and, 

  α α β β[ ] [ ] ( ) ( )( ) ( )− − + = −  − + A i k B i k C ik D ik  (2.34)
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Furthermore, due to the periodic nature of ( )u xk , the following conditions may be 
imposed on 1u  and 2u

 ( ) ( )== =−1 2u ux a x b

and, 

 



 = 



= =−

1 2du

dx

du

dxx a x b

Using equations (2.31) and (2.32) in the above conditions, we get

  + = +α α β β( ) ( )( ) ( )− − + − − +Ae Be Ce Dei k a i k a ik b ik b (2.35)

and, 

α α β β( ) ( )( ) ( )− − + = − − +α α β β( ) ( )( ) ( )− − + − − +Ai k e Bi k e C ik e D ik ei k a i k a ik b ik b (2.36)

For the nonvanishing solution of equations (2.33), (2.34), (2.35), and (2.36), the 
 determinant of coefficients A, B, C, and D must vanish. Thus
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By solving the above determinant, we get

  
β α

αβ
α β β α

( ) ( )
−

+ = +
2

sin sin cos cos cos
2 2

a h b h b a k a b  (2.37)

The solution of equation (2.37) is complicated to solve. Thus, Kronig Penney assumed 
→ ∞Vo  and → ∞b  in such a way that V bo  remains finite to simplify the solution, and 

the term V bo  is referred to as the barrier strength [11]. This assumption models a 
potential with a very deep potential well and a very small width potential barrier. 
Thus, β β→sinh b b and β →cos 1h b  as → 0b , which shapes Eq. (2.15) as follows
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 sin cos cos
2 2β α

α
α α

( )−
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Using the value of α  and β in the above equation, we get
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α

α
α+ =sin

cos cosP
a

a
a ka (2.38)

where the dimensionless quantity 
�

= 2P
mV abo  is a measure of electron attraction 

strength toward the ion in the crystal lattice site and is referred to as the scattering 
power of the potential barrier. The above equation represents the relation between 

energy 
82

2

2α π= mE

h
 and wave vector k and gives the condition for the existence of 

wave function. The RHS term cos ka of the above equation is bound to have a value 

between +1 and −1. The curve of 
α

α
α+sin

cosP
a

a
a against αa has been plotted 

in Figure 2.15. Thus, the region of the curve between +1 and −1 corresponding to 
the LHS term which satisfies the RHS is the only allowed value, which represents 
the allowed range of energy or allowed band and the rest represents the forbidden 
energy range of the forbidden energy band. The shaded region in the figure shows the 
allowed energy band and the unshaded one shows the forbidden energy band. Thus, 
there exists a forbidden energy band in between allowed energy bands for electrons 
in a periodic potential of a crystal. The figure also shows that the forbidden band 
 narrows, whereas the allowed bands broaden toward higher energy.

Now, when we use α π= ±a n , then equation (2.38) becomes

 cos cosπ =n ka

 or, π± =n ka

FIGURE 2.15 The curve of . +p
sin aa

aa
cos aa. against aa...
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π= ±k

n

a

Thus, a discontinuity is found at 
π= ±k

n

a
 in the E–k curve for electrons in a crystal. 

Figure 2.16 shows the E–k diagram for free electrons shown by the parabolic dotted 

line with energy 
2 8

2 2 2 2

2

�
π

= =E
k

m

h k

m
 and solid lines for electrons in the periodic poten-

tial. The allowed region between 
π= +k
a

 and 
π= −k
a

 is called the first Brillouin 

zone. Due to discontinuity at 
π= ±k
a

, a forbidden gap appears between two allowed 

bands, as shown in Figure 2.16. The region followed by the first Brillouin zone, i.e., 
π= +k
a

 to 
2π= +k
a

 and 
π= −k
a

 to 
2π= −k
a

 is called the second Brillouin zone. 

Similarly, a higher-order Brillouin zone occurs with an increasing value of n.
Moreover, it may be shown that by varying = 0P  to → ∞P , electrons may cover 

the entire range of energy from a completely free state to a completely bound state. 
To show this, let us consider the case with infinite scattering power of the potential 
barrier, i.e., → ∞P . In this case, sin 0 sinα π= =a n

Thus, α π= ±a n
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FIGURE 2.16 E versus k curve for electrons in periodic potential in a 1D lattice and 
Brillouin zone.
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This equation is similar to the energy of the particles in a box, and hence, we may 
infer that the condition → ∞P  represents the completely bound state of particles. 
The energy value in the above equation is independent of k. Now, in order to show 
the completely free state of electrons, we use the condition = 0P  in equation (2.38) 
and we get

 α =cos cosa ka

  
8 22 2

2

2 2�
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mE
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2
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2
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2 2

2
2E

m
p

mv  (2.40)

This energy value is equivalent to the energy of the free particles moving with veloc-
ity v. In such a situation, all possible energies are allowed for electrons. Thus, two 
extreme conditions of P , i.e., = 0P  and → ∞P , represent the completely free and 
bounded state of electrons, respectively.

2.7  EFFECTS OF THE NANOMETER LENGTH SCALE

Very few changes in the behavior of the solid material are observed with the change 
in particle size from a visible length scale to the regular optical microscope scale. 
However, the changes become significant with the reduction of the particle size of 
the material to a nanoscale dimension. Thus, the behavior of a solid material such as 
fluorescence, melting point, magnetic permeability, electrical conductivity, chemical 
reactivity, etc. changes significantly with the change of particle size from bulk to the 
nanoscale, which has been reported in several scientific research articles. The origin 
of a special behavior of nanomaterials is highly influenced by the high surface area-
to-volume ratio and quantum effect at the nanoscale. For example, metallic gold (Au) 
is often found in a shining yellow color, but gold particles of 10–20 nm dimension 
absorb green light and appear red [12]. These properties have been explained in the 
later section of this chapter.

Surface Effect
A larger surface area-to-volume ratio (or simply, surface-to-volume ratio) is an 

important characteristic of nanoscale materials, which creates possibilities for new 
materials with significantly different physical or chemical properties. Nanotechnology 
enables us to fabricate a layered structure, where a larger surface area is required for 
many applications such as to serve as potent catalysis, to improve wear resistance, to 
serve as a thermal barrier in thin films, etc. To visualize the variation in the surface-
to-volume ratio with the dimension, let us consider a cube of length a = 10 cm. The 
surface area of one face of the cube is a × a = 100 cm2. Since there are six faces of a 
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cube, the total surface area of the cube is equal to 6 × the surface area of one face. 
Hence, the total surface area of the cube = 6 × 100 cm2 = 600 cm2 and the volume of 
cube will become a3 = 1000 cm3. Thus, the surface area-to-volume ratio becomes 
600/1000 cm−1 = 0.6 cm−1. Now, if we replace this cube with another smaller cube 
of length a = 1 cm, then the total number of smaller cubes required to fill the bigger 
cube is equal to the ratio of the volume of the bigger cube to the volume of the smaller 
cube, which is equal to 103/13 = 1000 cube. The surface area-to-volume ratio of the 
smaller cube will become 6 × 12 cm2/13 cm3 = 6. Thus, the surface area-to-volume ratio 
increases upon lowering the dimension of the particle. Figure 2.17 shows the  variation 
of the surface-to-volume ratio against the dimension of a cube.  Alternatively, the 
surface-to-volume ratio for a cubical particle may be given as 6a2/a3 = 6/a.

2.7.1  chaNgeS to the SyStem total eNergy

We have already seen in Section 2.3 that the band gap of a material is size-depen-
dent and widens with the decrease in particle size. Thus, with the reduction in 
particle size, a higher amount of energy is absorbed or released because of the tran-
sition between the conduction band to the valence band and vice versa. The widen-
ing of the energy band gap with particle size and shape may be interpreted from  
equation (2.2). At the same time, with decreasing system particle size, the allowed 
energy band considerably narrows due to the decrease in the number of atoms within 
smaller particles. Moreover, the surface energy of materials is dependent on their sur-
face-to-volume ratio. The surface energy is always a positive quantity that influences its 
physical and chemical properties including melting point, vapor pressure and reactivity.  
The surface atoms are unstable and unsaturated because of dangling bond formation. 
The unstable dangling bond increases the surface energy, which promotes the atom 
to react with other species in order to achieve stability. We have seen in the preceding 

FIGURE 2.17 Plot of surface-to-volume ratio as a function of cube length.
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section that the surface-to-volume ratio increases with decreasing particle size. Thus, 
nanoscale particles participate in surface reactions more promptly as compared with 
their bulk counterpart. Thus, nanoscale particles are more suitable for catalytic reac-
tions due to their larger surface-to-volume ratio.

In recent decades, researchers rely on the application of nanomaterials for electro-
chemical, dipolar energy storage and energy conversion in systems such as batteries, 
capacitors and solar panels due to refined ionic transport and electronic conduction 
observation [13]. The electrochemical storage system is a method to store electrical 
energy in a chemical form and is capable of performing reversible conversion of 
energy [14]. Nanostructured transition-metal oxides such as oxides of iron, manga-
nese, cobalt, zinc, chromium, etc. are attractive candidates for high energy-density 
electrodes in lithium-ion batteries to fulfill the growing demand of electronic and 
automobile industries [15]. Chalcogenides, carbides and lithium alloys are also being 
investigated outside oxides with versatile shape and chemical compositions. On 
the other hand, a capacitor is also a type of dipolar electrical energy storage device 
based on interfacial charging and discharging due to a change in dipole moment. 
Batteries are characterized by high energy density and low power density, but the 
reverse is true for capacitors [16]. However, electrochemical capacitors also referred 
to as supercapacitors, are bridges between batteries and capacitors in terms of energy 
density and power density. Nanomaterials have also been investigated for improv-
ing the electrical energy storage capacity of existing capacitors or electrochemical 
capacitors [16–19].

2.7.2  chaNgeS to the SyStem Structure

Nanocrystal structures of some materials change due to their reduced size despite the 
same chemical composition and formula as that of their bulk counterpart. However, 
in practice, the structure remains the same for most of the solid materials after the 
reduction of particle size up to a few nanometers. The electronic and optical proper-
ties of crystalline solids have been observed closely related to the crystal structure. 
Thus, critical information regarding the crystal structure and distortion in the crystal 
structure may be collected with the study of these properties via different diffraction 
and spectroscopic techniques. The collective vibrational mode of atoms associated 
with solids is called a phonon, which reflects the important character of crystal struc-
tures in spectroscopic studies [20].

The X-ray powder diffraction technique has been widely accepted for phase 
identification of crystalline solids and provides crucial information on the lattice 
parameter, atomic position, symmetry, etc. The technique solely is based on Bragg’s 
diffraction law

  θ λ=2 sind n  (2.41)

where d  is the spacing between the lattice of two consecutive planes, λ is the wave-
length of incident X-ray light, θ  is the glancing angle, and n is an integer 0, 1, 2, 
3….. representing the order of diffraction. The powder diffraction pattern peaks for 
a nanoparticle are broader than their bulk counterpart despite the same chemical 
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formula and composition [21]. The broadness in peaks is due to the smaller crystallite 
size. The crystallite size D may be calculated from the Scherrer formula applicable 
to X-ray diffraction peaks [22]. The Scherrer formula is given as

  
λ

β θ
=

cos
D

K
 (2.42)

where λ β= 1.5405  ,  ,  Å K  and θ  represent the wavelength of X-rays, a crystallite 
shape-dependent dimensionless quantity called the shape factor with a typical value 
of 0.9, full width half-maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peak, and Bragg’s dif-
fraction angle, respectively.

Metal nanoclusters are agglomerates of few to hundreds of atoms or molecules, 
which represent a bridge between a single atom and plasmonic nanoparticles. The 
particle size of metal nanoclusters is generally less than 2 nm and may be considered 
ultrasmall. The study of small clusters of noble metal materials is of profound inter-
est for researchers over the globe due to their unique optical, electronic, magnetic, 
etc. properties. Only some specific numbers of atoms are allowed in stable nano-
clusters due to minimized energy. The specific numbers are called structural magic 
numbers. For example, one of the combinations of 55 metallic gold atoms shows 
a stable structure of nanoclusters; thus, 55 is a structural magic number for gold 
nanoclusters. Most of the metallic atoms such as Ag, Au, Co, Al, Cu, etc. are forms 
of face-centered cubic (FCC) close-packed structures, and the number of atoms in a 
cluster N  is given as 

  = − + − 
1
3

10 15 4 33 2N n n n  (2.43)

whereas the number of atoms on the surface of a cluster is given as

  = − +10 20 122N n nsurf  (2.44)

where n represents the number of layers.

2.7.3  how NaNoScale dimeNSioNS affect propertieS

2.7.3.1  Effect on Chemical Property
It is well established that during the reaction of any material, its surface area exposed 
to other reactants plays a vital role in the chemical reaction. Therefore, a higher sur-
face area of the material is required for better chemical reactivity as well as catalytic 
activity and is expressed in terms of the surface-to-volume ratio. The surface-to-
volume ratio has been already explained in the surface effect section of this chapter, 
which shows that nanoscale materials have a significantly high surface-to-volume 
ratio relative to bulk materials. Thus, a nanocatalyst has the potential to increase the 
rate of reaction, selectivity and chemical reaction significantly due to its nanodimen-
sion. The nanogold particle deposited on partially reactive oxides such as Fe2O3, 
MnO, and titanium is found to have an excellent catalytic behavior.
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2.7.3.2  Effect on Mechanical Property
The size distribution, agglomeration, defect, material synthesis process, crystal 
structure, grain size, etc. are some factors that influence the mechanical behavior 
of materials. It is well established that the toughness of a nanomaterial is inversely 
proportional to the fabrication technique or defect of the materials. Polycrystalline 
nanoscale materials contain several simultaneously oriented monocrystal regions 
called grains, and these grains are separated by high angle boundaries called the 
grain boundary. A fine-grained polycrystalline material is found to be stronger and 
harder than coarse-grained materials despite its similar chemical composition, which 
can be explained by the grain size and yield stress relation through the Hall–Patch 
relation [23]

  σ σ= + K

D
o  (2.45)

where σ σ,  , Ko  and D denote the yield stress, material constant related to the resis-
tance of lattice to dislocation motion, Hall–Patch strengthening coefficient, and 
average grain size, respectively. Several articles reveal that despite the similar com-
position, the yield stress and microhardness of a nanoscale polycrystalline material 
are 2–10 times greater than those of its counterpart in a coarse-grained material.

2.7.3.3  Effect on Melting Temperature
The melting point of bulk materials has been found to be size-independent, whereas 
the melting point decreases with the decrease in particle size for almost all nanoscale 
materials. For example, the melting point of gold nanoparticles is lower than its bulk 
counterpart. Theoretically, the decrease of the melting point with the reduction in the 
size of nanoparticles could be explained by the linear relationhip between tempera-
ture and the reciprocal of particle size [24]

  = −



1T T

c

r
m bulk  (2.46)

where Tm and Tbulk  denote the melting temperature of the nanomaterial and its bulk 
counterpart, respectively. Furthermore, c and r represent the material constant-
dependent nature of materials and the radius of the sphere, respectively. In past 
several decades, different theoretical models have been proposed to find the mate-
rial constant c that could agree with the experimentally observed result for the size-
dependent melting point of nanoscale materials.

The theoretical model utilizing the Laplace equation of the surface and Gibbs 
Duhem equation describes the melting temperature depression (∆Tm) for a solid 
nanoparticle as given below [25]

  
ρ

α∆ = − ≈
∆

⋅2
T T T

T

H r
m bulk m

bulk

m s

 (2.47)

where ρ∆ , Hm s and r represent the bulk enthalpy of fusion, density of solid mate-
rial, and radius of the spherical particle, respectively. The parameter α  depends 
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upon the material interfacial tension between the solid phase and its environment.  
This parameter may be evaluated by different models based on the melting 
 mechanism. The three main models for describing α  are (a) homogeneous melting and  
growth model (HGM), (b) liquid shell model (LSM), and (c) liquid nucleation and 
growth (LNG) model [24–26].

 a. Homogeneous Melting and Growth Model (HGM): This model is based 
on the assumption of homogeneously melting the entire nanoparticle at a 
single melt temperature. In other words, there exists an equilibrium between 
the solid and liquid phases during the melting process. The parameter α HGM 
is given by the following expression

  α σ σ ρ
ρ

= −
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HGM sl lv
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l

 (2.48)

where σ  is the interfacial surface tension between the solid, liquid and vapor 
phase indicated with the index , s l  and v respectively, whereas ρs and ρl rep-
resent the density of the material in the solid and liquid phase, respectively.

 b. Liquid Shell Model (LSM): This model is based on the assumption of a 
melt process ro thick layer on the surface of the particle prior to the core. The 
parameter α LSM  is given by the following expression
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 c. Liquid Nucleation and Growth (LNG) Model: This model is based on 
the kinetics of the melt process in spherical solid nanoparticles. According 
to this model, the melt process of solid into the liquid phase begins at the 
surface and slowly penetrates into the solid with definite activation energy. 
The parameter α LNG in this model is given by the following expression 

  σ α σ σ ρ
ρ
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 (2.50)

2.7.3.4  Effect of Magnetic Properties
The magnetic nanomaterial is used in drug delivery, magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), magnetic data storage, magnetic liquid (ferrofluid, i.e., stable suspension of 
magnetic nanomaterials), etc. Magnetic nanoparticles consisting of magnetic ele-
ments such as iron, cobalt, nickel, manganese, and their compounds are superpara-
magnetic because of their nanoscale particle size. Superparamagnetic nanomaterials 
are not magnetic at zero magnetic field but quickly get magnetized on exposure to 
an external magnetic field. Furthermore, on the removal of the external magnetic 
field, magnetization quickly reverts to a non-magnetic state. Due to the larger particle 
size of bulk magnetic materials, its particle generally splits into different magnetic 
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domains separated by a domain wall. Each domain has a different direction of mag-
netization. However, if the approximate particle diameter is below some critical 
value [27]

  
µ

≈ 18
2d

A K

M
c

ex

o o

 (2.51)

where, µ,  , A Kex o and Ms are the exchange stiffness, magnetic anisotropy constant, 
magnetic permeability, and saturation magnetization, respectively, then the particle 
contains a single magnetic domain. The critical diameter is a material-dependent 
quantity whose value generally lies within the range of 1–1000 nm.

2.7.3.5  Effect on Optical Properties
The optical properties of nanoscale materials are most fascinating and studied with 
different optical spectroscopic techniques such as UV–visible spectroscopy, photo-
luminescence and electroluminescence spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy, etc. Based on 
the optical behavior of nanomaterials, it may be used as an optical detector, sen-
sor, imaging, solar cell, and photocatalysis. The optical property of nanomaterials is 
dependent on several factors including the size, shape, surface characteristics, etc.; 
for example, the colloidal suspension of metallic gold nanoparticles is red and purple 
for particle dimensions of 10–20 nm and >20 nm, respectively [12,28]. However, the 
color changes to yellow for larger metallic gold particles. The appearance of color in 
metallic gold nanoparticles is because of localized surface plasma resonance (LSPRs) 
that occurs when the conduction band electrons collectively oscillate with the electric 
field of incident light. On the other hand, rod-like shaped gold nanoparticles have two 
LSPRs along the long (longitudinal) axis and short (transverse) axis, respectively. 
The optical effect in semiconducting nanoparticles is due to the electronic transition 
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) called the valence band and 
the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LOMO) called the conduction band.
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3 Fundamentals of 
Nanomaterials

Yarazett Hernández Castillo

3.1  INTRODUCTION

The first nanomaterial was formed in the 4th century by Romans; however, this appli-
cation was discovered in 1990 [1], thanks to the use of transmission electron micros-
copy and derived from the development of nanotechnology in 1981 when the window 
to the nanoscale world was opened. It helps to know the nanostructure, describe it 
and relate it to the unexpected properties.

After years of study and analysis, nanomaterials have been defined as solid mate-
rials which are constituted by nanoparticles (NPs), minute parts of a maximum of 
100 nm in at least one of its dimensions: length, wide, or thickness. However, the size 
of the particles depends on their shape, which in turn depends on their crystalline 
structure. At the same time, the crystalline structure is derived from the arrangement 
of the molecules to form aggregates. In this way, the interaction between metallic 
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atoms and no metallic or polymer chains are completely different; nanometers of 
distance provide different structures and properties to each material. This means 
that is important to know the composition of materials, their structure, size, shape, 
and dimensions of the structure since this can change from bulk to nanosize. In 
bulk materials, the physical, chemical, and biological properties are constant; on the 
contrary, in nanosized materials, they vary with the number of atoms that consti-
tute the nanostructure; in the literature, glass transition, diffusion, viscoelastic [2],  
melting point, optical properties, electrical and thermal conductivities, catalytic 
activity, superplasticity, toughness, hardness, strength, permeability, antioxidant and 
antibacterial activity are some properties that are mentioned to be affected by the 
size reduction [3]. It is relevant how these nanomaterials had developed technology 
and technology to them. Advanced technology in analysis and characterization has 
allowed us to explore the microstructure during the formation of materials, and this 
helps to direct the obtention of expected properties.

The first topic of this chapter is based on the size and nanostructure dimensions; 
the classification of 1D, 2D, and 3D nanostructures and the main geometric forms 
related to each type are shown. Certain nanomaterials of the same composition pres-
ent more than one type of characteristic nanostructures; for example, carbon is found 
as nanosheets or nanotubes. It is also important to consider the classification of nano-
materials by their composition; in the second and third topics of this chapter, two 
general groups of materials, inorganics and organics, are described. They are dif-
ferenced by the carbon content and its arrangement in the molecular structure; the 
former description is about inorganic materials conformed by metals, alloys, oxides, 
and non-oxides inorganic nanomaterials; secondly, organic materials in the form of 
NPs, nanofilms, and examples of biological nanomaterials are mentioned.

Predicting the function of certain materials in a defined application is neces-
sary to know as much as possible about the expected properties; later, by analyz-
ing raw materials and the obtention method, assure to obtain the nanostructure 
related to those properties. This chapter describes the fundamental properties of 
different kinds of nanomaterials, from which many potential applications derive. 
Special artificial molecules such as dendrimers and quantum dots are mentioned 
throughout this chapter since they are expected to develop electrochemical meth-
ods as medical treatments; in the same way, differences between bulk and NPs are 
highlighted.

3.2  CLASSIFICATION AND TYPES OF NANOMATERIALS

It is important to remember that nanomaterials are those materials of almost every 
composition that have at least one dimension (length, width, or height) within 
1–100 nm; there are exceptions of polymeric NPs which are composed of macromol-
ecules and can have sizes between 100 and 1000 nm; above this scale, you would be 
talking about bulk or micromaterials. Also, the nanostructure of nanomaterials refers 
to the basic form of the NPs individually (cubes, spheres, nanotubes, etc.) and should 
not be confused with the form or shape of aggregates or cumulus of several NPs, or 
agglomerates. Moreover, a NP can be a nanocrystal or not, and it depends if they 
have a continuous atomic arrangement.
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There are several classifications of nanomaterials, for example: by composition 
(organics and inorganics); application (superconductors, semiconductors, insula-
tors, biomaterials, etc.); and size and dimension (0D, 1D, 2D, and 3D nanomateri-
als) [3]. The classification by composition is described in the next topic and several 
applications for these materials are described. In this topic, the classification by 
size and dimension is focused on for a better understanding of the kinds of nano-
structures in which the nanomaterials are obtained. Figure 3.1 shows this classifica-
tion. Zero-dimensional (0D) nanomaterials have three dimensions between 1 and 
100 nm; the types of nanomaterials included in this classification are NPs that can 
be  nanocapsules, core–shell NPs, and micelles, for example. One-dimensional (1D) 
nanomaterials have two dimensions on the nanoscale and are more than 100 nm lon-
ger. Two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials possess just one dimension at the nanoscale 
(height), and the characteristic shape is of thin sheets or plates. Three-dimensional 
(3D) nanomaterials do not have any dimension at the nanoscale and are considered 
bulk materials; however, they are composed completely or partially of nanostruc-
tures before described and because of this, they are called nanostructured materials.

Among attractive 0D nanostructures are quantum dots and nanoclusters. 
Nanoclusters are aggregates of atoms, ions, or molecules bonded by ionic or van der 
Waals forces or metallic or covalent bonds; their properties change with the number 
of aggregated units. A kind of cluster are quantum dots, colloidal semiconductor 
nanocrystals conformed by some hundred atoms (diameter of 2–10 nm); they have 
the characteristic of emitting light at a certain wavelength depending on their size [4].

1D nanomaterials like nanowires, nanotubes, nanorods and nanobelts are differ-
ent since nanowires are the longest 1D nanostructures with an aspect ratio (length/
width) of 1000; nanotubes are larger than 100 nm and have a hollow morphology; 
nanorods have a cylindrical structure like nanowires but an aspect ratio that is ten 
times smaller.

Nanomaterials

0D

Nanoparticles
Nanocubes

Clusters
Fullerenes

Quantum dots

1D

Nanotubes
Nanowires
Nanofibers

2D

Nanofilms
Nanolayers

3D

Nanostructured 
materials

FIGURE 3.1 Classification of nanomaterials based on size and dimensions.
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Nanostructured materials make up the group of 3D nanomaterials, and these can 
be made up of NPs, nanotubes, nanoplates of different materials or nanocrystals of 
the same material, or they can be nanoporous materials.

3.3  INORGANIC NANOMATERIALS

Inorganic materials refer to compounds that have a structure composed of one ele-
ment, like gold (Au) or several combined elements like barium titanate (BaTiO3) but 
in which the molecular structure is not based enterally on the arrangement of C and 
H atoms (in contrast to organic materials) and they can contain one C atom or more 
bonded to each other, like barium carbonate (BaCO3) or graphene. In this group, 
there are the most widely used materials that are recognized as metals, alloys, and 
ceramics, and there is a kind of compound called organometallic compound that 
contains an organic part linked to a metal. Moreover, in binary compounds, based on 
the representative element, inorganic materials are classified into oxides, hydrides, 
nitrides, phosphides, and sulfides. For that, in this topic, inorganic nanomaterials are 
classified as metals, alloys, oxides, and non-oxides.

These types of materials were the first to be manipulated by humans; hydroxyapa-
tite from bones was used for tools; silica and alumina in clays to form objects; metals 
such as gold were used in jewelry and sacred objects. Its increasingly specialized use 
and application led to such great industrial and economic development that historical 
periods have been named after the material that drove its growth. Currently, the ben-
efits of these materials are explored in a nanometric form, and solutions are expected 
to be found in the fields of environment, health, and data.

3.3.1  metal NaNomaterialS

In terms of chemistry, a metal is an element capable of giving up its electrons easily, 
which allows the flow of electrons when they form part of some compounds, and in 
consequence, metallic materials are characterized by having electrical conductivity. 
This means, they allow the passage of current or flow of electrons specifically at 
0°K (absolute zero) under an applied electric field; these are known as conductors. 
Materials that do not conduct electricity are called insulators or non-conductors, but 
some of these that require an increase in temperature to pass current are called semi-
conductors. On the other hand, free electrons in metals also determine other well-
known properties like ductility, toughness, opacity, and reflectivity. Ductility derives 
from the capacity of electrons to be separated from the positive ionic centers without 
brake electron bonds; high packaging due to unsaturated bonding results in tough-
ness; the opacity is caused by the free electron oscillation that absorbs the energy of 
light, and reflectivity appears because the same electrons emit photons [5]. These are 
intrinsic properties that help to define a metal; however, other properties have taken 
relevance from the formation of metal nanomaterials.

3.3.1.1  Properties
Nanomaterials conformed by nanosized metal particles are taking relevance since 
1957 when Faraday studied the interaction of light with AuNPs; since then, important 
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changes in their properties have been found compared with their bulk counterpart. 
Table 3.1 shows relevant properties, uses, and applications of some metal nanoma-
terials studied in recent years, for example, optical properties as surface plasmon 
 resonance, biological activity due to biomolecule conjugation and radical oxygen 
species (ROS) production, high surface area, tailored shape, surface energies, redox 
activity, electron store capacity and quantum confinement. Next, these are briefly 
described.

Optical properties such as absorption and dispersion have been improved in NPs. 
This is because they have a high surface area, so there are more free electrons that 
collectively oscillate under the effect of a magnetic field, the resonance of the collec-
tive oscillations is called surface plasmon resonance (SPR); consequently, have been 
tunable by varying the size and shape and composition of the NPs. SPR is responsible 
for the color change of transmitted/reflected light, and also of enhance other surface 
signals such as photoluminescence [11].

Thermal properties are related to SPR in the following way. Metal NPs have a 
low quantum yield which refers to the low efficiency of photon emission compared 
with the photons absorbed, so a large part of the energy of the absorbed photons is 
converted to heat; in this way, by using a laser in SPR wavelength, the particle can 
be heated and applied to destroy tumors which have reduced heat tolerance. Besides, 
thin and planar nanostructures have shown to be more efficient in the conversion 
of absorption to heat than spherical ones due to the first having a high surface-to-
volume ratio [11].

Biological activity adjudicated to metal NPs are due to biomolecule conjugation 
or capacity to binding with organic molecules. It is believed that Ag NPs release 
silver ions, which bind tissue proteins and trigger structural changes on the cell 
membrane and, as a result, affect cell permeability and the respiration process; in 
this step, their interaction with biomolecules can produce ROS. The shape of par-
ticles changes the surface area, and because of that, different nanostructures give 
different activity; also, cation size and cation charge affect the affinity of ligands 
[12] which have an important role in functionalization and selectivity to target 
biomolecules.

TABLE 3.1
Properties, Uses, and Applications of Most Common Metal Nanoparticles

Material Size (nm) Nanostructure Property Use Application References

Au 2–50 Nanoparticles Impedance Amplifier Electrochemical 
biosensor

[6]

Ag 3.3–17.97 Semi-spheres Binding potential Bactericidal Medical [7]

Cu 4.7–17.4 Semi-spheres Biocompatibility Anticancer Medical [8]

Pt 2.2 × 15 Nanowires Catalytic redox 
capacity

Catalyst Dye formation 
reaction

[9]

Pd 50 - Catalytic 
efficiency

Catalyst Reduction of 
environmental 
contaminants

[10]
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The electrical properties of NPs are better than in bulk; that is why they are used 
to modify electrode surfaces to enhance sensitivity. Impedance, for example, which 
is the total opposite to current that a system offers, is used to detect modifications 
in the electrode surface; this is because the presence of NPs bound to target biomol-
ecules interrupts the electric field and changes the impedance [6].

Another property of metals refers to the ability to develop oxidation and reduc-
tion reactions, called redox activity, this quality implies the electron store capacity 
and leads the catalytic activity to metal NPs; although several factors can influence 
at the end like size, shape, composition, oxidation state and chemical/physical inter-
particle interactions [13], thorough analysis of kinetics to every particular system is 
 recommended. Pt NPs, for example, enhance catalytic efficiency. which has been 
related to the larger surface–volume ratio and development of complex geometries 
in crystallographic catalyst facets planes, which should be rich in step and dangling 
atoms [11].

3.3.1.2  Uses and Applications
Since Faraday ś work, the study of metal NPs has not stopped. Nanomaterials are 
widely studied for their application in several technological fields like medicine, 
optics, electronics, aerospace, etc.

Possible applications in medical diagnostics and therapies have been studied due 
to their vast advantages as high absorption, scattering, and biocompatibility [14]. NP 
absorption of light can be transferred as heat and used for photothermal therapies 
against cancer [15]. AuNP photothermal treatments are more efficient and selective 
than radiofrequency, microwave, and ultrasound waves. On the other hand, SPR in 
very small NPs enhances thermal properties; however, the NP size increases the scat-
tering too because of which scattering is useful in optical imaging. By using dark-
field microscopy, it is possible to observe metal NPs as bright spots and fluorescent 
NPs, and two-photon luminescence microcopies are also benefited by SPR [11].

The biological activity of silver has been employed for centuries to treat infections 
[1]; actually, the effect of AgNPs against bacteria and fungi has been improved so 
that they can be used as bactericides [7], fungicides [16], and also as antioxidants 
[17]. One important factor to obtain success in biological applications is related to 
the selectivity of NPs, and this can be achieved by functionalization, which has given 
place to the formation of conjugates, for example, AuNP/drug conjugates can be used 
to form drug-delivery systems; AgNPs/antibodies conjugates present several advan-
tages versus enzymes in immunoassays since MNPs support higher temperature than 
enzymes, there is no loss of activity during crosslinking, they can be detected by 
optical or electrochemical methods, and these could be cheaper to detect viruses 
antibodies [18]; AuNPs have been functionalized with folic acid to attack cancer cells 
because this acid is required as a ligand [11].

Another reason for the development of metallic nanomaterials is that they are 
more electroactive and their application on detection surfaces has been interesting 
in different areas of analytical sciences such as electrochemistry, where they can 
be used as a transducer, catalytic agent, adsorbent, analyte transporter, and mark-
ers; the increase of electrochemical activity in NPs, compared with bulk materials, 
has been related to the change of the NP surface reaction kinetics that is derived 
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from the nanosize and surface excess free energy of particles [19]. To analyze the 
use of AuNPs as electrochemical biosensors, their impedimetric response was ana-
lyzed since an improvement in this can enhance the sensitivity of the biosensors and 
detect changes in the surface. Different AuNPs of sizes 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 nm were 
immobilized on the carbon electrode surface by physical adsorption. Larger NPs (20 
and 50 nm) provide lower impedance change and smaller particles (2–10 nm) have 
larger impedance change [6]. Colorimetric sensing is another application of metal 
NPs since their light absorption is strongly affected by the refractive index of the 
surrounding media [11].

Power generation processes are the main expected application for nanomateri-
als since they have high reactivity and can be used as catalytic materials, although 
longevity, high activity, sensibility, and environmental sustainability are challenges 
to overcome. Besides AuNPs, Pt and Pd NPs are extensively studied in the develop-
ment of catalysts and electrocatalysts [13], but NPs of abundant elements such as Fe, 
Ti, Si, and C are also studied since they are cheaper. Cu, for example, is abundant, 
inexpensive, and non-toxic, and there are several ways to obtain CuNPs, which, in 
addition to being used for medical purposes, have applications in water treatment 
processes [20] and catalysis [21].

3.3.1.3  Obtention
The conventional processes involved to produce pure metals include mining, purifi-
cation, and reduction. On the earth, the majority of metals are in the form of oxides 
and should be separated from the raw material and refined by using a reduction 
agent. To obtain a piece of metal for the specified application, forming operations 
should be elected, for example, forging, rolling, extrusion, and wire drawing opera-
tions. Further treatments are given to enhance or stabilize mechanical or electrical 
properties.

Among the methods used to obtain metallic NPs, we can find the liquid phase, 
solvated metal atom dispersion technique [22], precipitation [21], solid state [23], 
thermal decomposition [22], ion beam implantation [22], electrochemical deposition 
[24], biosynthesis [7,9], and physical adsorption [6]. To obtain NPs, bottom-up meth-
ods are preferred because physicochemical properties, size, and morphology can be 
controlled, for example, the chemical reduction synthetic method [8,10,22]. Another 
popular synthesis is the liquid phase, in these methods, a colloidal dispersion of 
metal is formed by hindering the diffusion of growth species; this is achieved by 
using low solute concentration and polymeric stabilizers; the first maintains a large 
diffusion distance between nuclei and the second creates a barrier that limits the dif-
fusion, both avoid particle growth [25]. Green synthesis or biosynthesis which uses 
microorganisms or plants to synthesize NPs has gained popularity since it can be 
cheaper, environmentally friendly, and easy to scale up for larger production.

3.3.2  alloyS

The homogeneous combination of two or more metals or even metals with no metals 
gives place to alloys, and their relevance comes from the wide range of properties 
achieved. In general, there are two types of alloys: ferrous and non-ferrous alloys. 
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At first, iron is the main component and due to its availability on the earth’s surface; 
these are the most used alloys; the obtention process is cheaper and is easy to obtain 
with different physical and mechanical properties, one example is steel; some draw-
backs of ferrous alloys are high density, low electric conductivity, and corrosion. On 
the other hand, there are non-ferrous alloys, where iron is not found, and these are 
named based on the main metallic component. Some examples are copper alloys; 
copper with Zn forms brass; with Sn, Al, Si, and Ni, it forms bronze.

Returning to the topic of this chapter, nanomaterials, it should be noted that 
important studies have been done about nanocrystalline metallic alloys and mul-
timetallic nanostructures that result in alloys. Chang et al. [26] summarized dif-
ferent nanocrystalline microstructures which have enhanced physical properties of 
their coarse-grained counterpart. A nanocrystalline material refers to one formed by 
crystallites smaller than 100 nm; these, in turn, conform to microstructures (mono-
phasic, equiaxial, or mixed) where a high fraction of nanocrystallites is exposed on 
the surface. This results in states far removed from the equilibrium and high-energy 
systems.

On the other hand, multimetallic nanostructures are described by Ahmed et al. 
[27] as nanostructures constructed from two or more metals. These nanostructures 
present wide structure tunability and functional diversity, and four geometries are 
mentioned: random, cluster-in cluster, core–shell, and alloy. The differences come 
from the synthesis: in the first, there is not a specific orientation of atoms; in the sec-
ond, one metal acts as a nanocluster and the others as binders; in the third, one metal 
is used to form cores and the others are clustered and form shells; in the last, alloys, 
all metals are assumed to nearly form at the same nucleation rate, and similarly sized 
particles (random alloy) or dissimilar ones (intermetallic alloy) are obtained.

Ferrando showed two kinds of nanoalloys, mixed-pattern alloys and geometrical 
structure alloys, in which core–shell-segregated, subcluster-segregated, mixed AB 
(ordered or random which also are called mixed or intermixed alloys as Hannan 
[27] describe), and multi-shell alloys are kinds of mixed-pattern alloys. Geometrical 
structure alloys are classified as non-crystalline structures formed by nanoalloy clus-
ters like icosahedra, polytetrahedra, and polyicosahedra since these take compact 
shapes and have efficient packaging of atoms.

3.3.2.1  Properties and Applications
Optical, chemical, electronic, and magnetic properties have attracted the attention of 
scientists to study intermetallic nanostructures. Several physicochemical properties 
have been enhanced in comparison with monometallic nanostructures; next, some of 
these properties are described.

Catalytic activity is one of the most important properties of metals and is expected 
to be enhanced by using bimetallic or multimetallic nanostructures. Ferrando et al. 
[28] found in the literature that the properties that determine chemical reactivity 
and especially catalytic activity of nanoalloys are surface structures, compositions, 
and segregation properties. For example, Ni/Co alloys have been prepared to form 
catalysts used for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in alkaline water splitting; 
this is a future hydrogen production option since it is an environmentally friendly, 
large-scale, and cost-effective process [29]. Otherwise, Ni particles alloyed with 
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octahedral Pt–Pd nano-cages presented a highly active electro-catalyst, and the oxy-
gen reduction reaction has been evaluated by electrochemical tests. AgCu nanoalloys 
have also been used in cathodes for Zn–air batteries [21].

Nanoalloys optical properties are related to SPR since they are altered by com-
position, segregation, or mixing of clusters. These properties can be used to tune the 
color of nanoalloys as the Ag/Au system which is one of the many systems studied. 
One possible application of this quality is to avoid counterfeiting [28].

Wettability is a property that refers to the interaction of a solid surface with a liq-
uid; it is possible to control it by managing the energy surface and geometrical struc-
tures. This property contributes to anticorrosion, oil–water separation, and liquid 
transportation and is very useful in engineering and biomedicine. Superhydrophobic 
aluminum alloys have been prepared by immersion in HNO3/H2O and post- 
modification with stearic acid and by also using mechanical roughening, chemical 
etching, and decorating [30].

Enhanced magnetic measures in NPs have been related to the size reduction and 
coupling of 3d atoms elements as Co, which improve induced electronic spin polar-
ization of 4d elements as Rh. Also, a corrosion effect has been detected in Au/Fe 
core–shell NPs, where a 1–2 nm Au shell avoids Fe oxidation and maintains mag-
netic properties in an inhomogeneous mixing this has been observed too. Important 
applications in magnetic sensors and magnetic recording are promised from giant 
magnetoresistance (GMR), which is the change of current flow when a magnetic field 
is applied; it has been observed in multi-layered materials and granular materials of 
magnetic clusters embedded in a solid host [28]. Hong et al. mentioned that the mag-
netic property of Ni/Co alloys is useful as coatings for chips and hard drives, thanks 
to their magnetic properties.

3.3.2.2  Obtention
The synthesis of multimetallic nanostructures is classified in successive and simul-
taneous methodologies [27]. The successive or seed-mediated growth method con-
sists of the reduction of surface metal ions of pre-nucleated NPs by using reducing 
agents; core–shell and intermetallic alloys (an alloy with different particle sizes) 
are obtained by this technique. In simultaneous methodology, metal precursors are 
mixed in the same reaction liquor; random, cluster-in-cluster, and random nano-
alloy-shaped nanostructures are obtained through this methodology. Some tech-
niques included are co-reduction, sonochemical synthesis, thermal decomposition, 
and radiolytic synthesis. By using thermal decomposition, Fe/Co, Fe/Ni, Pt/Co, and 
Fe/Au alloyed NPs have been obtained. Also, Ag/Au, Au/Ag/Pd, and Au/Co alloys 
have been formed through irradiation.

Ferrando et al. [28] have explained the medium in which nanoalloys can be gener-
ated: cluster beams, colloidal solutions, and immobilized on surfaces or inside pores. 
Electrochemical methods are used to prepare, for example, clusters of colloidal solu-
tions and core–shell particles. The elements used in these techniques are Fe, Ni, Pt, 
Pd, and Ag, among others. There are other techniques used to obtain different kinds 
of nanoalloys, for example, 2.8 nm particles of AgCu nanoalloy have been prepared 
by the laser deposition method [21]. In another case, by using ZnO nanowires as a 
template, Pt–Pd–Ag trimetallic-alloyed nanotubes have been obtained.
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3.3.3  metal oxideS of traNSitioN aNd NoN-traNSitioN elemeNtS

According to market research, the nanometal oxide market will grow at a compound 
annual growth rate between 6% and 8% until 2027; SiO2 and TiO2 are some of the 
materials more expected for growth [31]. This is due to their special chemical, elec-
trical, mechanical, and optical properties, which are widely studied and applied in 
diverse science and technological fields. The study of metal oxide properties as other 
materials has increased since they exhibit size dependency.

Metal oxides can be formed by transition and non-transition elements; the first 
group refers to the elements contained in the 3d to 12d group of the periodic table, 
also called the 3d block, in which their valence electrons are found in the two outer 
shells, unlike the alkali, alkaline earth, and other metals where the valence electrons 
are only contained in the last shell. This difference in the location of valence elec-
trons gives transition elements their characteristic properties: strong, lustrous, high 
melting and boiling points, good conductivity, and insulating properties, for example. 
Their properties are also related to the geometry formed around transition cations 
which are affected by the Coulombic interaction of O−2 anions [32,33].

Following this classification, some of the metal oxide nano-powders internation-
ally commercialized are

Transition-metal oxides like TiO2, V2O5, Cr2O3, MnO, MnO2, Mn2O3, Mn3O4, 
FeO, Fe2O3, Fe3O4, CoO, Co3O4, NiO, CuO, ZnO, Y2O3, ZrO, MoO3, PdO, Ag2O, 
CdO, HfO2, Ta2O5, WO3, La2O3, CeO2, Pr6O11, Nd2O3, Sm2O3, Eu2O3, Gd2O3, Tb4O7, 
Er2O3.

Non-transition-metal oxides like Na2O3, K2O, MgO, CaO, BaO, B2O3, Al2O3, 
Al2OH, Ga2O3, In2O3, SiO2, SnO2, PbO, Pb2O3, Sb2O3, Bi2O3, etc.

Others, binary oxides containing transition and non-transition elements like 
BaTiO3, Y3Al5O12, CuGaO2, PbZrO3, etc.

3.3.3.1  Properties and Applications
Electronic properties of transition-metal oxides have been related to the outer d 
electrons. In the form of nanocrystals, the interaction of transition-metal ions with 
oxygen is different than in bulk; the atomic distances are distorted on the surface 
predominantly and the ionic conductivity is enhanced; because of this, several stud-
ies have been carried out to develop catalytic [34], antibacterial [35], and antioxidant 
activity [36]. The last one is used in medicine for cancer therapy.

Furthermore, metal oxides have long been known to exhibit a wide range of 
electrical properties, from metallic to insulating; as well as they can also be semi-
conductors; in the same way, their magnetic properties vary, there are ferromagnetic 
and antiferromagnetic metal oxides [37]. Currently, oxides have been doped and 
reduced to NPs to improve electrical and magnetic properties; an example is Eu2O3, 
for which applications have been found in electronics for acoustic and data storage 
devices [38].

Regarding optical properties, metal oxides can act as sunscreens since they have 
the capability of absorbing UV light; they increase the durability of materials used in 
the cosmetic, agriculture, and food sector [22]. TiO2 is a good example; Reinosa [39] 
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found that nanosized TiO2 enhances their UV absorption and also increases that of 
micrometric ZnO when 15% TiO2 NPs are added. Besides, rare-earth metal oxides 
have a high refractive index and luminescence, which are enhanced in nanometric 
particles; for this, they are applied in optical devices [38], labeling, and bioimaging 
cells [40].

Due to their UV absorption, luminescence, antioxidant, and mechanical resis-
tance properties, some oxides are widely applied as additives or as functional fillers. 
CaO, Al, and MgOH are examples of functional fillers for polymers [41] applied in 
several industries like automotive and aerospace.

3.3.3.2  Obtention
For a long time, vapor phase processes were the most popular for obtaining metallic 
oxides; however, later, it was observed that the solution phase is more flexible, and 
therefore, methods such as sol–gel and hydrothermal methods are relevant because 
they do not require high temperatures [22]. In these methods, metal salts and alkox-
ides are precursors to metal oxides; Solvents such as water and methanol and chelat-
ing agents are required. These methods are also used to obtain BaTiO3 instead of the 
solid-state method [42] which has been very popular but requires high temperatures. 
The morphologies obtained in the metal oxides are NPs, nanofibers, nanowires, 
nanowires, nanorings, nanoplates, nanospheres, nanotubes, nano-cages, nanohelices, 
spirals, and hollow spirals [22].

3.3.4  metal NoN-oxide iNorgaNic NaNomaterialS

Metal non-oxide inorganic compounds have ionic bonds; they are formed by a cation, 
which is a metallic element, and an anion, which is a non-metal atom. For example, 
hydrides, nitrides, phosphides, sulfides, and carbides are the group of compounds 
with H−1, N−1, P−1, S−2, and C−2 as anions, respectively. These anions are less electro-
negative than O−2 and form compounds with semiconductor properties, low cost, and 
catalytic properties similar to noble metals [43]. For these reasons, metal non-oxide 
compounds are studied as catalysts and to replace pure metal sensors. Gao et al. [43] 
focused on the synthesis of non-oxide transition-metal nanostructures because of this 
application; they summarized several methods and characteristics of materials like 
carbides, nitrides, sulfides, and selenides; Table 3.2 summarizes some properties, 
applications, and obtention methods described in that work.

To prepare metal non-oxide compounds, gas-solid reactions have traditionally 
been used; however, these kinds of reactions present disadvantages like the use of 
flammable and corrosive gases, subproducts, different end compositions, and lower 
catalytic activity [43]. Because of that, other methods to obtain nanostructures have 
been implemented by the integration of organic and inorganic single structures at the 
nanoscale (nanohybrid reactions); in these procedures, organic nanostructures like 
nanowires impregned of metal oxides are used to obtain nanotubes, for example. 
Another method is the urea glass route, which is very useful to obtain nitrides by the 
use of N-rich organic molecules such as urea and others.
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3.4  ORGANIC NANOMATERIALS

Organic materials are characterized by having a structure based on C and H atoms. 
Primarily, these kinds of materials are the base of life, food, and our body; secondly, 
the discovery of many organic compounds has revolutionized the world, beginning 
from petroleum used as fuel to polyolefins for commodities, from natural fibers like 
cotton to synthetic ones as nanocellulose, and from antibiotics to drug-delivery nano-
carriers. With the study of materials at the nanoscale, their properties are improving 
and applications are increasing. Here, some outstanding organic nanomaterials will 
be described.

3.4.1  polymeric NaNoparticleS

These particular materials are built between 1 and 1000 nm (submicron colloidal par-
ticles). This is because their main components are polymeric compounds. Besides, 
the term NP refers to different morphologies described by Garcia et al. [44]: nano-
capsules, nanospheres, nanogels, polymeric micelles, polymersomes, liquid crystals, 
and dendrimers [45]; these are also illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Nanocapsules, also called reservoir systems, are composed of a polymeric mem-
brane or shell that inside has a liquid core with active substances like vaccines, drugs, 
genes, etc.; the shell can also contain active substances or be functionalized.

Nanospheres, also called matrix systems, are continuous macromolecular matri-
ces, capable of adsorbing active substances on their surface or inside. Later, the 

TABLE 3.2
Properties, Application, and Synthesis of Some Metal Non-Oxide 
Compounds

Examples Obtention Method Precursors Properties Applications

Mo2C 
WC
W2C
Fe3C

CVD
Sonochemistry method
NaBet-H reduction
Nanohybrid reactions
Urea glass route

MoOx/amine
Biomass
W and Ta/C3N4

Noble-metal-like
Low cost
Stability
Element abundance
Catalytic

Electrocatalysis
Ammonia 
decomposition

Hydrogenation
Cellulose 
degradation

Mo2N
W2N
Ni3N
Fe3N

Nanohybrid reactions
Urea glass route
Ionothermal process
Pyrolysis

HMT2(NH4)4-Mo7O24

Ni/amine
Fe/polypeptide/N2

Noble-metal-like
Catalytic
Lamellar 
morphology

Large surface area

Hydrogenation
Oxidation of 
alcohols

Ammonia 
decomposition

Fe7S8

Fe3S4

CoSe2

Oxygen reduction reaction
Nanohybrid reactions
Pyrolysis

Transition metals 
chalcogenides

MxS/amine nanowires

Catalytic
Stability

Electrodes
Li-ion batteries
Water splitting

Source: Based on the Work of Gao et al. [43].
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active substance is liberated by diffusion depending on the composition of the poly-
mer structure which dictates the drug-release mechanism.

Nanogels are NPs of 3D networks of crosslinked polymers, which can store a high 
quantity of water (hydrogels) and stay in a colloidal solution; they can trap active 
substances, and an example is collagen, a natural polymer [46]. Amphiphilic polymer 
networks are required for in vivo applications as they have physical interactions and 
result in less stability; they also are suitable to be controlled by temperature and pH 
changes.

Polymeric micelles refer to spherical nanostructures (10–100 nm) composed of 
amphiphilic and triblock copolymers contained in an aqueous media [47]. They 
have high permeability, stability, biocompatibility, etc. Micelles are composed of 
the hydrophilic part (corona) and the hydrophobic part (core). Micellar concentra-
tion and the hydrophilic volume fraction are important factors to obtain polymeric 
micelles.

Polymersomes are other kinds of NPs; similar to micelles, they are a kind of 
core–shell nanostructure. The shell is composed of the hydrophobic region of 
amphiphilic triblock polymers, and the core is delimited by the hydrophilic region. 
High-molecular-weight polymers are needed to obtain these particles; for example, 
poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)-block-poly(dimethylsiloxane)-block-poly(2-methyl-
2-oxazoline) (PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA) is a triblock copolymer used to aquaporins 
polymersomes which are embedded in membranes for water treatment [48].

Dendrimers are well-defined and branched macromolecular structures. Their 
main characteristic is that from the core to the surface, the number of branches 

Nanocapsule Nanosphere

Micelle Polymersome

FIGURE 3.2 Nanostructures of NPs.
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increases; in the core, there are hollows, where the active substances can be loaded, 
and the outer branches act as protection and control; the surface can also be func-
tionalized. Some polymers employed to obtain dendrimers are poly(amide amine) 
(PAMAM), polyethylene glycol (PEG), polypropylene imine (PPI) dendrimers, and 
hyaluronic acid (HA) [44,49].

The drugs that have been used to form NPs are fenofibrate, ciprofloxacin, and 
curcumin, for example. Also, their application is for medical treatments like tissue 
regeneration, anti-inflammatory purposes, antibacterial treatment, and cancer. The 
identification of tumor cells has been a challenge, and through functionalized nano-
spheres, it has been possible to increase the selectivity and stability of the electro-
chemical immunosensor of tumor markers. In other applications, cinnamon oil has 
been loaded in chitosan nanocapsules for their use in food protection films, present-
ing antimicrobial activity due to the release of cinnamon oil [50].

The formulation process plays an important role to form different morphologies. 
Among the methods used to obtain polymeric NPs are solvent evaporation, coacer-
vation, emulsification/solvent diffusion, nanoprecipitation, ionic, and emulsification/
reverse salting-out [44,45]. Most of these involve the dispersion or emulsification of 
monomers and active substances, followed by a polymerization, gelation, or evap-
oration process, and it should not leave impurities for medical or environmental 
applications, so dialysis or different kinds of filtration should be implemented [44]. 
Moreover, as has been seen in the different kinds of NPs, the drug can be absorbed 
on the surface or in bulk, resulting in a complex procedure to determine the drug 
association mode.

Both kinds of polymers can be used, synthetic or natural, but since the main 
application of these materials is as nanocarriers or nano vehicles in medicine, envi-
ronmental remediation and food packaging, the polymers used for these morpholo-
gies should be biocompatible, biodegradable, and resorbable to control the delivery 
of substances; this is useful in medicine to avoid secondary effects, optimize effects 
with low doses, ensure delivery in the required area.

Synthetic non-biodegradable polymers are used to form NPs, and, as has been 
mentioned, are poly(amide amine) (PAMAM), polyacrylamide (PAM), polypyrrole 
(PPy) [51], and polyacrylates [52]; biodegradable polymers mostly used are polycap-
rolactone (PCL), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(lactic-
co-glycol acid) (PLGA), chitosan, polyesters, gelatin, and alginate [44,45]; One 
important characteristic of biodegradable polymers is that by different mechanisms 
like hydrolysis, the polymers are transformed to their precursor monomers which 
also are biocompatible.

3.4.2  polymeric NaNofilmS

The increased interest in polymeric nanofilms begins from the study of the better 
polymer thin film properties than the ones of bulk polymer; these properties are 
glass transition, diffusion, and viscoelastic properties [2]. Polymeric nanofilms are 
extremely thin polymer films or sometimes called brushes [53]; Ricotti et al. [54] 
describe polymeric nanofilms as quasi-two-dimensional structures with a thickness 
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between 10 and 100 nm. He fabricated PLLA microporous nanofilms to replace 
membranes in the development of strategies that replace in vivo studies of NP trans-
location and exposure; nanofilms were more permeable than commercial mem-
branes, present cytocompatibility, and permit the cell’s adhesion and proliferation. 
Several industries like oil, energy, chemical, clinical, and water treatment industries 
use polymeric membranes for gas and liquid separation processes; however, new 
materials are required as a solution to the problems that membranes present like free 
defect formation, permeability, and selectivity; for example, as a solution, polymeric 
nanofilms have been proposed. In the elaboration of optoelectronic devices, actua-
tors, and sensors, intrinsically conductive polymers (ICPs) are needed [55]; thin films 
of ICPs can be obtained by electrochemical polymerization or electrodeposition of 
aromatic heterocycles like pyrrole, aniline, thiophene, carbazole, and also nanocom-
posites with biodegradable polymers [56].

The problem that polymeric nanofilms present are instability and dewetting at 
150°C; Tumsarp et al. [57] analyzed wettability related to the distribution of ZnO 
NPs to reduce it; Karami et al. [58] added nanodiamond particles to decrease 
 thin-film nanocomposites membranes wettability. However, it also depends on the 
obtention methods, among which grafting, layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly, spin 
coating, and plasma ultrasound-assisted polymerization are found [53,59]. At the 
same time, the formation of the thin film or nanofilm has to be elected thinking in 
the application, where the film will be deposited. For example, it is implemented in 
surface modifications that are related to areas like bioengineering, optics, sensors, 
and electronics [53].

3.4.3  Biological NaNomaterialS

These materials are employed mainly for drug-delivery systems, and although syn-
thetic polymers have been used, there is a great interest in the use of natural poly-
mers. The factors that define a biological material are the size and morphology of the 
NPs to avoid leakage of active substances but also to assure their diffusion; surface 
charge and permeability that dictate stability of NPs related to preventing agglom-
eration through electrostatic repulsion; degree of biodegradability (decomposition 
into non-harmful substances), biocompatibility (do not present toxic or immunologic 
effects) and cytotoxicity (quality to produce cell death); drug loading; and the release 
profile desired [52].

Biological polymers can be synthetic or of animal or vegetal origin. The first group 
includes materials like polypyrrole, poly(ethylene glycol), poly(ethylene oxide), etc. 
[47,60]; in the second, albumin (human and bovine blood protein), gelatin (collagen 
derivate polypeptide), collagen (vertebrates protein), hyaluronic acid (living organ-
isms’ mucopolysaccharide), and chitosan (exoskeleton derived chitin) [61] are found. 
The third group includes homopolymers of 1,4-β glycoside-linked d-glucopyranose 
(cellulose), starch (polysaccharides from rice, potatoes, corn, and others), and soy 
protein (amino acids), zein (corn cell endosperm cytoplasm), etc. Both are used for 
the development of pharmaceutical formulations. Other biopolymers like fucoidan, 
carrageenan, and alginate are obtained from algae [52].
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4.1  INTRODUCTION

The synthesis procedures of nanoparticles can be classified into two approaches – 
the top-down approach and the bottom-up approach (as shown in Figure 4.1) [1]. 
In the top-down process case, the method depends on the miniaturization of struc-
tures starting from their larger counterpart. The top-down approach by conventional 
lithography or inkjet printing techniques has attained the theoretical limits of about 
50 nm. Various other top-down methods like ion-sputtering, vapor deposition, laser 
ablation, pyrolysis, etc., are well known, through their application is very limited. 
The top-down approach is essentially a smaller version of the nanomaterial’s prepa-
ration approach, consisting of a massive division of solids into nanostructured mate-
rials or a suitable source material which then creates a structure for functionality 
generation from the source. The industrially accepted approach is the mechanical 
attrition technique. However, the process has several drawbacks like contamination, 
low surface area, cost-effectivity, etc. [2].

To further going down in size limit, the bottom-up approach has been considered 
where nanomaterial formation is associated with their assembly and construction 
of architectures with nanometer dimension. These are all low-cost, soft chemical 
processes in which sol-gel, hydrothermal, etc., are being found as some unique and 
facile methods for preparing nanomaterials. However, agglomeration, surface rough-
ness, inhomogeneity of nanomaterials growth are typical problems associated with 
this technique [3].

However, the deposition is performed in a clean environment; the deposited film 
could be contamination free. This method allows atomic-level precision for the thin-
film contrivance. This chapter has summarized some conventional techniques to 
develop thin films of nanomaterials, which will guide the rational design of a highly 
efficient application for their energy generation, storage, or transformation purposes.

4.2  CONVENTIONAL METHODS FOR CHEMICAL 
VAPOR DEPOSITION TECHNIQUES

The key distinguishing attribute of CVD is that the deposition of material onto the 
substrate is a multidirectional type of deposition. Considering the ways chemical 
reactions taking place inside the chamber, there are two popular methods available, 

FIGURE 4.1 General synthesis approach of nanoparticles.
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(a) hotwire and (b) plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD), respectively 
(Figure 4.2).

4.2.1  hot-wire chemical Vapor techNique (hw-cVd)

HW-CVD is the steady-state decomposition of gas precursors on a heated refractory 
metal filament, producing radical species that react in the gaseous state and deposit 
onto a heated substrate. The microstructure of the subsequent films is determined by 
several reactor parameters such as filament temperature, growth pressure, gas flow 
rates, and substrate temperature. In 1979, Wiesmann et al. succeeded in depositing 
a-Si: H by thermal decomposition of SiH4 from tungsten or carbon foil heated to 
roughly 1600°C. They were the first to introduce the HW-CVD method [4]. At pres-
ent, the HW-CVD technique has been well established. It is a highly considered prac-
tical technique in industry and research to synthesize many organic and inorganic 
materials. This method is mainly used to fabricate first-class silicon and germanium-
based thin films for photovoltaic applications. The most important advantage is the 
method is plasma free, highly scalable and easy to handle substrates during deposition. 
Besides, handing of the substrate inside the chamber is quite facile and straightfor-
ward. The schematic illustration of dual-chamber HW-CVD is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2.1.1  Instrumentation of HW-CVD Deposition Unit
Though the schematic appears complex at first sight, it can be categorized into four 
major sections for easy comprehension: specifically, the load-lock chamber (LLC), 
the process chamber, the gas manifold and lastly, the vacuum suction. The substrates 
are mounted on a substrate holder and then inserted into an evacuated environment 
called a load lock chamber. The actual deposition takes place at the hotwire chamber, 
also known as the process chamber and is the most critical part of the system. The 
gas manifold comprises mass flow controls (MFCs) and gas-mixing chambers that 
connect the source-dilution and doping gas cylinders. The vacuum system consists 
of suction gauges, molecular turbopumps powered by rotary vane pumps, and valves. 
A brief discussion about each of the components is described in other sections.

4.2.1.2  Load-Lock Component
The LLC is one of the primary components in HW-CVD; the sample substrates are 
loaded on a substrate holder and then inserted into the LLC. This stainless steel (SS) 

FIGURE 4.2 Two popular chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods.
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chamber is mainly incorporated in the setup to avoid the hotwire chamber’s expo-
sure to the outside environment at each run during sample deposition. Some highly 
considered deposition substrates include Glass, c-Si, flexible foils Glass, c-Si, and 
flexible foils attached to an SS substrate holder. Further, the sample-substrate holder 
is mounted on a pneumatically powered transport arm, followed by a vacuum pump. 
The role of the transfer arm is to assist in placing the substrate into hotwire chamber 
and pull back to LLC, and vice versa. A slit valve isolates both the load lock and 
process chambers, and it is only opened when shifting substrates from the LLC to the 
hotwire chamber and vice versa, as shown in Figure 4.4.

4.2.1.3  The Process Chamber
The process chamber is considered the central part of the HW-CVD system; the 
substrates are moved from LLC through a slit valve into this chamber, where the 
complete deposition takes place. Apart from a few essential deposition parameters 
regulated by other sections, the process chamber and its components are responsible 
for the system’s fundamental functionality. Figure 4.4 illustrates the HW-CVD’s 
basic framework, which includes three primary components in a vacuum chamber: 
the gas manifold, hot wire assembly, and sample-substrate holder. These three com-
ponents are stacked one on top of the other in a straight line. This chamber features 
a gas shower as an inlet and a suction port attached to a vacuum pump as an out-
let. The functionality and significance of the reaction chamber’s key components 
are discussed below. The architecture of the chamber and the arrangement of the 

FIGURE 4.3 Graphical representation of the dual-chamber HW-CVD method [5].
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components within it are critical. The system offers a wide range of distance between 
the gas manifold, hotwire assembly, and the holder.

4.2.1.4  The Gas Shower Assembly
The design of the gas shower assembly plays a prominent role in HW-CVD since 
it directly affects the distribution of the incoming gas. The gas shower and hot 
wire assembly are shown in Figure 4.5, at which the gas mixture enters the hot-
wire  chamber and is spatially distributed onto the hot wires. An annular pattern 
offers a maximum density at the center in a point-like source and diminishes in the 
radial direction during the perpendicular equidistributional contours in the plane. As 
a result, the gas shower assembly is inadequate for large-area uniform deposition. In 
that circumstance, a deposition similar to that of a gas source assembly is achievable. 
However, there is a significant compensation for the film thickness, which is rarely 
accepted for industrial applications. The three-stage gas shower system ensures a 
consistent gas distribution over the hot wires, resulting in a homogenous large-area 
film deposition.

4.2.1.5  The Hot Wires
The hot wires play a pivotal role in this method, the catalytic decomposition of pre-
cursor gases at resistively heated filaments or wires. HW-CVD is also known as 
Cat-CVD. Various materials have been already explored for their better possible 
fabrication using the hot wire, anticipating that the filament material controls the 
dissociation of the precursor gases. Refractory metals like tantalum (Ta) [7], tung-
sten (W) [8], and molybdenum (Mo)s preliminary were selected, and then graphite 

FIGURE 4.4 Schematic representation of the hotwire chamber (left) and load lock chamber 
(right) separated by a slit valve [6].
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(C) [9], palladium (Pa) [10], or rhenium (Re)-based materials [11], prone to catalytic 
activities for this purpose. However, Re and Pa exhibit an exceedingly shorter life-
time than other materials and are unsuitable for this process [8]. However, graphite or 
carbon-based material rolls over the materials selectivity and friendly use. Besides, 
W and Ta have been considered as alternative filament materials. The range of work-
ing temperatures used governs the choice between the two. W is suitable for high 
filament-wire temperatures (Tfil ~ 1800°C), W is a suitable alternative, as Ta tends to 
sag at this temperature.

4.2.1.6  The Substrate Holder
The substrates relocated from the first chamber by the transfer arm are held in this 
instrument section. This contains an integrated resistive heater that can increase the 
temperature of the substrate up to 500°C. A K-type thermocouple is used to man-
age the temperature inside the heater with the help of a PID controller. A cooling 
water facility is also available for the substrate if the substrate temperature reaches 
<100°C. Instead of these three main components, the process chamber also contains 
a pyrometer, vacuum gauges, shutter, and different viewports.

• Pyrometer: A noncontact thermometer records the individual wires precise 
temperature and monitors the deposition process.

• High Precision Capacitance Gauge: The pressure is measured by this 
device, which is attached to the chamber. Feedback is employed at the 
 suction port, which governs the total pressure management and controls 
the throttle valve.

FIGURE 4.5 Schematic representation of the cross-section of the hotwire assembly [6].
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• Shutter: This is placed between the substrate and the hot wires and prevents 
undesired deposition, and they are also maintaining the hot wire tempera-
ture before and after the deposition. The remaining ports can be utilized as 
a viewport or have gas analyzers installed.

4.2.1.7  Gas Manifold
This section is associated with the gas source and the dilution components connected 
to the main chamber, streamlined through gas flow controllers (MFCs), control sys-
tem valves, and the interconnected gas-mixing assembly by SS metal pipes. Also, 
MFCs can be used as a gas flow setting as well. There are bypass valves on every 
MFC line to provide safe evacuation of toxic gas from the pipelines in an MFC 
failure. Remember that the gases must be mixed into the main deposition cham-
ber through the gas assembly from MFCs inside a mixing chamber. Gas mixing 
is also essential to make the gas homogenous and dilute throughout the deposition 
phenomenon.

4.2.1.8  Vacuum System
A molecular turbopump (TMP) involves an appropriate pumping capacity for high 
vacuum base pressure before starting the actual deposition process. It has a clean 
vacuum facility that avoids oil usage and eliminates any hydrocarbon deposition to 
the sample. A rotary backing pump is also there to support the TMP pump from the 
backside.

4.2.2  thiN-film depoSitioN mechaNiSm for hw-cVd

The growth mechanism is classified into the following three sections [12] as shown 
in the table below.

Primary reactions Precursor gases decomposition at the hot tungsten filament. 

Secondary reactions Followed by a successive reaction from the hot wire to the substrate, 
reacting with the other molecules and dissociated radicals, resulting in the 
formation of new species. 

Tertiary reactions It takes place at the substrate interface and highly contributes to the film 
growth. Tungsten filament catalyzes molecular decomposition. 
Interestingly, filament replacement with a heated capillary does not require 
deposition temperatures as high as 1900°C [13]. Thus, a catalysis reaction 
is highly needed in doer to decrease the decomposition temperature. For 
example, the Si–H bond in the silane molecule consists of the bond energy 
of ~4 eV; thus, breaking the Si–H bond by ~4 eV minimum is required. 
However, at 2000°C, the filament’s thermal energy of ~0.25 eV is strong 
enough to break the Si–H bond, and thus catalytic thermal decomposition 
is highly demanding. This is because the evaporated radicals’ thermal 
energy lies ~0.25 eV and filament catalyzes to an exothermic reaction of 
these species with other molecules or radicals to supply sufficient energy.
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4.2.3  parameterS iNVolVed for the hw-cVd techNique

The thin-film characteristics have a significant impact on the process parameters 
adopted. The significant factors that influence the overall deposition phenomenon are 
discussed below, and a schematic illustration has been depicted in Figure 4.6.

 a. Filament Temperature (TFIL): In terms of the structural and optical prop-
erties of the produced thin films, filament temperature (TFIL) plays a signifi-
cant role in the HW-CVD process. To increase the rate of sample deposition, 
it is required to cracking of silane (SiH4) and methane (CH4) molecules by 
raising TFIL. The temperature from 1800°C to 2000°C for Si:H is suitable 
for forming better quality films in solar cells. While higher filament tem-
peratures result in poor cell performance, [14] lower TFIL (<1700°C) results 
in the formation of tungsten silicate and higher TFIL (>2000°C) results in W 
evaporation and subsequent observable W incorporation in the film.

 b. Aperture Distance of Sample Placing: The chamber’s rate of collisions 
between radicals and undissociated gas molecules is affected by the fila-
ment-substrate distance. Placing substrates far away from the hot filament 
reduces heat radiation and lowers the temperature of the substrate. There 
is a trade-off between surface temperature and deposition rate parameters, 
and the rate of deposition, on the other hand, is dramatically lowered.

 c. Deposition Pressure (Pdep): The deposition pressure is another essential 
factor that affects the film’s growth mechanism and characteristics (Pdep). 
The rate of deposition changes proportionally with the deposition pressure. 
As the deposition pressure rises, the dissociation of gas molecules on the 
hotwire increases, increasing the rate of film-forming radicals. As a result, 
the rate of deposition and the pressure of deposition are proportional [15].

FIGURE 4.6 Schematic illustration of the significant parameters associated with the 
HW-CVD technique.
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 d. Substrate Temperature (Tsub): The temperature of the substrate has a sig-
nificant impact on the film structure. The substrate temperature affects the 
adsorbing atoms’ surface mobility, the diffusion of film-forming radicals, 
the hydrogen concentration of formed films, and their bonding arrangement 
[16]. The temperature of the substrate influences the optical, structural, and 
optoelectronic properties of thin films. The sticking coefficient of radicals 
decreases as the substrate temperature rises, and vice versa. To obtain device 
quality thin films, an ideal substrate temperature must be determined [17].

 e. Gas Flow Rate: The flow rates of precursor gases such as silane (SiH4), 
methane (CH4), and hydrogen (H2) have an impact on the structural, optical, 
and electrical properties of thin films. To obtain device quality films, the 
flow rates of the gases must be optimized. A table is suitable to provide at 
the end of the text, related to the various materials produced by this tech-
nique. This may be effective for the readers and summarize the chapter 
believe so! (Table 4.1)

4.3  PLASMA-ENHANCED CHEMICAL VAPOR 
DEPOSITION (PE-CVD) TECHNIQUE

The PE-CVD is a conventional method used to prepare amorphous silicon (a-Si: 
H) and crystalline silicon (nc-Si: H) thin films due to the ability to produce highly 
uniform and large-area thin films. The two electrodes (plates/discs) are placed inside 
the process chamber, and the radio-frequency (RF) input is applied to one of the 
electrodes. Another one is connected to the ground as RF power is fed to one of the 
electrodes, plasma strikes in the process chamber. Plasma sustains in the particular 
low-pressure range (0.05–2 Torr). In this method, gaseous precursors are used for 
deposition. The radicals and ions are generated by the excitation and decomposition 
of the gas molecule.

TABLE 4.1 
Different Materials Prepared by PE-CVD

Synthesized Material Properties References

a-Si/SiF2 High deposition rate, optimal bandgap and low 
photoconductivity

[18]

a-Si/inter-SiF2:H Plasma free, high material quality, and photosensitivity 
with low spin density

[19,20]

a-Si:H Low photoconductivity and high photosensitivity [21]

a-SiGe High quality, the optimal bandgap of 1.4-1.5 eV with 
reasonable photoconductivity and good photosensitivity

[22]

SiN Low temperature growth, high resistivity, and high 
electric breakdown

[23]

a-SiN Smoother film surface, moderate temperature growth, 
increased deposition rates with low activation energy

[24]

poly-silicon Plasma free, low temperature, micro-sized grains [14,25]
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The plasma excites and then generates in the chamber. The plasma provides energy 
to break precursor gases into corresponding radicals. When RF power is applied in 
between the two electrodes, high energetic electrons collide on the gases and force 
them to dissociate into various radicals and ions. This will begin the chemical reac-
tion in the plasma. Plasma chemistry is enormously dependent on the process param-
eters of the PE-CVD.

Surface chemistry is also varied by the bombardment of the ions on the sub-
strate. For the uniform film formation, low deposition pressure is suggested. For 
the fabrication of nc-Si: H films, high deposition pressure is desirable. Depending 
on the application, we can choose various substrates for the deposition of the 
a-Si:H or nc-Si: H films. The optimum substrate temperature is required to 
achieve desirable properties of deposited films for the solar cells. It is generally 
possible to deposit films from 50°C, for the device quality film substrate tempera-
ture kept between 100°C and 300°C. The PE-CVD reactor and its various parts 
are  discussed below.

4.3.1  differeNt partS of the pe-cVd operatiNg chamBer

The significant components of the PE-CVD system are the gas control section, 
deposition chamber, load lock chamber, control panel, pumping system, and throttle 
valve. The exhaust gases being pumped out with a neutralizing chemical scrubber. 
Figure 4.7 shows the schematic diagram of dual-chamber PE-CVD.

FIGURE 4.7 Schematic illustration of the PE-CVD system.
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Each of the parts, as mentioned earlier, is discussed in detail in the following 
sections.

4.3.1.1  Gas Control Department
This is connected with various components such as gas source, pressure control sys-
tem, mass flow controllers (MFCs), and the gas-mixing assembly to direct gas flow 
in tubes. The source gases like silane (SiH4), hydrogen (H2) are used as a source of 
silicon and hydrogen, whereas diborane (B2H6) and phosphene (PH3) are used as 
the source of the boron and phosphorous for the doping. Careful handling of these 
gases is critical as they are hazardous and spontaneously flammable and comes with 
ultrapure grade (99.999% pure). The function of gas regulator is to control the overall 
gas flow. The flow rates of respective gases are controlled by MFCs with excellent 
accuracy. A SS-made connection tube secures rigidity and potential accidents.

4.3.1.2  Sample Deposition Unit
The vertical deposition chamber is made of SS and comprises dual electrodes in a 
parallel-disc arrangement in a capacitive configuration. The separation between the 
electrodes can be varied from 2 to 7 cm manually. In between the electrodes, shutter 
assembly is used for the precise control of the deposition. The upper electrode acts as 
the RF feed electrode, the gas shower, and the lower one acts as the substrate holder. 
The substrates for deposition can be fitted on the lower electrode disc. The substrate 
holding contains a built-in resistive heater that heats the substrate, and the gas shower 
evenly distributes the gas across the electrodes. Three viewports, pressure gauges, 
and pumping ports are also included in the deposition chamber. This process cham-
ber also has an optional assembly of the hot wire. This assembly allowed using the 
system as HW-CVD or PE-CVD or a combination of both.

4.3.1.3  Load Lock Chamber Segment
The LLC is connected to the hot wire or main chamber through a slit opening. The 
slit valve has pneumatic control. The load lock chamber has two critical parts: cham-
ber and transfer arm. The transfer arm has a spoon-like assembly. The transfer arm 
manually transfers the substrate holder from the load lock chamber to the process 
chamber through a slit valve. A slit valve separates the process chamber and load 
lock chamber. The load lock chamber is connected to the rotary pump through a 
roughing valve. The roughing valve has pneumatic control. Load lock has one view-
port from the top side.

4.3.1.4  Pumping Unit
In PE-CVD, vacuum is the most important thing. The pumping system has two sepa-
rate branches. The high vacuum branch has a molecular turbopump followed by the 
rotary pump connected to the process chamber through the gate or butterfly valve. 
Turbomolecular pump is followed by the roughing pressure created by a rotary pump 
inside the process chamber. After the base vacuum of the order of the 106 Torr, the 
pressure inside the chamber is controlled by the gate valve or butterfly valve during 
the deposition. Another branch is connected to the load lock chamber through rough-
ing valve to obtain the roughing vacuum in the load lock chamber.
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4.3.1.5  Vacuum Control Unit
The vacuum control system consists of the capacitance manometer gauge, cold cath-
ode gauge, and butterfly valve. During the preparation of the base pressure, a cold 
cathode gauge is used to monitor the vacuum. Once the gases are delivered into the 
reaction chamber by the MFC controllers, coupled with data from the capacitance 
manometer, the pressure inside the chamber is monitored with the help of a butterfly 
valve during the process.

4.3.1.6  Exhausting Section
As we are using flammable gases as a precursor for the deposition, they need to be 
diluted and treated before letting them into the environment; a water scrubber device 
can be used to dilute the gases before they are released into the atmosphere.

4.3.2  thiN-film deVelopmeNt coNtriVaNce iN the pe-cVd techNique

In PE-CVD, the thin-film deposition phenomenon consists of three main steps:

 a. Production of appropriate atomic, molecular, or ionic species through dis-
sociation reaction

 b. Transport of the various species to the substrate through the gaseous 
medium

 c. Condensation of film-forming radicals by the process of chemical/elec-
trochemical reactions. Adsorption of the radical on the substrate through 
nucleation and growth mechanism.

The overall film growth process in the PE-CVD process takes place on the deposi-
tion substrate due to multiple reactions in the plasma phase, accompanied by active 
surface growth reactions. This includes input gas diffusion, electron-induced disso-
ciation, gas-phase reaction, radical diffusion, and deposition [26,27]. In the following 
part, a basic explanation of the PE-CVD development process is provided.

Plasma Reactions: In PE-CVD, when RF input is applied between the dual elec-
trodes, the source gases (SiH4 and H2) decomposition take place through the process 
of dissociation. Figure 4.8 illustrates how inelastic collisions with high-energetic 
electrons in the plasma state cause the SiH4 and H2 molecules to dissociate into 
diverse species [28].

Plasma electrons associated with various energies enable ground-state electrons 
of input gas species driven into their electronic excited states leading by inelastic 
collisions with energetic electrons. A gas molecule from a radical like SiH4 has spon-
taneous excitation and forms radicals like SiH3, SiH2, SiH4, H2, and H through dis-
sociation. Hydrogen molecules dissociate in the atomic hydrogen. In several cases, 
secondary dissociation is also possible. These dissociated species undergo various 
secondary reactions in plasma. Figure 4.9 shows the possible secondary reactions of 
dissociated atoms in the plasma state with SiH4 and H2. It also shows the concentra-
tion of each dissociated species in the steady-state plasma used to synthesize the a-Si: 
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FIGURE 4.8 Dissociation pathways of SiH4 and H2 gases in the PE-CVD method [26].

FIGURE 4.9 Possible secondary reactions of the dissociated species produced with SiH4 
and H2 molecules with the concentration of each species in the steady-state plasma [26].
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H and nc-Si: H thin films. It is clear from Figure 4.9 that SiH3 is the only species in 
the formation of the a-Si:H and nc-Si:H thin films as a concentration of SiH3 is in 
between the 1011 and 1013 cm−3. The density of hydrogen in the steady-state plasma 
varies from 1010 to 1014 cm−3. This high density is due to the hydrogen dilution in the 
silane. This high hydrogen dilution at constant pressure and temperature produces a 
highly crystalline thin film [29].

Growth Mechanism: When SiH3 reaches the substrate’s surface, it begins to 
diffuse across it. When this diffuses on the surface, it abstracts the hydrogen from 
bonded species, leading to the dangling bond formation. This dangling bond site 
acts as the growth site for the other SiH3 radicals to form the Si–Si bond. This is the 
growth mechanism of a-Si: H thin film, controlled by the

 i. SiH3 abstract bonded H and forms SiH4 or two SIH3 radicals interact and 
form Si2H6.

 ii. SiH3 binds to the site comprising the dangling bond, forming the Si–Si 
bond.

In the growth of nc-Si: H, atomic hydrogen accessing the film-growing surface is 
essential. It is reported that high hydrogen is required for the formation of nc-Si: H 
thin films. The substrate’s temperature is critical for the production of nanocrystal-
line grains. It is reported that crystalline volume fraction increases linearly at high 
hydrogen dilution up to 350(C), and however, it drastically decreases to 0 at 500°C. 
This result shows that optimized substrate temperature is required to form nc-Si: H 
thin films. The deposition rate is almost constant for the nc-Si: H thin film over the 
substrate temperature, but for the a-Si:H thin films, substrate temperature drastically 
increases after 400°C. This means that the sticking rate depends on the substrate 
temperature for the nc-Si: H thin film.

Based on experimental results, the formation process of μc-Si: H has the follow-
ing features:

 a. The film precursor is the same for a-Si:H and nc-Si: H thin films, i.e., SiH3.
 b. The formation of nc-SiH films depends on atomic H accessing the film-

growing surface.
 c. Above 500°C, the film becomes amorphous.
 d. High energetic ions bombard the surface, which results in a reduction of 

crystalline volume fraction.
 e. The sticking coefficient is independent of the substrate temperature, but the 

surface loss is probable.

Associated Growth Models: For the formation of nc-Si: H thin films, mainly three 
growth mechanisms have been proposed. These models are discussed below.

• The Surface Diffusion Model: Figure 4.10a shows the schematic of the 
diffusion model proposed by Matsuda [29]. The plasma results in complete 
bonded hydrogen surface exposure generated from the H flux resulting in 
local heating through H exchange reactions on the film-growing surface, 
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as shown in the model. These two actions enhance the surface diffusion 
of SiH3 film precursors. Consequently, SiH3 adsorbed on the surface can 
find energetically favorable sites, leading to anatomically ordered struc-
tures (nucleus formation). After forming the nucleus, epitaxial-like crystal 
growth occurs with enhanced surface diffusion of SiH3.

• The Etching Model: Tsai et al. [30] observed a decrease in the growth rate of 
nc-Si:H films and increased hydrogen dilution. They introduce the concept 
of etching the deposited material. Atomic hydrogen from plasma breaks the 
weak Si–Si bond of the amorphous network, leading to the removal of the 
weakly attached Si and forms a dangling bond. This dangling bond is filled 
by the new-forming radical SiH3 and forms a robust Si–Si bond, giving rise 
to a well-order structure and leading to nc-Si:H growth. Figure 4.10b shows 
the schematic of the etching model.

• The Chemical Annealing Model: The chemical annealing model dis-
cussed using the layer by layer of the a-Si: H thin film and hydrogen 
plasma treatment. Several layers are deposited on the substrate, and then 
these layers are exposed to the hydrogen plasma only. This procedure 
continues several times to fabricate desired thickness. During the plasma 
treatment, atomic hydrogen penetrates the film’s surface and forms a 
good order network  without removing the film’s surface and developing 
a good order  network  without removing the film’s surface and developing a 
good order network without removing the Si atom. Figure 4.10c shows the 
schematic of the chemical annealing model [32].

These growth models show the general character of the deposited material, and they 
do not include any specific parameter of the system. As a result of the differences 

FIGURE 4.10 Schematic representation of different models for processes during the forma-
tion of nc-Si: H. (a) The diffusion model [31]. (b) The etching model [30]. (c) The chemical 
annealing model [26,32].
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in geometry, the process parameters may vary from system to system; this means 
PE-CVD machines can be designed and manufactured depending on application 
requirements.

4.3.3  operatioN parameterS of pe-cVd techNiqueS

In the PE-CVD, the decomposition of the input gases is very complex. This plasma 
chemistry depends on the various parameters of the plasma-like power, frequency 
and bias voltage. At the same time, the process parameters during the deposition play 
an essential role in the plasma chemistry and the deposition process. Properties of the 
deposited substrates enormously depend on these parameters. Optimum deposition 
conditions are required for the desired properties of the deposited thin films. These 
parameters are (a) substrate temperature; (b) RF power; iii) deposition pressure; and 
iv) gas flow rate.

Apart from these parameters, other parameters like electrode separation, space 
between the electrode and wall of process chambers are also required, though not so 
crucial. Now let us glance at the physical effects of these variables on growth kinetics.

The surface mobility and H content of the adsorbing molecules in the thin film 
depend on the substrate temperature. Consequently, the film’s density, morphology, 
and uniformity are sensitively reliant on the substrate temperature. The PE-CVD 
method allows choosing the substrate temperature from 50°C to 350°C temperature. 
The RF input decides the concentration of the plasma radicals affecting the forma-
tion of the film-forming radicals. It also has an essential role in the energy of these 
ions and radicals; the material properties of the deposited films strongly depend on 
the presence of these radicals. The number of dissociated ions or the extent of ioniza-
tion is determined by the deposition pressure parameter. This has a direct impact on 
the film’s growth rate as well as the defect density. Continuous gas feeding at con-
stant flow rates decides the dilution of the gases in the plasma. This will determine 
the plasma chemistry that decides the formation of different species such as SiH3, 
SiH2. Hence for the formation of the specific species, the gas flow rate has to be opti-
mized. This criterion is crucial in the fabrication of alloy or doped films.

As-deposited thin films’ properties are strongly dependent on these various param-
eters due to the crucial dependence of the plasma chemistry. Each parameter has its 
effect, and hence for the device quality thin film, each parameter has to be optimized. 
Optimization of the process parameters has two different paths. In the first approach, 
the process parameter is determined experimentally by studying the properties of the 
thin film after deposition at various parameters and optimized the process param-
eter with desired properties of the thin film. In another path, it analyzes the plasma 
chemistry at a specific set of parameters using various methods like optical emission 
spectroscopy (OES), [33] mass spectroscopy (MS), [34] coherent antistock Raman 
spectroscopy [35]. OES is best suitable for these methods as it does not disturb the 
plasma, but it is impossible to analyze the radiative species. Thus, a combination of 
the OES and MS is another option to analyze the plasma chemistry. Matsuda et al. 
(1982) reported plasma chemistry analysis using these methods and correlated the 
process parameters with the film properties [36]. This study helps to understand the 
growth mechanism and kinetics of the plasma.
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Regarding the glow discharge process and its associated chemistry, research and 
more depth understanding are required. These deposition conditions are extensive 
and need to be optimized carefully and maintained during the deposition. The set of 
the optimized parameters may not be applicable for other systems, and it just gives a 
guideline for the other PE-CVD system.

A table is suitable to provide at the end of the text, related to the various materials 
produced by this technique. This may be effective for the readers and summarize the 
chapter believe so! (Table 4.2)
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5.1  SYNTHESIS OF TITANIUM OXIDE NANOSTRUCTURES 
BY SOLVOTHERMAL SYNTHESIS

The term hydrothermal has its origin in geology; the first to use this term was the 
Geologist Roderick Murchinson (1792–1871) to describe the effect that water at high 
temperature and pressure has on the creation of rocks and minerals [1]. The hydrother-
mal/solvothermal synthesis method is widely used in the synthesis of materials since 
this technique is easy to implement, does not require expensive and sophisticated 
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equipment, and therefore is a low-cost technique. When using water as a solvent, 
the synthesis is called hydrothermal, but when the solvent is an organic or inorganic 
substance, the synthesis is called solvothermal. Once the difference between the 
terms hydrothermal and solvothermal has been clarified, hereinafter will refer to it 
as solvothermal synthesis. The solvothermal synthesis is chemical reactions carried 
out in a sealed Teflon-lined steel container and heated above the boiling point of the 
solvent; generally, the high pressure is autogenous. By the solvothermal synthesis 
has been prepared a wide range of materials, such as oxide semiconductors, hybrid, 
graphene-like, magnetic and chalcogenide materials [2–7] in the presence of aque-
ous, organic or mineralized solvents under high pressure and temperature conditions 
to dissolve and recrystallize materials that are relatively insoluble under ordinary 
conditions [1]. Figure 5.1 shows a typical autoclave design such as general-purpose 
autoclaves.

5.1.1  NucleatioN aNd growth of NaNoparticleS iN SolutioN

The inorganic nanocrystal growth generally happens by bottom-up synthesis. First, 
the compounds are dissociated to generate the precursor atoms, followed by the pre-
cipitation step to form the nanocrystals. In the precipitation step, first occurs the 
particle nucleation followed by the crystal growth. In this stage, the aggregation and 
growth of nanoparticles (NPs) takes place.. The homogeneous nucleation takes place 
in a saturated solution; it happens when the solute exceeds the maximum amount 
that the solvent can dissolve. Upon exceeding the solubility point of the solution, the 
solution becomes unstable and the excess species precipitate as seeds following the 
LaMer model [8].

FIGURE 5.1 General-purpose autoclave used for solvothermal synthesis from Parr 
Instrument Company. (Reprinted with permission from [25].)
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The LaMer model establishes that the particles’ growth in solution is carried out in 
three stages: (I) generation of the atoms, (II) nucleation and (III) growth. Figure 5.2 
shows the LaMer scheme of nucleation and growth of NPs.

 I. Generation of Atoms. At the same time, precursors are decomposed by 
the effect of temperature and the concentration of atoms in the solution 
increases with time. In this stage, nucleation does not occur, although the 
solubility equilibrium (Cs) is exceeded.

 II. Nucleation. When the solution reaches the supersaturation point, above the 
equilibrium point of solubility, nucleation takes place. After initial nucle-
ation, the concentration or supersaturation of the growing species decreases 
until no more nuclei are formed. ( )Cmin

nucleation

 III. Growth. When it comes, the particles’ growth begins until equilibrium 
solubility is reached and there are no more nuclei present in the solution. 
( )Cmin

nucleation

Once the minimum concentration of the nuclei has been reached, the nucleation and 
growth of particles occur in parallel processes but at different rates.

The formation of the nucleus is due to a change in the total free Gibbs energy 
(ΔG) by a spontaneous exothermic process. The energy is determined by the sum of 
the volume free energy (ΔGv) with the surface free energy (ΔGs ), assuming a spheri-
cal nucleus with a radius r and γ as the surface energy per unit area, as shown in 
Equation (5.1).
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FIGURE 5.2 Scheme of the LaMer model, which describes three stages of formation 
nanoparticles in colloidal synthesis. (Reprinted with permission from [25].)
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To reach stability, the nanocrystals tend to reduce their overall free energy; the evolu-
tion of the nuclei is dependent on the competition between ΔGv and ΔGs. When ΔGv 
decreases, the nanocrystals reach high stability, which favors the nucleation process. 
Conversely, when ΔGs are increased, the solvation is promoted due to the higher 
surface area of the nanocrystals.

The nucleus will be stable only when its radius exceeds a critical size, R*. If the 
R is smaller than R*, the nucleus will dissolve into the solution to reduce the overall 
free energy; but when R is larger than R*, the nucleus is stable and will continue to 
grow, as shown in Figure 5.3.

The critical radius and energy that the particles must overcome to be stable are 
defined by Equations (5.2) and (5.3) [8]:

 γ( )= − ∆2 /*R Gv  (5.2)

 γ ( )∆ = ∆ 16π / 3* 2G Gv  (5.3)

Under subcritical synthesis conditions, the nucleation does not happen instanta-
neously; the fraction of the precursor that does not immediately precipitate will 
slowly crystallize around the particle nuclei and result in particle growth, giving 
much larger particles with wide size distributions.

5.1.2  SyNtheSiS of tio2 NaNoStructureS

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a semiconducting oxide present in nature with three 
crystalline structures, anatase, rutile and brookite. TiO2 has excellent physical and 

FIGURE 5.3 Plot of Gibbs free energy versus the radius of the solid cluster [9]. (Reprinted 
with permission from [25].)
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chemical properties; it is used in heterogeneous catalysis as a photocatalyst [10], 
in solar cells for energy conversion and hydrogen production [11–13] and electro-
chemical devices as anode in Li-based batteries [14]; it is comparatively cheap and 
not toxic. TiO2 has been fabricated in one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D) 
and three-dimensional (3D) nanostructures, such as nanorods, nanotubes, nanowires, 
nanosheets and hierarchical nanostructures [10,15–17]. The solvothermal synthesis 
permit obtains TiO2 nanostructures with several morphologies and highly crystalline 
at mild temperatures in a one step.

In the solvothermal synthesis of TiO2 nanostructures, there are several factors 
that play a role in the nucleation process and control the size, morphology and crystal 
structure of the material. They can be classified into two types, internal factors such 
as the titanium precursor, the solvent, acidic or alkaline medium and external factors 
such as temperature and reaction time. Below we will describe the role of each of 
them.

5.1.3  the role of SolVeNt oN morphological 
aNd cryStalliNe Structure

A typical synthesis of TiO2 nanostructures requires a titanium source, solvent and 
acidic or alkaline medium. The solvents used in the solvothermal synthesis can be 
polar or nonpolar. The solvents also offer high diffusivity, which increases the mobil-
ity of the dissolved ions and allows better mixing of the reagents [18]. Zhou et al. 
[16] synthesize 3D TiO2 nanostructures from titanium n-butoxide (Ti(OC4H9)4) and 
hydrochloric acid (HCl, 36%–38% by weight) as titanium source and acidic media, 
respectively. They used n-hexane (CH3(CH2)4CH3), cyclohexane (C6H12), n-butyl 
alcohol (CH3(CH2)3OH), ethanol (CH3CH2OH) and water (H2O) as solvents. The 
polarity of solvents increased, respectively, as mentioned. When they used n-hexane 
and cyclohexane as solvents (nonpolar solvents), they obtained 3D spherical struc-
tures with mean diameters of 2 and 2.5 µm, respectively; the spheres are composed 
of several nanorods densely closely packed forming a spherical dandelion-like struc-
ture. From polar solvents, n-butyl alcohol or ethanol was used; microspheres were 
obtained formed by a set of NPs and each particle has a diameter of about 7–6 nm, 
respectively. However, when water was used as a solvent, the products obtained were 
only bulky aggregated irregular NPs with a diameter of about 10 nm.

Generally, the hydrolysis rate of titanium ions Ti4+ is very fast under the aqueous 
solution, and the organic solvents promote slow hydrolysis of Ti-ions. In addition, 
alcohols are also used as oxygen donors and play a role as templates during the 
solvothermal synthesis of TiO2-based nanomaterials [19]. In the reaction process, 
titanium ions usually undergo alcoholysis and condensation; Zhenfeng Bian et al. 
propose a general mechanism for solvothermal alcoholysis of Ti4+ ions, expressed in 
the following reactions [20]. The reaction rate influences the morphology of the final 
TiO2 products.

 ( ) ( )+ − → + + → +TiX 4R OH Ti OR 4HX;Ti OR TiX 2TiO 4RX4 4 4 4 2  

 − → − − + + → +2R OH R O R H O;TiX 2H The TiO 4HX2 4 2 2  
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The solvents are nonpolar as n-hexane and cyclohexane; they are not soluble in water. 
In the non-aqueous solution solvothermal synthesis, the water is from an acid source, 
because the acid is an aqueous solution. Thus, water and solvent coexist in the system 
forming a liquid–liquid interface (aqueous–organic) between water and n-hexane or 
cyclohexane. The interface promotes the self-assembly of 3D nanostructures since 
NPs are highly mobile and can rapidly achieve an equilibrium assembly at a fluid 
interface [16,21].

The n-butoxide is highly soluble in organic solvents and slightly soluble in water, 
whereas HCl is the opposite. Thus, the hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions 
are restricted at the interface and TiO2 crystals can nucleate and grow there. HCl 
supplies Cl− ions that favor the rutile formation that usually crystallizes in a rod-like 
shape [22,23]. In the system analyzed, there is a small amount of water; thus, the con-
centrations of H+ and Cl− ions are relatively high at the liquid–liquid interface. The 
Cl− ions are selectively adsorbed ions on rutile {110} faces and promote the anisotro-
pic growth into nanorods along [001] orientation [23]. The nanorods aggregate into 
microspheres to lower their total free energy [16].

In the case of n-butyl alcohol and ethanol, both of them are amphiphiles, with dif-
ferent hydrophobic chain lengths but the same hydrophilic head group. For n-butyl 
alcohol, which is a low polar solvent, the reaction mainly occurs in the liquid–liquid 
interface; the amphiphiles are adsorbed on the hydrophilic surface of the particles 
to form an amphiphile bilayer that acts as a microreactor and soft temple for crystal 
growth. The microspheres are formed by the aggregation of NPs. The case of etha-
nol is similar to n-butyl alcohol, but the reaction takes place in the whole solution 
because ethanol is soluble in water [16].

The fast hydrolysis of titanium n-butoxide in water induces the precipitation of 
large size titania particles [16]. With a fast reaction rate, particles cannot grow with 
well-defined morphology and only bulky aggregated TiO2 NPs are obtained.

It is known that high acid conditions promoted the rutile crystalline phase of TiO2. 
The synthesis made with nonpolar solvents (n-hexane and cyclohexane) concentrates 
a high amount of Cl− ions in the liquid–liquid interface. The Cl− ions are selectively 
adsorbed on the (110) plane of rutile that has less superficial energy. And in the case 
of synthesis carried out with low polar solvents, for example a n-butyl alcohol; which 
is low polar and poorly soluble in water, and ethanol which is a polar solvent and sol-
uble in water The concentration of Cl− ions decreases due to the solubility of solvents 
in water. The low concentration of Cl− ions is not enough to promote the rutile phase 
and therefore the anatase crystalline structure is formed. Figure 5.4 shows a scheme 
of three-mechanism growth of TiO2 nanostructures in different solvents.

5.1.4  the role of ph SolutioN oN cryStalliNe phaSe traNSitioN

Zhao et al. [10] synthesize TiO2 nanostructures by solvothermal using tetrabutyl tita-
nate (TBT) as a titanium source, and HCl, water or NaOH aqueous solution was used 
as solvents to investigate the effect of an acidic or alkali environment under crystal-
line phase transition. Under strongly acid conditions, TiO2 nanostructures crystal-
lize in the rutile phase, due to high concentration of Cl− ions that were selectively 
adsorbed on the (110) plane of rutile. When Cl− ions concentration decreased, a mix 
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FIGURE 5.4 Scheme of the growth mechanism of the self-assembly of nanorods into 3D 
dandelion-like microspheres in a nonpolar solvent (a), self-assembly of nanoparticles into 
microsphere in an amphiphilic solvent in pure water (b), ethanol and (c) n-butyl alcohol (d). 
(Reprinted with permission from [16].)
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of rutile, anatase and brookite phases was observed. The intensity of the (100) ana-
tase plane was increased when Cl− ions concentration decreased because the low 
acid conditions go against the formation of a rutile TiO2 polymorph. Acid or alkali 
low concentrations solution around the neutral pH values could be advantageous for 
the formation of an anatase TiO2 polymorph. Crystalline phase transformation con-
tinued to alkaline pH values; when Na+ ions concentration increased, pure brookite 
was obtained. The evolution of phase transformation continues with the increased 
concentration of Na+ ions; for stronger alkaline solutions, the formation of sodium 
dititanate (Na2Ti2O5) or sodium trititanate (Na2Ti3O7) was observed.

The formation of metal oxides from metal alkoxides can occur through hydrolysis 
and the polycondensation process; Zhao et al. [10] describe the mechanism formation 
of TiO2 nanostructures with different crystalline phases as follows:

 i. In the beginning of TBT hydrolysis, some octahedral monomers of 
[Ti(OH)2(OH2)4]2+ or edge-sharing dimers are generated under acid or near 
neutral hydrothermal conditions (Figure 5.5a1 or b1).

 ii. The monomers and dimers combine with each other through oxolation or 
olation to form several polymeric nuclei joined equatorially (Figure 5.5a2) 
or by the edges (Figure 5.5b2). The monomers or dimers that form linear 
chains produce rutile-type nuclei (Figure 5.5a1–a3), while skewed chains 
produce anatase-type nuclei (Figure 5.5b1–b3).

 iii. Both rutile-type and anatase-type nuclei grow when they exceed a critical 
size and become stable and follow growing to form rutile (Figure 5.5a3–a4) 
or anatase (Figure 5.5b3–b4) crystallites.

FIGURE 5.5 Mechanism of the evolution of crystal growth of rutile, anatase, brookite, 
dititanate Na2Ti2O5 and trititanate Na2Ti3O7 under acid or alkali solutions. (Reprinted with 
permission from [10].)
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 iv. When TBT was added to a strong alkali solution, it promotes the formation 
of layered titanate structure was probably formed by the condensation of 
TiO6 octahedral monomers (Figure 5.5δ1–δ3).

 v. The crystal growth of brookite TiO2, titanate Na2Ti2O5 and trititanate 
Na2Ti3O7 should be followed by Ostwald’s step rule [24].

 vi. When NaOH concentration is increased into the solution, titanate interlay-
ers are intercalated by Na+ ions in the initial reaction process. However, the 
amount of Na+ ions is too deficient to stabilize the interlayered structure. 
The small amount of Na+ ions in the layered structure promotes that the 
structural transformation was delayed and deflected, which results in a spe-
cial lattice shear in the combination process of layers and the final forma-
tion of pure brookite TiO2 (Figure 5.5c1 and c2).

 vii. For high NaOH concentration (0.5 M–6 M) (Figure 5.9d), Na+ ions maintain 
the layered structures and produce the formation of sodium titanate during 
the reaction process (Figure 5.5d1 and d2).

 viii. When the concentration of NaOH is higher than 8 M, dititanate interlayers 
cannot endure more Na+ ion intercalations so that the orthorhombic lamel-
lar structures of titanate Na2Ti2O5 should condense themselves to result 
in the formation of monoclinic layered structures of trititanate Na2Ti3O7, 
(Figure 5.5e1 and e2).

5.1.5  effect of reactioN time oN growth of tio2 NaNowireS

In solvothermal synthesis, the hydrolysis of reactants can be fast or slow. If the nucle-
ation occurs at a fast rate, all the nuclei have similar size, since they are formed under 
the same conditions and growth at the same time. If the nucleation occurs at a slower 
rate, NPs will usually become larger with variable sizes [25]. Thus, the reaction time 
plays an important role in the growth of structures because their shape and crystal-
linity evolution with them. Figure 5.6 shows an illustration of two nucleation kinetic 
rates.

FIGURE 5.6 Schematic representation of two types of nucleation kinetics and the influence 
on the final nanoparticle size. (Reprinted with permission from [25].)
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The crystal growth generally takes place on the lowest surface’s energy, which 
has the fastest-growing velocity along the plane, but the slowest growing velocity 
perpendicular to the plane. It is known that the (110) plane is the lowest surface 
energy in rutile [26]. Wei et al. [11] reported that the growth of TiO2 nanowire array 
(TNA) synthesized by solvothermal conditions (180°C) grew along the (002) direc-
tion. Figure 5.6 shows the evolution of the surface shape of TNA from needle like to 
rectangle when the reaction time was increased from 0.5 h to 6 hours.

The formation of nanowire structure happens at different growth velocities along 
axial and lateral directions. At the beginning of the reaction, the axial growth is 
faster than lateral growth; then, the stone-like bulks are formed growing with one-
dimensional structure tendency (Figure 5.7a1–b3). By increasing the reaction time, 
the stone-like bulks change their shape to the thin nanowire; the edges were not well 
defined (Figure 5.7c1–d3). For longest times, the TNA increased their size and the 
surface was transformed into a rectangular shape (Figure 5.7e1–e3).

5.1.6  effect of temperature oN the growth of tio2 NaNowireS

In the conventional solvothermal reactor as shown in Figure 5.1, the heat transference 
is carried on convection to the inner of solution; this process can be slow and delay 
homogenizing the temperature in the whole solution. The temperature and pressure 
conditions facilitate the dissolution of the chemical reagents and the production of 
the products by crystallization. The amount of thermal energy provided to the system 
determines that the mobility with the chemical species is moved inner the solution.

Figure 5.8 shows the evolution of the shape of TNA with temperature [11]. At 
low temperatures around 140°C–160°C, the nuclei formed during the hydrolysis and 
polycondensation processes do not have enough kinetic energy to move and inter-
act with each other; thus, only bulks of nanorods not uniform in shape are found 
(Figure 5.8a–d). When the temperature increases (180°C to 220°C), the mobility of 
nuclei increases; therefore, there is a great interaction between the particles, and the 
axial or lateral growth is promoted; the average width of a single wire increases and 
the nanowires grow more uniformly (Figure 5.8e–j).

5.2  COLLOIDAL SYNTHESIS OF CdSSe NANOPARTICLES

In recent years, nanocrystalline semiconductors, also called quantum dots (QDs), 
have been seen as promising for the next generation of solar cells [27].

The great interest in solar cells from QDs arises on the one hand, from the pos-
sibility of modulating the width of the band gap of the semiconductor by varying the 
size of the QD [28], which allows choosing the wavelength of light absorption and 
even preparing the so-called panchromatic cells that use the entire solar spectrum 
and, on the other hand, the phenomenon called multiple exciton generation (MEG) 
can be used to achieve higher efficiency in solar cells beyond the limits of 32% theo-
retical efficiency of silicon solar cells [29]. In addition, there are simple preparation 
methods to achieve their synthesis and achieve size control.

Among the most studied QDs are those of CdSe (cadmium selenide) since it has 
been reported that it has optical properties that make it an attractive material in 
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applications of conversion of solar energy to electric because the value of its band 
gap is around the 1.70 eV, close to the optimum for solar cells and because it is a good 
photoconductive material.

FIGURE 5.7 FE-SEM images of TiO2 nanowire arrays fabricated at 180°C for different 
durations: (a1 and a2) 0.5 hours, (b1–b3) 1 hours, (c1–c3) 2 hours, (d1–d3) 4 hours and (e1–e3) 
6 hours. (Reprinted with permission from [11].)
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FIGURE 5.8 FE-SEM images of TiO2 nanowire arrays fabricated for 2 hours at different 
temperatures: (a and b) 140°C, (c and d) 160°C, (e and f) 180°C, (g and h) 200°C, (i and j) 
220°C. (Reprinted with permission from [11].)
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The third generation volumetric heterojunction (BH) solar cells are composed of 
an active layer formed of a polymeric matrix that is capable of conducting holes, in 
which the nanostructures or QDs are embedded; this layer is the one that is respon-
sible for absorbing light to transform it into charge carriers [30]. So far, in the proto-
types of volumetric heterojunction solar cells, maximum efficiencies of the order of 
6% energy conversion have been obtained [31]. To increase these efficiencies, there 
are fundamental research challenges such as particle size control, particle size dis-
tribution and controlled agglomeration, as well as the electrical interaction between 
NPs. Low conversion efficiencies have been related to the lack of optimization of the 
nanostructure surface. In some investigations, it has been observed that the formation 
of segregated phases of nanostructures within the polymeric matrix, mainly due to 
its poor dispersion, substantially affects the performance of this type of photovoltaic 
devices [32].

To prepare active layers in  bulk heterojunction solar cells, NPs are usually syn-
thesized by simple chemical methods, and then their surface is functionalized with 
a ligand that stabilizes them and allows charge exchange and finally they are dis-
persed in polymer solutions. The types of ligands used in functionalization are either 
short chain molecules or branched ones that surround the NP and allow the flow of 
electrons. Some of the molecules used as molecular spacers are thiols and dithiols 
that strongly bind with the CdSe surface and that can also present the length that is 
adequate to electrical conduction for charge transport by tunnel effect [33].

Once the functionalized NPs have been dispersed in the polymeric solution, the 
hybrid material film can be prepared by deposition methods such as spin coating or 
doctor blade, among others [34].

In this section, colloidal synthesis, which is based on the formation and growth 
of nuclei in a liquid media which could be aqueous or not, will be studied. The 
heterogeneous formation of nuclei is ruled by the ionic concentration of the species 
and the diffusion coefficient of the ions in the media. The rate of nuclei formation 
can be controlled by complexing agents or by changing the colligative properties of 
the media. In the present section, the principles of colloidal synthesis of NPs will be 
presented. As an example, the synthesis of CdS1−x Sex NPs by direct reaction of the 
precursors in a media with different viscosities will be discussed.

In colloidal synthesis, there are three components of great importance, the precur-
sors that are the reagents from which the NPs will be formed, the surfactants that 
direct the shape and size of NPs and the solvents that act as the reaction medium. 
Obviously, the choice of precursors, surfactants and solvents is made according to 
the material and type of morphology desired. The synthesis reaction can be carried 
out through different mechanisms including sol–gel, thermal decomposition, chemi-
cal reduction or oxidation, galvanic replacement, or controlled precipitation. In the 
described example, controlled precipitation will be discussed.

Colloidal Synthesis
Colloidal synthesis is a method that has attracted attention due to the possibil-

ity of obtaining high-quality materials at a relatively low price, thanks to the use 
of relatively simple to obtain reagents and equipment. On the other hand, this 
technique allows an excellent control over the morphology and dimensions of the 
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nanostructures to be obtained [35]. In colloidal synthesis, NPs are dispersed within 
a dispersing medium as shown in Figure 5.9; if this medium is a liquid, the colloidal 
system is called “sol”. They are usually perfectly dispersed systems with high surface 
energy, which is equivalent to the free energy required to increase the surface area of 
the dispersion medium. This method is widely used in the synthesis of group II–VI 
nanostructures [36] .

As mentioned above, there are various mechanisms in which the reaction takes 
place in colloidal syntheses; the purpose of the text is to understand the principles of 
colloidal synthesis by controlled precipitation.

5.2.1  coNtrolled precipitatioN method

Controlled precipitation is one of the most commonly used colloidal synthesis tech-
niques; this formation of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals follows a bottom-up 
approach and can be described by the model of LaMer and Dinegar [38]. The syn-
thesis of nanocrystals occurs in three phases: the nucleation phase, the growth phase 
and the ripening phase of Ostwald. Figure 5.10 depicts the three steps of the process.

Forming colloids is an old process that may be traced back to Michael Faraday in 
1857, when he synthesized gold sols [39]. The quick injection of a solution contain-
ing reactive compounds from groups II and VI into a heated and constantly stirring 
solvent containing molecules that can coordinate with the precipitated QD particles’ 
surface is a fairly frequent approach for precipitating colloidal QDs II–VI [36,40]. 
This results in an initially large number of nucleation centers, and the coordinat-
ing ligands of the heated solvent prevent particle growth through Ostwald ripening, 
which can be defined as the formation of larger particles at the expense of smaller 
particles in order to reduce the higher surface free energy associated with smaller 
particles. Selective precipitation, in which a non-solvent is slowly added to a colloi-
dal solution of particles, causing the larger particles to precipitate, can improve the 
size distribution of QD particles, as the solubility of molecules with the same type 
of chemical structure decreases as size increases. The size distribution of colloidal 
II–VI QDs can be reduced to a small percentage of the mean diameter by repeating 

FIGURE 5.9 Scheme of suspended nanoparticles in a colloidal solution. (Adapted from [37] 
with permission from Elsevier.)
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this method several times. To successfully use the colloidal chemical method for QD 
synthesis, it is critical that the stabilizer and solvent do not decompose during the 
reaction time. This will ensure that QDs are soluble after synthesis and will avoid 
the formation of different trapping states on the surface. Colloidal III–V QDs are 
more difficult to synthesize than II–VI QDs. This is because III–V semiconductors 
are more covalent compounds that must be synthesized at elevated temperatures. 
Colloidal synthesis of QDs becomes more difficult as the semiconductor series pro-
gresses and becomes more covalent [36,37].

5.2.1.1  Principles of the Controlled Precipitation Method
Precipitation is the formation of a new phase from an apparently homogeneous phase; 
chemical supersaturation is the driving force behind the appearance of a precipitate. 
Precipitation can be thought of as a rapid crystallization, the rate of which is deter-
mined by the supersaturation level at which it occurs. The mechanisms and relative 
rates of nucleation, growth, maturation and phase transformations are expected to 
determine the properties of the precipitates. On the other hand, precipitation occurs 
as a result of a series of reactions occurring within the solution, which must take into 
account the structural and compositional changes that it may undergo in the solid 
phase.

Some important characteristics of the precipitation process are as follows: 
Precipitation occurs in systems containing compounds that are relatively insoluble. 
This low solubility enables high supersaturation values; high supersaturation val-
ues result in a rapid nucleation rate; the above characteristic of the nucleation speed 
enables the formation of a large number of crystals but limits their growth; a small 
number of precipitated crystals can result in secondary processes such as aging, 
agglomeration, coagulation and so on, all of which have an effect on the particle 
size distribution of the precipitates; the system’s oversaturation, which is required for 

FIGURE 5.10 Scheme process nucleation and growth of nanocrystals. (Adapted with per-
mission from [38]. © 1950 American Chemical Society.)
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precipitation to occur, is caused by chemical reactions occurring within the system 
(reactive crystallization), and precipitation is typically carried out at a constant tem-
perature, not necessarily at low-temperature values [41]. The nucleation or formation 
of crystals within a solution enables precise control of the precipitated number of 
particles, size and morphology. Regrettably, the mechanisms underlying particle for-
mation remain poorly understood. This is partly due to the fact that solid phase nuclei 
range in diameter from 5 to 20 Å, making them too large to use individual atomistic 
concepts but too small to use thermodynamic concepts.

5.2.1.2  Balance of Chemical Species
When the interaction between the ions and molecules within the system is consid-
ered, it becomes possible to comprehend the existence of chemical species such as 
complex ions, polynuclear species and small polymers, as well as their evolution 
toward crystal formation. At room temperature, the ions and/or molecules of the sol-
ute are in constant motion and thus within the coordination sphere of the other ions 
or molecules. This facilitates the grouping of species that are always present in the 
solution regardless of concentration [42]. Precipitation is accomplished by reacting 
cationic and anionic precursor solutions. Water is the most frequently used solvent. 
It is critical to know the solubility values of the compounds that react at the working 
temperature in order to achieve the initial supersaturation required for precipitation 
to occur. The literature contains several solubility values for inorganic compounds, 
particularly in binary mixtures [43]. Additionally, because the substances commonly 
used as precursors are partially soluble, their solubility values are expressed as solu-
bility products, with water’s activity set to 1.

5.2.1.3  Stages of Precipitation
Precipitation is a two-stage process, the first of which is the nucleation of the solid 
phase and the second of which is the growth of these nuclei. However, in reality, 
a large number of factors act in the process that allows other threads to be distin-
guished [44], including (a) an optically homogeneous solution in a saturated or 
supersaturated state that is extremely sensitive to changes in concentration and tem-
perature. These changes produce complex ions and polynuclear species and (b) the 
formation of aggregates of the aforementioned chemical species, which can be stable 
or unstable and are referred to as embryos or germs. They lack a stable internal 
crystal structure; (c) consolidation of nuclei as growth units, units with an inter-
nal crystalline  structure; (d) conformation of primary particles with colloidal indi-
viduality, with a diffuse layer surrounding them; and (e) formation of secondary 
structures due to weak agglomeration of primary particles, resulting in structures 
with a “sponge”-type texture. The composition scheme of the five transition states is 
depicted in Figure 5.11.

Nucleus Formation
Chemical species form in a supersaturated system as a result of changes in com-

position and/or temperature; the species interact, forming groups that can be dis-
solved and later reassembled into phase solids; these groups are the embryos of the 
phase solid. When complex ion concentrations are high enough, clusters grow large 
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FIGURE 5.11 Scheme of the composition of the five sub-systems or stages that can occur 
during precipitation. (Adapted with permission from [45]. CC BY 4.0 ©1970. Croatica 
Chemica Acta.)
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enough to reach a critical size and consolidate the nuclei, which are irreversible units 
that grow spontaneously. The first step in the formation of nuclei is the grouping 
of chemical species via Van der Waals type bonds and hydrogen bridges. In ionic 
species, the mechanism can be one of two types: (a) the formation of a small crystal 
assembly with strong bonds, which is modeled as “an embryo in a cavity” or (b) the 
formation of a diffuse grouping of solvated ions, which is nearly equal to its initial 
state and has weak bonds [41].

The supersaturation of nuclei in the medium leads to precipitation or nucleation 
[46]. These groups of atoms are thermodynamically unstable due to surface tension, 
which is the energy associated with the asymmetry of interatomic forces exerted at 
the interface.

As nanocrystals have a very high surface/volume ratio, this surface energy is not 
negligible in the thermodynamic equilibrium of the entire system, so that nucleation 
takes place, the free energy variation of the system must be favorable; this variation 
results from an opposition between the free energy of the surface and the crystal-
lization energy, which, respectively, unfavors or favors nucleation according to the 
equation: γ( )( )∆GV

 γ∆ = ∆ +4
3

π 4π3 2G r G rV  

This equation shows the dependence determined by the radius of the formed crystal, 
called the critical radius, to the radius of a nucleus that has a free energy of zero 
(∆G = 0). A nucleus with this radius will have the same chances to redissolve in the 
monomer as it does to grow as a NP. The larger nuclei will have more possibilities to 
grow from the energy point of view and vice versa [47].

Homogeneous nucleation (in the absence of pre-existing nucleation sites) has a 
high activation energy barrier, requiring extremely high supersaturation levels. The 
ideal nucleation step is instantaneous and unique, in order to reduce the number 
of solvated atoms below the nucleation threshold and thereby disadvantage nucle-
ation thermodynamically. In this case, the system switches to a growth mode, in 
which remaining or newly generated nuclei are deposited preferentially in previously 
formed agglomerates rather than forming new ones. The crystals formed as a result 
of so-said nucleation, which shares a common growth history and ensures greater 
crystal homogeneity.

Growth
Once the agglomerate reaches a certain size, structural rearrangement becomes 

too energy-intensive, which stabilizes the crystal structure. The agglomerate forms 
a nucleus, which grows to form a NP either through the deposition of atoms in solu-
tion or monomers on the surface, or through coalescence with other nuclei. As long 
as zero-valent atoms are formed, NPs will grow until they reach equilibrium with 
the atoms on the surface and the atoms in the solution. If appropriate surface ligands 
are not used to stabilize these nuclei, they will tend to aggregate, reducing the total 
surface area and thus the total energy [47,48].
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The nuclei will grow in proportion to the concentration of free monomers in the 
system. If this concentration is significantly greater than the solubility of the NP, any 
monomer that approaches 

the surface will be automatically integrated; thus, growth occurs in diffusion 
equilibrium. On the other hand, if the solution concentration is extremely low, solu-
tion-precipitation equilibrium prevails and the reaction is in reaction equilibrium.

In diffusion mode, the rate of monomer arrival to the surface depends on the 
monomer concentration and the size of the solid. This results in the size distribution. 
As a result, a size distribution occurs. Additionally, slow growth ensures growth 
homogeneity and prevents local disturbances from interfering with the growth of 
specific crystals. Additionally, rapid initial growth enables the concentration to rap-
idly fall below the saturation point, avoiding prolonged nucleation [47].

Ostwald Ripening
In contrast, the reaction equilibrium results in Ostwald ripening, which elongates the 
crystal size dispersion in general. This elongation is caused by the imbalance between 
the atoms on the particle’s surface and the atoms in solution. Due to the fact that the 
smaller NPs are more soluble than the larger ones, the NPs are eventually dissolved and 
reprecipitated on the latter; the large NPs then grow to the benefit of the small ones [49]. 
The smaller crystals act as fuel for the growth of bigger crystals. A colloidal particle 
grows through a process of monomer diffusion toward the surface followed by a mono-
mer reaction at the nanocrystal’s surface. The coarsening effects of mass transport or 
diffusion are frequently referred as Ostwald ripening process. In other words, if the reac-
tion is not stopped after the growth stage, a final stage takes place: Ostwald ripening. The 
small crystals, having a high surface energy, will dissolve and the monomers formed will 
merge on the larger NPs, which will thus grow. This step promotes the polydispersity of 
the NPs in solution. It is therefore necessary to stop the reaction before ripening begins.

5.2.2  caSe Study: SyNtheSiS of cdS1−x Sex NaNoparticleS By direct 
reactioN of the precurSorS iN a media with differeNt ViScoSitieS

Martinez-Garcia in 2017 [50] carried out the synthesis of CdSe NPs by the controlled 
chemical precipitation method from their precursors in glycerin and gelatin as dis-
persing media, in order to control the size and shape of the NP. For the synthesis, the 
concentrations of the precursors and the reaction media were varied.

5.2.2.1  Synthesis of CdS1−x Sex Nanoparticles
The synthesis was carried out as follows:

For the selenium source solution, aqueous solutions containing sodium sulfide 
(N2S) and selenium (Se) were prepared, while for the cadmium precursor solution, 
different aqueous solutions of CdCl2 were prepared.

Two different reaction media were carried out, powdered porcine gelatin and puri-
fied glycerin. The reaction medium was dissolved in a certain amount of water to 
obtain different concentrations (gelatin 1%–5% mm2 and glycerin 50%–100% vol.) 
to study its influence on the size of NPs.
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These reaction media were heated to 50°C and reserved. For the synthesis of NPs, 
different volumes of the selenium and cadmium precursor solutions were added to 
10 mL of the reaction medium to obtain the concentrations shown in Table 5.1.

After the reaction media were prepared, they were withdrawn from the thermo-
static bath and immediately the Se2− precursor solution was added, followed by the 
Cd2+ precursor solution. After this, the reactor was put in a water bath at 18°C for 3 
minutes to stop the reaction and keep the particle size.

Then, two 15 mL Falcon tubes were prepared, one of which contains CdSe NPs 
that have just been produced. Two volumes of a solvent were added to each tube (in 
this example, 5 mL of acetone or 5 mL of ethanol) to separate NPs from the reaction 
media. To remove the residual solvent, the tube was thoroughly shaken and put in a 
centrifuge for 10 minutes at 4000 rpm. The precipitate was detected at the bottom of 
the Falcon tube after the time had passed. Five milliliters of the solvent were added 
to each tube, and the centrifuge was used for 10 minutes. Afterward, the solvent was 
removed and 5 mL of the supernatant was decanted. The as-synthesized particles, the 
centrifuge and the decanted NPs are shown in Figure 5.12.

5.2.2.2  Functionalization of Nanoparticles with Molecular Spacers
The prepared NPs were functionalized with different molecular spacers to study the 
effect of chain length and the terminal groups on the stability of NPs and on the film-
forming capacity. The molecular spacers shown in Table 5.2 were used.

TABLE 5.1
Conditions of the Reaction Baths Prepared for the Synthesis of the Nanoparticles

Bath
It2−

(mL)
Cd2+

(mL)
[Se2−]
(M)

[Se2+]
(M)

1 0.6 0.4 0.018 0.013

2 1 0.6 0.024 0.016

3 1.4 0.85 0.030 0.019

FIGURE 5.12 Photographs of the sequence of the separation of the nanoparticle solution in 
two tubes (a) to centrifuge (b) and decant (c).
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Dithiols have polar groups (–SH) at the ends, capable of joining chalcogenide sur-
faces, while thiol has only one. It is expected that dithiols would form a network of 
NPs joint through NP–S–NP bridges.

Preparation of Molecular Separator Solutions
All the solutions used to functionalize NPs were prepared with a concentration 

of 0.2 mM. For the preparation of solutions, the necessary amount of thiol was mea-
sured with a precision pipette, placed in a volumetric flask and then diluted in 50 mL 
of isopropyl alcohol. This solution was kept covered until its use.

Nanoparticle Functionalization
The NPs produced under the varied reaction conditions were resuspended in 

1 mL of solvent, after which the precipitate is entirely resuspended in the solvent. 
Subsequently, 1 mL of the solution of molecular separators was added to the tubes 
and left to sit until a colloid formed at the bottom of the tubes. The supernatant was 
decanted, and the material was recovered from the bottom of the tube. Figure 5.13 
shows the functionalized NP colloid.

TABLE 5.2
Molecular Separators Used in the 
Development of the Work

Molecule Formula

Hexanedithiol SHCH2(CH2)4CH2SH

Octanedithiol HSCH2(CH2)6CH2SH

Propanethiol CH3CH2CH2SH

FIGURE 5.13 Functionalization of CdSe nanoparticles subjected to sonication (a) and the 
formation of the colloid at the bottom of the tubes (b).
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Nanoparticle Film Deposition
After the NPs’ functionalization, they were deposited on a glass substrate by the 

drop-casting technique (Figure 5.14a), for which an aliquot of the functionalized 
NP solution was taken with a Pasteur pipette and dropped onto the substrate, then 
allowed to dry for 3 minutes and finally dried under a nitrogen flux (Figure 5.14b,c).

5.2.2.3  Characterization
To corroborate the presence of CdSe and the size of the NPs, a sample prepared in 
glycerin and functionalized with octanedithiol (ODT) was studied by Transmission 
Electron Microscope (TEM). Figure 5.15 depicts and describes bright-field and dark-
field images obtained in various parts of the TEM grid. The obtained NPs are crys-
talline, as evidenced by the presence of crystalline planes in images (f), (g) and (e) 
have a regular size distribution of about 5 nm. The NPs are embedded in a diffuse 
mass that corresponds to ODT in images (a)–(d), resulting in the expected three-
dimensional structure.

Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDS) spectra were collected at various points in the mea-
sured images to determine the composition of the observed material. C, S, Se, Cd, O, 
Cl and Si were detected, but the latter three were not quantified because they were due 
to the preparation. Given that the S/C ratio in the ODT is one-tenth, the remaining S 
was attributed to the Na2S incorporated during the synthesis. Figure 5.16 shows the 
TE images with the boxes where the EDS spectra were acquired. Images A1 and A2 
show the NP and the thiol; therefore, the percentage of C is low and the ratio of S:C 
is 1:10. Image A3 shows the NP and the membrane of the grid and the C2 spectrum 
corresponds only to the membrane that is made of carbon. With the results obtained, 
it was estimated that the average composition of the NPs is CdS(0.7−0.8)Se(0.3−0.2).

Figure 5.17 shows the TEM images of CdSSe NPs that have been functionalized 
with hexanedithiol. The NPs show a larger size dispersion than when functionalized 
with ODT. There is no evidence for the development of a three-dimensional network, 
and it is also clear that NPs are more polyhedral than spherical. Additionally, this 
colloidal solution is not as stable over time as ODT, which remains stable without 
agglomeration for several weeks, but the hexanethiol solution remains stable for just 
1 or 2 days.

FIGURE 5.14 Photographs of the deposit of the functionalized nanoparticles (a), dried with 
nitrogen (b) and the ready film (c).
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Following, the crystal structure of the CdSSe casted film was analyzed by X-ray 
diffraction as shown in Figure 5.18. The diffractogram shows peaks at two thetas 
26°, 42°, 46° and 50° associated with the hexagonal structure of CdS0.75Se0.25, which 
agrees with the composition measured by EDS.

Diffuse transmittance measurements in an integrating sphere were made on three 
series of NP films functionalized with ODT that were produced in glycerin medium 
and three series that were generated in gelatin media and coated on glass. Figure 5.19 
illustrates the transmittances of the two groups. The low transmittance is a result of 
the films’ roughness. The spectra of samples prepared in glycerin have an absorp-
tion edge at 550 nm, whereas samples prepared in gelatin exhibit an absorption edge 

FIGURE 5.15 TEM images at different magnifications of a suspension of ODT-functionalized 
nanoparticles. (a) Bright-field image and (b) dark field where you can see the ODT network 
that binds the nanoparticles, (c) dark-field image of a cluster of nanoparticles, (d) bright-field 
image where you can see the nanoparticles embedded in the ODT colloid, (e) bright-field 
imaging with nanoparticles of approximately uniform size, (f) ~5 nm nanoparticles, (g) 5 nm 
cluster of nanoparticles where crystalline planes can be observed, (h) bright-field imaging 
and (i) dark field of the same area shown by the crystalline planes of nanoparticles of less 
than 5 nm.
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FIGURE 5.16 TEM images in which the EDS spectra were acquired.
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near 600 nm, indicating that the former has a smaller mean NP size or a higher sulfur 
content, as the CdS gap is 2.4 eV and the CdSe gap is 1.7 eV.

In Figure 5.20, the Raman spectra of the films denoted 2A, 2B and 2C that were 
synthesized in glycerin (A-100%, B-80% and C-50%) and functionalized with ODT 
are presented. The spectra were normalized to the peak at around 200 cm−1. The opti-
cal longitudinal phonon (LO) of CdSe is present in the spectrum at 200 cm−1, and a 
peak at 285 cm−1 is detected as well, representing the LO of CdS. As can be observed, 
the relative intensity of CdS and CdSe LO peaks fluctuate with the viscosity of the 

FIGURE 5.17 TEM images of CdSSe nanoparticles functionalized with hexanedithiol.  
(a) Image that presents a region of the sample in which particles can be observed in a non-
continuous thiol network, (b) image where different sizes of particles can be observed, (c) in 
this image nanoparticles of different sizes can be observed, (d) image where 10 nm nanopar-
ticles and their crystalline planes are observed, (e) image with nanoparticles of approximately 
5 nm, (f) image that presents crystalline planes of nanoparticles of approximately 10 nm and 
(g) image of 5 nm nanoparticles and agglomeration and coalescence of some of them.
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bath (from A to C, the glycerin content decreases), indicating that a more extensive 
analysis of the film composition is required.

The transmittance spectrum shows that samples prepared in gelatin have absorp-
tion peaks at shorter wavelengths, indicating smaller NP sizes, whereas films pre-
pared in glycerin exhibit a stronger effect of precursor content. This demonstrates 
that gelatin is a more effective medium for the production of NPs than glycerin. The 
viscosity reduction appears to have the expected effect of increasing the size distribu-
tion since peaks show at longer wavelengths.

FIGURE 5.18 Diffractograms of a CdSSe film functionalized with ODT and deposited on 
a glass substrate.

FIGURE 5.19 Diffuse transmittance of ODT-functionalized CdSSe films with (a) glycerin 
and (b) gelatin as the medium.
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All of these results demonstrate that it is possible to synthesize and functional-
ize CdSSe films using the controlled precipitation method; it is also clear that the 
medium in which the reaction occurs has a significant effect on the particle size 
obtained; viscosity reduction appears to have the expected effect of increasing the 
size distribution.

5.3  CONCLUDING REMARKS

The controlled precipitation method allows producing NPs with a relatively 
 inexpensive and simple procedure that allows the precise control of the particle’s 
morphology and size by varying the concentration, reaction time and the use of 
molecular spacers.
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6 Electronic and 
Mechanical Properties 
of Nanoparticles

R.M. Mehra

6.1  INTRODUCTION

Science and technology of nanomaterials is an interdisciplinary area of research and 
development and has the potential to revolutionize the ways in which materials and 
products can be created and nature of functionalities that can be accessed, as shown 
in Figure 6.1. It is already achieved a significant commercial impact, which will 
surely increase in the near future.

This chapter focuses on the size-dependent electrical, optical and mechani-
cal properties of nanomaterials. Uncovering the nature of the hardness and elastic 
modulus of nanoparticles enables the successful design of the particles for specific 
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applications. A brief note on the definition, classification, synthesis and methods of 
preparing nanostructured has also been included in the chapter for completeness.

6.2  WHAT ARE NANOMATERIALS?

A material that has at least one dimension in nanoscale below 100 nm, in a three-
dimensional space, is termed as nanomaterial [1]. However, it is well known that 
different materials diverge from their equivalent bulk materials at different particle 
sizes. At nanometer scale, materials exhibit unique electrical, optical and magnetic 
properties which have great potential for impacts in electronics, medicine and other 
fields. As materials get smaller, transforming from bulk material to nanoparticle, 
their properties alter. It is well known now that as materials reach the nanoscale, 
they no longer hold the same properties as their bulk material counterparts. The 
uniqueness in the electrical, optical and mechanical properties of nanomaterials 
arises due to the volume, surface and quantum effects of nanoparticles. It is these 
properties that have made nanoparticles an increasingly popular field of study. To 
take advantage of the nanoparticles’ potential, their properties need to be fully 
understood.

6.3  CLASSIFICATION OF NANOMATERIALS

When a given material has, at least, one dimension in nanoscale, the electronic wave 
vectors become quantized and the system exhibits discrete energy levels. When the 
dimension of the system in one dimension is lower than de Broglie wavelength (λdB), 
we call it a two-dimensional (2D) system. Graphene, one atom thick layer exfoliated 
from graphite, is an example of a 2D system as well as semiconductor superlattices. 
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FIGURE 6.1 Science and technology from macro to nano.
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One-dimensional (1D) system is obtained when two dimensions are lower than λdB 
values (nanowires and nanotubes). When all three dimensions are lower than λdB, we 
have 0D systems known as quantum dots (Figure 6.2). They exist in single, fused, 
aggregated or agglomerated forms with spherical, tubular and irregular shapes. 
Common types of nanomaterials include nanotubes, dendrimers, quantum dots and 
fullerenes.

Nanomaterials are of two types: nanostructured materials and nanostructured ele-
ments. In nanostructured materials, its structural dimensions are nanoscale [2,3]. 
Their electrical and mechanical properties are dependent on their size, but for many 
nanoparticles, these are still unknown. Researchers are committed to understanding 
how the nanoscale versions of materials behave, and what properties they have, to 
exploit them and establish new and useful future applications with new capabilities. 
To create successful applications, research must focus on the mechanical properties 
of nanomaterial, such as elasticity, hardness, interfacial adhesion and friction, and 
how these properties evolve with size.

6.4  METHODS FOR CREATING NANOMATERIALS 
AND NANOSTRUCTURES

There are several physical, chemical methods to prepare/synthesize nanomaterials. 
Their basic aim is to have a better control over the particle size, distribution and 
improved properties [4]. Top-down (size reduction from bulk materials) and bottom-
up (material synthesis from atomic level) are the two main approaches for nanomate-
rial synthesis, as shown in Figure 6.3.

In the TOP-down process, the bulk material is made smaller by breaking up larger 
particles in to smaller particles using physical processes like crushing, milling or 
grinding. This process suffers with (a) results in non-uniformly shaped materials (b).  
Very difficult to obtain very small particles even with high energy consumption (c). 
Imperfection of the surface structure. The physical properties and surface chem-
istry of nanostructures and nanomaterials are significantly altered due to such 
imperfections.

In the bottom-up process, nanomaterial is obtained by chemical synthesis, i.e., 
atom-by-atom, molecule-by-molecule or cluster-by-cluster. This process is very use-
ful for preparing most of the nanoscale materials having uniform size, shape and 
distribution [5].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIGURE 6.2 (a) 0D spheres and clusters. (b) 1D nanofibers, wires, and rods. (c) 2D films, 
plates, and networks. (d) 3D nanomaterials.
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6.4.1  mechaNical griNdiNg

The top-down method is quite a simple and inexpensive method to make nanocrys-
talline materials in very large quantity. However, it suffers with serious problems 
such as:

 1. Milling media and atmosphere may introduce contamination.
 2. Nanocrystalline structure may not be perfect.

High energy shaker, planetary ball, or tumbler mills are the main constituents of 
mechanical milling apparatus. Nanoparticles are produced by the shear action 
during grinding. This process is not very suitable for the production of non-oxide 
materials. For such materials, the milling is to be performed in an inert atmosphere. 
Nanocrystalline elemental or compound and homogeneous alloy powders can easily 
be obtained by this method, as shown in Figure 6.4.

6.4.2  wet chemical SyNtheSiS of NaNomaterialS

Wet chemical synthesis of nanomaterials can be achieved by

 1. By electrochemical etching of single crystals in an aqueous solution for 
producing nanomaterials (top-down approach). Synthesis of porous silicon 
by electrochemical etching of crystalline silicon is one of the important 
examples.
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FIGURE 6.3 Top-down and bottom-up preparative methods of nanoparticles.
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 2. By the sol–gel method (bottom-up). In this method, precursors contain-
ing desired materials are mixed in a controlled manner to form a colloi-
dal  solution. The sol–gel method of synthesizing nanomaterials is widely 
employed to prepare oxide materials. The two distinct steps, namely, 
 formation of a colloidal suspension (sol) and gelation of the sol to form a 
network in a continuous liquid phase (gel), of the sol–gel process, are shown 
in Figure 6.5.
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FIGURE 6.4 Mechanical grinding/milling.
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FIGURE 6.5 Distinct steps of the sol–gel process for the synthesis of nanomaterials.
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6.5  CHARACTERIZATION PARAMETERS OF NANOMATERIALS

The relevant parameters for the characterization of nanomaterials are shown in 
Figure 6.6. Nanoparticles tend to stick together and form aggregates and agglomer-
ates under ambient conditions. These aggregates and agglomerates can have various 
structures such as dendritic structure, chain, or spherical with sizes normally in the 
micrometer range [6,7].

6.6  PROPERTIES OF NANOMATERIALS

The properties of nanomaterials are significantly different from those of bulks mate-
rials. Nanomaterials, due to their nanometer size, possess an extremely large surface 
area to volume ratio, large fraction of surface atoms, high surface energy, spatial con-
finement and reduced imperfections as compared to the corresponding bulk materi-
als. Large surface area to volume ratio results in more “surface”-dependent material 
properties. These properties of nanomaterials give rise to various important applica-
tions such as metallic nanoparticles as very active catalysts and chemical sensors. 
Further, there is bandgap enhancement due to quantum/spatial confinement. The 
electronic and optical properties of the nanomaterials can be tailored by controlling 
the size of the nanomaterial, thereby modifying the energy band structure and charge 
carrier density in the materials. Quantum dots and quantum wires are very promis-
ing optoelectronics applications such as lasers and light-emitting diodes.

6.6.1  electroNic propertieS of NaNomaterialS

The surface-to-volume ratio increases rapidly when particle size decreases. 
Considering the nanoparticle as sphere of diameter D, the surface-to-volume ratio is 
proportional to D−1. The surface atoms have different properties because they present 
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an asymmetric interaction with atmosphere and the bulk material. Thus, the size-
induced properties in nanomaterials depend basically on (a) the surface phenomena 
and (b) quantum confinement effects. The asymmetry causes lattice distortion due 
to which the properties exhibit a gradient near the surface up to a critical length 
lc. The value of lc depends on the potential interaction between the constituents of 
[8,9]. Carbon nanotubes and carbon nanomaterials are model systems for illustrating 
size-induced effects. Several authors [10–13] have discussed the role played by the 
surface atoms and the quantum confinement in nanomaterials. The structural and 
morphological properties change due to surface atoms as compared to their counter-
part bulk structures leading to changes in lattice parameters, which can result in new 
phases and morphologies of the nanomaterial. Quantum confinement is responsible 
for unique electronic properties of 0D and 1D materials. Carbon nanotubes (1D) 
show metallic or semiconductor behavior depending on the geometry. It is expected 
that carbon nanomaterials will be very useful in future for the development of tissue 
engineering to support neuronal regeneration and for the production of multifunc-
tional human–brain interfaces [8].

6.6.2  electrical propertieS

Atoms have discreet energy states. In having several atoms together, their atomic 
orbitals split and produce a number of molecular orbitals proportional to the number 
of atoms. In solids (bulk materials), there are so many atoms; the difference in energy 
between them becomes very small, so that forming bands of energy rather than the 
discrete energy levels, so nearly continuous bands of states are formed. Valence and 
conduction bands are formed with a bandgap between them. Quantum confinement 
(the spatial confinement of electron–hole pairs (excitons) in one or more dimensions 
within the material) leads to a collapse of the continuous energy bands of a bulk 
material into discrete, atomic-like energy levels, so a discrete absorption spectrum, 
compared to the continuous absorption spectrum of a bulk semiconductor.

Quantum confinement is more prominent in semiconductors because they have a 
bandgap. Metals do not have a bandgap. The regime of quantum confinement length 
scale ranges from 2 to 25 nm for typical semiconductors of groups IV, III–V and 
II–VI.

Carbon nanotubes are a good example to study the dependence of conductivity 
upon dimensions like diameter or area of cross section and twist in the rod. It is found 
that conductivity changes with change in the area of cross section of the carbon nano-
tube. It is also observed that conductivity also changes when some shear force (in 
simple terms twist) is given to nanotube. Further, the conductivity of a multiwalled 
carbon nanotube is different than that of single nanotube of the same dimensions. 
The carbon nanotubes can act as a conductor or semiconductor.

6.6.3  optical propertieS

Nanomaterials have very useful and fascinating optical properties which depend on 
parameters such as feature size, shape, surface characteristics. Based on the optical 
properties, nanomaterials have several applications such as optical detector, laser, 
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sensor, imaging, display, solar cell, photocatalysis, photo-electrochemistry and 
biomedicine.

Figure 6.7a shows the change in the optical properties of CdSe semiconductor 
nanoparticles as the size alters from 2.3 to 5.5 nm. Figure 6.7b illustrates the absorp-
tion spectra of various sizes and shapes of gold nanoparticles [14].

6.6.4  Size effect oN optical propertieS

The role of surface plasmons and quantum confinement effects on the electrical 
properties of nanomaterials has already been discussed in previous sections. Metals 
in their bulk form have overlapping valance and conduction bands. In the nanometer 
range, metal nanoparticles can develop a bandgap and can exhibit semiconducting or 
insulating properties. On decreasing the size, the quantum confinement effect leads 
to: (a) increase in bandgap energy and (b) band levels get quantized (discrete). In 
semiconductor quantum dots, a blue shift to higher energy is observed in optical 
absorption and emission as the size of the dots decreases.

The effective bandgap of nanoparticle of radius r is given by Burstein–Moss effect 
[15,16].
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me* is the effective mass of electron
mh

* is the effective mass of hole

Semiconductor compound nanomaterials (SCNs) such as CdSe, CdTe, ZnS, ZnSe 
and ZnTe have extensive applications due to their size-dependent band gap. Madan 
Singha et al. [17] have developed a model, based on the cohesive energy of the nano-
crystals compared to the bulk crystals, and have formulated the size- and shape-
dependent band gap energy of SCNs in different sizes and shapes, viz., spherical 
nanosphere, nanowires and nanofilms. This theoretical estimation of the energy band 
gap is reasonably consistent with the available experimental data SCNs.

The structures, densities of states, absorption spectra and optical gaps of spherical 
ZnSe and CdTe semiconductor quantum dots in the size range 0.3–2.2 nm have been 
estimated by Sufian Alnemrat et al. [18] using the first-principles density functional 
and time-dependent density functional computational methods. The computed opti-
cal gaps in surface-passivated ZnSe and CdTe quantum dots of various sizes are 
found to be consistent with the quantum confinement effect.

Several researchers have been experimentally studying the variation of optical 
band gap of various SCNs having different size and structures. A detailed descrip-
tion of method of synthesis, characterization and measurements has been cited in the 
literature for different materials such as CdSe nanospheres/films [19], CdS nanoclus-
ters [20], CdSe nanowires [21], CdTe nanocrystalline films [22], CdTe quantum dots 
[23], CdTe nanowires [24], ZnS nanospheres [25], [26], ZnSe nanospheres [27,28] 
and ZnTe nanospheres, nanowires and nanofilms [29].

Sasha Corer and Gary Hodes [19] have synthesized studied CdSe films by chemi-
cal solution deposition and have shown that these films possess a nanocrystalline 
structure and exhibit quantum size effects due to the small crystal size, which results 
in a blue shift of the optical spectra. Li et al. [21] have reported the variation of band 
gaps of CdSe quantum dots with diameters varying from 3.0 to 6.5 nm. An empirical 
pseudopotential calculation performed on CdSe quantum dot nanorods has been pre-
sented by them to provide a qualitative explanation for the dependence of band gap 
on width and length. Yitzhak Mastai and Gary Hodes [22] have described the depo-
sition of CdTe nanocrystalline films by electrodeposition from a dimethylsulfoxide 
solution of tri-(n-butyl) phosphine telluride and cadmium perchlorate at 100°C and 
showed that these films exhibit size quantization. They obtained stoichiometric films 
using pulse-reverse plating with an average crystal size which could be controlled, 
by varying the pulse duty cycle, from 4 to 7 nm. All the films exhibited blue shifts 
which correlated with the crystal size and could be explained by quantum confine-
ment effect. Masumoto and Sonobe [23] have shown that size-dependent quantized 
electronic levels of CdTe quantum dots shift monotonously without any crossing 
or anticrossing, reflecting the rather simple valence-band structure of CdTe. Li and 
Wang [24] systematically calculated the electronic states of group III–V (GaAs, 
InAs, InP, GaN, AlN and InN) and group II–VI (CdSe, CdS, CdTe, ZnSe, ZnS, ZnTe 
and ZnO) quantum dots and wires. They reported exciton energies as functions of 
the quantum dot sizes and quantum wire diameters for all the above materials and 
found a good agreement between calculated and experimental results. Rossetti et al. 
[25] have observed quantum size effects on the fundamental band gap of cubic CdS 
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crystallites in the absence of adsorbed polymeric molecules. They explained their 
results in terms of the crystallite molecular orbitals and an elementary confined elec-
tron and hole model. Inoue et al. [26] have synthesized ZnS microcrystals ~4 nm 
diameters with a narrow size distribution modified with ethanethiol, butanethiol 
and octanethiol. The bandgap was found to be 3.96 eV for the octanethiol capping 
and 3.94 and 3.96 eV for the capping with ethanethiol and butanethiol, respectively. 
Mazher et al. [27] have synthesized self-organized Q-ZnSe films with narrow particle 
size distribution using a wet chemical route. The dependence of strain, morphology 
and luminescence properties on the particle size have been investigated using X-ray 
diffraction, atomic force microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and optical 
absorption and luminescence spectroscopy. Blue shift in the optical absorption edge 
and PL maxima has been observed with the variation in particle size. Margaret A. 
Hines and Philippe Guyot-Sionnest [28] have synthesized relatively monodisperse, 
highly luminescent ZnSe nanocrystals in a hexadecylamine/trioctylphosphine coor-
dination solvent with tunable sample sizes. Pure band-edge fluorescence size tunable 
between 2.8 and 3.4 eV is obtained at room temperature. Jun et al. [29] have obtained 
controlled ZnTe nanocrystals, in shape and size, using a simple one-pot synthesis 
process with [Zn(TePh)2] Tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) as a monomeric 
molecular precursor. The shape and size have been controlled by varying the growth 
temperature or the templating surfactants and observed the quantum size effects.

6.7  MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

The mechanical properties are a measure of strength and lasting characteristics 
of the material under the action of external forces. Most of the bulk materials are 
characterized for their mechanical properties such as strength, elasticity, plasticity, 
hardness, toughness, brittleness, stiffness, ductility, malleability, cohesion, impact 
strength, fatigue and creep. In case of nanomaterials, the study of following proper-
ties is of interest.

• Elastic properties
• Hardness and strength
• Ductility and toughness
• Creep of nanocrystalline materials and ductility

6.7.1  mechaNical propertieS of NaNomaterialS

Mechanical properties of nanoparticles deals with the influence of porosity and 
grain size, superplasticity, polymer-based nanocomposites filled with platelets and 
carbon nanotube-based composites. Filling polymers with nanoparticles or nanorods 
and nanotubes, respectively, leads to significant improvements in their mechanical 
properties. The larger the particles of the filler or agglomerates, the poorer are the 
properties obtained. Although the best composites are those filled with nanofibers or 
nanotubes, experience teaches but such composites generally have the least ductil-
ity. Composites consisting of a polymer matrix and defoliated phyllosilicates exhibit 
excellent mechanical and thermal properties.
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The nanosize of the nanomaterials tends to modify many of the mechanical 
properties of nanostructured materials from the bulk materials. An enhancement of 
mechanical properties of nanomaterials generally results from structural perfection 
of the materials [3]. Improvements in mechanical property have resulted in major 
interest in nanocomposite in various automotive and general industrial applications 
[30,31].

6.7.2  elaStic propertieS

Early measurements performed on nanostructured materials prepared by gas conden-
sation method depicted lower values of the elastic constants like Young’s modulus as 
compared to the values for conventional grain size materials. While many reasons 
were attributed for the low values of E, Kristc and coworkers suggested that the pres-
ence of extrinsic defects such as pores and cracks were responsible for the low values 
of E in nanostructured materials compacted from powders. However, Wong et al. 
observed that nanocrystalline nickel powder produced by electroplating with negli-
gible porosity levels had an E value comparable to fully dense conventional grain size 
nickel. Subsequent work on porosity-free materials has supported these conclusions, 
and it is now believed that the intrinsic elastic moduli of nanostructured materials 
are essentially the same as those for conventional grain size materials until the grain 
size becomes very small, less than 5 nm. This is illustrated for nanocrystalline Fe 
prepared by mechanical attrition and measured by a nano-indentation technique [31].

6.7.3  hardNeSS aNd StreNgth

Among many of the novel mechanical properties of nanostructured materials, high 
hardness has been discovered from many nanostructured material systems. A vari-
ety of super hard nanocomposites can be made of nitrides, borides and carbides by 
plasma-induced chemical and physical vapor deposition. In the appropriately synthe-
sized systems, the hardness of the nanocomposite exceeds significantly than that of 
mixtures in bulk. Superhardness also comes from pure nanoparticles. For example, 
Gerbericha reports the superhardness from the nearly spherical, defect-free sili-
con nanospheres with diameters from 20 to 50 nm of up to 50 GPa, fully four times 
greater than the bulk silicon [32,33].

Hardness and strength of conventional grain size materials (grain diameter, d > 1 
µm) is a function of grain size. The dependence of yield stress on grain size in metals 
is well established in the conventional polycrystalline range (micrometer and larger-
sized grains). Yield stress, for materials with grain size d, is found to follow the Hall–
Petch relation [34]. This gives an inverse relationship between delta yield strength 
and grain size to some power, x.

6.7.4  ductility aNd toughNeSS

In the conventional grain size (>1 µm) regime, usually a reduction in grain size leads 
to an increase in ductility. Thus, one should expect a ductility increase as the grain 
size is reduced to nanoscale. On a very basic level, mechanical failure, which limits 
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ductility, is an interplay or competition between dislocations and cracks (Thomson 
[35]). Nucleation and propagation of cracks can be used as the explanation for the 
fracture stress dependence on grain size (Nagpal and Baker [36]). Grain size refine-
ment can make crack propagation more difficult and, therefore, in conventional grain 
size material, increase the apparent fracture toughness. However, the large increases 
in yield stress (hardness) observed in nanocrystalline materials suggest that fracture 
stress can be lower than yield stress and therefore result in reduced ductility. Koch 
[37] identified three major sources of limited ductility in nanocrystalline materials, 
namely:

 i. Artifacts from processing (e.g., pores);
 ii. Tensile instability;
 iii. Crack nucleation or shear instability.

The results of ductility measurements on nanocrystalline metals are mixed and are 
sensitive to flaws and porosity, surface finish and method of testing (e.g., tension or 
compression testing). In tension, for grain sizes <30 nm, essentially brittle behavior 
has been observed for pure nanocrystalline metals that exhibit significant ductility 
when the grain size is conventional.

6.8  CREEP OF NANOCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS

Creep in coarse-grained materials has been widely studied for approximately one 
century and accurate models exist to capture deformation features and to explain 
mechanisms involved therein. Creep in nanocrystalline materials has been studied 
only in recent years owing to several complications involved.

The limitation of synthesizing bulk nanomaterial free of defects (porosity and 
impurities) with uniform grain size distribution could provide reliable data to explain 
the deformation process.

The significant increase in the volume fraction of grain boundaries and intercrys-
talline defects such as triple lines and quadruple junctions renders the creep mech-
anism complicated and leads to associated challenges in developing a model that 
could explain the deformation process.

Grain growth occurs at much lower temperature as compared to coarse-grained 
materials limiting the testing temperatures to a low fraction of the melting point.

Diffusion creep is considered to be significant because the volume fraction of 
grain boundaries is high [38–41]. There is no evidence that the grain boundaries 
in nanostructured materials are significantly different from the ones in conven-
tional polycrystals. One can assume safely a boundary a few atomic distances thick. 
However, it is safe to assume that the number of grain-boundary ledges is reduced 
because of the size. The reorientation/rotation of the nanosized boundaries is also 
significantly enhanced in comparison with conventional boundaries.

Yield stress: The yield strength of nanocrystalline materials has been measured 
and there is a consensus that the H–P relationship breaks down with a decrease in 
slope in the 1 µm–100 nm range.
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6.9  DUCTILITY

Nanocrystalline metals are characterized by a low work-hardening rate, which is 
a direct consequence of the low density of dislocations encountered after plastic 
deformation. This low work-hardening rate leads to tensile instability and a low ten-
sile ductility. There are reports of increased ductility in nanocrystalline metals; the 
increased ductility that is exhibited in some cases comes, basically, from the inhibi-
tion of shear localization.

Creep: There are several studies in the literature [31], reporting a decrease in 
creep resistance by virtue of Coble creep in which the creep rate is proportional to 
d-3. Nevertheless, conflicting results report a creep resistance much higher than the 
Coble prediction. This could be due to the contamination of the grain boundaries 
with impurities, which act as “brakes” to grain-boundary sliding.
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7.1  INTRODUCTION

In the center of Materials Science lies the characterization. Materials are designed 
following a purpose, i.e., an application, an entire device or the quest for fundamen-
tal knowledge; the synthesis variations and further modifications of the as-prepared 
materials, look for the modulation of the structure and stoichiometry, which in turn 
modifies the electronic structure and then the electronic, magnetic, optic and mor-
phology properties. Some of the properties can be studied while the preparation or 
postpreparation treatments are in course; other can be assessed while the materials 
or devices are operating or being influenced by external conditions such as light, 
electric or magnetic fields, force, heat and so on. The ex-situ, in-situ or in-operando 
properties are compared with the desired functionality and then the cycle prepa-
ration-structure-properties-functionality continues. Thus, the understanding of the 
fundamentals and capabilities of the characterization techniques is of capital impor-
tance. This chapter describes some instrumental techniques for materials character-
ization. The principles and applications of Scanning Probe Microscopies, Raman 
spectroscopy (RS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy (XAS) will be revised, with emphasis in experimental details and 
selected experiments, to give the reader both the general and specific panorama of 
these important techniques.

7.2  SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPY

Nowadays, the scanning probe microscopy (SPM) family of techniques is an impor-
tant tool for the characterization of materials in nanoscience. In general, in SPM, the 
principle is to move a tip in the close vicinity of the surface of a sample to measure 
various properties with molecular or even atomic scale. The first technique of SPM 
family, the scanning tunneling microscope (STM), was developed in 1981 by Gerd 
Binning and Heinrich Rohrer; this invention allowed both to win the Nobel Prize in 
Physics of 1986. Figure 7.1a shows the essential components. Basically, a probe tip 
usually made of W or Pt-Ir alloy, mounted on a piezoelectric system to provide three-
axis (X, Y, Z) movement, a conductive sample, the feedback control system and the 
processing and display system equipment [1]. This technique provides atomic resolu-
tion images of metal and semiconductor surfaces, like double-layer graphene on SiO2 
(G/G/SiO2) in Figure 7.1b.

7.2.1  theory: priNciple of tuNNeliNg

When a voltage between the tip and the sample is applied, approaching the tip toward 
the sample without direct contact (approximately 0.5–1 nm) induces a current flow, 
this is called tunneling current. At this separation distance, in base to quantum 

7.7.4 Data Reduction and Analysis............................................................ 177
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mechanics, small particles exhibit wave properties, thus allowing a finite probability 
that the electron can tunnel the potential barrier between the tip and the sample sur-
face. In classical mechanics, this is impossible as depicted in Figure 7.2.

STM needs a conductive sharp tip close of a conductive sample which creates a 
metal-insulator-metal junction. In a metal, the electron energy level fills the energy 
levels up to the Fermi energy. To eject an electron from the metal, an additional 
energy Φ (called work function) is necessary. With a small tip to sample separation 
and applying a voltage, the electrons can “tunnel” the barrier and travel from sample 
to tip or vice versa in function of the polarity voltage.

In section A in Figure 7.3, the electron can be reflected by the barrier, or tun-
nel through section B, or complete the tunneling process in section C. Section A is 
described by Schrödinger’s equation:

FIGURE 7.2 Difference between classical and quantum electron theory.

FIGURE 7.1 (a) Schematic of scanning tunneling microscope. (b) STM topography of a 
double-layer graphene on SiO2(G/G/SiO2). (Image taken as original, Y. Jiang et al., “Inducing 
Kondo screening of vacancy magnetic moments in graphene with gating and local curvature,” 
Nat. Commun., vol. 9:2349, no. 1, pp. 1–7, 2018) [2].
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The equation that describes the wave function in section B is
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Finally, for the section C:
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where m and E are the mass and energy of an electron, respectively. The expressions 
for the traveling wave in the three sections are:
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FIGURE 7.3 Metal-insulator-metal junction schematic. (a) Tunneling current generation 
applying a bias voltage (eV) between sample-tip. (b) With a small sample-tip distance, the 
wave (electrons) can tunnel to the tip and produce a “tunneling current.” (c) At Vbias = 0, the 
electrons cannot move in any direction from the Fermi level (gray area). (c) When voltage  
< 0, the tunneling electron direction is from the occupied state of the tip to unoccupied (blank 
space) state of the sample. (d) On the other hand, at voltage > 0, the electrons of the occupied 
state of the sample can tunnel to the unoccupied state of the tip.
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The tunneling current value is proportional to a tip-sample separation (the dis-
tance varies 0.1 Å the tunneling current change by 20%). The STM images are a 
 representation of its magnitude in the X–Y plane. Due to the current-distance depen-
dence, the information it provides is made up of topographic changes and surface 
electronic anisotropy [3].

7.2.2  operatioN modeS

There are two configurations in which STM can be used, as shown in Figure 7.4. The 
first, and most used operation mode is the constant current mode. In this mode, the 
value of the tunneling current is kept constant by modifying the height of the tip over 
the surface of the sample by using the feedback control system and the piezoelectric 
system. The second mode of operation is constant height. In this mode, as the name 
indicates, the height of the tip is kept constant while the surface of the sample is scanned 
and the variation in the value of the tunneling current is measured at the chosen bias 
voltage; the feedback control system is not in operation in this mode of operation [4,5].

Nanolithography is another STM application that allows the manipulation of 
atoms. For example, in Figure 7.5a and b, a surface oxygen atom is transferred from 
the original adatom to the neighbor, producing a displaced dark site. In Figure 7.5c 
and d, the removal of the surface oxygen can be observed [6].

7.3  SCANNING ELECTROCHEMICAL MICROSCOPY

Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is part of the SPM family. SECM uses 
an ultramicroelectrode (UME) to scan very close to the sample surface and measures 
the current through the UME when it is moving in a solution closely to a substrate 
which can be biological material, polymers, glass, metals, or liquids. It is used to 
scan interfaces obtaining topographical, chemical or physical characterization. The 
SECM has four basic elements, as shown in Figure 7.6a: UME tip, biopotentiostat, 

FIGURE 7.4 STM operation modes. (a) Constant height. (b) Constant current.
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FIGURE 7.5 Manipulation of atoms. (a) and (b) Dark site displaced to a neighboring adatom 
(+9.1 V). (c) and (d) Site transformation into a bright site (+9.8 V). (Adapted from: D. Kaya, R. 
J. Cobley, and R. E. Palmer, “Combining scanning tunneling microscope (STM) imaging and 
local manipulation to probe the high dose oxidation structure of the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface,” 
Nano Res., vol. 13, no. 1, pp. 145–150, 2020) [6].

FIGURE 7.6 (a) Schematic of SECM. (b) Schematic (top) and optical micrograph (bottom) of a 
Pt tip. (L. Huang, Z. Li, Y. Lou, F. Cao, D. Zhang, and X. Li, “Recent advances in scanning elec-
trochemical microscopy for biological applications,” Materials (Basel)., vol. 11, no. 8, 2018) [9]. 
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three-axis positioner and the data acquisition system. The tip is mounted in the posi-
tioner that provides X, Y, and Z movement. The biopotentiostat is used to control the 
voltage bias between tip and the sample [7]. The UME are commonly fabricated 
with carbon, platinum, or gold; Figure 7.6b shows a UME schematic; the resolution 
of the image depends on its size. Commercially, there are tips with some micrometer 
of diameter; however, it’s possible to obtain finer tips with methods such as electro-
chemical etching [8].

In SECM, the UME (tip) and substrate are parts of an electrochemical cell with 
reference and auxiliary electrodes, as shown in Figure 7.6. The electrolyte solution, 
with an oxidized species Ox, allows the diffusive transport of O to the electrode. 
When applying a negative voltage to the UME, the reduction of Ox occurs at the 
UME and a cathode current flow through it.

At the same time, a reaction occurs at the auxiliary electrode. If the sample is a 
conductor, the current at the tip will increase if the reducing species can be oxidized 
to Ox (Figure 7.7a). On the other hand, if the sample is an insulator, the diffusion 
layer will be blocked and the current decreases (Figure 7.7b) [10].

With a stable reference electrode (Ag or Ag/Cl), the potential of the tip is moni-
tored. Measuring the UME current as the tip scans the sample, images of the surface 
that contain chemical and electrochemical information can be obtained. The current 
flows vs. the UME potential plot is named a voltammogram.

When the tip-sample separation is bigger than the tip diameter, the steady-state 
current iT ∞( ),  in the tip is given by

 i nFCDaT =∞ 4,  (7.7)

where F is the Faraday constant, D is the diffusion coefficient of species Ox, C is the 
concentration constant, n is the number of electrons in the electrode reaction, and a 
is the tip radius. Figure 7.8 shows the typical curves for a conductive and insulating 
sample; the plot does not depend on the concentration or diffusion of Ox. If a conduc-
tive sample and the tip are close R can back to Ox, then the Ox of the substrate flows 
to the tip and leads to an increase in current as L decreases. For an insulating sample, 

Conductive
Sample

Insulating
Sample

R O

Tip Tip

(a) (b)

FIGURE 7.7 Basic principles of STM. (a) Conductive sample. (b) Insulating sample.
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the diffusion of Ox is difficult. The closer tip to the sample, the smaller will be the 
current; this behavior is called negative feedback [11].

SECM has been used for multiple applications, including analysis of surface 
reactivity, as shown in Figure 7.9a, where the evolution of the electrically insulating 
character of a Si electrode surface was studied. To study the corrosion processes on 
metallic surfaces, as shown in Figure 7.9b. To analyze conductive and topographic 
properties of oligomeric films, as depicted in Figure 7.9c [12].

7.4  ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

As mentioned earlier, a disadvantage of STM is that it is limited to conductive sam-
ples. In 1985, Binning, Quate, and Rohrer proposed a new instrument, the atomic 
force microscope (AFM), based on the principles of STM and of the profilometer that 
also made it possible to study the topography of insulating materials [16]. The atomic 
force microscope is also known as scanning force microscope (SFM), in analogy to 
the scanning tunnel microscope, but unlike the STM in which the tunnel effect is 
the measured magnitude, in the AFM, the interaction forces between a tip and the 
sample are measured [17]. An AFM allows knowing the topography of a surface in 
three dimensions (3D), reaching nanometric and even atomic resolution; AFM can be 
used with all types of materials, hard or soft, both artificial and biological samples 
regardless of their opacity or conductivity [18].

Essentially, an AFM consists of a sharp tip mounted on a cantilever spring which 
can be soft or hard, a method to sense the cantilever deflection, a piezoelectric system 
to move the sample and the tip, and a display system to convert the data into an image 
[19]. A schematic representation of the equipment is shown in Figure 7.10.

AFM is a scanning technique; the tip moves along the X–Y axis, causing the 
cantilever to flex up or down in the process; this operation is like that of a turntable, 

FIGURE 7.8 Plot of current as a function of tip-substrate separation.
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with the needle traversing the grooves etched into the vinyl. In principle, any type 
of force can be measured if the tip on a cantilever beam (which acts as a spring) 
can be sensed. Measuring the deflection force and maintaining it constantly by 
varying the vertical position of the tip produces a constant force image, which, 

FIGURE 7.9 SECM mapping. (a) Si electrode after delithiation and after second lithia-
tion [13]. (Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry [E. Ventosa, P. Wilde, A.-H. Zinn,  
M. Trautmann, A. Ludwig, and W. Schuhmann, “Understanding surface reactivity of Si 
electrodes in Li-ion batteries by in-operando scanning electrochemical microscopy,” Chem. 
Commun, vol. 52, p. 6825, 2016]. (b) Signals of corrosion on a stainless-steel electrode after 
injection of H2O2. (Adapted from [M. Hampel, M. Schenderlein, C. Schary, M. Dimper, 
and O. Ozcan, “Efficient detection of localized corrosion processes on stainless steel by 
means of scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) using a multi-electrode approach,” 
Electrochem. commun., vol. 101, no. February, pp. 52–55, 2019]) [14]. (c) Bi-dimensional 
scans of oligo-(S)-BT2T4-Au with tip biased at 0 V substrate unbiased (left) and biased at 1 V 
(right). (Adapted from: M. Hampel, M. Schenderlein, C. Schary, M. Dimper, and O. Ozcan, 
“Efficient detection of localized corrosion processes on stainless steel by means of scan-
ning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) using a multi-electrode approach,” Electrochem. 
commun., vol. 101, no. February, pp. 52–55, 2019. M. Donnici et al., “Characterization of 
Inherently Chiral Electrosynthesized Oligomeric Films by Voltammetry and Scanning 
Electrochemical Microscopy (SECM),” Molecules, vol. 25, no. 5368, 2020) [15].
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when done sufficiently close to the surface where van der Waals forces domi-
nate, represents the force. After applying the appropriate image processing, visual 
information as well as quantitative data such as grain size and roughness can be 
obtained [20].

7.4.1  operatiNg priNciple

AFM is based on the detection of forces between the tip and the sample, which 
depend on the distance among them as presented in Figure 7.11. We can model this 
situation using the Lennard–Jones potential; this potential is the combination of the 
attractive forces of van der Waals [21] that predominate at large distances (greater 
than 1 nm), and repulsive forces that occur at small distances (less than 0.5 nm) due 
to the overlapping of the electron layers of the tip and the surface of the material 
(Pauli’s principle of exclusion).

Since interatomic repulsive forces are short-range forces that are confined to an 
extremely small area, they can be used to track surface topography with atomic 
resolution. In addition to these short-range forces, far-reaching forces (e.g., electri-
cal forces, magnetic forces, van der Waals forces) can be observed, which can be 
attractive or repulsive. These forces interact over larger areas and are therefore not 
suitable for atomic resolution imaging [22]. But long-range detection of these forces 
offers various modalities that can be implemented in an AFM, such as magnetic 
force microscopy (MFM) and scanning area microscopy (SSPM).

Because the forces acting on the tip are of the order of nN, the tip is mounted on a 
cantilever, which works like a spring converter, depending on the nature of the forces 
it will bend upward, if it is attractive, or downwards if it is repulsive, the deflection of 
the cantilever can be expressed as

 ∆ = / 0z F K  (7.8)

FIGURE 7.10 AFM schematic representation.
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where:
K0: It is the hardness constant of the cantilever, and the hardness constant can be 

expressed as a function of the modulus of elasticity (E), width (w), length (L), and 
thickness (t) of the cantilever.

 K
wEt

L
=

4

3

3  (7.9)

Hence: 

 z
L F

wEt
∆ = 4 3

3  (7.10)

Today, in the market, there are tips of various geometries with hardness from 0.01 to 
50 N m−1, which allows measuring a wide range of forces; these two parameters, the 
hardness constant and the shape of the tip, are of great relevance. Since the quality of 
the images to be obtained depends on them [23], naturally these parameters must be 
adapted according to what is to be measured.

To convert cantilever deflections into an electrical signal, a detection system is 
used in the AFM. Different techniques can be used: interferometric, optical, piezo-
electric, capacitive, piezoresistive. The most commonly used technique, however, 
remains the optical lever method [24]. This technique uses a laser diode whose beam 

FIGURE 7.11 Representation of Lennard–Jones potential.
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is focused and reflected from the rear of the cantilever. The signal is then projected 
onto a four-quadrant photodiode, which analyzes its movements by detecting inten-
sity fluctuations between the quadrants.

Due to the highly localized nature of the interaction forces involved, the AFM 
performs a local measurement. Therefore, the instrument integrates a scanning sys-
tem that generates a relative displacement of the tip with respect to the sample. The 
movements are often carried out through a system of piezoelectric actuators which 
ensure, under the action of voltages applied to the electrodes, nanometric displace-
ments in the three directions of space (X, Y, Z). The objective is to probe the local 
properties of the sample by means of the constitution of a regular mesh of points that 
will constitute the pixels of the image.

7.4.2  afm operatioN modeS

AFM can operate in different modes according to the type of application that can be 
divided in two groups: the static mode (contact) and the dynamic mode (no contact 
and intermittent contact or tapping). In the contact mode, information is acquired by 
monitoring the interaction forces while the tip is in contact with the surface sample 
[25]. Whereas for the study of atomic, electric, or magnetic forces on a sample, the 
noncontact mode is used by moving the cantilever slightly away from the surface 
of the sample (~10 nm) and oscillating the cantilever near its natural resonance fre-
quency. By mounting the cantilever on a piezoelectric element (PZT) and measuring 
the change in its natural resonance frequency due to attractive sample interactions, 
topographic information can be extracted [26].

Alternatively, the intermittent contact mode of operation combines the qualities 
of contact and noncontact modes by collecting sample data and oscillating the can-
tilever tip at or near its natural resonant frequency, while the cantilever tip briefly 
impacts on the sample surface during a short time [27].

Figure 7.12 shows a scheme of the AFM operation in the three modes as well 
as the surface topography that would be generated in each mode. The intermittent 
contact mode can reveal the surface topography of the sample to a greater extent 
than the contact mode. Operating the AFM in contact mode can damage the sample 
surface due to the side drag forces exerted by the probe tip but usually provides a 
higher resolution. A brief description and operational characteristics of each mode 
can be found below.

7.4.2.1  Contact Mode
In the contact mode, the tip is in close contact with the sample, typically the dis-
tance from the tip to the surface is smaller than 1 nm [28]. At these distances, the 
repulsion forces are very intense, as can be seen in the Lennard–Jones potential 
shown in Figure 7.11, because the electron clouds in the atoms of the tip and the 
sample repel each other; therefore, these repulsion forces predominate over any 
other attractive force that can be generated. In this mode, the topography of the 
sample can be obtained in two ways, keeping the height constant or the force 
constant.
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7.4.2.2  Constant Force Mode
According to Equation (7.8), the deflection of the cantilever depends only on the 
force between the atoms of the tip and those of the sample since the hardness con-
stant K is the same throughout the measurement; therefore, in the mode constant 
force, the deflection is kept constant by means of the feedback system. Once the 
deflection value is set, the AFM begins to sweep the sample in the x–y axis, and as 
the detector detects variation in the deflection, the tip displaces in the z-axis, in order 
to keep constant the deflection in the cantilever and therefore the force.

So, as mentioned above, since interatomic repulsive forces are short-range forces 
that are confined to an extremely small distances, when obtaining an image of the 
forces, the image of the sample topography is obtained.

The main problem with contact-mode AFM measurement is that shear forces, due 
to side sweep of the tip, generally tend to damage soft samples and distort the prop-
erties of the produced image. Therefore, this mode is not suitable for screening soft 
and polymeric biological surfaces, as it causes significant degradation of the sample.

7.4.2.3  Height Force Mode
In this mode, it is considered that the piezoelectric scanner is holding the tip while 
scanning the sample in the x–y axis, but without moving in the z-direction (height). 
So, if the height does not change, the distance between the tip and the surface change 
and then the force and the deflection caused in the cantilever, so we can use this 
information to estimate the surface topography.

So far, we have assumed that the sample surface is aligned to the scanner, that is, 
there is no inclination between the scanning plane and the sample surface (no scan-
ning slope); therefore, when probing in the x–y axes the changes in the deflection are 

Sample

Cantilever & tip

Sample

Cantilever & tip

Sample

Tapping mode

Contact mode Non-contact mode

Cantilever & tip

FIGURE 7.12 AFM operation modes.
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measured obtaining an image of the topography of the samples; in this case, feed-
back was not used and the measurement is very fast.

However, in practice, the procedure is different from the one previously 
described; as an example, the measurement of the magnetic interaction with a fer-
romagnetic tip is described; in order to obtain topography information without 
variations due to the scanning slope, two measurements must be made. The first in 
contact mode and the second one in noncontact mode, for which a relative distance 
is set, so that at each moment the sample and the tip are at the same distance; the 
measured topography is followed with a distance offset relative to the previous 
scan line, as shown in Figure 7.13 by the dashed line. In the second line, long-
range magnetic interactions are detected by a corresponding offset of the cantilever 
shown as a solid line. The difference between the two signals (the dashed and the 
solid lines) corresponds to the magnetic signal. This type of constant height mode 
is also called lift mode [29].

7.4.3  NoNcoNtact mode

When operating in this mode, the tip is not in contact with the surface; instead, in 
this configuration, the tip is held around 10 nm above the surface to be sensed, and 
the cantilever is not static but oscillates at or slightly above its resonance frequency 
(frequency modulation) [30]. Because the attractive forces in this mode are so small, 
a small oscillation is applied to the tip of the cantilever during the measurement. 
By detecting changes in the amplitude, phase, or frequency of the oscillation of the 
cantilever during the measurement, it is possible to detect these slight variations in 
strength.

It is possible to construct topographic images of samples by scanning them across 
their surfaces while maintaining a constant frequency change during scanning. 
When there is a distance of the order of 10 nm between the atoms of the surface of 
the sample and those on the tip, attractive van der Waals forces are dominant, and 
these interactions induce a variation in the natural frequency of the cantilever; the 
topographic image is constructed by scanning the sample while maintaining a con-
stant frequency change during scanning.

FIGURE 7.13 A schematic diagram of AFM’s lift mode.
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7.4.4  iNtermitteNt-coNtact mode (tappiNg)

Using a PZT element, the cantilever is forced to oscillate at or near its natural res-
onance frequency. This is performed by applying a force to the cantilever base, 
causing the cantilever tip to vibrate at amplitudes that are typically in the range 
of 20–100 nm when the cantilever is not yet in contact with the surface. This is 
accomplished by bringing the vibrating tip as close to the surface as possible until 
it begins to lightly tap it. High-frequency oscillations (usually between 100 kHz and 
300 kHz) are used to take the measurement when the tip hits the surface and rises 
off alternately. To compensate for the energy losses produced by intermittent touch-
ing between the tip and sample surface, the amplitude of the vibration is changed 
in response to the surface topography. When operating in the intermittent AFM 
mode, there are various advantages that make this a widely used operating mode. 
The vertical and lateral resolutions are excellent, and there is less contact with the 
sample when compared to the C-AFM mode. Furthermore, measurements in a liq-
uid environment are possible.

It is possible to image soft samples at high resolution with this measurement 
method, which is more difficult to do with the contact AFM mode. In this way, 
problems such as friction and adhesion, which were typically encountered with con-
ventional AFM imaging systems, are eliminated. The intermittent contact mode, 
also known as tapping AFM mode as shown in Figure 7.12c, it was developed by a 
company acquired by Bruker Analytics and was a significant advancement in AFM 
technology.

7.4.5  applicatioNS

The AFM is a very versatile tool, and it has become indispensable in research within 
many disciplines, such as materials science, biology, tribology, surface chemistry, 
energy storage, molecular biology, among others. Topography is the most common 
application of AFM; however, the identification of morphological characteristics, 
grain sizes, and roughness is among the most performed analyses. Some specific 
applications of the AFM are briefly mentioned below.

7.4.5.1  Imaging
The study of the topography of a sample is important because many times it is 
required to know if, for example, a film was deposited uniformly on a substrate or the 
influence of the topography on different properties such as adhesion, friction, corro-
sion, and so on. To illustrate the example, 2D and 3D images of a CdTe film deposited 
on copper are shown in Figure 7.14. Information such as grain size and roughness can 
be extracted from image analysis.

In the next example, a soft, loosely adhered material is shown. Blood cells onto a 
glass slide were imaged with the intermittent contact mode (Figure 7.15).

The intermittent contact mode was chosen to avoid scratching the cells from the 
glass slide. The red cells are clearly observed after carefully tuning the PID control 
gains and the amplitude of the oscillating tip.
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7.4.5.2  Determining the Film Thickness Using AFM
It is possible to measure the thickness of a thin film deposited by some “line of sight” 
deposition technique, such as sputtering or ion beam, where the atoms are coming 
from the same direction and the diffusion rate is minimal at the surface. In this type 
of depositing techniques, it is possible to create a kind of mechanical step on the edge 
of the film using tape or a piece of material that prevents the growth of the film in 
the substrate (Figure 7.16). Once this step is created, the AFM can differentiate the 

FIGURE 7.14 50 × 50 µm2 topography of a CdTe film, 2D view (a) and 3D view (b).

FIGURE 7.15 50  ×  50 µm2 AFM image of blood red cells, obtained in the intermittent 
 contact mode (Image credits J. A. Baron-Miranda).
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height between the film and the non-deposited area and thus obtain an estimate of 
the thickness of the film.

7.4.5.3  Correlation of the Sample Topography with Different Properties
As discussed, the SPM techniques involve scanning a surface with a probe that can 
detect physical or chemical properties with high spatial resolution. Particularly, based 
on an AFM instrument, several approaches referred to as AXM techniques, where 
the X symbolizes some form of interaction between the tip and the surface of the 
object being studied, can be done. A description of these modes can be found below.

Conductive AFM. Conductive AFM can perform simultaneous topography and 
current mapping by applying a DC or AC voltage between the tip and the sample. In 
conductive samples, the current is recorded in a 2D map. Also, applying a voltage ramp, 
an I–V curve is obtained, where the information on the contact such as sheet resistance, 
as well as barrier height and other diode parameters, can be extracted. For an insulat-
ing layer onto a conductive sample such as SiO2/Si, the tunneling current through the 
SiO2 layer can also detect thickness variations in the sub-Å regime and image surface 
potentials and contact potential differences between the tip and the sample.

Magnetic AFM. Magnetic AFM (M-AFM) is a technique in which magnetic 
forces are quantified by measuring the interaction of magnetic domains on the 
surface sample with a magnetized tip. The measurement is done by lifting the tip 
over the surface, so no correlation between topography and magnetic dominion is 
observed, the orientation and dominion size can be observed, and an estimation of 
the magnetic strength is possible too.

AFM Lithography. AFM technology evolved from STM as a tool for manipulat-
ing or modifying surfaces; the precise control of the probe’s motion across the surface 
makes even a typical AFM a versatile tool for manipulating nanometric size surfaces. 
Making programmed patterns by displacing atoms as well as by indentation onto the 
surfaces is possible. Also, the mechanical properties at the nanoscale can be studied.

Electrochemical AFM. Electrochemical AFM (E-AFM) is a simple technique for 
studying the behavior of a surface as a function of applied voltage. Electrochemical 

FIGURE 7.16 Scheme of the thickness determination on a sample using the AFM.
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reactions cause changes in the surface topography as a function of applied voltage 
in an electrochemical cell formed by the tip, the surface and a water drop. More 
controlled experiments can be done by using an actual EC cell in a three-electrode 
configuration. Biological, sensing and corrosion studies can be performed this way.

7.5  RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

Raman scattering is a spectroscopic technique used to obtain structural infor-
mation and molecular composition of solid, liquid, or gas samples. In 1928, Sir 
Chandrasekhar Venkata Raman, observed, for the first time, the inelastic scattering 
of light, phenomenon named after him, Raman scattering. When light (photon beam) 
interacts with a sample, various phenomena can occur. Light can be dispersed by 
atoms or molecules, most of scattered photons have the same energy and therefore 
the same wavelength as the incident photons (Rayleigh scattering). However, a tiny 
fraction of light (only one of 107 photons) is scattered at different frequencies from 
the incident light; this is the Raman scattering. Raman scattering can occur in two 
different ways, in the first one the radiation has less energy than the incident beam 
(Stokes) and in the second it has more energy (anti-Stokes) [31]. When the excitation 
beam, with a defined wavelength, said for example 532 nm, strikes the material being 
analyzed, the vibrational modes of the material scatter the incident light by gaining 
or losing a quantum of vibration, i.e., a phonon; the scattered light is registered as a 
peak (Figure 7.17). The wavelength is registered respective to the excitation source 
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that can be higher (Stokes scattering) or lower (anti-Stokes scattering), as mentioned 
before, and therefore it is said that the Raman shift is toward positive or negative fre-
quencies. The inelastically scattered Rayleigh line appears at a Raman shift of zero, 
i.e., at the same wavelength of the incident beam [32].

7.5.1  iNStrumeNtatioN

There are four basic components in a Raman spectrometer, shown in Figure 7.18, 
which are:

 1. Excitation source (photon beam), generally a laser. Lasers are highly mono-
chromatic and provide many photons to outcome the intrinsic low yield of 
the Raman effect.

 2. Filters. Notch filters are used to block the laser line (Rayleigh scattering) to 
allow the system to record the weak Raman photons.

FIGURE 7.18 (a) Scheme of the typical setup of the Raman instrument; (b) Raman box, 
optical fiber for acquisition in solids and liquids, and laptop for processing; (c) Raman micro-
scope with the optical fiber inserted in the microscope head; images from the Raman i-Plus 
(BWTek) with 532 nm laser, at GESMAT Lab.
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 3. Spectrometer. The spectrometers are composed of an entrance slit, a dif-
fraction grating, and a detector, commonly a charge coupled device (CCD). 
Raman-dedicated spectrometers are normally configured in the ultraviolet-
visible-near-infra light range, depending on the excitation wavelength, to be 
extremely sensitive to the low level of Raman photons. CCDs are usually 
thermoelectrically cooled to increase sensitivity and reduce noise levels.

 4. A computer for data storage and deployment.
Other Raman systems have variants such as the beam is focused 

through a microscope lens, typically 20–100×, then the technique is 
called micro-Raman and allows spatial resolution onto the sample, that 
is interestingly when the sample is not homogenous, such as a paint or 
another art object. Other case includes the use of a confocal microscope 
that allows for obtaining in-depth information of the sample. An x–y 
stage is used to move the sample and it is possible to map the intensity 
of a given Raman line to produce a 2D image of the surface, thus called 
Raman mapping. Other setups are the focusing and acquisition of the 
Raman signal onto a sharp tip such as in a scanning probe microscope, 
to have a simultaneous Raman and topographic characterization. Many 
instruments have an optical fiber to guide the laser and the Raman sig-
nal in a backscattered geometry to a CCD detector; others have a laser 
focused onto the sample, either solid or liquid and collect the Raman 
signal through mechanical monochromators, that increase the sensibility 
and the range where the signal can be obtained down to some few cm−1 
close to the Rayleigh line.

7.5.2  ramaN Spectra

Raman spectra are usually plotted using the detector counts of the intensity of the 
Raman signal in arbitrary units (arb. units) versus the Raman shift (cm−1) and less 
commonly vs. the wavelength (nm) of the Raman photons. The unit of Raman shift 
is the reciprocal of the wavelength, which is proportional to the energy of the electro-
magnetic wave based on the following equation for photon energy:

 E hv
hc

λ
= =  (7.11)

where h is the Planck constant, v the frequency of the wave, c the light speed and, λ  
is the wavelength. The Raman shift is the result of subtracting the wavenumber of the 
scattered light from the wavenumber of the incident beam, as shown in Figure 7.17. 
Therefore, the Raman shift is the difference between energy of incident beam and 
the inelastic scattered light, which is proportional to a molecular vibrational energy. 
The Raman scattering intensity is proportional to the square of the molecular polar-
izability a resulting from a normal mode q:
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In a Raman spectrum, the bands correspond to a vibration of chemical bonds or 
functional groups into the molecule. The position of each band is characteristic of the 
bond or functional group, so the Raman spectrum can be considered as its fingerprint 
[33,34]. RS is a complementary technique of IR spectroscopy, which has been exten-
sively documented in the literature. In IR spectroscopy, strong bands correspond to 
polar and heteronuclear functional groups. On the other hand, nonpolar functional 
groups produce strong bands at Raman spectra. Some functional groups have a char-
acteristic vibration frequency, which does not change regardless of which molecule 
the group is in [35]. Figure 7.19 shows that the vibrational spectrum is divided into 
typical regions and some examples from each one.

RS has some advantages over IR, as an example:

 1. RS can be used in aqueous medium or into glass matrixes, while IR does 
not because of the strong signal from OH in water and many glassy systems.

 2. In IR spectroscopy, samples must be dispersed in a transparent matrix or 
measured in a total attenuated reflectance accessory. This is not necessary 
in RS, where powders, films, solids, and liquids can be measured without 
special treatment.

In Figure 7.20, the features of a typical Raman spectra are shown, related with the 
physical properties of the sample. Therefore, the effect of the temperature or stress, the 
structural defects, degree of crystallinity, the phase or molecular entity as well as the 
surface roughness, can be assessed by recording the peak position, width, peak shoul-
ders, and intensity, in addition to the fingerprint of a given material.

Figure 7.21 shows the complementary nature of infrared and Raman. In Figure 7.21 
left, the spectra of a graphene oxide (GO) samples are presented. GO is composed 
of a quasi-2D graphene layer with carboxyl, hydroxyl, carbonyl, and epoxy groups 
located in the borders and onto the graphene planes. These groups have very defined 
IR bands, from which the relative composition can be inferred. On the other hand, 
the C=C group has a very low infrared absorbance, but in the graphite structure, it 

FIGURE 7.19 Spectral ranges at the mid-infrared where some functional groups can be 
observed either by Raman or by infrared spectroscopy.
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presents a very well-defined Raman mode, the G band. Finally, the Raman feature 
named as D-band does not have a correspondence in the IR spectrum, but its origin 
arises from structural defects that activate this mode in the Raman spectrum, such as 
sp3 hybridization and reduction in the crystallite size. Figure 7.21 right, presents the 
corresponding IR and Raman spectra of a sample of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) 
decorated with ZnO nanoparticles. The IR spectrum is practically featureless and 
informs of a deep reduction degree; only an inflection at the point of the C=C bond-
ing and a semi-defined peak at about 700 cm−1, related to vibrations along the Zn–OH 
bond, are observed. The mid-infrared range (400–4000 cm−1 or 2.5–25 μm) is not 
well suited for inorganic materials; however, Raman presents information related 
to different vibrational modes of the nanoparticles, i.e., the fundamental Eg mode 
as well as the rare TA+TO and LA+TO modes usually present in nanoparticulate 
systems. Another Raman band is observed at ca. 2650 cm−1, the 2D band, that con-
tains information of crystalline order and number of graphene layers, an information 
unavailable in the infrared spectrum.

In the case of solid samples, the Raman spectrum contains information of the 
structure with a resolution higher than X-ray diffraction (XRD), where only the long-
range order is visible. In Raman spectra, the short-range ordering, i.e., the ordering 
at molecular level is achievable, making it very useful to characterize the structure 

FIGURE 7.20 Features of a typical Raman spectrum and their relationship with structural 
and chemical parameters. (Reproduced from: Frédéric Foucher, Guillaume Guimbretière, 
Nicolas Bost and Frances Westall (February 15, 2017). Petrographical and Mineralogical 
Applications of Raman Mapping, Raman Spectroscopy and Applications, Khan Maaz, 
IntechOpen) [36].
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of noncrystalline solids and nanostructured materials, where the bond type as well 
as polymorph identification is possible. For example, in Figure 7.22, the comparison 
between the X-ray diffractograms and the Raman spectra of a magnetite powder and 
a GO sample decorated with magnetite is presented. The X-ray diffractograms pres-
ent strong fluorescence due to the use of a Cu anode onto a Fe-containing sample; the 
peaks corresponding to the magnetite sample are well defined and indexed; however, 
the decorated sample presents unidentified peaks with a poor signal-to-noise ratio, 
made worst by the fluorescence. On the other hand, the Raman spectra show the 
presence of the characteristic vibrations of magnetite, but other set of peaks at ca. 
290 and 390 cm−1 related to the ordered vacancy phase maghemite, which is hard to 
differentiate by XRD as it is isomorph with magnetite.

7.5.3  other applicatioNS

Figure 7.23 left presents the Raman spectra of ammonium nitrate solutions with dif-
ferent concentrations. A main peak at ca. 1050 cm−1 is characteristic of the nitrate ion 
and its intensity is proportional to the concentration. The nitrate peak at 1050 cm−1 is 
proposed as a kinetic marker to follow the evolution of the deposition of CdS films 
by Chemical Bath Deposition (CBD). The CBD process for CdS films includes the 
formation of an amino–cadmium complex, which slowly decomposes to release the 
Cd2+ ion, while the S2− ion is released by the hydrolysis of thiourea in basic media. 
Previous to the addition of thiourea to the bath containing the amino–cadmium ion, 
the substrate is inserted in the bath to allow the formation of CdCO3 nuclei. After thio-
urea addition and S2− and the complex decomposition, the film is grown. Figure 7.23 
right shows the evolution of the film thickness compared with the concentration of 
the nitrate ion, obtained after in-operando acquisition of Raman spectra of aliquots 
of the bath. The thickness follows a classic logistic curve, with an induction period, 
an exponentially decaying growth, and a steady-state limit. The nitrate ion concentra-
tion, on its side, reduces abruptly after a perceptible film thickness can be observed. 
This has been interpreted in terms of an arrangement of the amino–cadmium complex 

FIGURE 7.22 Comparison of X-ray diffraction (left) and Raman spectra (right) of Fe3O4 
nanoparticles and GO decorated with Fe3O4 nanoparticles. (Credits J. Guerrero-Contreras,  
F. Caballero-Briones).
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with the nitrate ions before a critical complex decomposition. The nitrate ion increases 
up to the initial concentration, and after the steady-state is achieved, its concentration 
varies abruptly, suggesting CdS particle precipitation [37].

Figure 7.24 presents an experiment for studying by micro-RS the in-situ growth 
of copper oxides in 0.1 M NaOH by copper anodization. In the experiment, a copper 
disk was placed into a Teflon® cell, connected as working electrode to a potentiostat. 
Also, a mini-Ag/AgCl electrode was used as reference and a Pt wire around the Cu 
disk as counter electrode. The setup was placed below the microscope to focus the 
532 nm laser onto the Cu surface covered with a shallow electrolyte layer.

The electrochemical potential, the microscope objective, the laser power onto the 
surface and the substrate roughness were varied to observe the formation of Cu2O 

FIGURE 7.23 Left: Raman spectra of ammonium nitrate solutions indicating the linear 
response of the 1050 cm−1 peak with the concentration; Right: evolution of the NO3

− concen-
tration and CdS film thickness with the deposition time during a CBD process [7].

FIGURE 7.24 Left: Eectrochemical setup for the acquisition of Raman spectra dur-
ing the in-situ oxidation of copper; Right: still from the Raman acquisition with a 532 nm 
laser, where the Teflon cell with the electrodes and the Cu disk can be observed. (Credits.  
F Caballero-Briones).
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and CuO as described in Figure 7.24. The first point was to observe the effect of the 
objective on the signal in the spectra in Figure 7.24a. Using the 100× objective, the 
peaks became defined; this is because the laser is focused onto a smaller area, ca 1 μm 
diameter, thus increasing the power density in the surface (fluence) and then increasing 
the yield of Raman photons. However, despite, in this case, the signal became better; 
in other cases, the increase in the fluence can damage or chemically alter the material 
under study; thus, a careful evaluation must be done for each case. In Figure 7.25b,  
the effect of the surface roughness on the signal intensity was studied, by chemi-
cally oxidizing and reducing the Cu electrode before electrochemical oxidation, thus 
increasing its roughness and causing the so-called surface-enhanced effect (SERS) on 
the Raman spectra, which briefly consists in an increase of the electric field caused by 
metal plasmons (the Cu nano peaks at the rough surface in this example). It is notice-
able that the SERS effect leads to an increased signal-to-noise ratio. In Figure 7.25c, 
neutral density filters (NDFs) were used to attenuate the laser power onto the surface, 
to avoid as possible the modification by the laser onto the SERS-modified electrode. 
The power onto the surface was estimated from the attenuation power of each filter 
vs. the nominal laser intensity. The best results were obtained with the maximum 
power of 14.5 mW onto the surface. Finally, under the best acquisition conditions, 
Raman spectra of the Cu substrate, a Cu2O film obtained after exposing the substrate 
at −265 mV vs. SSC during 60 minutes, and a CuO film obtained at ca. +0.5 mV vs. 
SSC after another 60 minutes are shown in Figure 7.25d.

FIGURE 7.25 Different experimental conditions to acquire in situ Raman spectra of 
the potentiostatic oxidation of a Cu electrode. Figures described in the text. (Credits.  
F. Caballero-Briones).
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7.6  X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

The XPS, also known as Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA), is a 
technique used in materials science for surface characterization, due to its versatility to 
assess surface chemistry, bonding structure, and composition of surfaces and interface in 
materials and is the most used electron spectroscopy technique for defining the elemental 
composition and/or speciation of the outer 1–10 nm below the surface in solid substrates.

A simple way to describe photoelectron production is seen as the process in which 
an electron is bounded to an atom, and this is ejected by the absorption of a pho-
ton. Photons are massless and chargeless energy packages; the photon energy can be 
transferred to the electron during the photon–electron interaction, if this energy is 
sufficient, the emission of the electron from atom as well as the solid can be achieved. 
The emitted electron has a discrete kinetic energy (KE) that can be measured, which 
is related to the binding energy (BE), which is specific of each element and its chemi-
cal environment. When a photoelectron is emitted from an atom, a vacancy is left in 
its inner orbital and becomes unstable. Auger transition is the process by which the 
unstable excited atom relaxes. In the Auger process, an outer orbital electron decays 
to the vacancy, and the excess energy is released through the emission of another 
outer orbital electron (KLL Auger electron). XPS measures both photoelectrons and 
Auger electrons. XPS and Auger processes are schematized in Figure 7.26.

7.6.1  iNStrumeNtatioN

A schematic of the photoelectron emission process (XPS instrument) is shown in 
Figure 7.27 along with the most common means of acquiring the data:

• Spectral energy distributions of electron emissions within a predefined 
energy range

• Spatial distributions of specific electron emissions across the surface (for 
elemental or speciation distributions mapping)

• In-depth distributions of specific electron emissions to predefined depth 
(this can be from less than 10 nm to several micrometers)

FIGURE 7.26 Photoelectron (eP) and Auger electron (eA) emission processes induced by 
X-rays. (Image credits R. V. Tolentino-Hernandez, M. S. Ovando-Rocha).
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During analysis performance, the sample is irradiated with X-ray photons of 
known energy, which gives rise to the photoelectric effect. The electrons generated 
close to the surface are ejected from the sample into vacuum and projected into the 
analyzer slit of the spectrometer, which can measure the electron current as a func-
tion of their energy.

XPS analysis is usually performed by first collecting a survey energy spectrum 
over all accessible energies BE < 1400 eV and then collecting a high-resolution 
spectrum of photoelectron signals. The survey spectrum allows quantifying all the 
present elements, while the high-resolution spectra are for identifying the chemical 
environment for each atom.

The most common X-ray sources employed in XPS analysis are the characteristic 
Kα lines from Al and Mg anodes; these primary lines have energies of 1253.6 eV and 
1486.6 eV, respectively, and are high enough to penetrate in the core level electrons 
from most of the elements, except H and He [38,39].

Although KE is the quantity measured in the XPS instrument, it is the derived BE 
that is used to construct the energy spectrum, since the KE is dependent on the X-ray 
energy, whereas the BE is not. The values for KE, BE, and the incident photon energy 
(hv) are related through the expression proposed by Einstein for the photoelectric 
effect [40,41].

 KE hv BE φ= − −   (7.13)

where ϕ is the work function of the instrument, not of the sample. This is included 
due to the energy required to bring the electron from its zero-BE (or Fermi) level to 
that of the instrument, in the assumption that a conductive sample in physical contact 
with the instrument is analyzed.

FIGURE 7.27 Basic components of XPS instrument with energy spectrum obtained. (Image 
credits R. V. Tolentino-Hernandez, M. S. Ovando-Rocha).
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7.6.2  xpS Spectra

A typical example of XPS survey scan is shown in Figure 7.28; the spectra belong to 
a sample of TiN film in which Ti 2p, N 1s, C 1s, O 2p and Ar 2p peaks are observed. 
Notwithstanding that the sample only must contain Ti and N, peaks corresponding to 
C and Ar are also present in the spectra, the presence of C 1s peak is due to organic 
contamination of the sample when exposed to air after the growth, the so-called 
adventitious carbon, which is used as a reference to correct the peaks shift due to 
charging effect, the position of the adventitious carbon peak is 284.9 eV, and the 
explanation for the Ar 2p peak is due to ion implantation during the film etching, 
which is made with a Ar+ gun during the XPS acquisition.

High-resolution XPS spectra allow the elucidation of the different chemical spe-
cies present in the sample for a specific element, as well as their quantification. This 
is a key point in the development of new materials with specific properties that are 
related to the surface chemistry of the materials. In the following example, an XPS 
high-resolution spectrum in the region of the Au 4f doublets from Au nanoparticles is 
presented in Figure 7.29; in the same energy region, a spectral fitting was performed: 
the main peaks belong to the metallic Au (0) (red), while a little double peak (blue) 
shows that sample contains a little amount of Au (I).

7.6.3  good practiceS iN data proceSSiNg

During the development of the XPS technique and with the increasing number of 
equipment available to perform surface characterizations on materials, the commu-
nity of researchers that use this technique has grown exponentially; however, the 
treatment of the data obtained by XPS is not a simple task to do for nonspecialized 

FIGURE 7.28 Survey scan of XPS spectrum of the as-grown TiN film. (Reused from:  
M. Maarouf, M. B. Haider, Q. A. Drmosh, M. B. Mekki, X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
Depth Profiling of As-Grown and Annealed Titanium Nitride Thin Films. Crystals 2021, 11, 
239) [42].
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people with this technique. Despite the breakthrough in computing power to fit data 
on overlapping high-resolution XPS spectra, there are only a few studies that rely 
on developing chemically and physically meaningful approaches to curve fitting, 
and this entails a serious problem regarding the information published in scientific 
articles, in which erroneous results are presented regarding surface chemistry [43].

A basic approach to XPS spectra peak fitting is defined in terms of component 
peaks and background. These component peaks are integrated by their line shapes 
(which are mathematical functions), and the fitting parameters that allow a compo-
nent peak to vary in diverse ways, which include position, full width at half maximum 
(FWHM), area, Lorentzian character, degree of asymmetry, and Gaussian character. 
All present components are summed and with the addition of background from the 
original data. Before starting with the data adjustment, it is necessary to carry out 
the removal of the background in the spectrum, with the specialized software pack-
ages for the treatment of XPS spectra; there are background remotion models such as 
linear, Shirley or Tougaard; the background model and the selection of the end points 
are of great importance to obtain the area under the curve, and therefore the relation-
ships of the individual peaks that are used in the spectrum curve fit.

Another point to consider is the function chosen to perform the adjustment of the 
peaks; Lorentzian or Gaussian functions are generally used indiscriminately, since 
the contributions that are the origin of the spectrum obtained are not considered, for 
example, it is known that when X-rays are incident on a surface, these promote the 
movement of an electron, from an initial occupied energy level to a final one; the 

FIGURE 7.29 Au 4f doublet XPS spectral region of deposited Au nanoparticles. (Reused 
from: S. Caporali, F. Muniz-Miranda, A. Pedone, M. Muniz-Miranda, SERS, XPS and DFT 
Study of Xanthine Adsorbed on Citrate-Stabilized Gold Nanoparticles. Sensors 2019, 19, 
2700) [42].
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virtual energy of the promoted electron is greater than the energy of the Fermi level 
of the studied surface. This allows the electrons to escape from the solid at a specific 
energy, and then this energy is measured by the spectrometer analyzer. When deal-
ing with subatomic particles, the uncertainty principle gives the initial energy level 
a Lorentz energy distribution. However, the basic shapes of the peaks recorded in an 
XPS spectrometer due to the emission phenomenon itself are modified due to instru-
mental factors, which gives a Gaussian contribution. Therefore, using a Gaussian or 
Lorentzian function omits some of the contributions of the spectrum obtained, to 
make an adequate fitting of the XPS peaks, a function that is a convolution between 
a Gaussian and a Lorentzian function must be used, the so-called Voigt function 
[44], which gives a better data fit, because it considers the different distributions of 
the process.

The use of XPS in many areas of materials science and technology has become 
increasingly important due to its versatility for the characterization on the sur-
face chemistry, speciation, and bonding structure. But also the complexity of new 
advanced materials has increased, the extraction of important physicochemical 
information increasingly requires a proper fitting of XPS data. The good practices 
and information presented in this section are provided as a guide to improving the 
quality of the XPS curve fitting reported and results in the reported literature [45].

7.7  X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

XAS is a local atomic structure and unoccupied electron probe technique that pro-
vides unique information to unveil structural and electronic information at the local 
atomic scale. We briefly review the basis of XAS, experimental requirements, and 
analytical procedures for in-situ and ex-situ experimentation.

7.7.1  exteNded aNd local atomic Structure of complex materialS

The periodic atomic structure of the vast majority of materials was discovered by von 
Laue and further developed by Bragg [46,47]. This evolved into the development of 
modern crystallography defining every atom position in a space group and atom posi-
tions within it. Nowadays, structural information of crystalline materials is routinely 
obtained from standard laboratory XRD in both, research laboratories and industry. 
Small deviations from perfect periodicity are commonly described in terms of point, 
line, or boundary defects. However, it can be overlooked, specifically in complex 
materials, that the basic assumption of perfect periodicity could be only partially ful-
filled. Heterogeneous materials [48], dynamic lattice instabilities [49], local atomic 
distortions [50], and amorphous components could be difficult, if possible, at all, to 
detect in a standard XRD experiment. The basis for this limitation is the reduced 
amount of momentum transfer of the scattering in a typical Cu anode laboratory-

based XRD experiment, with values below Q = 8 A−1 where Q
θ

λ
( )= 4πsin

, with θ 

being the scattering angle and λ the wavelength. We note that the large coherence 
length in XRD provides high precision in the lattice parameter determination [51]. 
Deviations from perfect periodicity could be observed in a synchrotron-based (or 
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neutron source) diffraction experiment performed with Q values of 30 A−1 (or above) 
with high-energy X-rays (or neutrons) [51]. By applying the PDF technique, which 
involves the Fourier transformation of the spectra, a radial distribution function in 
real space is revealed [52]. In this way, all atomic pairs of the material are described, 
including local atomic distortions within them.

7.7.2  x-ray aBSorptioN SpectroScopy

XAS provides information on the local atomic structure around a specific atomic 
species that does not rely on periodicity, so it can be applied to solids, liquids, or 
gases. Historically, the discovery of X-ray absorption bands by Maurice de Broglie 
could be taken as the beginning of XAS [53]. At the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury, the fine structure oscillations of the X-ray absorption of atoms in solids, even 
hundreds of eV after the X-ray absorption edge, were observed, but not completely 
understood [54]. Although some advances were performed with laboratory-based 
X-ray sources, it was until the development of synchrotron facilities, particularly in 
the 1970s, and the concomitant development of the theoretical understanding of the 
complex phenomena of X-ray absorption in solids that took place in the last decades 
of the 20th century, where it became quantitative and evolved into a powerful local 
atomic structural technique [55,56].

The complexity of X-ray absorption in solids is based on the involved phenomena. 
The Beer-Lambert law describes the absorption in a material, where the incident 
intensity I0 exponentially decays with thickness and energy by I I e E t= µ( )−

0 , where 
t is the sample thickness and μ(E) the absorption coefficient. The absorption coef-
ficient decreases with energy; however, at ionization energies, when a core electron 
absorbs an X-ray leaving a core hole, it creates a step-like increase in the absorption. 
The atom then relaxes and fills that hole, emitting an X-ray (X-ray fluorescence) or an 
Auger electron. Either the X-ray fluorescence or the Auger electron yield can be used 
to indirectly measure the X-ray absorption. Figure 7.30, black line, shows a simula-
tion of the X-ray absorption of an isolated atom of Fe using the ab-initio code FEFF9 
[56]. The spectrum is separated into three regions: the pre-edge region where back-
ground absorption monotonically decreases until the energy reaches the BE of a core 
electron (Fe 1s or “K shell” electron). Second, the large increase in the absorption is 
called the absorption edge, and third the postedge region with a monotonic decrease 
in the absorption. The probability for an X-ray to be absorbed by a core electron 
depends on the initial and the final state, mediated by a (mainly) dipole transition, 
i.e., Fermi’s golden rule: rE i fεµ( ) ∝ | · |

2
. The initial state is an atom with a core 

electron and an X-ray, while the final state, for the case of an isolated atom, is a free 
electron and a core hole in the absorbing atom. In the case of a solid, at the absorption 
edge and energies slightly above it, the photoelectron reaches unoccupied electron 
states, modulated by the unoccupied electron density of states (Figure 7.31a). This is 
called the X-ray absorption near-edge region or “XANES” region (Figure 7.30, red 
solid line). At higher energies, in the EXAFS region (Figure 7.30, blue solid line), the 
final state of the photoelectron can be described, in a Green’s function formalism, 
as a wave that propagates and scatters from neighbors in single and multiple scat-
tering paths, inducing constructive and destructive interference (see Figure 7.31b). 
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FIGURE 7.30 Simulation of the X-ray absorption of iron. Blackline: an isolated iron atom 
(with no neighbors). Redline: X-ray near-edge absorption spectra and blue line: extended 
X-ray absorption spectra of α-Fe.

FIGURE 7.31 (a) Near-edge X-ray absorption showing the K, L, and M, X-ray absorption 
edges, and the corresponding excited core electron of a specific atomic species to unoccu-
pied electron states above the Fermi level. (b) Photoelectron scattering in the extended X-ray 
absorption regime, with single scattering paths (1-2-1 and 1-3-1) and multiple scattering paths 
(1-2-3-1 and 1-3-2-1). Figure 7.31a is based on Figure 3 from [56]. (Reused from: Rehr, J. J., & 
Albers, R. C. (2000). Theoretical approaches to X-ray absorption fine structure. Reviews of 
Modern Physics, 72(3), 621–654).
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This interference modulates the absorption coefficient generating oscillations in the 
absorption spectra. It is important to note that in the EXAFS region, the oscillations 
in the spectra are generally dominated by single scattering paths.  

7.7.3  experimeNtal aNd aNalytical procedureS

7.7.3.1  Synchrotron Radiation and Beamline Instrumentation
Synchrotron radiation (SR) is generated when a charged particle (i.e., an electron 
or a positron) at relativistic speed changes its trajectory due to the Lorentz force 
produced by, for example, a magnet. This electromagnetic radiation, also known 
as magneto bremsstrahlung radiation, can be produced from a bending magnet in a 
circularly shaped storage ring or from an “insertion device” such as a wiggler or an 
undulator inserted before a beamline. Historically, SR facilities evolved from being 
an interesting “by-product” of high-energy physics laboratories operating in “para-
sitic mode” to modern dedicated user facilities with a large community of users 
worldwide. The key benefits of SR are the continuous and highly intense X-ray spec-
tra. Depending on the characteristics of the storage ring, we distinguish between 
soft and hard X-rays. Among techniques, photoelectron spectroscopy has benefited 
enormously from soft X-rays, while EXAFS and XRD benefited from hard X-rays. 
Modern third-generation facilities concentrate not only on the ray flux of photons 
but also on the brilliance, i.e., the flux per unit area of the source per unit solid 
angle of the radiation cone per unit spectral bandwidth, since some experiments get 
important benefits from it.

A typical beamline in a synchrotron facility is depicted in Figure 7.32. The rib-
bon-shaped X-ray is delimited by rectangular slits. The highest energy resolution 
from the monochromator is obtained with a narrow horizontal line-shaped beam. 
Thus, to obtain high photon fluxes, the brightness of the source becomes relevant. 
From the white spectra of the synchrotron, the liquid nitrogen cooled monochroma-
tor selects specific energy governed by Bragg’s diffraction law. Typical monochro-
mator crystals are Si (200) and Si (111). The selection of crystal depends on the 
energy and the “glitch map” of each crystal. It is important to note that not only the 

FIGURE 7.32 Experimental setup for X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Ion chambers I0, II, 
and Ic measure beam intensity as it passes through sample (I0/Ic) and reference foil (II/Ic). 
Fluorescence detector (FD) at a right angle from the beam with the sample at 45° for fluores-
cence measurements.
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fundamental reflection passes through the double-crystal monochromator but also 
harmonics. To get rid of harmonics, two techniques are commonly used: the first is 
to finely “detune” the second monochromator crystal to position it at an angle slightly 
shifted from the exact Bragg angle (which the first crystal is at). The “detuning” is 
fixed when the intensity of the X-ray beam falls to 50%. This gets rid of the harmon-
ics since they are narrower than the fundamental reflection. The second technique 
is using a mirror typically made of Pt or Rh. This works based on the total external 
reflection of X-rays, so carefully modifying the angle of the mirror changes the cutoff 
energy. Photons below the cutoff reflect from the mirror, while higher energy pho-
tons get absorbed.

Inside the user experimental station or “hutch,” a table with all instrumentation is 
aligned and tracks the beam coming from the double-crystal monochromator mak-
ing the beam pass through the center of the first ionization chamber (I0), made of 
parallel plates. Ionization chambers are filled with either nitrogen, for lower energy 
hard X-rays, or argon, for higher energy. The measured current, product of the gas 
ionization, and the high voltage between the plates is proportional to the photon flux 
and is thus taken as the incoming beam intensity monitor. The next object in the 
beam path is the sample. For X-ray absorption measurements in transmission mode, 
the optimal sample thickness is around one absorption length. In the case of a powder 
sample, it could be compacted in the form of a pellet with homogeneous thickness. 
Thick or thin-film samples of proper thickness could also be used. In fluorescence 
mode, a thin sample should be prepared to minimize self-absorption. Among the 
advantages of fluorescence measurements is that the sample does not need to be 
homogeneous so even powder impregnated in an adhesive tape could be measured. 
To minimize thermal broadening, measurements at low temperature are, in general, 
preferred using liquid nitrogen or a He cryostat. Fluorescence from the sample is gen-
erally measured using an energy discriminating detector (Si, Ge). Photons coming 
from the main fluorescence line of the atom of interest are isolated and counted in a 
multichannel analyzer to obtain the absorption spectra of that specific atom without 
interference from other incoming X-rays from the sample such as elastic scatter-
ing, Compton scattering, or fluorescence from other elements. Diffraction peaks also 
must be avoided. Modern detectors are multielement packed in their measuring head 
from a few to a 100 X-ray detector elements. Each element is “windowed” to the 
main fluorescence line of the element of interest and the average spectra divided by 
the intensity of the X-ray beam; I0, is taken as the fluorescence measurement, If =   
F/I0. Following the beam path, ion chamber I1 measures the transmitted X-rays. The 
logarithm of the ratio between I0 and II is taken as the absorption spectra in transmis-
sion mode. Finally, a metallic or known composition foil of the element of interest is 
mounted in front of I2 for calibration purposes during data analysis.

7.7.4  data reductioN aNd aNalySiS

Data reduction includes correction for deadtime in solid-state detectors (fluorescence 
detector) and the adjustment of the absorption spectra for fluctuations in the bean 
intensity by performing the ratio of the fluorescence signal and the incident intensity 
(IF/I0), or the log(I0/II) for transmission mode. Normalization of the X-ray absorption 
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spectra involves the least-squares fitting, a second-order polynomial over the pre-
edge, and a third-order polynomial over the postedge, making the difference at the 
edge energy (E0) unity. Edge energy is commonly selected at the energy where the 
maximum of the first derivative of the absorption edge is located.

With the normalized spectra, comparisons and simulations of XANES are evalu-
ated. For the extraction of the EXAFS, the difference between the data, Eµ( ), and a 
spline function (that resembles the atomic absorption spectra, Eµ ( )0 ), is calculated 
by optimizing the position of the knots of the spline function to reduce low-frequency 
contributions minimizing the amplitude of the Fourier Transform of the EXAFS 
signal (the radial distribution function) at distances below 1 Å, where no atomic con-
tribution is expected. This process is probably the more complex part of EXAFS data 
reduction and should be performed systematically for a given set of data. Finally, we 
obtain the experimental EXAFS signal Eχ ( ).
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The EXAFS oscillations are finally transformed from energy to photoelectron wave-

vector such that k m E E( )( )= −2 / 2
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In practice, theoretical developments, as described before, lead to the EXAFS 
equation:
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This describes the amplitude and phase of the EXAFS oscillations separated as 
“shells” of neighbors (with index “j”). To extract the neighbor environment around 
the absorbing species and measure deviations from the crystallographic positions, 
theoretical scattering amplitudes f kj ( ) and phases kjδ ( ) are calculated with the 
ab-initio code FEFF [57]. Theoretical parameters are then included in the EXAFS 
equation together with the estimated values of distance (R), pair-wise Debye–Waller 
factor (σ), number of Neighbors (N), and the many-body amplitude reduction factor  
(S0

2), to be fitted in the least-squares refinement procedure.

7.7.5  iN-Situ/operaNdo xaS experimeNtatioN

To increase the efficiency, safety, and finally cost of energy storage devices including 
energy density and cycling life, structural and electronic information at the molecu-
lar level is required. These studies could benefit by analyzing the evolution of the 
atomic structure of energy storage materials as they operate. Electrode dynamics 
include charge transfer, chemical bonding, diffusion, phase changes, etc. The com-
bination of characterization tools like electrochemical methods with in-situ XAS 
provides valuable information. In-operando characterization depends on timeframe: 
data collection times need to be at least an order of magnitude faster than charging/
discharging time. XANES spectra can comply with required times in a standard 
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beamline; however, a quick-XAS beamline/setup is required for fast phenomena 
[58–60]. Experimentally, cells for in-situ experiments are specifically designed and 
build for XAS [60–65]. Design parameters include X-ray energy range, measurement 
type (transmission/fluorescence), pressure, temperature, and electrodes. Body mate-
rial can be stainless steel or a thermoplastic like a polyether ether ketone (PEEK) 
(with a glass transition temperature of ~143°C and melting point at ~343°C) or PTFE 
(Teflon®) (glass transition temperature of ~114°C, and melting point at 327°C) or 
any other material like polycarbonate or acrylic with the mechanical and chemical 
resistance. Screws to seal the body of the cell should be tightened with care to sustain 
an even pressure. The same screws could be used as electrical contacts. Transmission 
mode measurements require an entrance and exit window of a low-Z material. 
Beryllium is a typical window material for X-rays, although safety concerns could 
prevent its use. For room and moderate temperatures (<400°C), polyimide (Kapton) 
of a few tenths of a millimeter is an option, avoiding safety concerns and the possible 
reaction of BE with cell electrolyte/materials. Kapton is highly resistant to humid-
ity, strong acids, most solvents, and a little less resistant to strong bases. It could 
also be glued to the stainless-steel body material with an epoxy adhesive to form a 
vacuum-tight window. However, O2 and N2 sensitive experiments should take into 
account diffusion rates. If a rigid X-ray window is required, graphite or a glassy 
carbon in combination with polyamide or thin quartz glass could be used. If electri-
cal conductivity or better isolation from outside gasses is required, a thin film of a 
suitable low-Z metal (aluminum) could be deposited (sputtered) into the polyimide. 
Electrical connection can be derived from the assembly screws or passing through 
the body material in ceramic or plastic tubes for insulation with epoxy adhesive or 
thermoplastic filling to leak-tight seal the feedthroughs. Liquid or gas inlet/outlets 
can also be integrated into the body of the cell. PTFE jackets and spacers can also be 
used to build a stack within the cell. Finally, silicone or perfluoro elastomer O-rings 
are used seal the cell or any subsection of the stack within it. Care should be taken in 
the assembly to avoid bubbles of gas to remain in the cell.

Electrical connections in a compact cell for in-situ/operando experimentation 
depend on the type of experiment. For a two-electrode anode–cathode connection, 
with X-rays passing through both the anode and cathode, simple feedthroughs are 
required with proper materials thicknesses to optimize the X-ray absorption experi-
ment. For three-electrode designs, the situation is more complex. In a typical cell, the 
working and counter electrode are in front of each other and relatively far apart, so 
the electric field is close to being constant at regions close to the working electrode 
(i.e., as in a parallel plate capacitor). However, for XAS measurements, the counter 
electrode should not block the X-rays, so a ring of platinum wire could be used in 
a configuration with the working electrode close to the entrance X-ray window, a 
micro reference electrode in the middle with sealing O-rings, and the counter elec-
trode close to X-ray exit window [58,66,67].

7.7.6  ex-Situ xaS experimeNtatioN

In ex-situ experiments, the electrochemical process is stopped at regular intervals, 
and samples are measured. This has the potential disadvantage of contamination or 
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unwanted oxidation/reduction, but the advantage of being very useful for acquiring 
EXAFS data to measure changes in the local atomic structure. Materials can also be 
specifically synthesized/grown for EXAFS experiments to obtain the best possible 
signal-to-noise ratios. In a recent study by members of our group [68], multilayer 
CdS1−xSex/Graphene oxide films with x = 0.5 and x = 0 and 10 deposition cycles were 
analyzed by XAS. Although several phenomenological band diagrams have been 
proposed to explain graphene effects, there is still scarce experimental evidence on 
the actual mechanisms of graphene interaction with semiconductors. Experimental 
data were measured at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light source. Figure 7.33 
shows the XANES spectra with two distinct features. First, a difference in the 
amplitude of the main peak, ascribed to an increase of unoccupied electron states, 
and second a shift of the second peak, ascribed to the difference in atomic radius 
between S and Se. Figure 7.34 shows the fit to the EXAFS by multiple shells of 
neighbors. From this information, it was concluded that a chemical bond between 
S and C is the link between CdS(Se) and GO. Band diagrams were proposed by 
combining optical and photocurrent data. We found that films present intercalated 
nanoparticles within the GO matrix and defined Raman transitions related to crys-
talline nanoparticles, as well as S–C bonding. From chemical data, it was found 
that CdS/GO film is S-deficient, while the CdSSe/GO film is Cd deficient, which 
caused positive charge accumulation in the CdS/GO interface and a negative one in 
the CdSSe case, respectively. The charging behavior leads to unexpected stability of 
the photocurrent upon the electric potential increase, due to recombination through 
surface states originated by the Cd excess. On the other hand, Se accumulation 
leads to an increase of the observed photocurrent, thus leading to the possibility of 
quantum switches controlled by the composition and probably by the particle size/

FIGURE 7.33 Normalized XANES spectra of CdS/GO (Red) and CdSSe/GO (black). Inlet: 
Fourier Transform Magnitude comparison of the EXAFS of both samples showing the S–C 
bond. (Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [68]. © 2019 American Chemical Society).
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semiconductor thickness. As mentioned before, an insightful approach to study such 
systems is the coupling of electrochemical, spectroscopic, and structural methods 
to obtain a realistic atomic structure of materials and be able to properly simulate 
and optimize them.  
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8 The Fundamental Idea of 
Electrochemical Devices

N. Gnanaseelan, S.K. Kamaraj, 
and F. Caballero-Briones

8.1  INTRODUCTION

The foundation of electrochemistry was laid down by Galvani and Volta during the 
18th century. After that, there has been an impressive growth in electrochemical 
research, resulting in plethora of electrochemical devices such as batteries, super-
capacitors, fuel cells, electrochemical sensors, etc. Electrochemical devices became 
indispensable in human life due to the arrival of numerous portable electronic devices 
and electric automobiles (even traditional automobiles require batteries to power lights 
and stereo). This growth has skyrocketed the market value of electrochemical devices. 
The global market size of battery was USD 108.4 billion in 2019 and expected to grow 
14.1% until 2027, whereas the supercapacitor had market of USD3.27 billion in 2019 
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and anticipated to grow 23.3% until 2027 [1,2]. Fuel cell owned a market value of USD 
4.1 billion and sought the growth of 23.2% until 2028 [3].

Electrochemistry refers to science of interfacial reaction between phase contain-
ing electrons and phases-containing ions. The phase containing the ions that conduct 
electrical charge is an electrolyte. The phase is usually the solid, which conducts elec-
trons called electrodes. An electrochemical cell consists of two electrodes immersed 
in the electrolyte that contains positive and negative ions (Figure 8.1). If the electrons 
travel through the external circuit, the electrons enter where the reduction happens 
and leave where the oxidation takes place. The electrons transfer occurs between 
an interface, an electrode (solid) and electrolyte (liquid or solid), responsible for the 
development of various fascinating electrochemical devices as some of them are bat-
teries, fuel cell, supercapacitor, and electrochemical sensors.

This book chapter starts with the historical evolution of electrochemical devices. 
Then, it outlines the basic working principle of different electrochemical devices, 
which are useful for energy storage, energy generation, and sensing. The chapter also 
discusses the recent advancement made in those devices.

8.2  HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF ELECTROCHEMICAL DEVICES

The history of electrochemistry predates to the end of the 17th century after an obser-
vation made by Luigi Galvani in 1791. He observed that frog legs hanging in the iron 
rail were twitched convulsively when they contact with copper wire, and it made him 
believe that animals are capable of producing electricity. After many experiments, 
Alessandro Volta found that frog’s movements caused by current was produced due 
to the contact established between a bimetallic conductor and frog’s body fluid. Later, 
Volta constructed the first battery called voltaic pile in around 1800, announced at the 
Royal Society in London. The battery constructed of staking dissimilar metal discs 
(zinc and silver) separated by the moistened cloth of sodium chloride. In the span of 

FIGURE 8.1 Schematic diagram of an electrochemical cell. (Reproduced from reference [4] 
with permission of Springer Nature.)
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less than six weeks, Nicholson and Carlisle demonstrated the concept of electrolysis 
by connecting a voltaic pile to two platinum wires immersed in salt water (conversion 
of electrical energy into chemical energy). Hydrogen and oxygen accumulated at the 
end of wires were proportional to the amount of current utilized.

The proposal of Michael Faraday’s two quantitative laws of electrolysis and Sir 
William Grove's invention of fuel cell happened in 1834. Grove showed the generation 
of electricity using hydrogen and oxygen kept in a separate cell, which were connected 
in series externally. He used platinum electrodes, which were immersed in sulfuric 
acid. The issue of overpotential was overcome with the usage of more single fuel cell 
to produce enough voltage to undergo electrolysis of water. In 1836, a British chem-
ist named John Frederic Daniell designed the first successful battery for telegraphs, 
which consisted of copper and zinc electrodes in the copper sulfate solution. Edmund 
Becquerel illuminated light on silver chloride in the acidic solution connected to plati-
num electrodes, which resulted in photovoltaic (PV) effect of power generation. This 
was the first solar cell demonstrated in 1839 when Becquerel was just 19.

In 1866, Georges Leclanché developed a battery presently known as dry cell, 
which consists of zinc rod as anode and manganese oxide-carbon mixture as cath-
ode immersed in an aqueous solution of ammonium chloride. Gaston Planté came 
up with the discovery of lead acid battery in 1859 and Waldmar Jungner invented 
the rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery in 1901. The evolution of electrochemical 
energy storage devices dramatically changed after the arrival of portable devices 
in 1960 that require high energy density, high power density and long-lasting reli-
able energy sources. Lithium batteries arrived in the 1970s which powered electronic 
watches, toys and cameras. Lithium-ion batteries have undergone tremendous modi-
fications as their application widened from tiny portable electronic devices to electric 
vehicles [5–9].

8.3  ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE DEVICES

Figure 8.2 shows the Ragone plot for different electrochemical devices, which plotted 
the power density with respect to energy density. Supercapacitor can deliver higher 
power density than batteries and fuel cell. Life cycle of supercapacitor is higher than 
batteries and fuel cells, which don’t involve any faradaic reaction for energy storage. 
Batteries have higher energy density than a supercapacitor, which means batteries 
can deliver electric power for long time than a supercapacitor. Fuel cell is energy 
conversion device that has the highest energy density than the rest of the devices. 
Each device was explained in the preceding sections.

8.3.1  SupercapacitorS

Supercapacitors or electrochemical capacitor accumulate electrical charges at elec-
tric double layer forms at the interface between an electrolyte and a conductor [11]. 
Otherwise, electrochemical pseudocapacitance where charge storage happens at the 
faradic redox reaction or intercalation occurs at the electrode [12]. Supercapacitors 
offer high power density, fast charging, wide operating temperature, and long cycle 
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stability (>100,000) due to electrostatic storage of charges, which do not allow any 
reversible chemical reactions. Despite these merits, wide usage of supercapacitors 
is hindered due to its lower energy density. The energy density of commercially 
available supercapacitor (~5 Wh/kg) is much lower than batteries (~200 Wh/kg) and 
fuel cell (~350 Wh/kg) [13]. Another disadvantage with a supercapacitor is that the 
operating voltage of a supercapacitor should be maintained low to prevent chemi-
cal decomposition of electrolytes. A supercapacitor consists of two electrodes and a 
separator placed between them. The same  electrodes are configured for symmetric 
cells, whereas different electrodes involved with asymmetric cells. The separator 
should possess high ion permeability, high electrical resistivity, and low thickness to 
attain high performance. In general, polymer or paper separator is used as a separa-
tor for an organic electrolyte and ceramic or glass fiber is utilized for an aqueous 
electrolyte [14].

There are three types of supercapacitors based on the storage mechanism or cell 
configuration:

 1. Electric double layer capacitor (EDLC)
 2. Pseudocapacitors
 3. Hybrid capacitor

8.3.1.1  Electric Double Layer Capacitors
An EDLC, as its name suggests, stores energy by formation of electric double layer. 
As voltage is applied between the electrodes, it attracts oppositely charged ions in the 
electrolyte where it diffuses at the pores of the electrode. The electrode materials are 

FIGURE 8.2 Ragone plot for electrochemical storage and conversion devices. (Reproduced 
from reference [10] with permission of John Wiley and sons.)
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engineered to prevent the recombination. It leads to the formation of electric double 
layer and stores energy [16]. Also, it is having much higher surface area and much 
thinner dielectric medium contributes more energy storage in the supercapacitor, as 
shown in Figure 8.3.

EDLC stores energy electrostatically through adsorption and desorption of ions 
at the interface of an electrolyte and conductor. It does not involve any chemical 
reaction or charge transfer and non-faradaic reactions are primary reason for EDLC, 
which is highly reversible and stable over more than 106 cycles. Its performance 
could also be altered by using different electrolytes. The capacitance for an acidic 
electrolyte is higher than the basic electrolyte. Carbon materials are generally used 
as electrode material for EDLC.

8.3.1.2  Pseudocapacitors
Pseudocapacitor stores energy faradaically through the charge transfer between the 
electrode and electrolyte. It occurs by the following process: electrosorption, reduc-
tion-oxidation reactions and intercalation. It allows a capacitor with higher energy 
density and capacitance when compared to EDLC. But it is having lower reversibil-
ity and cycle stability than EDLC. Conducting polymers (polyaniline, polypyrrole, 
polythiophene) and metal oxides (RuO2, MnO2, CO3O4, Co3O4 etc.) are generally 
used as an electrode material for in the case of a pseudocapacitor. RuO2 exhibits 
a specific capacitance of ~ 600 F/g, but its higher cost limits its application in a 
supercapacitor.

FIGURE 8.3 Schematic representation of the working of EDLC. (Reproduced from refer-
ence [15] with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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8.3.1.3  Hybrid Capacitors
Hybrid capacitors are designed to incorporate the behavior of both EDLC and pseu-
docapacitance. One electrode material is made with EDLC behavior and another 
with pseudocapacitance behavior. Hence, a hybrid capacitor can achieve higher 
energy density and stability.

There are two types of capacitors:

 1. Symmetrical capacitors
 2. Asymmetrical capacitors

In symmetrical capacitors, both anode and cathode are made up of the same mate-
rial. In asymmetrical capacitors, both anode and cathode are having different materi-
als in the thrust of achieving large cell potential window and huge energy density.

8.3.1.4  Supercapacitor Devices–Notable Research Developments
Deng et al. fabricated wearable asymmetric supercapacitor, which consists of VOx 
used as positive electrode and MnOx nanoporous structure developed on the con-
ducting paper as negative electrode. The electrolyte was a combination of polyvinyl 
alcohol and acetamide and LiClO4. The device exhibited specific capacity of 100 
F/g, good cyclic stability up to 6000 cycles and maximum energy density/power den-
sity about 245 Wh/kg / 95.3 kW/kg [17]. Zhu et al. made coin cell and pouch cell 
supercapacitor devices using defect-engineered graphene electrodes with polymer 
electrodes. Nitrogen-doped graphene oxide showed fivefold increase in capacitance 
than pristine graphene, whereas plasma-processed graphene induced the enhance-
ment in performance [18]. Amit Sanger et al. reported a symmetrical supercapacitor 
device using silicon carbide as electrode materials with 1M Na2SO4 aqueous solution 
as electrolyte. Device exhibited specific capacity of 300 F/g at 5 mV/s, cycle life of 
5000 cycles, high energy density of 31.43 Wh/kg and power density of 18.8 kW/kg 
at 17.76 Wh/kg at a voltage range of 1.8 V. Unique 3D structure of electrode mate-
rial leads formation of a conductive network which reduced internal resistance of 
working electrode, which contributed enhanced performance [19]. Ramaden et al. 
made an asymmetric supercapacitor consists of activated carbon as negative elec-
trode and binder-free MnO incorporated in carbon as negative electrode. The device 
was stable for 7000 cycles with an energy density of 35.5 Wh/kg at 1 Ag−1 and a 
power density of 1000 W/kg [20]. Yongmin Ko et al. adopted a ligand-mediated 
layer-by-layer approach to fabricate a paper-based supercapacitor. This approach was 
adopted to nullify the problem of low packing density, high contact density, etc. The 
supercapacitor exhibited the power density of 15.1 mW/cm2 and an energy density of 
267.3 µWh/cm2 with maintenance of 91.8% (with loading of 1.56 mg/cm2) of initial 
capacitance for 5000 cycles [21]. Archana et al. synthesized Ni/NiO/nitrogen-doped 
carbon through the pyrolysis process, which used as positive electrode and reduce 
graphene oxide as negative electrode to fabricate supercapattery device. The device 
had a high specific energy of 37 Wh/kg at a specific power of 18 Wh/kg and a high 
specific power of 2750 W/kg at an energy density of 18 Wh/kg. The device was 
reportedly stable for 5000 cycles with 100% columbic efficiency. Large surface area 
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and shortened diffusion path of ion/electron transport in conductive carbon network 
are the reasons for attractive performance [22]. Junais et al. made a laboratory pro-
totype of supercapattery using CeO2 nanoparticle as positive electrode and reduced 
graphene oxide as negative electrode. The device showed the specific energy of 20 
Wh/kg and a high specific power of 1475 W/kg. The device retained 82% of cycle 
specific capacity with coulombic efficiency of 100% at 1000th cycle [23].

8.3.2  Sodium ioN capacitor

Li-ion capacitors are explored for its high energy density, and it lacks of power den-
sity and cycle stability. While non-faradic capacitors could deliver high power density 
and cycle stability with limited energy density when compared to Li-based materi-
als. Ever growing demand for portable electronic devices and EV, which require 
Li-based storage devices, leads to the depletion of Li reserves on the earth. With 
practically inexhaustible and less cost, sodium could replace Li as charge carriers in 
electrochemical storage devices. Na-ion capacitor (NIC) is one type of hybrid storage 
device which delivers high energy density, high power density and long-life span by 
performing high bulk intercalation (faradic) at one electrode and high rate surface 
adsorption (non-faradic) at another electrode [24,25,26]

Figure 8.4 illustrates the mechanism and configurations of NIC, which consists 
of anode, cathode, electrolyte, separator and current collector. Anions and cations 
are transported between the anode and cathode during charging or discharging, 
respectively. As shown in Figure 8.4a, battery-type faradaic redox reactions occur at 
anode while the capacitive behavior occurs at the cathode. In some cases, capacitive 
behavior takes place at cathode and redox reactions proceed at the anode as shown in 
Figure 8.4b. Due to the presence of both capacitive and redox electrodes, NIC could 
deliver high energy and power density. The electrolytes such as aqueous, organic and 
gel polymer can be incorporated in the NIC [27]. 

FIGURE 8.4 Charge–discharge mechanism of NIC. (a) Cathode: capacitive, anode: battery-
type. (b) Cathode: battery-type, anode: capacitive. (Reproduced from reference [28] with per-
mission of John Wiley and Sons.)
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8.3.2.1  Notable Reports on a Sodium Ion Capacitor
Biomass-based carbons act as attractive electrode material for NIC due to efficient, 
low cost, higher surface area, large ion diffusion length in which some reports were 
briefed below. Chen et al. developed hierarchically porous carbon using peanut shell, 
wheat straw, rice straw, corn stalk, cotton stalk and soybean stalk, which is shown 
in Figure 8.2 [29]. The carbon derived from the cotton stalk exhibited a high revers-
ible capacitance of 160 F/g at 0.2 A/g due to a high surface area of 1994 m2/g and a 
large pore volume of 1.107 cm3/g. A hybrid NIC assembled using cotton stalk-derived 
carbon and Nb-doped Na2Ti3O7 as negative and positive electrodes delivered a high 
specific energy of 169.4 Wh/kg at 120.5 W/kg.

Wang et al. reported carbon microspheres featured with regular and sharp-edge-
free geometry, and high stability. Surface functionalities contained in the material 
facilitated Na+ accommodation by dilating the lattice distance. Specific capacity of 
the carbon microsphere anodes was 183.9 mA/h/g at 50 mA/g with 99% capacity 
retention for 10,000 cycles [30]. Liu et al. developed a garlic-derived porous carbon 
after KOH pretreatment and different high-temperature calcination. These carbons 
were utilized in making the NIC as electrode materials. Charge storage was accom-
plished in the cell through an ion adsorption mechanism, which resulted in excellent 
initial coulombic efficiency, high specific capacity and superior cycling stability. The 
NIC served the energy density of 156 W/h/kg and a power density of 355 W/kg [31]

 Zhang et al. reported a moss-covered rock-like hybrid porous carbons for high 
specific capacitance, excellent rate capacity and exceptional cycle stability using rice 
husk and coal tar. The reported carbon material had an ultrahigh specific surface area 
of 3619 m2/g and graphitic carbon layers. It exhibited the specific capacity of 205 F/g 
at 0.2 A/g with stability of 1000 cycles [32]. Sujithkrishnan et al. derived biomass from 
carbon as electrode material for NIC from Acacia auriculiformis, which was carbon-
ized and chemically activated using KOH. The assembled pouch cell device exhibited 
a high specific capacity of 150 Wh/kg at a specific power of 1495 W/kg. The device 
maintained excellent stability of 10,000 cycles with columbic efficiency of 100% [33].

8.3.3  li-ioN Battery

Sony first introduced the recharge lithium-ion battery in 1991 and then joint venture of 
Asahi Kaesei and Toshiba in the following year. The Li-ion battery consisted of carbon 
as negative electrode material and lithium cobalt oxide as positive electrode material. 
Those commercialized batteries had energy density that was twice of nickel-cadmium 
or nickel-metal hydride batteries in terms of volume as well as weight. Due to its low 
weight long life and high energy density, the application of Li-ion battery widened to cell 
phones, laptops, electric bicycles, electric scooters, hybrid trucks and buses and electric 
buses [34,35]. Li-ion battery is also used to buffer the intermittent and fluctuating energy 
supply from renewable energy technologies such as solar PVs and wind energy tur-
bines. Additional power produced by the solar PV during the sunny times stored in the 
Li-ion battery could be utilized during the nighttime. Compatibility, absence of memory 
effect, high gravimetric and volumetric voltage, reliability, and very low self-discharge 
rate are merits, which make Li-ion batteries a unformidable dominant position in the 
market. Li-ion cells are connected either in series (to increment current) or parallel (to 
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increment voltage) to construct a Li-ion battery. Seven thousand one hundred four cells 
are connected in such a way to make the 85 k/wh battery pack in a typical Tesla car [36]. 
Environmental impact, safety, cycle life, energy and power are the critical areas, which 
have to be considered before Li-ion battery adoption for various applications [37].

A Li-ion cell is fabricated using anode and cathode, isolated by the separator 
(microporous polymer membrane) which is sunk in an electrolyte to establish a con-
tact between them, as shown in Figure 8.5. Anode (negative electrode) is mainly 
made from insertion compound materials, which are graphite and amorphous car-
bon compounds. Cathodes are possibly made from three structural choices, namely, 
layered LiMO2 (M = Mn, Co and Ni), spinal LiMn2O4 and olivine LiFePO4 [37]. 
Lithium containing an organic electrolyte (For example, LiPF6 salt dissolved into 
organic liquids, such as ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl 
carbonate (DEC), ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) and others) is generally employed. 
The lithium ions are intercalated and deintercalated during charging and discharging.

When charging happens, lithium-ion is deintercalated from the anode material and 
reaches the cathode material through a separator and electrolyte. Simultaneously, elec-
trons travel from a negative electrode to a positive electrode via an external circuit. 
The process is reversed during the charging, where the lithium-ion shuttles from the 
cathode and intercalated into the anode material through a separator and electrolyte.

The Li-ion-based batteries are classified as the following: [39]

 1. Lithium-ion battery
 2. Lithium-air/O2 battery
 3. Lithium-sulfur battery
 4. Lithium polymer battery

FIGURE 8.5 Working of Li-ion battery. (Reproduced from reference [38] with permission 
of Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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As the lithium-ion battery was discussed in the previous section, rest of the Li-ion-
based batteries will be discussed in the following sections.

8.3.3.1  Lithium-Sulfur Battery (LSBY)
The history of Li–sulfur battery started in the 1960s with the usage of sulfur and 
lithium metal as cathode and anode, respectively. The interest in LSBY gained in 
recent years due to its theoretical capacity of 1672 mA/h/g, volumetric energy density 
of 2835 W/h/L and gravimetric energy density of 2572 W/h/kg. Merits of engaging 
sulfur in energy storage devices include nontoxic, cheap due to abundant reserve of 
sulfur, and environmentally benign. LSBY consists of lithium metal anode, organic 
electrolyte and sulfur composite cathode, which is shown in Figure 8.6. The cell oper-
ation begun with discharge as sulfur is in charged state. Lithium metal is get oxidized 
at the negative electrode to generate lithium ions and electrons during the charging.

Lithium ions migrate to a positive electrode through an electrolyte, whereas elec-
trons reach the positive electrode through an external circuit, thus generating the 
electric current.

 → ++ −2Li 2Li 2e  

After accepting lithium ions and electrons, sulfur is reduced to form to lithium sul-
fide at the positive electrode.

 + + →+ −S 2Li 2e Li S 

The overall cell discharge reaction

 + →2Li S Li S2  

During charging, backward reaction will be happening in the cell.

FIGURE 8.6 Schematic diagram of a Li–S battery cell. (Reproduced from reference [40] 
with permission of ACS Publications.)
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The following are potential drawbacks, which should be overcome.

 1. Lower electrical conductivity of sulfur,
 2. Pulverization of cathode due to large volume expansion of sulfur during 

lithiation and shuttle effect.
 3. Capacity decay of electrochemical cell due to shuttling of polysulfides 

between an anode and cathode [40–43].

8.3.3.2  Lithium Air/O2 Battery (LABY)
Abraham and Jiang first reported LABY in 1996, through a fabricated prototype 
with a polymer electrolyte [44]. The theoretical capacity of the LABY is 3500 Wh/
kg, which is more suitable for long-range electric vehicles (>500 km). LABYs are cat-
egorized into the following types based on the electrolytes: (a) non-aqueous (aprotic 
organic solvents and ionic liquids), (b) aqueous, (c) hybrid and (d) solid electrolytes. 
Among the above electrolytes, non-aqueous has the highest energy density with a 
simple battery structure. A typical non-aqueous lithium-air battery consists of lith-
ium metal anode, a porous carbon-based cathode exposed to atmospheric oxygen 
and non-aqueous electrolyte soaked in a separator (Figure 8.7). Carbon act as a host 
for active material at cathode and picked for its good electrical conductivity, cheap, 
lightweight, and high chemical stability. During discharge (Figure 8.7a), dimolecule 
oxygen from air oxidizes lithium metal to form lithium ions and electrons at anode. 
Meanwhile, Li+ reacts with oxygen and electron to form Li2O2 on the air cathode.

 ↔ ++ −Anode : 2Li 2Li 2e  

 + + ↔+ −Cathode : 2Li O 2e Li O2 2 2 

 E Vocv( )+ → = +Total : 2Li O Li O 2.96 vs. Li / Li2 2 2  

FIGURE 8.7 Schematic diagram of (a) charge and (b) discharge processes of Li–air battery. 
(Reproduced from reference [45] with permission of ACS Publications.)
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The reactions are reversed during charging, Li2O2 is reduced to Li and air released 
back to atmosphere as shown in Figure 8.7b. Pending problems with LABYs are short 
cycle life, low trip efficiency, poor rate capability and poor capacity [46–49].

8.3.3.3  Lithium Polymer Battery (LPBY)
Lithium polymer batteries have been explored since 1973, which could fulfill the 
requirement of portable electronic devices, mobile phones and wearable electronics. 
LBPY offers high energy density, long cyclability, being reliable, flexible and safety. 
Here, polymer-based electrolytes are used to have plastic nature, different shapes 
and thin configuration. For example, poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) with lithium salt, 
LiX (where X is mostly large soft anion). Li ions are coiled around in the PEO-LiX 
with loosely coordinated anion, which offers fast Li+ ion transport and high con-
ductivity. This could occur only when PEO is in amorphous state, which occurs at 
the temperature of 70°C. This kind of arrangement is more suitable for EV traction. 
LPBY is generally constructed by laminating a lithium metal (otherwise a compos-
ite carbon) anode, a lithium-ion conducting membrane (polymer electrolyte) and 
composite cathode. Other types of polyelectrolytes are based on poly(acrylo-nitrile) 
(PAN), poly(methyl methacrylate (PMMA), poly (vinyl chloride) and poly(vinylidene 
fluoride) (PVDF). The charging and discharging operation would be like intercala-
tion and deintercalation mechanism of Li-ion battery, which is explained in the previ-
ous section. Polymer electrolytes overcome the drawbacks of liquid electrolytes such 
as electrolyte leakage, poor electrochemical window, accumulation of extra Li ions 
on anode surface (dendrite aggregation) and flammability. However, it suffers from 
issues pertaining to high interfacial resistance of electrode/electrolyte, low ionic con-
ductivity and lithium-ion transference number [50–53].

8.3.4  receNt treNdS iN li-BaSed BatterieS

Sui et al. reported organic-inorganic composite by impregnating electrochemically 
active 4,8-dihydrobenzo [1,2-b:4,5-b'] dithiophene-4,8-dione (BDT) into the pores of 
3D cross-linked graphene-based honeycomb carbon (3D graphene) as cathode mate-
rial for Li-ion battery. The reported composite material offered reversible capacity 
of 210 mA/h/g at 0.1 C, good rate capability and stable cycle life of 80% capacity 
retention at 0.5 C for 200 cycles. Shorten ion diffusion distance due to the presence 
of abundant interconnected pores in the composite, high conductivity of 3D graphene 
and high electrochemical activity of BDT behind the improved performance [54]. 
Namsar et al. demonstrated Sn(SnO2)–SiO2/rGO as anode material for high energy 
density LIB. The capacity was retained at 1205.2 mA/h/g after 200 cycles with a 
columbic efficiency of 99%. Better distribution of fine nanoparticle and buffering 
the volume change of the nanoparticle enhanced electrochemical performance [55]. 
Bhargav et al. used polyethylene hexasulfide-carbon nanotube (PEHS–CNT) com-
posite as cathode material for Lithium-sulfur battery. Prevention of long-chain inter-
mediates at cathodes leads to high material level capacity of 774 mA/h/g at 1 C rate 
and stability performance over 350 cycles at a capacity fade rate of 0.083% per cycle 
[56]. Huang et al. made MWCNTs@S-PPy for cathode material in lithium-sulfur 
battery. The composite showed an initial capacity of 1304.9 mA/h/g at 0.2 C and 
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retained the capacity of 986.3 mA/h/g after 300 cycles. Excellent electronic property 
of the composite and halting of shuttle effect of lithium polysulfide were attributed 
to higher performance [57]. Pakseresht et al. utilized flower extract of Matricaria 
chamomilla to biosynthesize TiO2 as cathode material for lithium-air battery. The 
material exhibited initial specific discharge capacity of 2000 mA/h/g at full dis-
charge along with stable for 30 cycles at a limited capacity of 500 mA/h/g [58]. Peng 
et al. optimized Co3O4/graphene (48.2:51.8. w/w)) as a catalyst for hybrid electrolyte 
lithium-air battery. The optimized material displayed high stability and best colum-
bic efficiency under ambient air of 70%–100% humidity [59].

8.4  FUEL CELL

Fuel cell converts the chemical energy of fuel into electrical energy by undergoing an 
electrochemical reaction [60]. The merits of the fuel cell are high electrical efficiency
( )≥ 40% , long operational cycles noiseless operation, low emission of pollutants and 
modular construction [61]. Hydrogen, metal hydrides, methanol, formic acid and 
ethanol are some of the fuels used for the fuel cell.

The schematic diagram of fuel cell is shown in Figure 8.8, where fuel (for example, 
hydrogen) fed into the anode compartment and an oxidant (generally atmospheric 
air) fed into cathode compartment continuously. The electrochemical reaction occurs 
at the electrodes to generate the electrical energy through the electrolyte. At anode, 
the hydrogen splits into electrons and hydrogen ion.

 → ++ −H 2H 2e2   (8.1)

FIGURE 8.8 Basic structure of a fuel cell.
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Electrons are driven through an external circuit to cathode, and hydrogen ions migrate 
via an electrolyte. Hydrogen ion, electrons and oxygen react to produce water.

 + + →−H
1

2
O 2e H O2 2 2   (8.2)

The overall reaction of fuel cell generates electrical work (WEW), heat energy (QHE) 
and water

 W QEW HE+ → + +−H
1

2
O H O2 2 2   (8.3)

Seemingly, fuel cells are identical to batteries by considering that both deliver 
the power through an electrochemical reaction. However, batteries store the elec-
trical energy through electrochemical reactions and cease to deliver power once 
chemicals are consumed. Fuel cell involves energy conversion of fuel and oxidant 
through electrochemical reactions and never cease to deliver electrical energy as 
long as fuel is fed. Fuel cells are staked in series and parallel for the required elec-
trical power [62,63,64].

The fuel cells are categorized based on its construction, electrolyte, fuel and oper-
ating temperature, viz.:

 1. Proton exchange membrane or polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEMFC),
 2. Alkaline fuel cell (AFC),
 3. Phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC),
 4. Molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC)
 5. Solid-state fuel cell (SOFC)
 6. Direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC)
 7. Direct ammonia fuel cell (DAFC)
 8. Direct carbon fuel cell (DCFC)

Hydrogen is utilized as fuel for all types of fuel cells other than DMFC, DAFC and 
DCFC [64].

8.4.1  receNt treNdS iN fuel cell

Hydroxide exchange fuel cells (HEMFCs) are gaining popularity due to the possi-
bility to use non-noble electrocatalyst unlike proton exchange membrane fuel cells, 
which are built with expensive Pt-based catalysts and perfluorinated membranes. 
Xue et al. realized low cost and high-active HOR (hydrogen oxidation reaction) 
catalysts for HEMFCs through Ru7Ni3/C. The reported catalyst showed exceptional 
mass activity of 9.4 A/mg/Ru, specific activity of 23.4 mA/cm2 and high PPD (peak 
power density) of 2.03 W/cm2 at 5.0 A/cm2. The catalyst also exhibited great stabil-
ity in the HEMFC durability test with less than 5% voltage decay after 100 hours at 
500 mA/cm2 [65]. Li et al. modified membrane electrode assembly (MEA) using a 
sulfonated poly(ionic liquid) block copolymer (SPILBCP) to improve kinetics and 
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mass transported limited regions. SPILBCP enhanced the kinetic performance for 
both lower loading (I/C = 0.3) and higher loading (I/C = 0.8) (I/C denotes the iono-
mer and carbon ratio), where the improvement in H2/air was 100% and 30% relative 
humidity (RH). Later, SPILBCP and Nafion ionomers introduced in catalyst layer 
for more optical electrode structure. MEA with a combination of SPILBCP and 
Nafion actually improved the proton accessibility at low RH due to sulfonated block 
and copolymer [66].

Alkaline polymer electrolyte fuel cell (APEFCs) has advantage of non-usage of 
precious catalyst, which inhouse an alkaline polymer electrolytes (APEs). Many 
reports suggested that APEs have high ionic conductivity and excellent stability. 
Flooding of water is a serious problem in the anode of APEFCs, particularly when 
it operates at high power density. Hu et al. adopted fluorine-containing ionomer, 
quaternary ammonia poly (arylene perflouroalkylene) (QAPAF), which actively 
curtailed the problem of flooding and negatively enhanced the hydrophobicity of 
anode. Improvement of cell performance, gain in voltage up to 140 V, sealing of 
anode emission and ability to fed H2 gas without humidification are other ben-
efits [67]. Ishak et al. undergone comparative study on single-step synthesis of Pt 
nano particles (NPs), which sourced from pineapple peel, sugarcane extract and 
banana peel. Among them, biogenic Pt NPs from sugarcane demonstrated supe-
rior electro-catalytic activity, improved utilization efficiency of Pt and good stabil-
ity toward methanol oxidation. The nanomaterial exhibited active specific surface 
area (ECSA) of 94.58 m2/g, mass activity of 398.20 mA/mg and specific activity of 
0.8471 mA/cm2 [68].

Li et al. fabricated a flexible solid-state direct ethanol fuel cell using AlPdNiCuMo 
as anode and (AlMnCO)3O4, as shown in Figure 4.2a. The anode material possesses 
high ECSA of 88.53m2/g, which confirms formation of nanoscale quinary alloy influ-
ence in enhancing ECSA and the utilization of efficiency of Pd.

The cathode material showed promising results in an ethanol-tolerance Oxygen 
reduction reaction (ORR) catalyst. The energy density of solid-state DEFC was  
13.63 m/Wh/cm2 and durable discharge time up to 120 h for just 3 mL of ethanol 
applied on the anode side of the cell, which is shown in Figure 4.2b [69].

FIGURE 8.9 (a) Flexible solid-state direct ethanol fuel cell. (b) Way of applying ethanol on 
a fuel cell. (Reproduced from reference [69] with permission of John Wiley and Sons.)
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8.5  ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS

Electrochemical sensors (ESs) came into existence in the 1950s for monitoring indus-
trial oxygen. Labor laws were brought to ensure the safety of workers against toxic 
gases and fuels in confined space, and propelled the research on electrochemical 
research with accuracy and selectivity of different gases. Initial discoveries of ES suf-
fered the problem of unstable electric current signal, which hampered its application. 
Later, the discovery of advanced instruments such as scanning tunnelling microscope 
(STM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) in the 1980s, facilitated to analyze and 
visualize the material in nanoscale. Advent development of nanomaterials led astound-
ing improvements in electrochemical sensors and their application in various fields 
[70]. ESs transform electrochemical output (which produced due to a reaction between 
an electrode and analyte) into quantifiable signal. The merits of the ES are fast, high 
sensitivity, requires little power, reliable, greater resolution, economical and stable [71].

A modern-day sensor includes:
Receptor: Works on three main principles with an analyte, such as physical (not 

involving any chemical reaction, e.g., measurement of mass, temperature, pressure, 
etc.), chemical (involves chemical reaction, e.g., chemical sensors), and biochemi-
cal (where analytical signals stem from biochemical process, e.g., immunosensing 
devices).

Transducer: Transforms receptor output into an electrical signal.
Data processing unit: Process the transducer signal and convert into understand-

able practical data.
The stages of EC operation are shown in Figure 5.1 [72]. ECs are basically con-

sists of a metallic anode and a metallic cathode, surrounded by the electrolyte solu-
tion. During its operation, an electric current is passed on the sensing electrode due 
to the electrochemical reaction that takes place at the surface of the sensing electrode 
which is coated with the catalyst. Later, the generated electric current due to electro-
chemical reaction is processed and displayed in the understandable way. The merits 
of the EC are fast, high sensitivity, requires little power, reliable, greater resolution, 
economical and stable [71]. The demerits of the EC are loss of sensitivity due to cata-
lyst degradation, and easily being contaminated during the operation [73].

FIGURE 8.10 Stages of sensor operation. (Reproduced from reference [72] with permission 
of Elsevier.)
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The electrochemical sensors are classified into potentiometric, and amperometric 
sensors. In amperometric, applied voltage is kept at constant and the current is taken 
as a sensor signal. The sensor signal in potentiometric is potential difference between 
the sensing electrode and a reference electrode, where the current is kept at zero.

8.6  CONCLUSION

The chapter discussed various aspects of electrochemical devices including histori-
cal evolution, working principle, and recent reports on their various improvements. 
Undeniably, the electrochemical devices have become a vital part of life from storing 
energy for mobile phones to life-saving medical devices. Efforts are being put to 
enhance the various aspects of electrochemical devices including various enhance-
ments in operation durability, reliability, reduction of cost and safety. At the same 
time, the focus should be on the recovery of critical raw material (for example, plati-
num in fuel cell) and recycling of electrochemical devices after their lifetime. The 
care should be taken to properly dispose the devices without creating any environ-
mental hazard.
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9.1  INTRODUCTION

Nanomaterials have emerged as a significant class of materials that show great prom-
ise in solving the global future energy crises problem sustainably and effectively. 
Recently, enormous efforts have been made to enhance or develop high-performance 
electrochemical devices using different types of nanomaterials [1–4]. Nanomaterial 
offers the wide possibility to play with their nanostructure to achieve desired mate-
rial properties. Nanostructure materials dominate the present electronic and portable 
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device market and play a vital role in transforming the future of electronic industries. 
Nanomaterials are easily distinguishable from the other bulk material in terms of 
size and shape. They offer remarkably new physical and chemical properties, plus 
they show enormous scope in the formation of the desired nanostructure. Typically, 
some of the prominent properties popularly achieved after the desired transforma-
tion are as follows: If semiconductor material is reduced to a specific size below few 
nanometers, enhancement in the bandgap due to quantum confinement is observed 
[5]. Similarly, when bulk material is transformed to nanomaterial through a spe-
cific protocol, extraordinary physicochemical properties appear, such as significant 
enhancement in the surface-to-volume ratio [6], surface chemistry of the material 
[7], magnetic material transforms to paramagnetic [8], and a few nanometer orders 
of magnitude can potentially make the nanoparticle feasible for drug delivery [9]. 
Nanomaterials can generate excellent electrical, optical, thermal, mechanical, sur-
face, magnetic, and catalytic properties that are totally unique to their bulk counter-
parts. Moreover, it is possible to twist or turn the properties as per requirement by 
tuning the size, shape, and synthesis circumstances.

This chapter describes the importance of nanostructured materials in electro-
chemical devices. The main aim is to give a broad perspective of different elec-
trochemical systems and how nanomaterial influences their output performance. 
Moreover, the basic principle of electrochemical systems such as lithium-ion batter-
ies, polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), photochemical solar cells, 
and electrochemical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) are discussed in great detail. 
The prime objective is to provide fundamental concepts and equations to the readers. 
Apart from that, we also demonstrated each layer or component used in the fabrica-
tion of electrochemical cells. In particular, we explain and illustrate numerous terms 
relating to nanomaterials, which are feasible for developing energy systems.

9.2  SOLAR CELLS

Typically, a solar cell is a semiconductor-based technology that generates electricity 
in the form of direct current or electrical power (unit watts or kilowatts) when illu-
minated by incident photons. The power conversation efficiency η  of any solar cell 
is as follows:

 
V J FF

P
OC SC

incident

η = ⋅ ⋅   
 (9.1)

Here, VOC  is an open-circuit voltage of the cell, JSC   is the short circuit current density, 
FF is the fill factor, and Pincident is the power obtained from incident radiation of the 
solar cell. To achieve efficient cell performance, the fundamental requirement is that 
the absorption spectra of the sensitizer layer must be well matched with absorbed 
light spectra with AM1.5G solar spectrum irradiated on earth [10]. However, photo-
voltaic technology has seen a series of technological advancements, breakthroughs 
from crystalline p–n junction silicon solar cells, and is categorized as first-genera-
tion solar cells. Whereas second-generation solar cell covers the amorphous silicon, 
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polycrystalline silicon, cadmium, and indium-based thin-film solar cell. On the other 
hand, organic and inorganic nanomaterial-based solar cells are considered next- 
generation (or third-generation) solar cells.

9.3  BAND DIAGRAM AND OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
OF NANOCRYSTALLINE SOLAR CELLS

The energy gap between the valence and conduction band of semiconductors is 
known as the bandgap. It is essential to provide efficient electron transfer from the 
sensitizer (dye or quantum dots (QDs) to the semiconductor oxides (ZnO or TiO2) 
conduction bands. Still, it remains a topic of great interest due to the lack of stan-
dard metal oxides (semiconductors). Thus, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO) of the sensitizer should be adequately tuned or electronically coupled with 
the orbital of semiconductor oxides to produce efficient injection of electrons [11]. 
Typically, every sensitizer has its limitation to absorbs specific wavelengths only. 
For example, a ruthenium-based sensitizer can harvest almost full spectra of visible 
light and offering 920 nm wavelength as a cutoff. Under illumination conditions, the 
photoexcited electrons get sufficient energy to travel from the valence band to the 
conduction band (S*). These photoexcited electrons are further injected into the con-
duction band of the nanocrystalline semiconductor, as illustrated in the schematic 
diagram in Figure 9.1.

Furthermore, electrons are diffused through the nanocrystalline semiconductor, 
which is connected to the external load. This injection process at the nanocrystalline 

FIGURE 9.1 Schematic representation of the band diagram and different layers of a dye-
sensitized solar cell.
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side also indirectly depends on the electrolyte and other components of the cell. 
Fundamentally, in the case of iodide-based redox couple (I-/ −I3 ), the injection of elec-
tron takes place within Femto to picosecond time, i.e., 10–15–10–12 seconds. This time 
is so efficient that after the injection of electrons, electrons’ negligible possibility 
travels back to the oxidized sensitizer. Highly efficient electron injection is the main 
reason for the low diffusion coefficients of nanocrystalline semiconductors, i.e., 
10–4 cm2/s for TiO2. Therefore, the possibility of the recombination of electrons may 
occur through the semiconductor oxides to −I3  in electrolytes. Similarly, loss of elec-
trons is also possible from transparent conducting oxide layer to −I3  of electrolyte [12]. 
Thus, the efficient injection of electrons plays a significant role in designing reliable, 
high-performance nanocrystalline solar cells.

9.4  THE IMPORTANCE OF THE NANOSTRUCTURE

As discussed in the earlier section, the primary and efficient driving force for inject-
ing electrons is the energy difference between sensitizer oxidation potential and the 
semiconductor’s conduction band. Enormous efforts have been diverted toward the 
optimizations of the metal oxides semiconductor conduction bandgap with a sensi-
tizer. The prime requirement for delivering highly efficient solar cells, one should 
develop metal oxide semiconductor high porous or a mesoscopic oxide thin film. High 
porosity will significantly enhance the surface area and provide an excess amount of 
photosensitizer to expose incident photons. Mesoporous TiO2-based nanostructures 
are widely studied and used as electron transporting electrodes. It is prepared mainly 
from the sol-gel technique followed by sintering only for developing efficient cells. 
Although there is no standard semiconductor oxides material for comparison, the cell 
performance is primarily dominated by the material synthesis conditions, properties 
with pre- and post-treatments, which significantly controls the electronic properties 
of the nanostructure [13]. Thus, fabricating a more vibrant semiconductor oxide layer 
for reliable and ultrafast electron transfer is required to overcome the recombination 
losses of electrons in these cells to make them viable.

9.5  QUANTUM DOT SENSITIZER

Discrete levels in conduction and valence band of QDs make them unique and pro-
vide an enhanced electronic and optical properties compared to a number of bulk 
semiconductor properties [14–16]. The confinement effect in discrete bands put 
QDs apart from a few conventional semiconductors. Typically, QDs are defined as 
a nanomaterial with a definite size in a few nm, and their size must be smaller than 
the exciton radius. Interestingly, one can tune the QD bandgap by changing the 
shape and size of the QD semiconductor material at the nanoscale. QDs have the 
ability to form isolated nanoparticles (such as dispersion or colloidal) or crystal-
line solid nanostructure forms. Low-temperature QD synthesis and their thin-film 
forming capability using solution processes have open new ways for implement-
ing QDs in various applications. Notably, in solar cell applications, QDs have 
already shown enormous potential in developing efficient quantum dot solar cells 
(QDSCs).
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It is possible by utilizing excess energy in the form of thermal heat produced 
by incident photons when striking at much faster than the semiconductor bandgap. 
These high-speed incident photons lead to the formation of multiple excitons per 
photon absorbed by the semiconductor, resulting in the desolation of extra energy, 
certainly increasing the cell’s temperature and becoming the reason for electron–
hole formation. Thus, using QDs in solar cells as a sensitizer can significantly reduce 
excess energy dissipation by confining the charge carriers, as successfully achieved 
by lead selenide (PbSe) and lead sulfide (PbS)-based QDSCs.

9.6  ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND NANOSCALE MATERIALS

Electrochemistry is a vast field, and it has been studied for the past several decades 
and still offering enormous promises to modern electrochemical science. It mainly 
deals with the charge transfer process in electrode and solution interfaces, including 
solid-state, solid-liquid/gel, and liquid/gel-liquid/gel types. Electrochemistry in nano-
materials has made electron transport super-fast due to their unique physicochemi-
cal properties offered by metal-semiconductor-based nanomaterials. Nanomaterials 
are the material of great choice in various applications, including energy storage 
systems, photovoltaics, catalysis, sensors, drug delivery, etc. [17]. The prime rea-
son is that it offers remarkably high surface area and controllable electronic well as 
optical properties. It is important to note that the shape and size of the nonmaterial 
play a crucial role in governing the extraordinary chemical properties. Therefore, to 
fundamentally understand the relationship between the nanostructure and its proper-
ties, an electrochemical measurement is required. The electrochemical information 
received from the nonmaterial helps to gain the technological edge in developing 
next-generation high-performance systems.

9.7  ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND SIZE EFFECTS

It is well articulated in various literature that variation material size at the nanoscale 
(<100 nm) regulates the output characteristic in terms of production, architecture, 
and application of the material compared to the bulk material. The electrochemical 
process provides an edge to understand the change in nanomaterial size in terms of 
electrical and optical. Electrochemical methods give a reliable foundation in devel-
oping advanced technology. Variations in size and shape of nanomaterial can be 
measured directly by electrochemical techniques, which identify the changes during 
reaction or on the surface. The main significance of the size effect on nanostruc-
ture material offers freedom to navigate or control the building block required for 
nanodevice and their engineering.

On the other hand, the in-situ electrochemical method provides insight into control-
ling the size and shape of nanomaterial for developing next-generation smart materials. 
Interestingly, the change in the electrochemical process due to the surface chemistry 
of nanomaterial inside any device can easily be studied through this technique in 
real time by interfacing the electrochemical system with different optical and spec-
troscopic instruments (such as Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEM), X-ray scatting, UV-vis, etc.). On the other hand, device 
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performance, optimization of interface layers, the interaction of ions, efficient charge 
transport, surface charge, active site enhancement, and high surface area nanostruc-
ture are all standard requirements in most electrochemical systems and are greatly 
influenced by the nonmaterial design and its size. Thus, novel design strategies and 
innovative ways of controlling size (such as core-shell engineered nanostructure) can 
significantly impact the properties of the nanomaterials and will able to show the path 
for obtaining desirable reliable, high-performance material.

9.8  CHALLENGES OF CHARGE TRANSFER

Typically, in semiconductors, bandgap energy is required to excite the electron from 
the nucleus, creating a free electron and hole pair. In contrast, other electronic materi-
als conduct electrons directly under the applied field. Therefore, the higher the elec-
tronic conductivity of the material, the better is the electron transfer. However, when 
the charge is required to transfer through the semiconductor-semiconductor interface 
or semiconductor-metal interface, several other factors are taken into consideration 
for efficient charge transfer. If the excess amount of charge concentrates at one end, 
resulting in exceeding the equilibrium value, thus extra charge carriers are forced to 
recombine and the process terms as recombination loss. Therefore, longer lifetimes are 
required for producing highly efficient cells. Fermi level equilibrium between semicon-
ductor-metal is crucial and mainly governed by metal-based nanomaterial and required 
properly engineered for efficient charge transport. Efficient charge transfer between a 
semiconductor-metal-based nonmaterial can be easily achieved by surface passivation 
and by confining semiconductors. It will enable the fast transfer of charge from semi-
conductors to metal nonmaterial and enhance the charge transfer rate.

9.9  NANOMATERIALS AND NANOSTRUCTURED 
FILMS AS ELECTROACTIVE ELECTRODES

Organic and inorganic-based electroactive materials have been used in developing 
electrodes, but organic material has been widely studied because of its remarkable 
electronic and structural properties. Polypyrrole (PPy), poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene) (PEDOT), polyaniline (PANi), carbon, carbon nanotubes, and so on are popu-
larly used as electroactive materials for designing electrodes. Due to simple preparation 
techniques of polymer conducting layers such as electrodeposition or oxidative polym-
erization, these conducting materials are widely applied in various electrochemical 
device fabrications. Carbon-based materials have shown enormous potential in con-
structing electrodes, such as cathode and anode. Both electrodes utilize some form of 
carbon-based material in developing cells, such as rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, 
fuel cells, and EDLCs. However, for third-generation solar cells, carbon-based mate-
rial is used in preparing counter electrodes. It is important to note that specific types of 
material, quantities, sizes, and forms are used for different electrochemical cells. The 
main purpose of utilizing electroactive materials in all these devices is straightforward, 
to enhance the charge transfer rate to work efficiently.

Electroactive materials are mainly used in the electrode in various applica-
tions, including solar cells, energy storage systems, sensors, light-emitting diodes, 
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photoresists, etc. Electroactive materials are categorized as electronic and ionic con-
ducting materials. Usually, nanomaterials are altered with different nanoparticles to 
achieve high surface area or high active sites on electrodes to deliver efficient elec-
trochemical reactions between electrodes. It means the higher the electroactive area, 
the better the charge transfer. Therefore, one can determine the electroactive area by 
measuring the charge transfer.

9.10  NANOMATERIALS AS ELECTROLYTES

An electrolyte is an ion-conducting media (electronic insulators) composed of ionic 
liquid or molten salts, which exist in both liquid or solid forms. As electrolytes are 
placed between the cathode and anode electrodes in electrochemical cells, it is 
essential to be safe, efficient, and stable enough for long-lasting device performance. 
Conventional liquid electrolytes constitute ionic salts (LiTSFI and LiPF6, etc.), a 
mixture of organic solvents polycarbonate (PC), ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl 
carbonate (DMC), ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC), and diethyl carbonate (DEC). As 
liquid electrolytes face enormous problems in handling, leaking, drying, and high 
inflammable issues dramatically reduce the cell’s performance. Similarly, advanced 
polymer technology-based solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs) are macromolecules 
capable of ionic conduction in electrochemical devices. SPE works efficiently in 
electrochemical systems, provides device stability for the long run, and has shown 
promising outcomes.

On the other hand, several approaches have been adopted to overcome electrolyte 
stability by adding additives, nano filers, nano clay, nanorod, nanoparticles, nanow-
ire, etc. The nanocomposite material shows enormous potential in enhancing device 
stability. And, it provides a series of other merits, including high ionic conductiv-
ity, wide electrochemical stability window, better thermal and mechanical strength. 
These nanocomposite materials are incorporated with the host polymer matrix and 
ionic salts to produce polymer nanocomposite-based SPEs.

9.11  NANOSCALE ELECTRONIC AND IONIC TRANSPORT

Both electronic and ion transport phenomena are required in electrodes and electro-
lytes, respectively. It enables power production from electrochemical systems. The 
fundamental mechanism of mass transfer and charge transfer depends primarily on 
materials properties plus several other associated factors. It is because most of the 
electrochemical methods do not follow linear current and voltage relations. Thus, it 
becomes a very complex system; therefore, it is initially required to consider several 
physicochemical parameters and material compositions, etc., for defining. Generally, 
in electronic transport, charge carriers, i.e., electrons and holes, are transported apart 
from one electrode to another electrode. Metals follow Ohm’s law. However, electron 
transport in an electrochemical system’s composed of semiconductors given by the 
drift-diffusion equation.

 J q n E + D  dn
dx e e eµ



=  (9.2)
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where Je is the electron current density, q is the charge of an electron, n is the number 
of charge carriers (electrons), E is the applied electric field, De is the diffusion coef-

ficient, and 
dn
dx 

 is the carrier gradient.

As described in the previous section, electrolytes conduct ionic charge, measured in 
terms of ionic conductivity in S/cm. Ionic charges coordinated with the host polymeric 
material through Coulombic interaction, resulting in the dissociation of ionic species 
in the medium. Ionic conductivity is expressed in the form of the following equation:

 n q
R

d

A
i i i

b

σ µ= = 



         

1
 (9.3)

Here, ni is the number of free ions, qi is the number of charges, µi is the mobility, Rb 
is the bulk resistance of the electrolyte, d is the distance between electrodes, and A is 
the active area of the electrolyte.

9.12  ENERGY CONVERSION AND STORAGE 
IN ELECTROCHEMISTRY

The electrochemical process plays a vital role in designing and producing energy 
systems for generating power. It considers as an advanced future technology, which 
enables energy management and helps control pollution and greenhouse gases. In 
most electrochemical systems, the electrochemical reaction occurs between an elec-
trode and electrolyte, making ions and electrons transport further, producing a sus-
tainable form of energy. Interestingly, there is no limit for nonmaterial, which means 
that the same material can be utilized in energy conversion and energy storage pro-
cesses by following specific protocols. For example, the nano form of carbon mate-
rial helps energy conversion in the solar cell. The same material displays capacitive 
behaviors in the supercapacitor, collector in the fuel cell, and the same material acts 
as energy storage material in a battery. In all systems, the electrochemical process 
remains common with the stating material. Therefore, it is recommended that it is 
essential to select the appropriate material type or design them as state-of-the-art 
materials for other applications.

9.13  OVERVIEW OF THE PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION OF 
ENERGY CONVERSION AND STORAGE DEVICES

A series of fundamental concepts, phenomena, and mechanisms are associated with 
the operation of any energy conversion and storage devices [18]. To understand the 
electrochemical principle behind any electrochemical system, one needs to dissect 
the system into a number of parts. Then, it will be easy to understand the operational 
mechanism clearly. Typically, several processes occur in a cell, such as chemical, 
thermal, optical, mechanical, and electrical; then, it is transformed to the desired 
form, such as electrical energy or vice versa. Such processes are governed by physical 
and chemical laws and depend on material properties and their architecture design. 
Thus, it is recommended to separately study or analyze the fundamental principle for 
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electrodes, electrolytes, and interfaces one by one. Below we have demonstrated each 
electrochemical system individually.

9.14  LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES

Lithium-ion batteries are energy storage devices, which are composed of complex 
chemical materials. Typically, a discharging lithium-ion battery contains a positive 
electrode called a cathode (aluminum current collector side), a negative electrode as 
an anode (copper current collector side), and a porous separator (filled with ion-con-
ducting electrolyte), as illustrated in Figure 9.2. Ion-conducting lithium-based electro-
lytes are placed in between cathode and anode electrodes. The positive electrode is 
called an anode in the charging process, and the cathode works as a negative electrode, 
while, in discharging, it becomes vice versa. Throughout this chapter, charging case 
will be considered to avoid any confusion. The series of most promising lithium source 
materials used for developing cathode electrodes are LCO (LiCoO2), LMO (LiMn2O4), 
NMC (LiNiMnCoO2), LFP (LiFePO4), NCA (LiNiCoAlO2), and LTO (Li4Ti5O12). The 
critical performance of the batteries is mainly evaluated in terms of specific energy, 
specific power, safety, performance, life span, and not the least, its cost. Out of all these 
batteries, electric vehicle industries have shown great interest in LFP, LMO, NCA, and 
NCM-based batteries due to their better stability and tunable chemistry [19,20].

Generally, deintercalation processes occur during charging, and lithium ions leave 
from Li metal. In contrast, during discharging, intercalation processes take place, 
where lithium ions return to their original positions. On the other hand, graphitic 
carbon-based negative electrodes are most usual in conventional battery systems. 
Here, the intercalation process takes place in the graphite electrode during charg-
ing; lithium-ion intercalates between graphite layers. However, deintercalation pro-
cesses occur during discharging, and lithium ions leave the graphite layer. Reaction 
at graphite electrode is as follows:

 + ++ −Li C Li e 6C6  (9.4)

FIGURE 9.2 Schematic diagram of different layers in lithium-ion battery.
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A mixture of active material, conducting additives, solvents, and binder is applied 
using a coating process to prepare electrode material. It is crucial to optimize the 
material composition, conductivity, and good interfacial contact for producing high 
efficient cell performance. Both positive and negative electrodes are separated by a 
separator filled with electrolytes. This electrolyte is also loaded in both electrodes’ 
pores. Basically, the electrolyte is a lithium salt (LiTSFI, LiPF6, etc.)-based solution 
prepared using different organic solvents. A series of other solvents are used in the 
electrolyte, such as EC, propylene carbonate, DMC, DEC, etc. These solvents are 
considered to produce high conducting electrolytes up to 10 mS/cm but are highly 
combustible, which causes substantial safety concerns. However, a separator is used 
between both electrodes to prevent the short-circuiting and direct contact of posi-
tive and negative electrodes. It is observed that a tiny quantity of metallic lithium 
on the electrode surface can cause violent reactions that lead to consuming electro-
lytes, which results in the formation of dendrites and might produce heat or thermal 
runaway. To make it commercially viable, one needs to overcome the fundamental 
challenges associated with lithium-ion batteries: safety, cost, and bulky size. State-
of-the-art solid-state polymer electrolyte and gel polymer electrolyte-based Li-ion 
batteries have the potential to overcome the issues mentioned above significantly. 
These new electrolyte-based batteries still require a series of innovations but still are 
on the way for commercialization.

9.15  FUEL CELLS

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells are one of the clean, green, and noise-free 
power-generating technologies, as presented in the schematic diagram in Figure 9.3. 
In this technology, mainly hydrogen and oxygen are used as fuel, followed by two 
electrochemical half-reactions:

 ++ −H  2H 2e2  (9.5)

 + ++ −O 2H 2e H O1
2 2 2  (9.6)

Both chemical equations force the fuel to transfer electrons to the external load, 
which results in useful power output. These reactions took place at the interface of 
the electrode and the electrolyte. An electrolyte is basically responsible for form-
ing an ionic nanochannel, allowing specific ions to pass through while restricting 
electrons and oppositely charged ions. Thus, one can define a fuel cell as an elec-
trochemical energy conversion system that works on electrochemistry. Therefore, it 
directly converts chemical energy into electrical energy as long as fuel is supplied. 
Majorly, fuel cells are categorized into five different types but work on the same 
electrochemical principles. They include PEMFC, phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC), 
alkaline fuel cell (AFC), solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC), and molten carbonate fuel cell 
(MCFC) [21]. Out of all, PEMFC and SOFC are highly efficient and competent fuel 
cell technology because they can work not only on H2 fuel but also on other kinds 
of fuels. For example, methanol, ethanol, and formic acids are alternative fuels for 
PEMFC, whereas methane, butane, gasoline, and carbon monoxides are alternate 
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fuels for SOFC. Therefore, selecting an appropriate charge carrier may change the 
chemical reaction. In PEMFC, half-reaction is governed by proton (H+), which leads 
to producing H2O at the cathode side. On the other hand, half-reaction in SOFC is 
governed by the mobile oxygen ions (O2−), which produces H2O at the anode side. 
Similarly, other types of fuel cells work with different charge carrier types, such as 
OH− or −CO3

2 . Thus, one side is filled with desired fuel (anode) and the other side 
with an oxidant (cathode). It is easy to understand that this process when electrons 
are released during a chemical reaction is said to be oxidation. While when electrons 
are consumed during a chemical reaction, it is called reduction. Notably, in PEMFC, 
both half-cell reactions are termed hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) at the anode 
side and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode side. It is important to note 
that both anode and cathode can be represented with any terminal positive or nega-
tive (it hardly matters).

To enhance the speed of the electrochemical reaction at the electrode and elec-
trolyte interface, platinum-based catalysts are used in fuel cells. Optimized amounts 
of catalyst and their nanoengineering in designing the electrode are essential for 

FIGURE 9.3 Schematic diagram of various layers present in developing fuel cell stack.
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delivering efficient power output. The fuel cell output performance is determined 
from the current and voltage curve, also known as the polarization curve. The polar-
ization curve mainly depends on the catalytic behavior, fuel transport activity, ion-
exchange capacity of the membrane, leakage, fuel crossover, etc. Thus, the power 
output of the fuel cell is given as the product of potential and current. Due to irrevers-
ible losses associated with the fuel cell system, it is challenging to achieve voltage 
output up to thermodynamic level voltage. Fundamentally, three significant losses 
are associated with a fuel cell system that is as follows: (a) activation loss mainly 
arises due to electrochemical reaction losses, (b) Ohmic losses arise from the ionic 
and electronic conduction, and (c) concentration losses because of mass transport 
loss. Thus, actual voltage is given by subtracting all three voltage drops from the 
predicted theoretical thermodynamic voltage.

9.16  PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL SOLAR CELLS

Photochemical solar cells are also termed photovoltaic cells or electrochemical cells, 
as illustrated in the schematic diagram in Figure 9.4. Photochemical solar cells mainly 
consist of a sensitizer layer made up of dye, quantum dots, nanomaterials, organic and 
inorganic materials, etc. It is primarily responsible for converting incident photons 
(solar radiation) to electrical current. At present, photovoltaic is considered the most 
efficient and clean way to produce and store energy from solar energy. Semiconductor 
and electrolyte or hole transport layer help the generated electron and holes move 
apart in the cell. Typically, photoanode with electrolyte leads to band bending in the 

FIGURE 9.4 Schematic diagram of different layers of the photochemical solar cell.
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depletion region, which governs the electrons into the semiconductor’s conduction 
band, where holes in the valence band are moved to the electrolyte, followed by an 
oxidation process. At the counter electrode side, electrons led to take part in the reduc-
tion reaction. Under illumination conditions, photoanode exhibits the negative poten-
tial, and the band bending tends to zero; meanwhile, the Fermi level remains shifted 
toward the negative potential. At this point, one can extract maximum voltage from 
the photoanode under flat band conditions, which is up to barrier heights. When an 
electron passes through the electrolyte (oxidation and reduction process) to the exter-
nal circuit, recycling the redox couple takes place, called a regenerating solar cell.

The following process describes the basic principle of the photoelectrochemical 
solar cell:

When the incident photon strikes the cell’s surface, a series of reactions imme-
diately starts taking place inside the cell, which leads to the output power. At the 
photoanode side, the first reaction occurs due to photon absorption by the sensitizer 
dye (denoted by S), which transforms into an excited state S*. Process terms as pho-
toexcitation and reaction are as follows:

 S hv S ( )+   photoexcitation*  (9.7)

Suddenly after this, two different processes get the possibility to occur or both at 
the same time. Either the excited state molecules decay/role back to the ground state 
directly or it may encounter oxidative quenching means transporting charged elec-
tron to semiconductor oxide (ZnO, TiO2, etc.) conduction band. Mainly, this process 
is called as injection of electrons, and the reaction is as follows:

 ’ emission* ( )+S S hv  (9.8)

 S S e ( )+ − injection*  (9.9)

After electron injection, these electrons travel all the way from semiconductor oxides 
to transparent conducting oxides to external load to another side of electrode (coun-
ter) and finally reached the electrolyte region. At this point, the dye gets oxidized 
(hole is already generated at ground state) releases donor ions in the form of iodide 
inside electrolyte. This process is commonly known as regeneration of cells and is 
given by the following equation:

 S I S ( )+ ++ −2 3 2 regeneration  (9.10)

The recombination process takes place with the charged electron of the semiconduc-
tor oxide in the absence of the redox mediator, resulting in no photocurrent or output 
power at the external load. Loss of electron in a solar cell is popularly called recom-
bination and is given by the following equation:

 S e S( ) ( )++ − semiconductor oxide recombination  (9.11)

It is noted that the charged electron that traveled to the counter electrode through 
external load can promote oxidized redox couple (I−). Thus, it leads the oxidation and 
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reduction process at the redox mediator (I2/I−), resulting in cyclic process. This reac-
tion is said to be the regeneration of iodide ions and is represented by the following 
equation:

 2 3 regeneration3 ( )+− − −e II  (9.12)

All the processes taking place inside the cell due to the incident photon produce an 
electric current.

9.17  ELECTROCHEMICAL DOUBLE-LAYER CAPACITORS

EDLCs are also termed as supercapacitors, ultracapacitors, symmetrical capaci-
tors, asymmetrical capacitors, and electrochemical capacitors. The schematic dia-
gram of EDLC is presented in Figure 9.5. The purpose and fundamental principle 
behind these names are the same, i.e., to store a large quantity of electric energy 
in between two different layers of electrodes. Because of its highly porous elec-
trode, it has a very high storage capacity in terms of capacitance per unit volume 
compared to the other types of capacitors. High capacitance results from the very 
fine separation of the electronic and ionic charges at the electrode nanopores and 
electrolyte interface [22]. The fundamental equation that governs the capacitance 
value is as follows:

 C
A

d
ε= 0  (9.13)

Here, A is the porous electrode surface area and d is the distance between the porous 
electrodes. Hence, by determining the surface properties of the electrode material, 

FIGURE 9.5 Schematic diagram of electrodes and electrolyte layers in electrochemical 
double-layer capacitors.
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one can directly estimate the capacitances of the system. Popularly used materi-
als for developing high-performance cells are carbon, conducting polymer, hybrid 
polymeric material, metal oxides, other organic-inorganic hybrid nanomaterials, 
etc. On the other hand, electrolytes are crucial for delivering high energy capacity. 
Therefore, breakdown voltage should be taken into consideration before selecting an 
appropriate solid-state or aqueous electrolytes. Last but not least, separators also play 
an essential role in maintaining the reliable performance of the EDLC. Materials 
such as paper, plastic, glass, and ceramic fibers are usually utilized for liquid or gel-
type electrolyte-based EDLC.

9.18  WHAT RELEVANCE HAS NANOTECHNOLOGY 
FOR FUEL CELL SYSTEMS

Nanotechnology plays an essential role in designing every fuel cell component from 
electrodes to the gas diffusion layer to the catalyst to the binder to polymer electro-
lyte membrane. However, a fuel cell is a simple electrochemical system consisting 
of two electrodes with a polymer electrolyte membrane in-between, as illustrated 
in Figure 9.6. A fuel cell’s output performance is governed by developing quality 
membrane electrode assembly (MEA). It can be achieved through MEA-interfacial 
nanoengineering and nanocatalysts amount. On the other hand, membranes are also 
greatly influenced by the ion nanochannel conducting species (anion or proton). 
Thus, nanotechnology in fuel cells provides novel material properties, improved and 
enhanced fundamental mechanism and principles, multifunctionality of materials, 
nano-structuring of the MEA, and helps in overcoming open-circuit potential loss. 
These features will undoubtedly stabilize the cell perforce and open up a new path 
for developing an ideal fuel cell system.

FIGURE 9.6 Schematic diagram of the fuel cell and their working.
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9.19  FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY AND NANOTECHNOLOGY

Nanotechnology has enormous potential for developing next-generation fuel cell 
technology. We have categorized this section into three-part, nanocatalyst, nano-
structure in Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM), and nanoengineered MEA.

Nanotechnology in electrode assembling: It is the costliest and essential part of 
the fuel cell containing platinum metal as catalyst. Researchers collaborate with 
companies for developing nanoparticles of platinum, thus reduction in cost as well 
as in quantity [23]. Other nanomaterial-based catalysts are also used successfully in 
fuel cell application, but performance is still not in level with platinum.

Nanotechnology in polymer electrolyte membrane preparation: The formation of 
numerous distinct varieties of nanostructure in PEM such as porous structure [24], 
layered structure [25], micellar structure interconnected by narrow pores [26], nano-
channel network [27], polymer bundles [28], etc. Nano-level ordering in the polymer 
electrolyte membrane with the nonequilibrium composition has significant advance-
ment in recently advanced polymer electrolyte materials.

Nanotechnology in MEA: It is one of the core components of the cell and is 
responsible for producing electrochemical reactions when fuel is supplied. The level 
of nanoengineering in the preparation of the catalyst layer, microporous layer, and 
gas diffusion layer significantly dominates the stability of cell performance [29]. 
Thus, nanotechnology in fuel cells gives an edge to improve the charge transport 
without any degradation of the cell performance and provides a path for standard-
izing the fuel cell technology for industrial uses.

9.20  OUTLOOK AND SUMMARY

The development of new technologies is overgrowing, whereas technological evo-
lution promotes a focused purpose, commercial production, mainly governed by 
performance, cost, and environmental impact. Transformation of technology from 
laboratory-scale to the industrial level, many parameters have to be considered, such 
as reliability, efficient performance, large area, low cost, easy processability, high 
throughput, low toxicity, etc. Although nanomaterial has shown significant growth in 
device application from the past several decades in terms of efficient device perfor-
mance, cost, and toxicity, there is still much to be done to achieve ideal stable devices. 
There is no evidence of developing novel architectures or fabrication techniques.

This chapter presents the fundamental concept and basic principles of electro-
chemical devices. Moreover, we show how nanomaterials are a new generation of 
promising material for enhancing the performance of electrochemical systems. 
Replacing conventional materials with nanomaterials offers ease of device process-
ability, opening up the commercial path. Our emphasis mainly provides a versatile 
point of view in terms of energy conversion and energy storage devices. All the 
electrochemical system working principles were explicitly described, while the focus 
was nanomaterial and its implementation. Nanomaterial’s physicochemical proper-
ties and charge transfer mechanism of each electrochemical cell were discussed in 
detail. The initial section covers the background and importance of nanomaterials in 
electrochemical devices.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

Electrochemistry is a discipline of chemistry that studies chemical processes that 
produced at electrodes. Electrochemistry has diver’s applications in daily life; this 
includes electroplating, separations of salt, organic and inorganic synthesis, sensors, 
pollution control, energy, etc. Over the globe, the most of the electrochemist use 
the boon of electrochemistry especially conversion of chemical energy to electrical 
energy. The different batteries, supercapacitors and fuel cells are the most common 
gifts of electrochemistry to the mankind. The batteries are used to power a vari-
ety of devices, including electric vehicles, smartphones, electronic tablets, watches, 
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pacemakers and many others. Chemical reactions in batteries provide power that can 
be transformed into useful work. The transport of the electrons also occurs in the 
electrode material, electrode current collector interface and outer circuit in electro-
chemical applications. The processes take place in a system called the cell. In many 
systems, the reactions take place in a cell, where electrons are transferred between 
electrodes.

A rechargeable battery is an electrical device, which has many electrochemical 
cells together. Batteries involve electrically reversible electrochemical reactions and 
therefore known as secondary cell. While discharging of the battery, stored charges 
depleted slowly however during charging chemical reaction get reversed to restore 
new charges. With the advent of portable devices such as notebook computers, cell 
phones, MP3 players and cordless power tools, the demand for rechargeable batteries 
has increased dramatically in recent years. In 1859, the invention of lead-acid ele-
ment by French physicist Gaston Plante opened a research filed toward new technol-
ogy based on battery and still researches are going on battery system. Plante batteries 
with lead anodes, lead dioxide cathodes and sulfuric acid electrolyte are the pioneers 
of modern car batteries.

Both the primary batteries (nonrechargeable) and secondary batteries (recharge-
able) work in exactly similar way. Electrochemical reactions developed between the 
both electrodes (anode and cathode) and electrolyte to generate electricity. However, 
for rechargeable batteries, the reaction is reversible. When external power is applied 
to the secondary battery, the electron flow generated during the discharge is reversed 
from negative to positive and the charge of the battery is restored. After nickel-
metal hydride (Ni–MH) and nickel-cadmium (Ni–Cd) batteries, the most common 
rechargeable battery is Lithium-ion battery (LIB), which is available in market pres-
ently. The construction of a rechargeable battery is shown in Figure 10.1 [1].

FIGURE 10.1 Construction of rechargeable battery [1].
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10.2 NANOMATERIALS FOR RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

The demand for energy materials is increasing at its fast pace; lots of new materi-
als are been explored in order to meet the demand of the market. Nanomaterials of 
batteries in applications are gaining momentum day by day because of its versatile 
properties; it is meeting the demands of smart power enhanced and efficient batter-
ies which can be used in electric vehicles, storage devices, plug in vehicles. In the 
present context, the climate change has given new dimensions for the search of those 
nanomaterials, which are environmentally friendly and can be easily recycled so that 
the dependence on fossil fuels can be minimized and the pollution can be checked 
at a large scale. Research on application about the nanomaterials in batteries was 
done by the global nanomaterials in batteries and supercapacitor market and the 
report predicted that the market size will grow for the period from 2021 to 2031. In 
Table 10.1, it has been shown the different parameters needed for the commercial-
izations of nanomaterials in batteries. Moreover, the ongoing research in different 
companies of the countries for the exploration of different nanomaterials, depending 
on the various issues, are listed in Table 10.1.

The rechargeable batteries are becoming more and more important in our daily 
lives with their powerful ability to effectively store electrical energy in chemical 
form. Replacing traditional liquid electrolytes with polymer electrolytes (PEs) is con-
sidered to be one of the most feasible solutions for the development of higher energy 
density and safer electrochemical energy storage systems, which are eagerly used in 
electric vehicle applications. In recent years, to coordinate the advantages and to mod-
ify the material according to our needs using organic phase and the inorganic phase 
electrolyte, the introduction of organic–inorganic hybrid nanomaterials in PE has 
attracted more and more attention. Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSSs) 
are one of the most attractive latest technologically important hybrid nanostructured 

TABLE 10.1
Different Companies of the Countries for the Exploration of Different 
Nanomaterials Depending upon the Various Issues

Countries
Brands of the 
Companies

Scope and 
Segment

Analysis based on Following 
Factors

United States, 
Southern Asia, 
Canada, France, 
Germany, United 
Kingdom, South 
Korea, Taiwan, 
China, Japan, Brazil, 
Russia

Ampirius Inc.;
BAK Power;
Be-Dimensional;
Bodi Energy;
Dongxu Optoelectronic 
Technology Co. Ltd.;
Nexeon;
Ray Techniques Ltd.;
Skeleton Technologies 
Group OA;
HE3DA S. R. O

Company;
Region (Country);
Type;
Application;
Revenue;
Forecast by region;
Participants;
Stakeholders

Market overview;
Industry and applications;
Prospects of growth in revenue;
Competition in the market:
Region wide consumptions and 
production;
Upgradation in technologies;
Analysis of supply chains;
Landscapes
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material having combined properties of organic–inorganic. In its structure, organic 
functional groups are attached to the inorganic nano-sized cores. POSS is known 
for its low density, adjustable surface properties, high thermal stability and good 
mechanical strength with polymers in the form of nanocomposites, which can be 
used as nano-filler in different systems. In recent years, the paradigm shift from solid 
polymer electrolyte (SPE) to nanocomposite hybrid polymer electrolyte (NCHPE) in 
rechargeable battery applications was highlighted mostly in many research reports.

The increases in conduction mechanism enhance the capacity of electrodes. The 
reduction in diffusion length in lithium ion at nanoscale is one most important appli-
cation of nanotechnology in alkaline batteries. The thin films fabricated using the 
nanomaterials increase the transport properties of the electronic conduction. It helps 
in ion storage by increasing the surface area of the electrode materials. Mesoporous-
ordered structure generally favors the kinetic of electrode. It also helps in enhancing 
the life cycle of batteries. The main area of research is to find those nanomaterials 
which can be used in electrodes having a high surface area as it will increase the 
energy density and capacity of the batteries; moreover, it will also increase the lifes-
pan and efficiency of the batteries. Safety and cost-effectiveness are also the primary 
factors for the search of new nanomaterials.

The nano-batteries are also being manufactured using nanotechnology. These bat-
teries can be combined together to form macro battery with increased efficiency. The 
nanomaterials can also be used as coating in order to separate the electrodes, thus 
causing low self-discharge. Although nanomaterials have lots of advantages, there 
are some shortcomings such as low density with large surface area which result in 
high resistance exists, thus reducing the conductivity and stability of the battery. 
Nevertheless, nanoparticles are also difficult to synthesize as a result the manufactur-
ing cost increases.

There are huge potentials of nanomaterials to be used in batteries, as it can be 
used as a coating material for electrodes. With its use, the surface the charging 
time will also get reduced. The of nanomaterials is used in different battery, viz., 
nickel-cadmium battery, nickel metal hydride battery, LIB, sealed lead-acid battery, 
sodium-ion battery, etc. Nanomaterials and nanotechnology are the future of recent 
batteries, although there are many challenges related to its efficiency and cost, still 
the research studies are going to explore new materials for battery.

10.3 LEAD-ACID BATTERY

In 1859, Lead-acid batteries which are the oldest rechargeable batteries were invented 
by French physicist Gaston Plante. These are one of the most common secondary 
batteries used mostly for loading large cell potential. Lead-acid batteries are capable 
to supply high value of current, which requires maintaining high power to weight 
ratio by cells. Lead-acid batteries are low-cost batteries with high power to weight 
ratio; therefore, they become a suitable candidate for their use in automobiles, golf 
cars, forklifts and other vehicles, which require high currents. The hazards include 
heavy mass, incompetence under low temperatures and incapability to maintain its 
capacity for long intervals of time through disuse [2].
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Usually, lead-acid battery consists of lead oxide (PbO2) as cathode, lead (Pb) as 
anode and aqueous solution of concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4) as electrolyte. 
The chemistry behind lead-acid battery and its principal components are given in 
Figure 10.2. 

The standard reversible electrochemical reactions in a lead-acid battery are shown 
as follows:

 �At cathode : PbO 3H HSO 2e 2H O PbSO2 4
–

2 4+ + + ++ −  (10.1)

 �At anode : Pb HSO PbSO H 2e4 4
–+ + +− +  (10.2)

 �Overall reaction: Pb PbO 2H SO 2PbSO 2H O.2 2 4 4 2+ + +  (10.3)

It can be seen that after complete discharge, anode and cathode both are con-
verted into lead sulfate (PbSO4); also, water produces after losing most of the 
dissolved H2SO4 in electrolyte. When fully charged, the cathode and anode 
are made of PbO2 or Pb. The electrolyte converts back into concentrated H2SO4. 
The majority of the electrochemical energy is stored in such a fully charged state. 
Lead-acid batteries suffer with their low-energy density (~40 Wh/kg) [3] and 
have 85% Coulombic efficiency and 70% energy efficiency. They have the lowest 
storage capacity of any other rechargeable batteries and are typically large and 
heavy. Therefore, lead-acid batteries are unable to store a large amount of energy 
which can increase battery weight and practically limits their applicability in 
electric vehicles. The different components of a lead-acid battery are shown in 
Figure 10.3 [2].

FIGURE 10.2 Nanomaterials for rechargeable batteries.
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10.4 ALKALINE BATTERY

The alkaline electrolyte-based batteries were first developed in 1899 by Waldemar 
Jungner. Lewis Urry developed a button alkaline cell in 1949 and put it in the market 
by Ray-O-Vac Co, USA. In 1950, Lewis Urry invented zinc/manganese dioxide dry 
alkaline battery with high specific energy and relatively low cost. In 1957, Marsal, 
Larl and Urry filed a US patent (US2960558A) for the alkaline battery and granted 
it in 1960 [4]. Zinc alkaline batteries had leakage problems and decreased self-life 
in the late 1960s. To prevent the electrolytic action on impurity sites, a film of mer-
cury amalgam was used on a zinc electrode [5]. A French company in the 1970s 
introduced a battery of better performance at a low cost with a new plastic-bonded 
negative electrode and sintered positive electrodes.

In the late 1980s, inspired by the increasing demand for high volumetric energy, 
Dr. Oshitani developed positive electrode foam technology which increased volu-
metric energy up to 30%. Mercury degrades the stability and purity of the electrode 
so the minimum use of mercury was required [6]. In 2005, after a century after the 
discovery of the Ni–Cd cell, Dr. Bernard et al. introduced a plastic-bonded positive 
electrode which exhibit high electrochemical performance at a lower cost using sin-
tered electrode technologies. Modern alkaline batteries have manganese dioxide as a 
positive electrode and zinc negative one. This battery is called alkaline battery only 
because of an alkaline electrolyte used in it. Nickel-cobalt (Ni–Co) electrode materi-
als give high capacitance, high abundance and good cycle stability [7]. Furthermore, 
nickel-based electrodes are redox active and good electrically conductive material 
for energy storage applications [7]. Moreover, the comparative studies between dif-
ferent types of batteries and commercially available nickel battery sizes are demon-
strated in Tables 10.2 and 10.3, respectively.

10.4.1 ziNc maNgaNeSe dioxide (zN–mNo2)

The zinc manganese dioxide (Zn–MnO2) batteries are suitable for industrial applica-
tions where moderate amounts of electricity are needed. These batteries are com-
monly used worldwide in digital cameras, toys, flashlights, radios, compact disc 
players, etc. The low cost of material and high energy density application are other 

FIGURE 10.3 Chemistry and principal components of a lead-acid battery [2].
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advantages of Zn–MnO2 battery, which enhance the scientists interest in commer-
cialization and engineering. In Zn–MnO2 battery, the negative and positive electrodes 
are Zn and MnO2, respectively. In the discharging process of Zn–MnO2 battery, only 
electrode materials (Zn & MnO2) take part in the reaction, as seen in the reaction 
below:

 �Zn 2MnO ZnO Mn O2 2 3+ +  (10.4)

During the reaction, the alkaline electrolyte KOH remains in equal amount of OH− 
based on the contents of zinc in the KOH electrolyte and purity of manganese diox-
ide used; the nominal voltage of Zn–MnO2 battery is 1.5 V; however, it varies from 
1.50 V to 1.65 V. The Zn–MnO2 battery has varying voltages, 1.3 V to 1.1 V, which 
depend on the current drawn and load level of discharge. After fully discharge, bat-
tery of 1 V potential still remains.

Recently, Zhang et al. reported a high capacitive rechargeable Zn–MnO2 bat-
tery system with a mild-acidic zinc triflate electrolyte. The aqueous zinc/manganese 
triflate electrolyte formed the protective porous MnO2 layer. In Figure 10.4a, Zn–
MnO2 batteries delivered 10% capacity depth of discharge and lower cycle stabil-
ity. Recently, the rechargeability of Zn–MnO2 battery has been improved by using 
a mild zinc-based acidic electrolyte. Figure 10.4b shows the reversible extraction/
insertion of Zn2+ ions in the layered structure. A significant improvement finds in 
the cycling stability of zinc manganese dioxide battery employing Mn(CF3SO3)2 and 

TABLE 10.2
Comparative Studies between Different Types of Batteries

Types of 
Batteries Cathode Anode Electrolyte

Alkaline Manganese dioxide Zinc Aqueous alkaline

Lead acid Lead dioxide Lead Sulfuric acid

Nickel Nickel oxyhydroxide Cadmium, hydrogen 
absorbing alloy

Potassium 
hydroxide

Lithiumion Lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide
(LiNiMnCoO2)
Lithium nickel cobalt aluminum 
(LiNiCoAlO2)

Carbon-based 
typically graphite

Lithium salt in an 
organic salt

TABLE 10.3
Commercially Available Nickel Battery Sizes

Sizes D C AA AAA Sub C Nine Volts Button

Diameter in mm 34.2 26.2 14.5 10.5 22.2 26.5 Varies in Ni–MH

Length in mm 61.5 50 50.5 44.5 42.9 48.5 Variable size exists
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concentrated Zn(CF3SO3)2 electrolyte which can be seen in Figure 10.4c. The cycle 
stability was found to be 94% after 2000 cycle with a high reversible capacity of 
225 mA/h/g [8]. 

10.4.2 Nickel-BaSed alkaliNe BatterieS

With the growth of technology, the need for rechargeable batteries has increased 
manifold; lots of research studies are taking place to improve their efficiency so that 
they can be used in all types of electronic devices, vehicles, aeronautics industry, etc. 
In the last few years, the market has been commercialized in terms of hybridization 
topologies in order to increase the energy density and power density of the batter-
ies. However, the electric double-layer capacitors and lead-acid batteries have solved 
many problems related to enhanced efficiency in terms of power and energy, longer 
life span, thermal stability. Still, the biggest challenge lies in the increased price as 
it is not cost-effective. In this context, nickel plays a significant role as it gives high 
energy density and better storage capacity at a very lower cost as compared with 
other batteries.

The nickel metal is the fifth most commonly found naturally occurring element 
on the earth surface. It has a silvery white shining appearance; it easily forms alloys 
because of its chemical properties. It has good catalytic and magnetic properties and 
can be easily recycled. From the mid-90s, its use is much more commercialized in 
battery technology and has a good market share. The most commonly used batter-
ies like nickel cobalt aluminum use 80% nickel, whereas nickel manganese cobalt 
uses 33% nickel [9]. Most of the LIBs also rely on nickel. The nickel batteries are 
generally rechargeable and used in portable electronic devices, hybrid vehicles and 
stationary storage mechanisms. The main features include a discharge curve which 
is flat; it has a wide range of temperature operations. It is environmentally friendly 
as it can be easily recycled. Overall, it has a robust mechanism that is physically and 
chemically tolerant toward charging and discharging.

FIGURE 10.4 Zn–MnO2 battery chemistry. Schematic illustration of (a) the primary alka-
line Zn–MnO2 battery using KOH electrolyte and (b) the rechargeable Zn–MnO2 cell using 
CF3SO3-based electrolyte. (c) Comparison of the cycling performance of Zn–MnO2 cells with 
electrolytes of 45 wt% KOH (at 0.32 C), 3 M ZnSO4, 3 M Zn(CF3SO3)2, and 3 M Zn(CF3SO3)2 
with 0.1 M Mn(CF3SO3)2 additive at 0.65 C. nC equals the rate to charge/discharge the theo-
retical capacity (308 mA/hg) of MnO2 in 1/n hours. (Reproduced from ref. [8] with permis-
sion from Springer Nature, © 2017.)
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The nickel, along with manganese or aluminum, is used in LIBs to increase its 
longevity as well as proper capabilities. Also, nickel (tabs) strips are being made 
from ferromagnetic nickel alloy 201, which is highly conducting and noncorrosive in 
nature. Moreover, its resistance is also very low, making it viable to use as it is safe, 
heat resistant and there is no waste of energy. The nickel foam is used as it is porous 
with 75% to 95% void spaces, making it the perfect material to be used as a current 
collector due to its low density.

The nickel batteries consist of a cathode, anode and separator. The separator 
should be porous enough for the chemical reactions to take place. These three ele-
ments are mainly wound in Swiss roll or jelly roll type structure. At the top of this, 
the structure is a metal tab that connects the anode to a sealing plate, which seals the 
corrosive electrode and acts as a self-sealing vent that allows gases to escape if there 
is overcharging of the battery [10]. There are different types of nickel-based alkaline 
batteries, viz., nickel-iron (Ni–Fe) battery, nickel-zinc (Ni–Zn) battery, nickel-cad-
mium (Ni–Cd) battery and nickel-cadmium (Ni–Cd) battery. We have discussed in 
detail about these batteries in the following subsection.

10.4.2.1 Nickel–Iron (Ni–Fe) Batteries
Nickel-iron (Ni–Fe) batteries are rechargeable batteries and are much commercial-
ized because they are much cheaper. It was the first commercialized nickel battery. 
The glory that adds to this battery is its long life and environmentally friendly.  
Nickel and iron as raw material are the most abundant material found on earth, which 
makes them cheaper [11]. It uses Fe as anode and Ni as cathode with KOH as an 
electrolyte. This is more resilient toward charging and discharging and maintaining 
its thermal stability and internal resistance [12]. Moreover, the energy density of 
nickel-iron batteries is in the range of 20–50 Wh/Kg, power density 65–90 W/Kg 
and cycle life 2000–5000 cycles. They have an excellent life cycle and are mainly 
used in locomotive applications, with the recent development of sintered electrodes 
where the nickel oxide cathode finds its applications in electric vehicles [13]. The 
main advantages of Ni–Fe battery are good resistance against vibrations. The operat-
ing life is long; hence, it is very much durable. It has good response toward charging 
and discharging of the battery. However, it is being observed that at low temperature 
its performance is very poor. Another setback is the rate of discharging as it is very 
high, nearly 40% every month. The specific energy is also very low, approximately 
50 Wh/kg, which makes it less viable to get commercialized.

10.4.2.2 Nickel–Zinc (Ni–Zn) Battery
It is one of the rechargeable batteries which have good performance in high drain 
applications. As nickel and zinc are naturally occurring materials on the earth crusts, 
hence it is less expensive. The use of zinc electrodes has made it commercially com-
petitive with other batteries existing in the market. This cell has got a voltage of 
1.85 V in an open circuit when fully charged. A Ni–Zn battery has a similar curve 
in charging and discharging with a higher voltage (~1.7 V) as compared to Ni–Cd 
and Ni–MH batteries. It has got low internal resistance and high power density with 
excellent performance at low temperatures. Ni–Zn batteries use no toxic elements 
like Ni–Cd; hence, it is not a threat to our environment and can be easily recycled. 
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It  is  also inflammable as it uses on active materials, so it is safe to use [14,15]. 
Figure 10.5 demonstrates the internal structure of power Genix Ni–Zn battery [15].

In Ni–Zn batteries, nickel is also used as a positive electrode and zinc as a nega-
tive electrode. The chemical reaction at positive and negative electrodes is given in 
Equations (10.5) and (10.6), respectively.

 2NiOOH 2H O 2e 2Ni(OH) 2OH2 2
 + + → +− −  (10.5)

 Zn 2 OH Zn H O 2e2+ → + +− −  (10.6)

Ni–Zn batteries are used for portable power, small-scale applications at high dis-
charge rates. Ni–Zn batteries are relatively lower in cost than Li–ion batteries and 
can replace both Ni–Cd and Ni–MH batteries in most of the applications [6]. Ni–Zn 
batteries have high efficiency, high specific power and low cost. Both Ni and Zn can 
easily maintain their physical and chemical properties during cycling, and hence 
less effect on the environment. However, Zn is a self-corrosive material and soluble 
in KOH so Ni–Zn batteries show low discharge after a few cycles [16,17]. Although 
this battery was there for many years, the major challenges faced were the distribu-
tion of active materials on the electrode and the formation of dendrites during the 
charging and discharging process. Figure 10.6 shows the formation of dendrites in 

FIGURE 10.5 Internal structure of power Genix Ni–Zn Battery. (Reproduced from [15] 
with permission from IOP Publishing, © 2009.)
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Zn electrodes [18]. Table 10.4 demonstrates the important electrochemical properties 
of Ni–Zn battery.

The zinc electrode technology was based mainly on these principles, i.e., the 
requirement of good conductivity for the whole mass independent of the state of 
charge, a high level of porosity to be maintained at the anode of the cell, and treat-
ment of soluble zincates were formed during the charging process. Moreover, to 
maintain the above principal and to other rectify the above-mentioned issues, a 
three-dimensional structure was made to support and collect current to reduce resis-
tance and improve the electrical connections. The coating of a separator also helps 
in inhibiting the dendrite formations. Also, the copper foam was used to increase 
the porosity of the material at the zinc electrode, a composition of zinc oxide was 
mixed with additives like zinc alloys, conductive polymers having high adsorption 
capacity for zincates in order to trap zincates from the surface constituting a more 
conducting network and preventing dendrites formations. The use of calcium oxide 

FIGURE 10.6 Formation of dendrites in Zn [18]. (Reproduced with permission from Nature, 
© 2016.)

TABLE 10.4
Features of Ni–Zn Battery

Energy Density 
(Wh/Kg)

Power Density 
(W/Kg)

Cycles Life 
Cycles Anode Cathode Electrolyte

60–70 100–200 200–300 Nickel hydroxide Zinc Potassium hydroxide
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as an additive helps in forming calcium zincates, which are less soluble than normal 
zinc hydroxides. Pasted powder technology or the pressed powder method is used 
to fabricate zinc electrode, with a substrate material like foil, foam mainly made of 
copper. This substrate maintains stability when the cathode undergoes polarization. 
This method also helps in changing electrode shape.

The advantages of Ni–Zn battery are good cycle life in terms of charging and dis-
charging, high capability rate of nearly 25 C, very fast recharging, and cheaper than 
benign materials, which can be cycled to 100%, nontoxic, inflammable and safe to 
use as it is environmentally friendly in nature. However, the shortcomings of Ni–Zn 
batteries include heavy and bulky structure, low-energy density, discharge rate is 
very high and formation of dendrites which reduces final efficiency. 

Ni–Zn batteries are used in consumer batteries and power tools. It is an excellent 
substitution for Ni–Cd, lithium-ion and Ni–MH batteries in terms of energy density, 
toxicity and price. Ni–Zn batteries can be used in hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) which 
provides similar power density and energy density to drive HEV vehicles at half the 
price of lithium ion. Ni–Zn batteries are used in micro hybrid (start/stop vehicles). In 
microhybrid vehicles, when the vehicles stop, then the engine shuts down, resulting 
in more consumption of fuel. A Ni–Zn battery has high power, half weight and more 
charge acceptance as compared to lead-acid battery at a competitive cost. The Ni–Zn 
battery at the utility scale meets the requirement of high power in terms of regulated 
frequency and provides an effective backup power system. Military requires a high 
level of sophisticated power supply which would be safe and powerful for use. In this 
regard Ni–Zn battery fulfills the entire criterion. Hence, Ni–Zn provides an excel-
lent balance of power and energy density in order to meet the potential requirement 
of applications in various devices and vehicles in terms of safety, cycle stability and 
cost-effectiveness.

10.4.2.3 Nickel-Cadmium Battery
It is a rechargeable battery which can be recharged many times, and it maintains 
constant potential when discharged. It gives hassle-free service and finds applica-
tions in digital cameras, calculators, photoflash equipment, recorders, etc. Ni–Cd 
cell is available in all shapes and sizes ranging from AAA to D with a potential 
difference between 1.25 V and 1.35 V [19]. The potential of the Ni–Cd battery is 
1.2 V, which is lower than the alkaline zinc-carbon cell (1.5 V), so the Ni–Cd bat-
tery cannot replace in all applications. However, many electronic appliances work at 
low voltages (0.90 V to 1.0 V per cell); the relatively steady 1.2 V of a Ni–Cd cell is 
enough to allow operation [20]. The battery is used safely in the temperature range 
from −20°C to 45°C. During charging, the battery temperature is around the same as 
the ambient temperature, but as the battery gets fully charged, the temperature will 
rise to 45°C–50°C. These batteries are capable of rapidly recharging to hundreds 
of instances and are tolerant including overcharging. However, compared to other 
batteries and even lead-acid batteries, nickel-cadmium batteries have limited power 
density and are also heavy in weight. They perform better if fully discharged every 
cycle before recharge. In any other case, cells may also exhibit a memory effect. 
Alkaline batteries show some application in backup power systems where low-
temperature conditions, very high currents and high reliability are unique elements. 
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Large nickel-cadmium batteries are used to start aircraft engines and in emergency 
power structures. In addition, they are used in conjunction with solar-powered con-
temporary supplies to provide electrical power at night. Although they have some 
good characteristics, it has some drawbacks that nickel and cadmium both are toxic 
heavy metals that may cause health risk. Ni–Cd battery could not get commercial 
success because of its high cost (about USD 1000 kWh) which is ten times higher 
than lead-acid batteries.

Nickel-cadmium (Ni–Cd) structures are the most common small rechargeable 
battery for portable gadgets. Sealed cells are equipped with “jelly roll” electrodes, 
which deliver the high current. The Ni-Cd battery contains a cadmium negative elec-
trode, a nickel (III) oxide-hydroxide positive plate and potassium hydroxide as an 
alkaline electrolyte. The chemical reactions during charging, discharging and overall 
are given in Equations (10.7)–(10.9), respectively.

 2NiOOH   2H O  2e 2Ni OH 2OH2 2( )+ + → +− − (10.7)

 Cd OH 2Cd OH 2e2( )+ → +− −  (10.8)

 2NiOOH   Cd 2H O  2Ni OH Cd(OH)2 2 2( )+ + → +  (10.9)

When the battery is discharged, then the cathode contains nickel hydroxide and the 
anode has cadmium hydroxide, whereas when the battery is charged, then reverse 
action takes place at anode, cadmium hydroxide changes into cadmium and at cath-
ode nickel hydroxide changes into nickel. The electrolyte used is alkaline potassium 
hydroxide and a separator is also used.

This battery has metal cases with a safety valve; the anode and cathode isolated 
by the separator are rolled in the form of a jelly roll design or in a spiral shape. This 
design helps the battery to deliver maximum current comparable to an alkaline bat-
tery. Traditionally, Ni–Cd batteries were available in sealed types, where the release 
of gas occurs when it is overcharged. Vented cells have a low-pressure valve that gen-
erates oxygen and hydrogen when it undergoes a cycle of charging and discharging. 
This structure makes the battery safer, lighter and economical for use. Vented Ni–Cd 
batteries can operate for a wide range of temperature and has long life.

Ni–Cd batteries have a number of advantages as compared to other batteries avail-
able in market. It works extremely well in every robust condition and has long-term 
storage when fully discharged. As compared to other lead-acid batteries, Ni–Cd bat-
tery has got a high energy density and longer life in terms of charging and discharg-
ing. When compared to alkaline batteries, it has reversible chemical reactions which 
make them reusable and long-lasting. When compared to Ni–MH and lithium-ion 
batteries, this battery is much cheaper and has a lower self-discharge rate. Hence, it 
can be seen that Ni–Cd is a good choice for applications in photography and other 
portable devices as it has good specific energy and pulse power performance, and at 
the same time, it is relatively inexpensive as compared with other batteries

However, the disadvantages of Ni–Cd battery include as it is much costlier than 
lead-acid battery because cadmium and nickel cost more. The biggest threat is envi-
ronmental hazards as cadmium is very toxic in nature. Under the battery directives, 
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this battery has been banned in many countries. Recycling of this battery is also 
the biggest problem. It has the problem of thermal runaway in which the current 
keeps on rising until the battery destroys itself. It also exhibits a negative temperature 
resistance in which the internal resistance decreases as the temperature increases. 
Memory effect is another issue related to its charging; in this effect, it is seen that the 
battery retains the characteristics of previous charging and gives the false impression 
of charging. In Table 10.5, the range of various parameters of Ni–Cd battery has been 
shown. It has been observed that the range of cyclic durability is nearly 2000 cycles 
and charge/discharge efficiency is nearly 70% to 90%.

10.4.2.4 Nickel-Metal Hydride (N–MH) Battery
It’s always a good choice to use rechargeable battery packs containing lithium ions 
cells as it gives excellent high energy density, storage and high voltage, for many 
applications such as mobiles, bio-medical instruments, electric hybrid vehicles, etc. 
Customized nickel-metal hydride is a very good substitute, as it is cost-effective in 
manufacturing and has no potential hazards linked with lithium products. The tech-
nology of Ni–MH batteries is not new as it was available in the early 70s, but when 
compared with Ni–Cd and lead-acid batteries, it is environmentally friendly and has 
excellent cycle life, with good safety and reliability performance. Moreover, it does 
not require the complexity of battery management technology like lithium batteries, 
still satisfying the customer need as lithium pack [21, 22].

Ni–MH has a positive electrode of nickel hydroxide and a negative electrode is 
interstitial hydrogen in the form of a metal hydride; the electrolyte used here is alka-
line potassium hydroxide. In Ni–MH, the “M” represents intermetallic compound 
as a negative electrode; this “M” is of the formula AB5, where “A” is a rare earth 
element (mainly used are cerium, lanthanum, neodymium, praseodymium), whereas 
“B” side comprises of cobalt, nickel, aluminum or manganese. In some cells, the 
negative electrode “M” has the formula AB2; here, A is generally vanadium or tita-
nium, whereas B is either zirconium or nickel.

Nickel-metal hydride (Ni–MH) batteries are replacing nickel-cadmium batteries 
in many applications because of the absence of toxic cadmium and have two–three 
times higher capacity than Ni-–Cd battery per unit volume. The chemical reaction on 
the positive electrode is similar to Ni–Cd battery, whereas at the negative electrode, 
hydrogen absorbing alloy is used instead of Cd. The charging and discharging volt-
age of Ni–MH battery is 1.6 V and 1.25 V, respectively.

Ni–MH has higher self-discharge, lower efficiency and costly as compared with 
lead-acid and nickel-cadmium batteries. The cost rises mainly over the constraints 

TABLE 10.5
Characteristics of Ni–Cd Battery

Energy 
Density 
(Wh/L)

Specific 
Energy 

(Wh/Kg)

Specific 
Power 
(W/Kg)

Cycle 
Durability 

Cycles

Self-
Discharge 

Rate
Nominal 
Voltage

Charge/
Discharge 
Efficiency

50–150 40–60 150 2000 10% month 1.2 V 70%–90%
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on the manufacturing process and safe disposal because of the concerns on cadmium 
toxicity. It has been labeled “Eco friendly”. It has a profitable margin when recycling 
is done. Lithium ion has the major problem of “Thermal Runaway”; this battery has 
a better design for this, but as compared to Ni–Cd, it is not that effective in solving 
the problem of thermal runaway. The chemistry of Ni–MH and Ni–Cd is moreover 
the same because of the same design; Ni–MH has a capacity of 30% more than 
Ni–Cd batteries but less in memory. As compared to others, this requires high main-
tenance as crystalline formation takes place if a full discharge is not done regularly. 
In Table 10.6, a comparative study of Ni–MH versus Li–ion battery has been given. 
Li–ion battery is more efficient and lighter than Ni–MH, but it is costlier. The com-
parative study of Ni–MH and alkaline battery has been shown in Table 10.7; it has 
been shown that the performance of Ni–MH is much better than alkaline batteries.

It is very convenient to store and its transportation is easy because it is not gov-
erned by any regulatory controls. However, it should be stored in a cool place as 
performance gets degraded at high temperatures. When compared with a primary 
battery, it has greater advantage as it can work at extreme low temperatures of about 
−20°C. It operates well over a wide range of temperatures, i.e., 0° to 50° and life 
expectancy is also more. It can be recharged as many times as possible and shows 
efficiency even at a high rate of self-discharge. It has 50% of self-discharge when 
compared to Ni–Cd batteries. It has a critical trickle charge and generates heat while 
charging; it also takes longer time to get charged as compared to Ni–Cd batteries. 
Ni–MH has 50% less final battery pack production price than a lithium battery, and 
it is less than 75% of a lithium battery in terms of the development of the product.

The chemical reactions at negative and positive electrodes are given in Equations 
(10.10) and (10.11), respectively.

 �H O M e OH MH2 + + +− −  (10.10)

 �Ni OH OH NiO OH H O e2 2( ) ( )+ + +− − (10.11)

Ni–MH battery has a higher self-discharge rate as compared to Ni–Cd battery, which 
varies greatly with temperature, i.e., is 5%–20% on the first day and stabilizes around 
0.5%–4% per day at room temperature. The cylindrical structure of Ni–MH battery is 
shown in Figure 10.7 with a cap positive electrode, negative electrode and separator [21].

TABLE 10.6
Comparison of Ni–MH with Li–ion Battery

Cell 
Type

Cell 
Voltage 

(V)

Specific 
Energy 

(Wh/Kg)

Specific 
Power 
(W/Kg)

a. Energy 
Density 

(kWh/m3)

Power 
Density 

(MW/m3) Efficiency Cost Size

Li–Ion 3.6 3–100 100–1000 80–200 0.4–2 99 Costly Small and 
lighter

Ni–MH 1.2 1–80 <200 70–100 1.5–4 81 Less 
costly
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In order to have a hassle-free use of Ni–MH battery in terms of its maintenance 
and performance, basic knowledge of charging is very important as overcharging 
may damage the battery, which will result in loss of its capacity. Overcharging results 
in the formations of small crystals on the electrodes thus inhibiting the charging pro-
cess. It is observed that the charging of Ni–MH is more complicated as compared to 
Ni–Cd battery. Designing of a charger is very important as in Ni–Cd a distinct bump 
is seen in output voltage when it is fully charged, but in Ni–MH, this bump is very 
small and difficult to detect. The charging efficiency of all forms of nickel-based bat-
teries is about 70% of the full charge; initially, the temperature rise is less, but as the 
charge level increases, the efficiency level drops, thus raising the temperature of the 
battery [23,24]. Figure 10.8 shows the internal structure of the Ni–MH battery with 
a special reference to the separator and electrodes [23].

There are various methods for the charger to have constant current like timer 
charging by using an electronic timer which will help from getting overcharged; ther-
mal detection from getting overheated; and negative delta voltage detection to detect 
the drop in voltage; compared to all, the step differential method is preferably used 
in advanced Ni–MH chargers in which initially fast charging of 1C is done followed 
by a cooling period, later the charge cycle is completed. In this process, the charger 
further applies reductions in current as the charging progresses.

Nickel-metal hydride (Ni–MH) batteries generally have self-discharge of 1% 
per day when they are used in a low-energy consummation mode or in a stand-by 
device, which affects their memory. Manufacturers are using BMS technology which 
is cost-effective in order to develop a system, which will trickle charges to reduce 
the negative effects of overcharging and to attain its maximum capacity. Mostly, 
a smart charger is used with a moderate rate of charging up to 2 hours to 3 hours. 

FIGURE 10.7 Nickel-cadmium batteries [21].
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The gases which are emitted due to overcharging are hydrogen and oxygen, so the 
battery enclosures of Ni–MH should be airtight and properly vented. Moreover, iso-
lating the battery from the components which generate heat will also reduce the ther-
mal stress. Figure 10.9 shows the charging and discharging of the battery in terms of 
the chemical reactions that take place inside the battery [25].

10.4.3 Nickel-hydrogeN (Ni–h2) Battery

The nickel-hydrogen (Ni–H2) battery was first patented in 1971 by Alexander et al. in 
US [26]. Ni–H2 battery is a rechargeable power source based on nickel and hydrogen; 
here, hydrogen is used as fuel with conventional nickel electrode. Ni–H2 is used in 
over 800 satellites with good reliability. The overall reaction of the cell is given in 
Equation (10.12).

 �2NiOOH H 2Ni(OH)2 2+  (10.12)

It can be observed by the reaction that nickel hydroxide is formed at the positive elec-
trode and hydrogen is produced at the negative electrode. Ni–H2 battery can handle up 
to ~20,000 charge cycles with 85% efficiency. Ni–H2 battery using KOH as an elec-
trolyte performed an energy density of 75 Wh/kg and a specific power of 220 W/Kg.  
Ni–H2 battery has a discharge voltage of 1.25 V. In the recent few years, nickel-metal 
hydride batteries have been used in several commercial hybrid vehicles such as Toyota 
Prius and Honda Insight. Nickel electrode-based batteries are compared in Table 10.8.

FIGURE 10.8 Structure of cylindrical Ni–MH battery [23]. (Reproduced from ref. [23] with 
permission from Elsevier, © 2001.)
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FIGURE 10.9 The charging–discharging process of the hydrogen atom dissociates from 
Ni(OH)2 and is absorbed by the MH alloy and the hydrogen atom dissociates from the MH 
alloy and joins with NiOH to form Ni(OH)2 [25]. (Reproduced from ref. [25] with permission 
from Elsevier, © 2001.)

TABLE 10.8
Nickel-based Batteries Comparative Parameter

Battery
Cell 

Voltage (V)
Specific Energy 

(Wh/kg)
Specific 

Power (W/kg)
Energy 

Efficiency (%)
Cycle 
Life

Nickel-Cadmium 1.2 50–60 200 70–75 >1500

Nickel–Iron 1.2 30–60 100 60–70 1500

Nickel–Metal Hydride 1.2 60–70 170–1000 70–80 >1000

Nickel–Zinc 1.2 80–100 170–1000 70–80 <500
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10.4.4 adVaNtageS of alkaliNe Battery

The performance of an alkaline battery is good at low and ambient temperatures. These 
have a high energy density, a fairly long self-life, low internal resistance, better dimen-
sional stability and very less leakage problem. Alkaline batteries perform equally 
well in both intermittent and continuous use. These are also well-performing high 
and low rates of discharge. An alkaline battery has a fairly long self-life. Moreover, 
alkaline batteries have drawbacks. Alkaline batteries are bulky as compared to lead-
acid battery. Alkaline batteries have high internal resistance which reduces the output 
power. Alkaline batteries have different types of leakage from other batteries or cells; 
they can leak if left in the appliance for too long, and this corrosive leak can damage 
a device. However, with these disadvantages in mind, alkaline batteries are still an 
excellent choice for many uses, including developing a battery pack.

10.5 SODIUM-ION BATTERIES

The commercialization of different types of batteries in the market has given the 
option to search for new materials for electrode, which will fulfill all the criterion 
prerequisites for high efficiency of the batteries. In this context, sodium-ion batter-
ies have received great attention due to its versatile features like better safety, good 
power delivery and it can be used for many purposes. The main advantage of this 
battery is a huge natural resource of sodium being available. The principle on which 
LIBs and sodium-ion battery works is almost the same; instead of Li+ ion, Na+ ion is 
used for charging and discharging process through intercalation and deintercalation 
mechanism. The lower tap density, lower cost, elevated operating potentials and 
high capacities have attracted lot of attention for cathode-based sodium transition-
metal oxides. This battery uses electrolytes that are aqueous as well as nonaque-
ous like dimethyl carbonate, diethyl carbonate, propylene carbonate, etc. It can be 
used for electric vehicles and other power tools if the energy density is increased 
[27]. Figure 10.10 shows the use of electrolytes and binders for sodium-ion battery; 
in the figure, the layered oxide is seen at the cathode and metal oxides at anode.  
Table 10.9 shows the comparative study of sodium-ion battery with lead-acid bat-
tery and LIB. In terms of efficiency, sodium-ion battery is much more efficient as 
compared to the other two.

The cathode of sodium ion stores charges through the reaction mechanism. 
The advantages of sodium-ion battery over other batteries are their low costs and 
 corrosion-free reactions. It is durable, and it does not get damaged if it is charged for 
a long time. It has got excellent power delivery with less energy density. From perfor-
mance wise, it is not applicable to portable electric vehicles and electronic devices. 
As it is three times heavier than lithium, hence it is not lighter and when used with 
organic solvents; it is not at all safe as it may cause fire. Figure 10.11 shows the work-
ing potential versus a specific capacity of the various materials at anode and cathode. 
The use of various electrolytes and binders has also been shown in the diagram for 
sodium-ion battery.

The two-dimensional layer of transition-metal oxides is based on the stack-
ing sequence of metal oxide between the layers. The arrangement is made by 
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sandwiching sodium ion layers between octahedral or prismatic structures. Based on 
the phase transition of the O3 type and P2 type, there is a structure variation, and at 
low temperature, the synthesis of these compounds takes place, breaking the M–O 
bonds through thermal analysis. There are lots of possibilities for upgrading the elec-
trodes utilizing the sodiated anode material along with transition-metal oxides. In 
this, the two- or three-dimensional layer also uses fluorides for better efficiency of 
the electrodes. Polyanion materials have shown considerable thermal stability due 
to the covalent bonds in the deeply charged oxide state. For Sodium-ion batteries 
(SIBs), depending upon insertion reaction, Ti-based oxides as well as carbonaceous 
oxides are being used as anode material. Carbon materials, especially hard carbons, 

FIGURE 10.10 Cross section of sodium-ion battery [27]. (Reproduced with permission 
from Royal Society of Chemistry, © 2017.)

TABLE 10.9
Comparison of Sodium-ion Battery with Lead Acid Battery and Lithium-ion 
Battery

Battery Types Lead Acid Lithium-ion Sodium-ion

Volumetric energy 
density (Wh/L)

80–90 200–683 250–375

Gravimetric energy 
density (Wh/Kg)

35–40 120–260 75–150

Cyclic stability Moderate High High

Efficiency 70%–90% 85%–95% Up to 92%

Range of temperature −20°C–60°C 15°C–35°C −20°C–60°C

Availability of resources Availability limited Not easily 
available scarce

Available in 
abundance

Safety Moderate as it is 
toxic

Low It is very 
safe to use

Price Economical Costly Economical
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are widely used because they have the potential to accommodate the sodium ions in 
its structure. They have a low operating potential. Companies of different countries 
depend a lot on many parameters such as types of electrodes used, with different 
manufacturing techniques. In Table 10.10, a comparative study has been made based 
on the companies of different countries.

The sodium-ion batteries have received lots of attention due to their abundance 
availability; SIB cathode material consists of metal oxide, metal sulfides, compounds 
of oxoanionic, polymers, Prussian blue analogue, etc. Lots of research are still in 
progress in order to make this battery more commercialized. Tables 10.11 and 10.12 
summarize the advancements in anode and cathode material for sodium-ion batter-
ies, respectively.

10.6 MG-ION BATTERY (MIB)

For the next-generation electrochemical power sources, large-scale portable and sta-
tionary electrical device applications, in addition to the LIB, the secondary MIB 
is one of the most hopeful alternative solutions. The MIBs have safer, richer abun-
dances than LIBs. The magnesium metal has diverse characteristics with high natu-
ral abundance (approximately 104 times that of lithium, which helps to reduce the 
cost of electrode material). It is further incorporated into low-cost energy storage 
devices. The magnesium metal is more environmentally stable in nature, excellent 
thermodynamic properties, high volumetric capacity (3833 mA/h/cm3), dendrite-
free deposition, higher melting point than lithium, low reduction potential up to −2.4 
vs. SHE, high Columbic efficiency, etc. [45,46]. Such remarkable inherent charac-
teristics of Mg metal prove that the Mg metal is an ideal and promising electrode 
for MIBs. In addition, compared to nickel-cadmium and lead-acid batteries, MIBs 

FIGURE 10.11 Working potential for Na-ion battery [27]. (Reproduced with permission 
from Royal Society of Chemistry, © 2017.)
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provide a significantly higher energy density. Also, in contrast to lead and cadmium, 
magnesium and lithium are less expensive and environmentally friendly in nature. 
The use of Mg metal as electrode material in MIBs reduces the final cost of battery 
and results in a more stable alternating power source than LIBs.

Nevertheless, the development of the magnesium-ion battery technology is not 
as fast as LIBs. This is because there are certain challenges among the develop-
ment of magnesium-based cathode material for batteries. This includes high revers-
ible capacity, high operating voltage, and nonavailability of appropriate electrolyte, 
which can allow the reversible release of Mg2+ ions from a Mg metal anode [47–50]. 
The sluggish nature of Mg2+ ions in solid electrolytes makes large voltage hysteresis 
and low magnetization degrees for most of the material [50]. Most of the electrolyte 
used in MIBs allows the development of passivating surface films, which impede the 
electrochemical performance during the charging–discharging process [46,51,52]. 
Another important problem associated with MIBs is the unavailability of a suitable 
electrolyte. The electrolyte which can neither accept nor donate proton can be the 
most suitable electrolyte for MIBs [46]. The second most significant difficulty in the 
development of MIBs is the limited choice of cathode material by the inability to 
intercalate Mg ions in many hosts [48]. To enlighten the structures and chemistries of 
the materials developed for magnesium-ion cathodes, in this section, we discuss the 

TABLE 10.10
Comparative Studies between Different Types of Batteries 

Company 
Name Country Electrode Characteristics Uses

Faradion 
limited

United 
Kingdom 
2011

Cathodes–oxides
Anode–carbon and 
liquid electrolyte

Carbothermal reduction 
method of synthesis is 
used for electrode of 
Na3M2(PO4)2 F3

It is used in 
E–bike and 
E–Scooter

Tiamat France 2017 Polyanionic Cylindrical cells Mainly used in 
power market

Hi–Na battery 
technology 
Co. Ltd.

China 2017 Cathodes of 
Na–Fe–Mn–
Cu-based oxide

Anode is of carbon

Energy density of 
120 Wh/Kg

Used as a power 
bank

Natron Stanford 
University, 
United States

Prussian blue 
electrode with an 
aqueous electrolyte

— —

Altris AB Uppsala 
University, 
Sweden 2017

Iron-based Prussian 
and carbon as an 
electrode

Low-energy process Stationary 
energy storage

CATL Co. 
Ltd.

China 2021 Porous carbon as 
cathode and 
Prussian blue as 
anode

Specific energy density 
160 Wh/Kg. Sodium 
ion has more volume 
and stable with 
structure

Electric vehicles 
and stationary 
storage battery
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summary of the recent progress of cathode material and electrolyte for MIBs with 
special emphasis on strategies for future research initiatives. To solve these issues, 
in recent years, several strategies have been reported in literature; this includes the 
use of mesoporous and high specific surface area nanostructured material with high 
divalent ion mobility as cathode for MIBs [53,54]. The cathode fabricated from such 
material decreases the diffusion length for Mg ion into the cathode during the charg-
ing–discharging process [55–57].

10.6.1 cathode material for miBS

Till date, Chevrel phase oxides, chalcogenides, carbon-based nanomaterials and poly-
anions have been investigated as a potential cathode material for MIBs. The mostly 
used cathode material for MIBs includes the Chevrel phase molybdenum sulfide 
(Mo6S8) [58], molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) [59], orthorhombic molybdenum oxide 
MoO3 [60,61], vanadium bronze (V3O8) [62], vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) [63], mag-
nesiated vanadium pentoxide (MgxV2O5) [64], nickel hexacyanoferrate (NiFe(CN)6) 
[65], copper hexacyanoferrate (CuFe(CN)6) [66], and various manganese-based 
oxides such as hollandite MnO3 [67], todorokite MnO3 [68], birnessiteMnO3 [67], 
Mg6MnO8 [69], manganese silicate (Mg1.03Mn0.97SiO4) [70], iron silicate (MgFeSiO4) 
[71], cobalt silicate(MgCoSiO4) [72], etc.

Considering the sluggish nature and unsatisfactory cycling life of cathode material 
used in MIBs, recently, various strategies and structural modifications, viz., meso-
porous, hierarchical two- and three-dimensional materials as cathode for MIBs have 
been implemented. Chevrel-phase Mo6S8 is one of the important materials which 
is facilitated by the high mobility and fast interfacial charge transfer. Nowadays, 
Mo6S8 has gained considerable attention toward the application of cathode material 
at room in MIBs. Mo6S8 has superb intercalation kinetics and best reversibility. Also, 
at potential 1.2 V, the initial capacity for Mo6S8 is reported in literature to be up to 
120 mA/hg [73,74]. To study the effect of leaching chemistry on the performance 
of Mo6S8-based cathodes of MIBs, Lancy et al. have reported interesting results: as 
they accommodate two Mg atoms per formula unit when Cu2Mo6S8 leached in I2/
AN (acetonitrile) or in HCl/H2O. Also, the capacity fading of the MIBs is reported 
because of the inability to extract Mg ions during charging at room temperature. 
The Cu2Mo6S8 cathode in MIBs resulted in a specific capacitance of 90–100 mA/hg 
with excellent stability over large numbers of charge–discharge cycles [75]. Further, 
Choi et al. modify Mo6S8 by Cu metal and reported the increase in rate capability 
discharge of (99.1 mA/hg) than pristine with (85.6 mA/hg) at 1.0 V vs. Mg/Mg2+. 
Moreover, in this study, the in-situ formation of CuxMo6S8 is studied further. Also, 
the electrochemical insertion of Cu from Cu nanoparticle/graphene composite to the 
Mo6S8 host and the schematic of Mg2+ insertion and extraction during the replace-
ment reaction of Cu in the Mo6S8 is demonstrated in Figure 10.12 [76].

Wu et al. demonstrated the use of Lattice engineering to settle the issue of slug-
gish kinetics, which is one of the important reasons for dissatisfactory Mg-storage 
capabilities in two-dimensional layered materials. For this study, using heteroge-
neous monolayers of MoS2 and graphene, they have fabricated the van der Waals’ 
heterostructures. Further, they reported that the Mg-diffusion barrier was reduced 
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by 0.4 eV, and in consequence, the diffusion rate enhances 11 times higher than the 
diffusion rate of original MoS2. As a result of the assisted diffusion kinetics, the 
Mg-storage capacity for MoS2/GR and its rate performance are reported to be 210 
mA/hg and 90 mA/hg at 500 mA/g, respectively [77]. To enhance the electrochemi-
cal performance and enhances the Mg-ion kineticsm, Liu et al. synthesized and 
studied the MoS2/graphene hybrid material as cathode for MIBs. The facile lithium-
assisted sonication method was used for the synthesis of cathode material. In this 
study, graphene is inserted in MoS2, this influences the Mg2+-ion insertion–dein-
sertion in the host MoS2/graphene hybrid cathode, as a result, the electrochemical 
behavior of MoS2/graphene hybrid cathode in MIBs enhances. The initial capac-
ity and cyclability after 50 cycles for MoS2/graphene cathode are reported to be 
115.9 mA/hg and 82.5 mA/hg, respectively. Furthermore, the cyclic voltammetry 
curves at various scan rates, typical GCD profiles at various current densities and 
electrochemical impedance spectra of different MoS2/graphene-15 composites are 
demonstrated in Figure 10.13 [78]. The reported MoS2/graphene-15 hybrid fascicled 
MIBs demonstrated excellent electrochemical behavior as compared to bare MoS2 
or graphene [78]. Furthermore, the issues related to Mg-ion adsorption at host mate-
rial and diffusion, Yang et al., using the Density Functional Theory, investigated 
the MoS2 nanoribbon as cathode material for MIBs and reported the maximum 
theoretical of 223.2 mA/hg [79].

FIGURE 10.12 Schematics of (a) Cu replacement reaction in the Mo6S8 and (b) the pro-
posed solid-state Cu replacement reaction structure during Mg2+ insertion and extraction. 
(Reproduced with permission with ACS, publication [76]. (Reproduced with permission from 
ACS Publication, © 2017.)
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10.6.2 traNSitioN-BaSed cathode material for miBS

In recent years, over the transition-metal sulfide, transition-metal oxides have gained 
enormous attention as the cathode material for MIBs. Owing to the many attractive 
properties such as good electrochemical characteristics, higher working potentials, 
better thermal stability etc., transition-metal oxides reported to be superior cathode 
material than the transition-metal sulfide for MIBs. Many transition-metal oxides 
such as MnO2 [80], V2O5 [81], VOPO4 [82], TiO2 [83], etc. also offers the similar 
advantages. Zhang et al. [84] reported the nano-sized hollandite phase α-MnO2 
cathode material for MIBs. The reported cathode material demonstrated excellent 
electrochemical performance in electrolyte Mg2 (μ-Cl)3·6(OC4H8)((N(Si(CH3)3)2)

nAlCl4−n) (n = 1, 2) with a specific capacitance of 280 mA/hg within the potential 
range of 0.3 V–1.5 V. Ju et al. reported the MoS2 nano flowers as the cathode mate-
rial for hybrid ion Li+/Mg2+ battery and reported the remarkable enhancement of 
the electrochemical performance due to Mg stripping/plating at the anode side and 
Li+ intercalation at the cathode side with a small contribution from Mg2+ adsorption 
at MoS2 cathode. The MoS2 nano flower-based hybrid Li+/Mg2+ hybrid ion battery 
demonstrated high capacity, excellent rate capability, and long cycle life of 243 mA/
hg at the 0.1 C rate and 108  mA/hg at the 5  C rate, respectively. Also, the capacity 
retention over 2300 cycles is reported to be 87.2 % [85]. Zhu et al. have used the intro-
duction of defects in cathode material strategy for the enhancement of energy density 

FIGURE 10.13 (a) The cyclic voltammetry curves of MoS2/graphene-15 electrode scanned 
at a rate of 0.5 mV/s in the voltage window of 0 V–2.2 V vs. Mg2+/Mg. (b) Typical GCD profiles 
of MoS2/graphene at a current density of 20 mA/g. (c) Cycling performance of bulk MoS2, 
exfoliated MoS2, and the MoS2/graphene-15 composites at 20 mA/g. (d) Electrochemical 
impedance spectra of bulk MoS2, exfoliated MoS2, and MoS2/graphene-15 electrodes [78]. 
(Reproduced with permission from Elsevier, © 2017.)
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and stability of MIBs and accelerated the diffusion of Mg2+ in cathode materials. For 
demonstration, they have reported the synthesis of defective 2D MoS2 nanosheets via 
the hydrothermal method and used as a cathode for MIBs. The discharge specific 
capacity of MIBs is found to be 152 mA/hg [86]. Liu et al. synthesized the ε-MnO2 
via facile potentiostatic electrodeposition and utilized for cathode material for MIBs. 
The interconnected nanoflakes of ε-MnO2 and direct contact with the electrolyte are 
responsible for high electrochemical performance. The specific capacity and energy 
density of binder-free ε-MnO2 were reported to be 259.3 mA/hg at 0.5 Ag−1 and 98.6 
Wh/kg, respectively. The as-prepared cathode shows high stability and 94.3% reten-
tion in capacitance over 400 cycles [80].

10.7 MAGNESIUM-SODIUM (MG–NA) HYBRID ION BATTERIES

With the advance in the use of renewable energy, various nanomaterials have been 
used to make the batteries very efficient; LIBs satisfy all the requisite criterion, but 
the major challenge is the limitation of energy density. It also suffers the problems 
of dendrites formation, thermal runaway and most important part is that it is costly. 
Lithium was replaced by MIB, a magnesium-ion battery which has lots of advantages 
as an electrode material such as an excellent volumetric capacity of 3833 mA/h/cm3 
and gravimetric capacities of 2205 mA/hg, which is double as compared to lithium, 
lower flammability and safe to use; it has lower negative redox potential and forms 
non-dendrite morphology [3,87,88]. Magnesium-ion batteries require cathode of high 
energy density, enhanced rate capability and good cyclability. The major challenge in 
the selection of cathode of MIB is the undesirable effects of the host materials that 
prevent the insertion of magnesium. Some of the cathodes used are Chevrel phase 
MO6S8 and spinel TiS2, but the energy densities were very less and a lower voltage 
was achieved less than 1.5 V. As compared to MIB, sodium-ion batteries are also 
gaining lots of momentum in the field of energy materials. SIB batteries [89] use Na 
as a cathode because there is a strict prohibition of Na as an anode because it is highly 
reactive and has dendrite formation issues. However, its plenty abundance has made it 
an attractive electrode material as it will lower the cost of manufacturing. Figure 10.14 
[89] shows the charging and discharging of Mg/Na hybrid battery in the charging pro-
cess, the reduction process takes place at magnesium anode and oxidation takes place 
at cathode. The converse effect takes place during the discharging process.

There are many interesting features of sodium-magnesium hybrid ion batteries. 
Choosing magnesium as an electrode material has many advantages such as high 
capacity, availability, low cost and its safety. Sodium ion as a cathode material has 
lots of importance like generating high voltage, high energy density, found in abun-
dance, low cost and good cyclability. The electrolyte should allow the transport of 
Mg ion and Na-ion both in charging and discharging of the battery. Its oxidation 
and reduction process should match with the operating voltage of the electrodes. 
This battery mainly works on the principle of sodium-ion insertion or extraction in 
the cathode and dissolution or deposition of magnesium ion at the anode during the 
cycles of charging and discharging. The stability of the oxidation state of the mag-
nesium electrolyte [89] should not exceed the Na negative electrode. Moreover, the 
operating range of the cathode should be in the range the discharge voltage should 
not be very low. The electrolyte should be free from any materials which will affect 
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the deposition or dissolution of Mg. Moreover, the recent research highlights that 
sodium magnesium hybrid ion battery is demonstrated in Table 10.13.

The future of sodium and magnesium hybrid ion batteries is truly bright. Because 
this hybrid battery utilizes the dendrite-free deposition of magnesium at anode and 
has the fast intercalation process of sodium ion at the cathode, which is very much 
required for the charge storage mechanism of the battery. This also increases the 
energy density of the battery. It can be commercialized by improving the materials 
of the electrolytes.

10.8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTIVE

The recent advances in the energy storage system alternative to the lithium batter-
ies/LIBs have been reviewed in detail. The cathode, anode and electrolyte materials 

FIGURE 10.14 Charging and discharging phenomenon of Mg/Na hybrid battery [89]. 
(Reproduced with permission Elsevier, © 2020.)
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used in the different batteries have been discussed thoroughly. The operating prin-
ciple of different batteries such as alkaline batteries, sodium-ion battery, magnesium-
ion battery and sodium-magnesium hybrid ion battery with the key advancement in 
their architecture and energy efficiency is discussed in detail. The electrochemical 
technologies related to electrode materials and electrolytes have been discussed with 
the recent advancements including adopted methods of synthesis, use of nanostruc-
tured material for cathode and anode and applicability of solid electrolyte. While 
reviewing the status of different battery systems, it has been observed that there is a 
lot of scope for the development of nickel-based batteries, sodium-ion batteries and 
magnesium-based batteries. These batteries can replace the monopoly of lithium bat-
teries in the future.

TABLE 10.13
Recent Research Advancements in Anode and Cathode Material for Sodium–
Magnesium Hybrid Ion Battery

Types of 
Battery Anode Cathode Electrolyte Characteristics References

MgNaCrO2 Mg NaCrO2 PhMgCl-AlCl3, 
MgAPC, 
NaCB11H12, 
dual salt 
electrolyte

Energy density −183 
Wh Kg−1 at voltage 
2.3 V average 50 
cycles

[90]

Sodium–
Magnesium 
hybrid battery

Mg metal  FeS2 
(nanocrystal) 

Dual salt 
containing 
Mg+2 and Na+1

Good cathodic 
capacity;

excellent Coulombic 
efficiency;

rate capability

[91]

Mg Berlin green 
hybrid cell

Mg Na (open frame 
work Berlin 
Green cathode)

Average discharge 
voltage is 2.2 V

Stable cyclability 50 
cycles

[92]

Mg–Na hybrid Mg Na3V2(PO4)3 Voltage 2.6 V
Energy density 150 
Wh Kg−1

Good capacity

[93]

NVTP Mg Na2VTi(PO4)3

NASICON 
structure

Dual ion 
electrolyte 
Mg+2 and Na+1

High capacity of 
168 mA hg−1

Cyclability of 1000 
cycles

[89]

Mg/Na hybrid 
aqueous battery

NaTi2(PO4)3 Mn3O4 Mg+2 and Na+1 
hybrid 
electrolyte

Discharge potential 
at 1.2 V

Energy density of 
23.6 Wh Kg−1

Excellent cyclability

[94]
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